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ABSTRACT 
 

In today’s highly turbulent economy and increasingly complex organisational environment, 

continuous change and improvement becomes an absolute necessity for survival and 

prosperity.  Undoubtedly, effective change and improvement can be greatly facilitated by 

Organisational Learning. In this way, organisations can reach the so much desired sustainable 

competitive advantage. This can be realised by transforming them into Learning Organisations 

that can efficiently and effectively achieve their goals. It is for this reason that it is important 

to investigate Organisational Learning and the concepts of Learning Style preference, Learning 

Source preference and Individual Learning Propensity, Individual Learning Capability, 

Organisational Learning Capability and Learning Organisation. An awareness of these 

concepts and their understanding with a thorough study of the effects of their interrelations, 

give us the know-how on learning practices that lead to organisational effectiveness. 

This thesis proposes a model on the interrelationship between Individual Learning Propensity, 

employees’ Individual Learning Capability and Organisational Learning Capability. Such a 

model would contribute to the assessment of organisations in their efforts to promote a 

Learning Culture in organisations and become Learning Organisations. 

Based on an extensive Literature review, gaps were identified and a conceptual model worth 

investigating was developed. Based on the conceptual model a cross sectional study was 

conducted by administering a survey given to employees of different occupational categories 

in the hotel industry in Cyprus. The results obtained from the survey were analysed through 

Exploratory Factor Analysis and the model was validated through Confirmatory Factor 

Analysis, using the IBM software packages SPSS and AMOS.  

Following the above, a System Dynamics (SD) model was developed based on Social Learning 

Theory and Diffusion Theory. Through an experimental procedure between different scenaria 

on the diffusion of learning among learners in an organisation, the impact of the timing effects 

of the constituent parts of Individual Learning Propensity, Individual Learning Capability and 

Organisational Learning Capability, together with additional parameters such as the Learning 

Infrastructure is studied.  

The results of the study reinforce the view that Learning being a precious commodity, can be 

obtained by employees at the individual level and transferred among employees’ teams into 

Organisational Learning. Finally, by residing on the infrastructure of the organisations, 
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Learning can push the organisation to qualify as a Learning Organisation, thus giving to it a 

competitive advantage against its competitors in the Cypriot economy. According to the results 

of the study there is evidence to support the view that Learning Style preference, Learning 

Source preference and Individual Learning Propensity of employees in the Cypriot Hotel 

Industry, positively affect the Individual Learning Capability of employees which in turn 

positively affects the Organisational Learning Capability, thus enabling the organisation to 

reach the status of a Learning Organisation. Further, by applying and improving important 

parameters such as the Learning infrastructure and e-Learning applications, the Learning 

Culture can be promoted.  
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“I am still learning.” 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Conceptual framework 

In recent years organisations began to realise that learning could be the means to achieve their 

strategic goals and improve their performance. They could even achieve the ultimate goal of 

attaining a sustainable competitive advantage once they become the so-called Learning 

Organisations. However, there are many factors that contribute to becoming a Learning 

Organisation which could be attributed to individuals, teams and groups as well as to the whole 

Organisational system. Essentially, learning begins at the individual level, where knowledge is 

captured or created in the employees’ minds. In an attempt to encourage employees to be 

willing to learn, it is required to establish an enhancing Organisational climate that supports 

learning by facilitating the creation, capturing, sharing and applying knowledge to solve 

Organisational problems and achieve Organisational goals. Since Cyert and March (1963) 

coined the term Organisational Learning, there has been an exponential increase in the interest 

in this field of study worldwide and a possible explanation for this, is that the Learning 

Organisation concept creates a competitive advantage of the organisation in a dynamic global 

environment. This is one of the main reasons that all stakeholders would like to build a 

sustainable Learning Organisation in an unpredictable work environment (Watkins and 

Marsick, 1993; Marquardt, 2002). 

As shown in the literature review, there are major gaps and confusion regarding the 

Organisational learning processes. For example, it is not clear what is meant by individual 

learning (IL), Organisational learning (OL) and Learning Organisations (LO). Many 

researchers attempt to define these concepts from different viewpoints, some of them relating 

learning to knowing and/or training (Kolb 1984, Huber 1991, Kim 1998, Davenport and Prusak 

1998, Cross 2004), while others differentiating learning from knowing (Fiol and Lyles 1985, 

Starbuck 1992, Gherardi 2001, Schulz 2001). Further, some studies suggest the concepts of 

new and old OL (Örtenblad 2011).  

The high complexity regarding the above, makes it necessary to examine the various 

viewpoints in an integrated way, in order to clarify relationships between IL, OL and LO and 

thus, provide a common platform for studying learning in Organisations. This will be made 

possible by bringing together the various approaches to a coherent whole, have a better 

understanding on learning and effectively use it for Organisational performance. Further to the 
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understanding of learning and adding to the above complexity of the learning concept, Charles 

Handy (1976) in associating learning to motivation, claims that for learning to occur, the 

individual must be willing to learn, a fundamental aspect which is often ignored. Handy (1976) 

also refers to the ancient Greek saying, “know thyself” as one of the key prescriptions for 

success, which illustrates that individual learning and self-learning is of primary importance.  

Further, it highlights the large ignorance of people on basic knowledge about themselves, as 

well as about everything else that happens around them. This issue was probably first studied 

in a systematic way by Socrates who was trying to find a truly knowledgeable person, but he 

could not find one. Socrates though came to the important conclusion, that true wisdom is 

related to a happy fulfilled life that comes from continuous learning, hence the saying “the 

unexamined life is not worth living”. Continuous learning is therefore, a never-ending journey 

rather than a destination. 

Allan Gibb (1997) takes the view that there is no agreement as to what precisely constitutes 

learning, but many academics according to Beach (1980), support the view that learning is the 

human process by which skills, knowledge, habit and attitudes are acquired and altered in such 

a way that behaviour is modified. It is important to note that through this definition of learning, 

particular attention is given not only to knowledge but also to skills and behaviour. This gives 

rise to significant questions: is learning a cognitive process, a behaviour pattern, or both? In 

addition, is learning an individual activity or an organisational cultural activity? These are some 

of the research questions and issues addressed in this thesis. 

1.2 Research problem 

Many authors have written on the general benefits of the Learning Organisation but few authors 

concentrated on the implementation of a Learning Organisation model that demonstrates the 

Organisational Learning Capability, shows the factors that affect it, and provide a practical 

business solution (Marquardt, 2002; Senge, 2006; Watkins and Marsick, 1993). Many studies 

on Learning Organisation sought to define and explain its characteristics, whereas others 

examined its impact on applying the Learning Organisation principles, identifying the key 

systems and processes needed to develop the Learning Organisation, and later on, how to 

measure the Learning Organisation concepts in an Organisation of different types, usually of a 

private company (Marsick and Watkins, 1999; Moilanen, 2005).  

With the exception of the cases examining generally the connection between the Learning 

Organisations and Organisational Performance, very few research studies concentrated on the 
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connection between the Individual and Organisational Learning Capability, and the 

Organisational Learning Capability. In particular, no research is seen to investigate how the 

Individual Learning Propensity of the employees of an organisation can affect the Individual 

Learning Capability and how this in turn, affects the Organisational Learning Capability.  Thus, 

it is necessary to investigate the above relationships and provide a Learning Organisation model 

that provides practical business solutions. These gaps are much evident in the labour-intensive 

hotel industry, where there are very few studies dealing with the topic of Organisational 

Learning.  

1.3 Purpose of the Research 

The purpose of the research study is to model the relationship between the Learning Style and 

Learning Source preferences that create the Individual Learning Propensity (ILP) of employees 

to the Individual Learning Capability of employees, by building up on the learning capability 

concept. Furthermore, the study aims to identify specific Individual Learning Capability (ILC) 

characteristics of employees and predict how the ILC can affect the Organisational Learning 

Capability (OLC) of organisations that employ them. As a consequence of the above, the study 

aims to assess the development of the Learning Organisation (LO) concept through the 

examination of various dimensions of the concept of learning in the workforce of the hotel 

industry of Cyprus. The hotel industry of Cyprus was chosen because of its labour-intensive 

characteristic and because of its high economic impact on the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

In 2019, contribution of travel and tourism to GDP (% of GDP), for Cyprus was 22.7 % 

("Cyprus Contribution of travel and tourism to GDP (% of GDP), 1995-2019 - knoema.com", 

2022). 

In particular, this research in the hotel industry of Cyprus aimed to investigate 1) the 

relationship among the measures of the ILC constructs of Self-efficacy, Practical Intelligence, 

and Mental Intelligence, 2) the relationship among measures of the OLC constructs of 

Participative Decision Making, Dialogue, Risk Taking, Experimentation and External 

Environment Interactions, 3) the relationship among measures of the Learning Styles 

constructs of  Reflector Style, Activist Style, Pragmatist Style, Theorist Style, 4) the 

relationship among measures of the Learning Source constructs of External Source and Internal 

Source, and 5) the effect of the above constructs together with the parameter of Learning 

Infrastructure in organisations, on changing employees’ learning mindset, and promoting 

Learning Culture in the Cyprus Hotel Industry.  
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1.4 Research Questions 

Based on the above purpose of the research, the following questions were investigated in this 

study: 

1. To what extent learning styles and learning sources are applied as Individual Learning 

Propensity of employees in an organisation. 

2. To what extent self-efficacy, mental intelligence and task intelligence are applied as the 

Individual Learning Capability of employees in an organisation. 

3. To what extent the participative decision making, dialogue, environmental interaction, 

experimentation, and risk taking of an entity, are applied as the Organisational Learning 

Capability of the entity and consequently qualify the entity as a Learning Organisation. 

4. What is the extent of the Individual Learning Propensity effect on the Individual Learning 

Capability of the employees in an organisation? 

5. What is the extent of the Individual Learning Capability effect, on the Organisational 

Learning Capability of an entity? 

6. How Individual Learning Propensity, Individual Learning Capability, and Organisational 

Learning Capability, together with Learning Infrastructure of organisations and e-Learning 

can change the learning mindset among employees, and affect the promotion of Learning 

Culture in organisations in the Cyprus Hotel Industry? 

1.5 Significance of the research 

The importance of the research stems from the fact that it examines an area that was not 

sufficiently explored before. What was not explored enough, was the learning preferences of 

the individuals in their working environment and not as often seen, the learning styles or 

learning (dis)abilities of students in a school environment. This research is significant because 

it fulfils the need to study the learning propensity of employees in the business context and not 

of individuals in an academic environment.  

The research examines the effects of learning propensity on ILC and the effects of ILC on 

OLC. The findings provided evidence to support the position that the model demonstrates that 

OLC is affected by the ILC, and ILC is affected by ILP of employees in an organisation which 

is created by the learning style preference and the learning source preference of individual 

workers. Furthermore, the study examines the timing effect of changes of the above parameters, 

and additional parameters such as the Learning Infrastructure and eLearning on the change of 

mindsets of employees over a period of time. This is important because the study does not only 
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show results that relate to the current condition as obtained from the empirical data of a survey, 

but it considers different scenarios with changes in the above parameters and projects the output 

result in the future.  

Thus, the model has a practical significance as it can be used by organisations to reflect on how 

learning source preference, learning style preference and learning propensity can affect ILC 

and OLC and together with the parameters of Learning Infrastructure and eLearning, they can 

change the learning mindsets of employees and promote a Learning Culture in the Cyprus Hotel 

Industry. 

1.6 Method 

The survey method was used to gather the required information by the use of a questionnaire 

filled in by employees working in the hotel industry of Cyprus. The population of interest for 

this study was the employees working in the hotel industry in the area controlled by the 

Republic of Cyprus. Unfortunately, it was not possible to access employees of hotels in the 

illegally occupied by the Turkish troops part of Cyprus, where there are 48 hotels owned by 

Cypriots (some of them not currently in operation) as well as a number of illegally operated 

hotels built by Turkish or Turkish Cypriots after the Turkish invasion in 1974. The number of 

hotels operating in free Cyprus in 2019 was 841 units (Cyprus in Figures, 2020). This number 

continually changes especially as a result of the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on the global 

economy.  

The sampling framework was restricted to the hotels that are members of the Cyprus Hotel 

Association and consisted of 165 hotels. Out of these, the ones with at least 3-stars rating were 

selected and checked to be in existence for more than one year and employing more than ten 

employees. Thus, the sampling framework was reduced to 127 hotels and probability (random) 

sampling was used to select a representative sample. Out of these hotels, 27 were randomly 

selected to be the targeted hotels.  

Therefore, the 27 targeted hotels were rated at a minimum as 3-star hotels, were employing 

more than 10 employees and were in existence for more than one year. The employees to be 

surveyed were taken out of the employees of these 27 targeted hotels. The questionnaires were 

given by hand to contact persons in these hotels who were the General Manager, the Human 

Resource Manager, or any other key personnel. Each hotel was asked to aim to get 15 

completed questionnaires, therefore 405 questionnaires were given out (27 hotels X 

15questionnaires per hotel), however 278 employees actually responded (a response rate of 
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68%) of which 274 questionnaires were fully completed. In this way, 274 employees were 

surveyed, a sample size shown to be adequate to perform effective statistical analysis and give 

reliable findings.  

The research approach chosen in this study and specifically the choice of quantitative method 

was to a great extent, a consequence of the purpose of the study. The purpose of this research 

was to study the relationship between Individual Learning Propensity, Individual Learning 

Capability and Organisational Learning Capability, among a wide sample of hotel employees 

using a survey instrument. Applying deductive reasoning in an attempt to achieve this aim, the 

chosen quantitative research method proves to be important for managers’ efforts to diagnose 

their organisations and deduce useful conclusions for specific reasons:  

• First, to contribute more to the empirical evidence on the area of Learning Capability.  

• Second, because the quantitative method would be more effective in generalising their 

opinions through objective techniques.  

Lastly, the quantitative approach followed in this study, gives more specific and objective 

measurements. These measurements are preferred by senior managers of larger organisations 

to base their strategic plans upon, in a structured and meaningful manner.  

The high degree of objectivity in this method as compared to the qualitative method was 

considered important for this study. The data collected were analysed by statistical methods 

without the effects of subjective judgements of learners’, learning providers’ and other actors’ 

interactions. Based on the above, the quantitative method was chosen as a structured 

measurement approach through which fast and objective answers can be found on the 

specifically defined questions of the research study.  

1.7 Limitations of the Research 

A survey questionnaire gave us data from 274 employees in the hotel industry in Cyprus, which 

was chosen because it is a labour-intensive industry with big economic impact on the Cyprus 

GDP ("Cyprus Contribution of travel and tourism to GDP (% of GDP), 1995-2019 - 

knoema.com", 2022). Therefore, the data collected were restricted to hotel organisations and 

the results may not be applicable across all types of organisations, with the consequence that 

the results may not be generalised.  In addition, the study did not consider the effect of learning 

style and learning source preferences of the employees in the different departments of a hotel. 

Further, the whole research was conducted during the summer period of 2019, a single time 

period vulnerable to the impact of the unusual event which happened simultaneously with the 
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survey and influenced the respondents to the effect that their answers could be biased (Fowler, 

2002). However, longitudinal studies within the same hotel sector, or even other sectors of the 

economy, were outside the scope of this study. The limitations are further discussed in more 

detail in section 6.4 (Limitations of the research). 

1.8 Structure of the thesis 

Following this introduction (Chapter 1), the various approaches to learning and the related core 

concepts are next presented via an extensive literature review, which critically evaluates the 

most significant views in the field of IL, OL and LO (Chapter 2). This is followed by the 

development of the model and an explanation of the methodology used in the study (Chapter 

3), the actual results of running the model and the findings of the research (Chapter 4). Chapter 

5 discusses how System Dynamics is used to study the impact of the timing effects of 

simultaneous variations of the constituent elements of ILC and OLC. Finally, the discussion 

and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6, which includes the practical implementation of the 

model and its limitations, a criticism on learning styles and eventually the implications of the 

developed model and the conclusions.  
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“We now accept the fact that learning is a lifelong process                                  

of keeping abreast of change’’.  

 

Peter Drucker  
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CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
 

2.1 Viewpoints on Learning 

2.1.1 Conceptual introduction 

A plethora of definitions exist in the literature on what is learning. Most definitions state that 

learning is the acquisition of knowledge or a skill. Argyris and Schon (1978) argue that learning 

occurs when new knowledge translates into different behaviour. Kolb (1984) states learning is 

the process by which knowledge is created through the transformation of experience 

(experiential learning). Kim (1998) defines learning as increasing one’s capacity to take 

effective action. More recently, Piaget (2015) argues that the key to learning is the adaptation 

of mental concepts based on own experiences, and the integration of the experience into 

existing mental concepts. Therefore, an early conclusion is that Learning is the acquired 

changes in knowledge, skills, attitudes, insights and values which when diffused among the 

members of an organisation, creates the potential change in the organisation practice (Dibbon, 

1999). Further, the terms knowledge and learning are often used interchangeably leading to 

conceptual confusion. In Honey’s long declaration on learning, learning is described as 

complex, covering knowledge, skills, attitudes, ideas and values, individual or collective, 

created within groups and organisations, triggered by any situation such as success, failure or 

any other situation in between, a process and consequence, incremental and transformational, 

conscious and unconscious, planned or unplanned, desirable or undesirable and as a moral 

dimension, (Honey, 1998).  

The know-how (what individuals learn) and the know-why (what individuals understand and 

apply) is illustrated by Kim (1998) with the example of a “know-how carpenter” who has the 

skills of woodworking but does not understand the concept of building coherent structures and 

therefore cannot utilise those skills effectively. On the other hand, Kim (1998) continues the 

example with the “know-why carpenter” who has extensive knowledge about architecture and 

design but does not have the skills to produce designs and therefore, cannot put the know-how 

into effective use. Garvin (2000) suggests that there are different stages of generating 

knowledge, such as achieving repeatable performance and instituting a process to monitor 

knowledge generation. Further, Fillion et al. (2015) argue in favour of knowledge generation, 

on their critical review of Senge’s LO approach (Senge, 2006), where they propose the addition 
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of two new disciplines to Senge’s five disciplines, one of which is the knowledge generation 

and sharing, and the second one the organisational behavior.  

The various viewpoints on learning according to prominent scholars are examined through 

literature review and presented under the different headings of this report. Schein (2010) 

suggests that organisational learning must include learning about internal relationships and 

how well the organisation adapts to the external changes. Learning is differentiated from 

knowing in the sense that learning is an ongoing process to satisfy a desire to expand and 

develop, whereas knowing is the status of becoming familiar with a concept to a point, where 

you are not looking any further. Örtenblad (2011) distinguishes learning from knowing, by 

referring to “learning” in relation to training on performing a task, and “knowing” to the 

capacity to perform the task. He suggests that we should take the example of a football team 

that is capable of winning a better team. This can be done through training, which implies that 

the task is being performed, and through learning, which takes place during the actual 

performance. If this works, then the football team can win against a better team and if it does 

not work, the football team may even lose against a worse team. Knowledge was gradually 

recognised through the era of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) as a factor 

of production by itself, additionally to labour and capital. Being already in the information age 

the amount of knowledge is estimated to double every 3 years or less (Bontis 1999) and 

Learning has become the new form of labour in the 21st century (Marquardt, 2002). 

Further, Cross (2004) provides some insights to the notions of learning and training. He 

explains that the reason people learn is “because they have an innate desire to excel, the promise 

of reward, the fear of punishment, the lure of advancement, social pressure, peer pressure, 

curiosity, a quest for understanding, the satisfaction of accomplishment, status, pride and 

more”. There is a notable difference between learning and training as training is mostly related 

to improving skills and attitudes and increasing knowledge so that a task can be performed, 

whereas learning is more related to the holistic development of the individual. Cross (2004) 

suggests that training is externally imposed, whereas learning is internally desired, and implies 

that people are always ready to learn, but sometimes they are not ready to be trained. Tsoukas 

and Vladimirou (2001) explored the links between individual knowledge and human action 

leading to OL, after first recognising that most people intuitively identify knowledge with 

individual knowledge.  
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In the above respects, learning has been acknowledged as a source which gives competitive 

advantage because learning, defined as a change in behaviour, leads to an increased ability to 

produce results quicker and better. De Geus (1988) and Stata (1989) consider that many 

entrepreneurs see the rate at which their undertakings learn as a competitive strategy.  

There is a trend of change from thinking of learning as a transaction, to learning as a process 

which leaves no distance between the learner and his/her instructor and requires their dialogue 

to encourage joint responsibility for learning and growth (Burkey, 1993). 

Ratner (1997) demonstrated the new perspective under which now we view learning, as 

compared to its traditional view. For example, traditionally there was the view that knowledge 

is certain and objective with learners receiving knowledge. Now the view prevailing is that 

knowledge is provisional and subjective, with learners creating knowledge. Similarly, 

previously it was considered that knowledge is a “thing” that is transferred from one person to 

another, whereas now knowledge is a relationship between the knower and the known and that 

this relationship creates knowledge.  

The responsibility for learning belongs to many different shareholders, individuals, teams, 

management and the organisation as a whole. In contrast to training which is usually delegated 

to HRD department and management, and is organised with specific agenda, Learning is more 

fluid. Learning can be done by one person without materials whereas training requires materials 

and the skills of another person. For example, Learning can be done simply by reflecting on 

one’s own actions. Learning and ultimately performance are the desired outcomes of training. 

Therefore, training is a tool for learning. 

2.1.2 Informal Learning 

It has been recognised that most of the learning is informal. Informal learning is defined by the 

European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop), the European Union’s 

reference centre for vocational education and training as “Learning resulting from daily 

activities related to work, family or leisure. It is not organised or structured in terms of 

objectives, time or learning support. Informal learning is mostly unintentional from the 

learner’s perspective” (Cedefop, 2015 p.74).  

Informal learning occurring during every-day life even at home and during leisure time, is also 

referred to as experiential or incidental/random learning and can be validated and certified. The 

European Union developed mechanisms to help individuals to have this learning recognised 

and assessed so that it can be accumulated towards formal learning qualification. One of these 
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mechanisms is the European credit system for vocational education and training (ECVET) 

which uses transnational mobility and other individualised learning pathways.  

In particular, Marsick and Watkins (2015) noted that most of the learning is informal and 

incidental, even though they did not negate the importance of structured learning. Through the 

unstructured approach of informal learning, it is related to innovative thinking and innovation. 

This perspective gives a great challenge to human resource development. Further, Nurmala 

(2014) showed that when we speak of learning culture this is significantly correlated to 

informal learning opportunities. Kim and Marsick (2013) supported this relationship and 

showed that organisations got performance benefits when there were informal learning 

opportunities on the job.  

2.1.3 Social Learning 

Learning is a cognitive process which can occur by observations in a social context.  This 

means that learning can occur by imitating others’ behaviour (Bandura, 1997) and in this 

context, social learning can be reinforced by encouragement or controlled by prohibitive 

“punishment”. Therefore, when regularly rewarding a particular behaviour that particular 

behaviour will most probably prevail, whereas when regularly punishing it, that particular 

behaviour will most probably desist. This link led eventually to the expansion of Social 

Learning Theory to Behavioural Theories.  

Bandura (1997) suggested that a major part of learning is achieved by observing and imitating 

other people’s behaviour. This created the basis of social learning theory. Further, Fox (2000) 

introduced the socio-cultural learning approach which emphasises social learning. It is 

concluded that learning can be achieved through active participation and this is done better, 

through constant changes of social practice (Blackler, 1993). Further, a link exists between 

organisational learning and organisational knowledge. Knowledge is created within the 

individual and becomes the primary source and the critical input for organisational learning 

(Grant, 1996). When knowledge is shared between all members of an organisation, we have a 

truly Learning Organisation (LO). In a similar context, when knowledge is shared between 

citizens, we can have a truly Learning City and a real change in the mindsets of people. 

2.1.4 Adaptive Learning 

Adjusting learning to the personal needs of the learner as learning goes along, is known by the 

term Adaptive Learning (learning that adapts to the learner). This means that when the learner 

answers a question right, he moves along with the material as set. If however the learner 
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answers wrong, then he is transferred to a recap material to revise before he is switched back 

to the original track. On the other hand, if the learner finds the material easy, then the content 

is changed to more advanced information. Although the terms Adaptive Learning and 

Personalised Learning are often used interchangeably, strictly speaking Adaptive Learning is 

not exactly Personalised Learning. In Personalised Learning, adaptivity gets further specialised 

as the learner gets assignments which are personalised to his specific background and 

experience. Adaptive and Personalised delivery of learning has become a hot issue and research 

is going on, funded by organisations like the Gates Foundation to develop more advanced 

applications that provide adaptive learning and resources to learners when they appear to need 

them most. 

2.1.5 Single loop and Double loop Learning 

Argyris and Schön (1978) argued that people react to situations according to their mental maps 

and the way they plan, execute and reflect on their actions. Learning by detecting and correcting 

mistakes, is what they refer to as single-loop learning. Alternatively, learning is to question the 

governing variables that lead to the mistakes, so as to scrutinise the way the initial 

strategy/norms/policies/objectives are formulated. This is referred to as double-loop learning. 

Argyris and Schön (1974) give a clear example of single and double-loop learning: Single-loop 

learning is like a thermostat that learns when it is too hot or too cold and turns the heat on or 

off. The thermostat can perform this task because it can receive information (the temperature 

of the room) and take corrective action. Double-loop learning occurs when error is detected 

and corrected in ways that involve the modification of an organisation’s underlying norms, 

policies and objectives. Contu et al. (2003) agree with Argyris and Schön (1974), that single-

loop learning is appropriate for the routine, repetitive issue, which helps to get the everyday 

job done, whereas double-loop learning is more relevant for the complex, non-programmable 

issues. In the same line of thinking, Schein (2010) says that the key to learning is to get 

feedback and to take time to reflect and generate new ways of doing things, and repeat by 

getting new feedback on the new ways and so forth. 

In “Teaching smart people how to learn”, Argyris (1991) recognises that highly skilled 

professionals are frequently very good at single-loop learning, because of their qualifications 

which enable them to solve real-world problems, but ironically this is why professionals are 

often so bad at double-loop learning. Most people do not know how to learn and even worse, 

“those members of the organisation that many assume to be the best at learning are, in fact, not 

very good at it”, and he was referring to the well-educated and high-committed professionals 
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who have key leadership positions. They misunderstand learning and how to bring it about and 

consequently in their effort to drive their organisation to the LO status, they make the mistake 

of defining learning too narrowly as mere “problem solving” and they focus only on correcting 

errors. 

In many ways, the above thinking resembles the way of Aristotles’ reasoning in exploring 

technical and practical thought. Argyris (1994) continues to describe this apparently benevolent 

strategy for double-loop learning by questioning one’s own decisions, as actually anti-learning. 

The process of learning through failures was studied by Sitkin (1992) who says that if the goal 

is learning, then unanticipated failure is an unavoidable by-product of the inherent risks in 

challenging problems. Unanticipated failure cannot be predicted but some failure may be 

precisely and reliably specified and those failures that are fostering learning are referred to as 

“intelligent failure”. Genuine learning is inhibited by both individual defensive reasoning and 

organisational defensive routines. This is why the solution of single-loop problems will never 

help mankind to realise why they lived with problems for years, covering them up by allocating 

the responsibility to others, instead to themselves. 

Therefore, learning cannot be done in a single moment, it takes time. Charles Handy writes that 

there is a general agreement that learning consists of four main stages: exploration, 

conceptualisation, experimentation, and consolidation (Handy, 1976). This is related to “The 

Wheel of Learning” consisting of four quadrants: the questions triggered by needs requiring 

solutions, the ideas which must pass, the tests to see if the ideas work, and the reflections on 

whether we have arrived at the best solution (Handy,1992). De Geus (1998) claimed that 

learning is not a luxury, but learning is how companies discover their futures. Based on a case 

study in Shell Corporation, De Geus (1998), p.71 concludes that “the ability to learn faster than 

your competitors, may be the only sustainable competitive advantage”.  

2.1.6 Unlearning 

The Persian poet Mevlana Rumi also known as Maulana (Mawlana) Jalaluddin Rumi was a 

13th century Persian poet (13th century Muslim saint and Anatolian mystic known throughout 

the world for his exquisite poems and words of wisdom, which have been translated into many 

languages) said  that before we can learn, we need to learn how to learn; and before we can 

learn how to learn, we need to learn how to unlearn (Rumi, 2008).  

Unlearning is a catching term that appeared in the literature soon after the learning theories 

began to evolve. In the early and frequent citation of Hedberg (1981) unlearning is viewed as 
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the discarding of “obsolete and misleading knowledge”, implying that unlearning is perhaps 

intentional. Similar to “you must want to learn” also “you must want to unlearn”. The 

administrative systems in organisations usually hinder and control the employees’ behaviour, 

but it seems that there is an innate tendency for employees to experiment and learn, especially 

when the organisation outlived its usefulness. For this reason, employees and managers need 

to become free of roadblocks that prohibit learning and engage into new practices. And 

although a lot of effort and time was once spent on learning, among the various ways to clear 

the roadblocks is every employee begins with his own unlearning.  

Although learning and unlearning are considered as two distinct concepts, there is a conceptual 

ambiguity as some people consider unlearning as part of learning. Many researchers define 

explicitly organisational unlearning although their definitions are very much like the ones for 

learning. For example, Akgün et al. (2006) define organisational unlearning as changes in 

beliefs and routines, a definition very similar to many definitions of learning. Tsang and Zahra 

(2008) who have tabulated more than 30 definitions with similar or related content stated that 

when an organisation acquires knowledge, it is not just added to the organisation’s knowledge 

stock because it may be required to discard some previous knowledge. McGill and Slocum 

(1993) claim that even before both employees and managers build the new learning 

organisation, it is necessary first to unlearn the old organisation by unlearning old methods 

before learning new ones. A certain routine possessed by an organisation at a point of time, 

through unlearning it is no longer possessed at a later point in time. Old routines gradually are 

forgotten and disappear from the organisation’s memory giving space to the new routines. This 

leads to the conclusion that unlearning is simply about getting rid of old routines and 

establishing new ones.  

Huber (1991) suggests that unlearning is a reduction of the organisation’s potential behaviours 

and unlearning is conceptually subsumable under learning. Unlearning is not an easy task after 

employees and managers have been trained for years in a particular way to deal with the 

organisation’s systems and become comfortable with their environment. Unlearning is not 

simply forgetting, but the discarding of old knowledge to make room for change through new 

knowledge, ideas and actions. Unlearning in this sense is based on Lewin’s (1935) theory of 

change management (freeze-change-refreeze). McGill and Slocum (1993) recommend active 

organisational unlearning so that individuals and organisations learn from mistakes, by 

showing sensible risk-taking in accepting new experiences. Comparatively, the term used by 
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Argyris for single-loop learning aims to produce the desired output and correct any errors 

immediately, but it will not consider the causes of the initial error or problem. 

The literature on behavioural change is related to unlearning as much as it is related to learning. 

As per McGill and Slocum (1993), the important behaviours that promote organisational 

learning are the desire for continuous experimentation, the willingness to encounter different 

experiences and learn from failures. Kim and Aguilera (2015) take the view that unlearning is 

a prerequisite for firms to explore opportunities by engaging in regional explorations. Huber 

(1991) notes the difference between unlearning behaviours and unlearning constraints on 

behaviours and suggests that unlearning can increase or decrease the range of potential 

behaviours. Mezias et al. (2001) state that organisational unlearning requires changing the set 

of cognitions underlying the behavior of the Organisation. This relationship between 

unlearning and change help us understand the repercussions of all organisational changes. 

Learning and unlearning thus are linked to two types of change, the acquisition of new 

knowledge and practices and the discarding of old knowledge and practices. 

In fact, both learning and unlearning are a kind of organisational change, which as per Barnett 

and Carrol (1995) creates a transformation of the organisation between two points in time. The 

daily learning process causes the Organisation to adapt to changes internally but also externally 

in their economic and social environment. When these daily adaptations are gradually absorbed 

by employees, they cause a permanent transformation of the organisation. During this 

transformation, unlearning is happening simultaneously and gradually with learning through a 

continuous process during which old routines disappear from the organisation’s memory. It is 

important to note that the above process is happening intentionally driven by the individual 

employee or the organisation as a whole. Huber (1991) quotes Webster’s 1987 to emphasise 

that forgetting does not mean only to lose remembrance but also to disregard intentionally 

which in the business world means to remove it out of the organisational memory. 

Organisational memory has been defined by Walsh and Ungson (1991) and Tsang and Zahra 

(2008) as stored information from an organisation’s history that may affect its present and 

future interpretations of events and managerial decisions. Organisational memory influences 

this learning and unlearning game (Stein, 1995), and its accuracy is an essential characteristic 

of organising learning (Weick, 2015).   

As organisations age from start-ups to grown up organisations, some procedures become 

established as normal routines which in case they change, there is a disruption in the 
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Organisation. The established routines develop into habits which employees will find it 

difficult to abandon. But as the Organisation grows and new routines are established, at the 

same time the age of the Organisation can become an obstacle to unlearning. On the other hand, 

it is not clear how to facilitate Organisational unlearning and recommendations may be 

contradictory. As an example, Nystrom and Starbuck (2015) recommend laying off top 

management when the Organisation faces a crisis situation, in order to facilitate unlearning. 

Tunstall (1983) also refers to the discharge of managers who are reluctant to abandon old 

methods as an “extreme form of intentional unlearning by organisations”. On the contrary 

however, Klein (1989) disagrees and suggests instead, to utilise the individual learning 

capabilities of personnel, to alter managerial practice and urgently enforce Organisational 

restructuring in a way that facilitates unlearning. In the same context, McGill and Slocum 

(1993) believe that a Learning Organisation does not need employees because of the knowledge 

they already have, but because of their learning capabilities.  

The employees in an Organisation learn through their observations and experiences and store 

it in their memories. The knowledge remains with them when they move to another 

Organisation. The actual routines learned though, are embedded in an organisation’s memory 

and to unlearn, one simply has to remove these routines out of the Organisation’s memory. 

This becomes more complicated when there is a merger or acquisition under planned 

conditions, when there is a wider need for unlearning organisation’s routines on both sides and 

unlearning is broader in scope, or in crisis situations, when learning and unlearning has to be 

enforced under an urgently imposed restructuring. On the contrary, in the case of continuous 

changes in an Organisation, the procedures are gradually updated, which means old routines 

are slowly replaced by new ones, meaning that learning and unlearning occur simultaneously. 

Take for example, an Organisation who in order to optimise its output results decides to change 

its computer systems. Thus, the old systems must be forgotten and the new systems must be 

introduced. It is easier for the Organisation to forget the old systems rather than the individual, 

because simply the old procedures recorded in Organisational manuals or embedded in the 

software will be abandoned and new systems and processes will be imposed. However, the 

individuals will have to discard what they practiced for long in the past, and then learn and 

practice the new routine system.  This will be more difficult because at the individual level, 

survival anxiety and learning anxiety may inhibit people from unlearning (Coutu, 2002). 
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As a concluding remark, it is important to realise the effects of unlearning from the interaction 

between new and old employees of the Organisation. A possible effect of unlearning is that 

unlearning itself initiates new learning to occur. However, initially the interaction among 

employees causes new employees to be busy on unlearning, while at the same time their 

knowledge is not available to the old employees of the Organisation. This is of course against 

the objective of hiring new employees to benefit from their knowledge and increase the 

organisation’s knowledge.  

2.1.7 New learning technologies and e-learning 

In our contemporary world, online learning is particularly important for adult learning which 

includes of course, the workforce learning and Organisational learning. During the pandemic 

crisis of Covid-19 this proved to be very appropriate to help organisations continue their 

training programmes while some of their workforce were working from home or even during 

times of complete lock down. Computer literacy became an important skill for the work force 

and generally all people, employed or unemployed, young or adults. 

As Drucker (1994) put it, learning is a lifelong process therefore, the notion of distinct periods 

of lifetime devoted to learning followed by work is no longer applicable and the school is no 

longer the only place to get learning and the workplace the only place to apply learning. It is 

true though, that during childhood, learning is more general education and later on in life, 

learning may take the form of specialised knowledge which is mostly obtained by not 

traditional schooling (Illich, 1971). Of course, there is still a debate whether andragogy (adult 

learning) differs from pedagogy (young people learning) but the father of andragogy Knowles 

suggests that the principles of andragogy apply to online learning for adults (Knowles, 1990).  

Online learning may not solve these issues because many adults are not keen on engaging in e-

learning, but if a learning programme is user-friendly, then adults become excited about it. 

Selwyn et al. (2006) claimed that digital choice is an important concern for ensuring equal 

opportunity to learning. 

Traditional models of learning and work are not so effective in the “Information Age” we now 

live in and there is an increased need to support self-directed learning by any means and 

especially by learning technology. The traditional learning methods profile is that of an 

instructor presenting the learning material to an individual in a specified place (“student in the 

class”). The way learning is transmitted is different in the case of e-learning which is a 

computer-based information and communication (ICT) system that makes learning possible to 
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be accessed from anywhere and at any time. This is the basic difference that makes online 

learning very effective.  Childs et al. (2005) stated that flexibility is the most basic benefit of 

e-learning 

However, there are some drawbacks when e-learning is planned for adults. Young people are 

usually familiar with computers and mobile phones and other digital devices and enjoy 

experimentation with new technological facilities. On the contrary, most adults are not familiar 

with these technological devices and are unwilling to consider using them for learning purposes 

as it takes more hard time to use them. 

Baz (2018) gives some examples of e-learning tools that have recently entered our lives: online 

video titles, big data, micro credentials, artificial intelligence (AI), virtual and empowered 

reality, internet of things (IoT), cloud e-learning, mobile learning (m-learning) and 

gamification. These tools are briefly explained below.  

Online video titles 

The learners have access to online videos that contain the instructional material as normal 

lessons in a classroom environment, however the videos are portable and the learners can have 

access to them at any time. In addition, the videos can show real-life practices happening out 

of the classroom environment in places where it would have been difficult for learners to visit 

and see them in person.  Greenberg and Zanetis (2012) suggest that the advantages of learning 

videos are the interaction with the learner, (stimulating learner’s attention and interest), the 

engagement of the learner and the enhancement in knowledge transfer and memory 

preservation.  

Big data 

This tool refers to database technologies that enable huge volumes of complex data from many 

sources to be stored and analysed. Big data tools are useful in research and development in all 

fields including the pedagogical applications. Thus, pedagogical applications become most 

effective in the way learners and instructors personalise the teaching (Daniel, 2016). 

Micro credentials 

These are short units of learning (bites) that can be credentialed (certified) independently and 

may be counted as part of a bigger learning unit (course) and combined together with other 

learning units and eventually be considered as an independent training programme. Trainers 

use micro credentials to design personalised training programmes and similarly learners can 

choose their preferred learning according to their personal needs.  
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Artificial intelligence (AI) 

The development of technology enabled the performance of some activities normally using 

human intelligence, to be performed by computer systems. Therefore, activities such as 

language translation and visual perception can now be easily performed and utilised in learning 

programmes. 

Artificial Intelligence led to the development of various tools and has contributed over the last 

50 years to great improvements in practical training using simulation and other techniques 

(Kose et al., 2015), proving to be very useful to the education system and the training industry. 

For these reasons, e-learning programmes assisted by artificial intelligence are used extensively 

by teachers and instructors to provide better learning experiences to learners.   

Virtual reality 

With virtual reality, the real environment can be simulated via a computer system that creates 

a three-dimensional image of it. This virtual environment can be interacted with by the learners 

with the use of electronic equipment such as consoles, gloves or helmets fitted with special 

sensors.  

In this way, learners and instructors may feel they are in the same environment though, they 

may be far away and can have simultaneous viewing and therefore respond immediately to 

queries, demos and problem situations. Its use in education and training gives many advantages 

to learners of all ages and it is impressive (Papagiannakis et al., 2015) to both learners and 

instructors. The biggest advantage of using virtual reality in education and training is that it is 

very attractive and motivating to learners.  

Internet of Things (IoT) 

The Internet of Things is a system of interconnected objects that is able to transfer data through 

the internet without any human intervention, thus giving learners the facility of better access to 

communication channels and learning materials and the trainers the ability to measure their 

progress in real time.  

Through IoT any person or service station at any place is connected in any way to an internet 

network in an ideal way. In this way IoT connects everything with the internet, even physical 

objects that are not computers (Patel et al.,2016) and gives an advantage to education and 

training in the way the learning centers operate in gathering and processing their data. 
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Cloud e-learning  

Cloud e-learning is a recent concept of day-to-day data processing on the internet, based on 

cloud computing infrastructure that enables learning institutions to plan effectively their actions 

for their operations against increased demand on learning. More specifically, cloud e-learning 

is the online learning that takes place on a virtual space (on the cloud) and therefore, with no 

need to access it through any particular computer.  

Further, cloud e-learning benefits from the provision of storage resources and the learning 

institutions can use it not only for learning activities but also for specific important 

administrative issues such as the data protection regulations and requirements (Riahi, 2015). 

Mobile learning (M-learning) 

M-learning is learning through mobile devices such as the mobile phone, tablets and portable 

personal computers (PCs). M-learning technology develops specific mobile applications and 

software platforms such as TalentLMS or Google Classrooms, to create digital courses that can 

be accessed through the above mobile electronic devices (McQuiggan et al., 2015). 

M-learning gives big advantages to learners who can learn on the go, at home or at work 

through short learning units of duration that could be between 3 to 15 minutes. The right 

combination of these learning units makes a longer training programme. The advantages 

include the ability of learners to choose the time and place they want to learn and the 

accessibility to learning material where they decide. This means also that they save travelling 

time and cost. 

Gamification 

The use of game design in non-game contexts, has been termed as Gamification (Deterding et 

al.,2011). Gamification is used in e-learning as a pedagogical system and not in a play context, 

thus motivating gamers to participate in learning exercises and interact between them. Most of 

the gamification applications offer reward points to learners so that less motivated learners are 

involved and interacting. 

Although its connection to learning may be recent, the concept of Gamification is not entirely 

new, as it was previously related to problem solving (Nicholson, 2014). It is becoming an 

academic field requiring the study of existing gamification structures and promising new 

research opportunities.  

The e-learning concept has been around during the past 10 years but since it is continuously 

developed it is always treated as a recent development in learning technologies. Through the 
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various tools that can be used to apply it in education and industry, many advantages are 

obtained by learners and instructors, based on its immediate and flexible accessibility. As a 

learning source it can be therefore, classified as both internal and/or external.  

2.1.8 Learning and Human Resource Development  

Staff development practices were found by Harris (2002) to reflect a culture that did not 

facilitate the acceptance of change and the absorption of learning. When there was a skills 

shortage for example and the organisation employed external consultants, these consultants 

accumulated their newly acquired knowledge and took this with them when they finished their 

contract. Even when the organisation tried to endorse in their assignment contract the 

obligation to transfer this knowledge to the permanent staff, in practice these consultants were 

reluctant to do it. The inhibitor to learning in this practical case of Harris (2002), is the fact that 

the learning acquired from experience on important projects in the organisation remained 

resident in the heads of outsiders, because of poor management of learning, the organisation is 

left with skill shortage and dependence on outsiders. There must be a willingness among 

learners to uncover the existing influence on the environment and on themselves, because this 

experience is the necessary precursor to learning. Not surprisingly, the role of leadership in this 

respect is of vital importance. Leadership should drive regeneration in the Organisation, 

dealing with new things and promoting different approaches.  

McFarlane (2011) took the view that learning is a “process of potential transformation”. 

Learning is therefore linked to policy making and can be used as a governance mechanism to 

affect societal change. In this respect, Learning is considered of vital importance in influencing 

policy makers in the way they adopt new forms of decision-making policy instruments, such 

as for example to govern urban changes and especially climate change (Harman et al., 2015). 

Therefore, Learning contributes highly to the requirements for governance (Wolfram et al., 

2019), which are classified by Lange et al. (2013) as the policy, politics and polity modes of 

governance. Further, governance learning is very much related to organisational learning 

(Papageorgiou and Demetriou, 2019). 

Neuroscience has entered the Human Resource Development (HRD) as a general advise 

resource to prepare and protect the brain for the day’s work, given what we know about 

learning, memory, fatigue and attention. Boyd and Winstein (2001) said that learning, as well 

as memory, are sub-served by two interrelated systems described as “explicit” and “implicit”. 

Explicit memory involves facts, and implicit memory involves among other things, the 
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“perceptual-motor processes''. Perceptual-motor processes are those processes related to a set 

of combined actions and behaviours (motor processes) which provide motor performance such 

as the bodily and mental equilibrium. During the learning process these systems, as per 

Willingham and Goedert-Eschmann (1999), act in parallel, but Boyd and Winstein (2001) point 

out that there is some evidence that implicit and explicit learning involves two dissociable brain 

regions. Among several authors, Fischer et al. (2006) used neuroscience methods to examine 

whether sleep supports the enhancement of implicit and explicit memories which they consider 

as acting together during learning. As per Fischer et al. (2006) explicit learning concentrates 

on the conscious monitoring of the targeted new information/behaviour. Implicit learning on 

the other side, does not consider the need to be aware of the acquisition of any new 

information/behaviour and therefore does not take into account the need of consciousness 

during learning (Destrebecqz and Cleeremans, 2001; Willingham, 2001). Other studies 

examined the behavioural role of posttraining sleep in learning. Urbain et al. (2013) suggest 

that the development of distinct neurophysiological processes related to implicit learning, are 

dependent on sleep. 

The learning opportunities and preferred learning styles need to be harmonised and this leads 

to a non-unique way of learning. The question remaining to be answered, is whether 

organisations can learn or it is only individuals who are able to learn (Zoltan et al, 2013).  

2.2 Individual Learning 

We view individual learning within the context of Organisational development and we are 

concerned with how an individual learns in an Organisation and how this affects the 

Organisation. Individuals learn either consciously or unconsciously. Focusing the concept of 

learning on the individual, Dibbon (1999) states that Individual Learning refers to the changes 

acquired by an individual not only in knowledge but in skills, insights, values and attitudes, 

that when diffused to the rest of the Organisation, it obtains the potential to change patterns of 

Organisational practice. Through this definition, it is noted that Individual Learning is linked 

to its transfer to the rest of the Organisation which happens through the interaction of 

employees and it is suggested that learning is more effective when participants interact with 

their colleagues (Duffy and Kirkley, 2004). Forcheri et. al. (2000) defined individual learning 

as “the capacity to build knowledge through individual reflection about external stimuli and 

sources, and through the personal re-elaboration of individual knowledge and experience in the 

light of interaction with others and with the environment” (page 52). 
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Literature review reveals that the interaction and collaboration with colleagues is very 

important for Individual Learning, there is however little research on the effects on learning at 

micro or individual level (Parboteeah et al., 2015). Thus, we do not ignore Individual Learning 

when we speak about Organisational Learning because to be effective, Individual Learning 

needs the learning environment of the Organisation. The working environment plays an 

important role in providing the individuals the floor for sharing knowledge and experiences 

and the base for free thinking and creativity, so that through Individual Learning and team 

learning, Organisational Learning is gradually achieved. Grant (1996) suggests that the purpose 

of the Organisation is the application of knowledge on the output process by its employees and 

not the creation of knowledge, implying therefore that Individual Learning is in fact 

Organisational Knowledge.  

If we wonder whether it is the organisations or the individuals who actually learn, we conclude 

that the Organisation can learn, only in a metaphorical sense because they do not actually think, 

remember or learn. It is only when the individuals’ beliefs are encoded in the organisation’s 

beliefs that the Organisation learns, otherwise it is only the individual who learns and not the 

Organisation (Argyris and Schön 1997). This is supported by some definitions of learning. As 

mentioned in the section we discussed various viewpoints on learning, a plethora of definitions 

of learning exist, some relating learning with change in behaviour, like Boekaerts and Simons 

(1993) who also include “behavioural or Organisational provisions”, thus supporting the view 

that organisations do learn in a metaphorical way. Individual Learning occurs before the 

Organisational level and team learning acts as a link between the individual and Organisational 

learning. Within the above context, Zoltan et al. (2013) defined learning as “activities initiated 

by individuals (consciously and unconsciously), groups and Organisations that result in 

relatively permanent change in knowledge, skills and attitudes of individuals, work processes, 

within the Organisational culture and structure of groups and Organisations” (page 123). 

Literature review reveals various groups of Individual Learning all concentrating on the 

individual as an autonomous entity which is self-directed theories (Merriam and Caffarella, 

1991). The main ones are the Humanist Learning Theory supported by many researchers such 

as Maslow and Rogers, the Behaviourist Learning Theory supported by Pavlov (1957)  and 

Skinner (1990) amongst many researchers and the Cognitive Learning Theory mainly 

supported by Piaget (2015). Cook and Yanow (1996) suggest two approaches for the cognitive 

perspective of Organisational Learning, the first one focusing on Individual Learning. This 

accepts the theorem that organisations can learn when they have identical or similar capacities 

to those of individuals (Weick, 1991). The second approach of the cognitive perspective 
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considers Organisational Learning as Individual Learning in an Organisational context which 

is carried out by employees and expected to lead to Organisational change (Dodgson, 1993). 

However, although most researchers refer to the significant role of Individual Learning, they 

consider Organisational Learning to be more than the sum of learning of the individuals in the 

Organisation. For example, Watkins and Marsick (2003) take the view that the Learning 

Organisation is not simply a collection of individuals who learn while working in the 

Organisation, but it is a process operating at the individual, team and Organisation level. 

Further, what an individual learns within the Organisation depends on a common knowledge 

corpus which is created by what is already known by the other individuals in the Organisation 

(Simon, 1991). 

The Organisation must work with its employees at the individual level first, so that learning 

occurs on an individual base and only afterwards learning continues through clusters and 

groups within the organisation (Watkins and Marsick, 1996). Individuals initiate the change 

but the Organisation must support them to achieve mutual goals via appropriate Organisation 

structures and facilities. In fact, as it will be discussed under the section of Learning 

Organisation, the individual, team and Organisation levels belong to the first component of 

Watkins and Marsick model which comprises people, while the second component comprises 

the Organisation's culture and structure. At the individual level Watkins and Marsick 

considered the dimensions of Organisational Learning and specifically, continuous learning 

and dialogue and enquiry, whereas at the group level, team learning and collaboration and at 

the Organisational level, embedded systems, system connections, empowerment, and provision 

of leadership for learning. Further, Senge (2006) in the same mode but with different words, 

speaks about mental models and personal mastery at the individual level, team work at group 

level, and shared vision and system thinking at the organisational level.  

Kofman (1992) described the individual learning process as a cycle which he called the OADI 

cycle, the acronym of the words observation-assessment-design and implementation. This 

cycle implies the fact that all learning is created over time and is gradually developed through 

a combination of reflection and action (Kolb, 1984). David Kolb shares this view when stating 

that for real learning to occur, the learner must have an experience upon which he can reflect 

to understand its implications and finally apply his understanding to his life on the next 

occasion he meets the same or similar situation. The theory of Learning Cycle by David Kolb 

states that to learn from experience, you have to go through the “learning cycle” and learning 

will be inhibited when the learner misses any stage of the learning cycle. High learning impact 

is possible when there is cognitive absorption by the individual which is reinforced by peer-
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review learning. The cognitive absorption theory focuses on the full cognitive involvement of 

individual learning experiences and how these are affected by the individuals who are self-

motivated to promote their own learning (Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000). Further, a process 

that entails self-practice by individuals will strengthen peer influence implicitly and explicitly 

(Bolliger et al., 2010).  

Active learning was termed a learning process whereas the learner is not only doing but also 

analysing situations (Bonwell and Eison, 1991) and ideas are exchanged through interpersonal 

activities (Menges and Weimer,1996). In similar mode, the interaction of individual employees 

was termed as cooperative learning or team learning which assumes learning occurs within a 

social context (Adams and Hamm, 1994). Active learning and cooperative learning have been 

used for developing human resource, beginning from students in schools (Gomez et al., 2010) 

and extended to workforce in the business world. During cooperative learning the learners have 

a specific task on which the members work together in small groups and are accountable and 

assessed as a team. However, Johnson et al. (1991) claim that cooperative learning is not simply 

working in groups but each member contributes to the learning of one another by challenging 

positions and providing feedback, thus developing learners into critical thinkers (Totten et al., 

1991). This motivates learners to take their learning in their own hands and improve their skills. 

A model for learning was developed by Rumelhart and Norman (1978) which refers to three 

modes of learning, the Accretion, the Structuring, and the Tuning modes. This is considered to 

be a general model for human learning, although it was originally proposed specifically for 

language learning. As per this model, Accretion is the most common mode and it appears when 

the acquired knowledge is added to the existing memory of the individual. When a new schema 

is formed by the acquired knowledge, the mode of learning is called Structuring because of the 

new conceptual structures (schemas) that are developing over time, but not so frequently as the 

Accretion mode. Finally, during Tuning mode, the knowledge acquired is very slowly adjusted 

to specific tasks which the individual has to perform.  An example of the application of this 

general model for learning was given by Norman (1982) by referring to the learning the morse 

code. The Accretion mode is illustrated by the initial learning of the code, Restructuring mode 

is when the learner recognises full words and finally, the Tuning mode is when gradually the 

learner increases the speed of translation and submission of words. It is noted though that 

Tuning mode will not affect the initial acquisition of knowledge, but continuous practice will 

affect the refinement of skills learned. The above implies the necessity of designing learning 

in a way that it accommodates different modes of learning. 
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Avram and Cooper (2008) spotted some differences between the Individual Learning paradigm 

and the Organisational Learning paradigm. They state that Individual Learning refers to the 

acquisition of basic knowledge guided by trainers emphasising on the content, whereas 

Organisational Learning refers to other than basic knowledge, continuously created by groups 

who emphasise on the process. In addition, they state that Individual Learning is imposed and 

is incurred by removing barriers, whereas Organisational Learning occurs through interaction 

and is embedded in the Organisational culture.  

Although some theories do not refer directly to the learning process, in fact they do contribute 

to our understanding on how the individuals learn. For example, Festinger (1962) developed 

the Cognitive Dissonance theory according to which the individuals want to have consistent 

beliefs and opinions and when there is inconsistency, something needs to be done to align this 

dissonance, otherwise there will be a change in behaviour. Further, Howard Gardner’s Multiple 

Intelligences theory suggests that learning should be adjusted as per the particular intelligence 

the individual has out of the nine forms Gardner has identified, for example linguistic or logical 

mathematical (Gardner, 1999). This theory is further discussed in a separate section of the 

dissertation report. Harter's competence motivation theory explains that when the learner 

gradually masters a task, his competence motivation increases. This is further discussed in the 

section on Individual Learning Capability. Finally, Honey and Mumford classified people to 

four learning styles as explained in a separate section of the dissertation report. 

 

2.2.1 Learning Styles 

Conceptual Introduction 

Learning is achieved through a complex process by which the learner acquires knowledge, 

skills and attitudes. In this process the learner involves his own senses and biological and 

personal characteristics such as motivation and attention. The traditional view is that we all 

learn in the same way and we learn passively but the new view is that there are many different 

styles of learning and we learn better when actively we manage our own learning (Ratner, 

1997).  As per Dunn et al. (1989) there is also the cognitive dimension which is concerned with 

the information processing styles and the psychological dimension which has to do with 

individual differences. Due to the complexity of the learning process, many researchers 

examined learning styles.  

Dunn (1990) linked learning style to the way the learners concentrate, process and retain new 

and difficult information and De Bello (1990) sees it as the way individuals absorb the 
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information. The learning style is the characteristics and preferences in the way the individuals 

process this information (Felder, 1996) and the consistent way in which the individuals react 

or interact with respect to learning (Loo, 2002).  Honey and Mumford (1992) whose work is 

adopted for this study, defined learning style as the behaviours and attitudes that determine 

peoples’ way of learning. Similar definitions of learning style were made by Claxton and 

Ralston (1978), Keefe (1979) and Rosati (1999).  

Because the primary focus on information processing or cognitive habits is a major limitation 

of the learning style theories (Curry, 1990), the researchers should additionally consider the 

constructs of motivation maintenance and task engagement. As per Curry’s theoretical model, 

the success of a learner demands his positive motivation followed by his appropriate 

engagement. Learning style success depends on the maintenance of motivation levels 

combined with information processing or cognitive controls.  

Curry and Adams (1991) suggest that for a high motivation level it is required to establish the 

learner’s preferred conditions for learning that give a sense of self-control and self-efficacy. 

The preferred learning conditions could be social and environmental (related to biological 

needs for temperature, noise and light), which can be altered accordingly to affect the optimum 

motivation level. On the engagement level side, what is important is the learner’s persistence, 

the degree of concentration on learning and eventually his enthusiasm. The level of engagement 

depends on the learner’s prior experience in similar learning situations. As per Curry and 

Adams (1991), the engagement level leads to cognitive control systems which refer to the 

information-processing habits the learner himself adopts during his learning. Psychologists 

studied the individual differences of learners and Jonassen and Grabowski (1993) classified 

and contrasted these systems as per their complexity versus simplicity, independence versus 

field dependence and conceptual versus perception. Aragon et. al. (2002) confirmed that the 

learning style consists of the three components of motivation, information-processing habits, 

and task engagement. 

Some researchers pointed out the issue of identification of learning styles in order to 

personalise the learning approach (García et al., 2007). This must be a dynamic process which 

should be able to respond to different situations because a personalised learning approach may 

vary from individual to individual, due to factors who are beyond the control of their learning 

style (Liyanage et al., 2014). For example, researchers found that trainers who train young 

workers are more likely to hold the concept of learning styles (Nancekivell et al., 2020).   
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Measures and models 

More than 20 models have been developed by researchers to address this complexity (Curry, 

1983), including Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligence (Gardner, 1983), Kolb’s learning 

preference model (Kolb, 1984), the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicators (Myers, 1962; 

Briggs, 1976), the Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model (Felder, 1993; Felder and 

Silverman, 1988) and the Honey and Mumford’s Learning StylesQuestionnaire (LSQ). 

Gardner's theory is mentioned in writing on the topic of Intelligence and Kolb’s model in 

writing on the topic of Learning. Each of the remaining models, the Myers-Briggs, the Felder-

Silverman and the Honey and Mumford’s model which is based on Kolb’s work, identifies four 

different learning styles which are classified according to different categories. In particular, the 

Myers-Briggs classifies learning styles into type 1 (concrete, reflective) - the divergers who 

ask why, type 2 (abstract, reflective) - the assimilators who ask what, type 3 (abstract, active) 

- the convergers who ask how, and type 4 (concrete, active) - the accommodators who ask what 

if questions. The Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model classifies learners into different four 

categories: the sensing - intuitive who prefer sounds, sights and experimentation, the visual - 

verbal who prefer pictures and movies, the active - reflective who prefer participation and 

physical activity and the sequential - global who see the whole picture step by step. Further, 

the Honey and Mumford’s model classifies learners according to their learning styles as the 

activists who learn best when actively participate, the reflectors who learn best through 

reflection and review, the theorists who learn best when the link new learning to theories and 

finally to pragmatists who learn best when they can link it to real life cases. Based on Lee and 

Sidhu (2013), the Honey and Mumford’s model is the one chosen for the purposes of this study, 

because it is believed to fit better to the working learner and the business environment context. 

Concluding remark 

It is important to the learner to understand his/her preferred learning style, because by using 

the learning resources that best suit his preference, he or she can learn new tasks faster. Also, 

by understanding the learning preferences of colleagues and associates the learner can transfer 

new information to them without any misunderstandings, thus improving communication 

levels within the Organisation. Further, by utilising technology that best fits his learning style, 

he can absorb and apply techniques to avoid mistakes in processing his work.  

Learning styles research has been alive for more than four decades (Cassidy, 2004). Many 

researchers referred to the benefits of matching preferred learning styles to methods of training 

that fit them best. The better the match between an individual’s preferred learning style and the 
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method of providing learning, the better the chances of the individual to learn (Honey and 

Mumford, 1992). Early identification of preferred learning styles will make students pay 

attention to their weaknesses, and adopt methods to cope with their learning (Cano, 1999), thus 

benefiting from knowing their own learning styles. In a similar mode, Massey et al. (2011) 

claim that knowing the preferred learning styles of students, will enable the faculty to offer 

new learning opportunities. Dembo and Howard (2007) argue that students who understand 

their learning style, can have more effective learning. This will also benefit the trainers. In 

particular, Naik (2003) argues that the trainer can customise the teaching method(s) to match 

the distribution of the trainees’ learning style. Further, the trainers may plan learning activities 

in a way that best enhances learning (Lashley and Barron, 2006). As a consequence, trainers 

attempt to spend effort and time to adjust learning materials to the individuals’ learning styles 

(Newton and Miah, 2017), in spite of the fact that learners may benefit from learning in many 

ways (Mayer, 2005). This urges learners to choose ways of learning that best suit their learning 

style, believing that this will make them better learners (Husmann et al., 2019). 

On the other side of views, there are researchers who do not accept the above perspective and 

do not believe the learning style theories. They take the view that too much consideration of 

learning style by the trainer, will retard the ability of students to think, comprehend and adapt 

to the different situations. For instance, Willingham et al. (2015) suggest that there is not 

enough scientific support for learning style theories and they point out that trainers should pay 

attention to other issues that might promote learning.  

Following the above, the learning style myth was targeted by researchers who sought to provide 

empirical evidence that one should not rely much on learning styles. Therefore, for some 

researchers the position that learners learn better when the method of learning is tailored to 

their learning style, is simply a myth (Nancekivell et al., 2020). Nancekivell et al. (2020) reveal 

that some individuals believe that their learning styles are inherited from their ancestors and 

that learning styles affect their brain. Further, they take the view that individuals with different 

learning styles, use different regions of their brain to learn. 

The opponents of learning styles claim that an essentialist interpretation of learning styles may 

drive individuals to erroneously believe that learning styles are genetically created in childhood 

and instantiated in the brain. This could be problematic because it would suggest that 

individuals' learning may be limited by their learning style which places fake obstacles on their 

potential development. 
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2.2.2 Learning Sources 

Conceptual Introduction 

Hofstede (1986) argues that the environment in which people interact can determine their 

cognitive development. The environment can also influence cognitive controls which are often 

viewed as a characteristic of people’s personality. The above context is logically attributable, 

at least in part, to the way training courses are delivered. Most of the research on Organisational 

Learning and Learning Organisastion concentrated on understanding and improving how 

learning should be taking place (the “how” aspect) and not so much on what organisations learn 

(the “what” aspect). 

An Organisation that recognises learning capability is a competitive advantage should 

implement mechanisms to assure constant learning (Leonard-Barton, 2003). An effective 

mechanism of these mechanisms is training, which forms the sign of competitive advantage in 

new work systems in organisations with well trained workforce (Pfeffer, 1994). Training is the 

basis of Organisational Learning, because it promotes best practices and ideas and facilitates 

the transfer of knowledge which is stored in the mind of employees and the organisation’s 

routines (Ulrich et al., 1993; Leonard-Barton, 2003). Training is also seen as an instrument that 

helps communication among employees because it provides a common language and its 

objectives are based on a shared vision and a common set of values (Ulrich et al., 1993). 

Further, training provides constant production of new knowledge and skills and promotes 

openness to new ideas (Garvin, 1993; Lei et al., 1996). Thus, training contributes to the 

improvement of critical skills of personnel needed to respond successfully to competitive 

challenges (Ulrich et al., 1993). In the above respect, training is considered to be a significant 

part of human resource management (Delaney and Huselid, 1996) and becomes a pre-requisite 

for the creation of systems thinking within the Organisation (Gómez et al., 2004). 

To face the challenge of continuous improvement in Learning Organisations, managers must 

use appropriate categories of Organisational Learning and employ different practices to 

reinforce these categories. Learning can be categorised with respect to internal or external 

experience, single or double/triple loop learning, conscious and unconscious learning, negative 

or positive experience learning, all used to ensure that the Learning Organisation gets better 

chances for higher Organisational performance and bigger competitive advantage.  

Literature reveals that while performing a task, the time needed to complete the task gradually 

becomes less. The learning curve is the term used to illustrate this fact at the individual, group 
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and Organisational levels, by reflecting how performance improves when experience increases 

(Lapré and Van Wassenhove, 2001). Own experience is valued more when learning occurs 

near the learner (Levinthal and 1993). 

Employees hunting for their own learning, continually improve their learning capability and 

perform better, whilst indirectly they improve the Organisational performance and effectively 

create the spirit of the Learning Organisation (Senge, 2006; Senge et al., 1994). Saint (1974) 

stated that Learning must be integrated into work and can be part of employees’ work who 

learn at work not just to do their own tasks but to learn the whole Organisation, scope, vision, 

mission and structure. Many researchers indicate that training is a tool for learning which is 

leading to increase of organisational performance (Mulvaney et al., 2006).  

Employees learn how to do their job more efficiently in the Learning Organisation (single-loop 

learning) but they should be allowed to evaluate their tasks’ effectiveness (doing the right 

things) so that they can suggest improvements (double-loop learning). Both single-loop and 

double-loop learning can take place individually or in groups, mostly when they are on the job 

but also through the interaction with customers and suppliers or quality circles and formal 

courses. Employees may gain new knowledge through these formal courses which serve as a 

solution for learning how others do their work but it might be better to get this knowledge 

through work rotation and learning at work (Saint, 1974). The term “on-the-job learning” has 

been used for learning at work, to oppose formal courses that should be limitedly used in 

employees’ learning because normally it is not easy to apply in practice what is learnt from 

formal courses. On the contrary, learning is more easily grasped and applied in practice when 

it takes place during working conditions (Kolb, 1984; Revans, 1998). 

On the job learning can characterise the type of an organisation. Örtenblad (2004) argues there 

are four types of Learning Organisations. The first type is the one that has a flexible organic 

structure where employees are organised in teams in a decentralized way, the second type is 

that which has a climate that enhances individual learning, though not controlling it, and the 

third type is the one that applies single-loop learning to improve its existing routines and 

double-loop learning to question and evaluate what the employees do and finally stores the 

knowledge acquired in the organisational memory. The last type is the learning-at-work 

organisation, an organisation that applies on-the-job learning as the training and learning occurs 

while employees are working.  
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Internal training can be complemented by external formal training when this can be made to fit 

the changing individual and organisational behaviour. For this to be successful, first the training 

must be contextualized into the organisation’s specific context and second the key people in 

the organisation can accept the new ways of doing things inherent by the organisation (Wyer 

et al., 2000).  

Knowledge transfer 

The transfer of knowledge from employee to employee was defined by Gumuseli and Ergin 

(2002) as the process of actually applying skills, attitudes and knowledge at the place of work, 

maintaining them over a period, and generalising them as applicable to other similar jobs. More 

simply, Garavaglia (1993) says that transfer of training is its continued effective application of 

skills and knowledge obtained in training. Gist et al. (1997) argue that transfer is the knowledge 

used when the training is complete. It is through this transfer that there is an impact on the 

employees’ job performance (Saks, 2002). Most definitions refer to the actual transfer of 

training to the job but it is obvious that before training is transferred, learning must occur and 

the benefits of the transfer can really be achieved if the transfer is kept over time. Most literature 

indicates three steps in the transfer process. First, the learning of what is covered in a 

programme of training, second, the use of new knowledge and skills acquired during the 

programme. Third, the accomplishment of changes in behaviour over time (Seyyedi et al., 

2011).  

There is a need for new forms of training which are different from the traditional forms 

currently delivered by training centres, colleges and universities to cover training for the 

continuing professional development (CPD) requirements of employees (Jucker, 2002). The 

emphasis should now be more on inquiry, dialogue, participation, action learning, and 

interprofessional partnership (Scott and Gough, 2003) and open-ended learning should be a 

continuous process.   

Internal sources 

To avoid being too dependent on employees and losing knowledge through personnel turnover, 

the organisation must collect and store what the knowledge employees learn at work. Further, 

by applying knowledge management, the organisation must transfer the knowledge of 

individual employees to all other employees.  Intra-team learning is an option for learning at 

work that can be carried out with planned or spontaneous instructions, or through job rotation 
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for cross-functional learning, and when there are more teams involved, employees from one 

team must learn how to do the other team’s work (Örtenblad, 2004).  

Single-loop learning will lead to improvements during continual learning at work, but even 

double-loop learning can be achieved through organised reflections at work that can be done 

during quality circles. For this to be achieved, employees must be on-on-the job or closely 

connected with work, even by meeting customers outside the premises. However, employees 

also need new knowledge so that they can undertake tasks they cannot do with their current 

knowledge, through formal courses which can be done either internally or externally. Also 

coaching and mentoring can be used to assist employees in their duties by skillful approaches 

that should be continually developed as technical experts and managers may not be good 

coaches and mentors (Serrat, 2017). 

The transfer of knowledge to other employees is essential, especially when external formal 

training is needed to supplement internal learning. For this to be effective, the employees who 

receive the training must be able to contextualise their learning into the organisation’s specific 

context and the management of the organisation must accept their learning. Some employees 

may not be capable of learning at all and therefore, they are excluded from the ongoing learning 

process (Fenwick, 1998). The criticism on internal sources for learning is that because 

knowledge obtained is so context dependent, this cannot easily be used by employees in other 

organisations. 

External sources 

The search for sources to gain knowledge internally or externally to the organisation is termed 

“knowledge sourcing” (Kessler et al., 2000; Dahlander et al., 2016). Employees prefer internal 

sources for learning when the structuring of activities is high and internal knowledge is 

regarded as more valuable (Burns and Stalker, 1966).  Further, employees prefer external 

sources for learning when the structuring of activities is low and external expertise is regarded 

as more valuable (Fiol and Lyles, 1985). 

One can consider three cases of knowledge transfer. First, there are the internal efforts to find 

new knowledge through training. Second, the situation where organisations seek to obtain ideas 

from external sources like conferences, professional and academic journals, the internet and 

even the patent databases. Third, the case of creating structured links between the organisation 

and other strategic learning alliances like universities or research centres.  
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The interaction of employees with other organisations is very critical in grasping and 

elaborating knowledge (Nonaka, 1994). Once captured, knowledge is embedded in an 

organisational area which is shared by the emerging relationships with the environment, in a 

context specific process (Nonaka and Konno, 1998). The processes related to learning and 

acquisition of skills and knowledge as well as the retention of knowledge, enable organisations 

to better grasp and utilise this information and knowledge that is available for accessing. The 

creation and use of knowledge depends first on how frequently there are interactions between 

the organisation and the environment and second on the capability of the organisation to grasp 

information from external sources in order to transform it into new knowledge. Cohen and 

Levinthal (1990) claim that this organisation’s capability to transform external knowledge and 

information into new products and processes is affected by the organisation’s expertise on in-

house development.  

The capability of an organisation to interact and access external sources of knowledge can be 

enhanced by establishing linkages with other organisations (Kastelli et al., 2004). This is 

because an organisation’s in-house resources may not be enough for the organisation to survive 

in the local and global environment. The industry-university cooperation is a good example of 

the above linkage, whose significance has been increased especially in industrialised countries 

(Fransman and Tanaka, 1995). Further, the organisations can use the internet search on World 

Wide Web to find or to exchange information with collaborators of mutual interest, to gain 

time and money in finding opportunities and establishing benchmarking with competitors 

(Walcszuch et al., 2000). 

Often external providers fail to satisfy the training needs of the organisation and the employee 

is prohibited from linking his individual training with the organisational context and this makes 

the key managers of the organisation reluctant to embark on external courses. Research reveals 

that the suspicion of limited learning input, provided by external providers such as academics 

to the organisation, can be a potential restriction on the effective acquisition of the externally 

provided learning (Wyer et al., 2000). Therefore, if managers want to increase the effective use 

of externally provided learning, they must actively develop knowledge management tools and 

systems for effective knowledge transfer. Knowledge management systems can also help in 

internally provided learning, through the development of dynamic learning capabilities which 

increase innovation capacity (Santoro et al., 2017). 
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The criticism of external sources of learning is that its content is not addressing the exact needs 

of the organisation and this makes the managers reluctant to choose this source to train their 

employees. It is good practice for organisations to keep ongoing registers of learning and 

accomplishments, where training is recorded by programme participants. The register can then 

be used for tracing training programme history and spotting successful programmes (Goh, 

2003). 

2.3 Organisational Learning 

2.3.1 Definitions 

Organisational Learning has received interest by both researchers and practitioners for years 

because it was linked to the idea that in order for organisations to improve products and 

services, they have to maintain a competitive advantage (Smith et al.,1996). There is a diversity 

of perspectives in looking at Organisational Learning, which occurs after a legacy of about 50 

years of relevant research. Some writers take a prescriptive approach by considering 

behavioural change as a requirement for learning. Others take a descriptive/analytical approach 

and investigate whether new ways of thinking are sufficient (West, 1994). In an attempt to 

synthesise the descriptive and descriptive approach, Garvin (1993) takes the view that a variety 

of phenomena affect the organisational learning process and if there are no adjustments on how 

work is organised and performed, it is unlikely to have significant change. With insight and 

inspiration from within the organisation, new knowledge is created. New knowledge can also 

be created from external sources and inspiration. The new ideas developed from whatever 

source, internal or external, is the basis for organisational learning. This however cannot create 

a learning organisation, unless there is a change in behaviour of the individuals and the 

organisation itself. Schein (2010) takes the view that Organisational Learning includes learning 

about internal relationships and how well the organisation adapts to the external changes. In 

conclusion, there is “no universal agreement on the phenomenon” of Organisational Learning 

(Curado, 2006, p. 26) and there is a need to investigate further the levels of learning and its 

effects on the improvements across the organisation (Marquardt, 2002). 

 

The researchers described Organisational Learning in the early stages by referring to different 

aspects of it such as, the learning processes at the systems level (Dixon, 2017; Senge, 2006), 

the restructuring of practices for the detection and correction of error (Argyris and Schon, 

1978), and the adaptive behaviour of its members (Cyert and March, 1963). Within the above 

context, there exists a view that Organisational Learning occurs when an entity learns through 
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the processing of information and when there is a change in the range of its potential behaviours 

(Huber, 1991:89). The collective intelligence of all members of an organisation is its greatest 

asset and this makes Organisational Learning very critical for organisation’s human assets 

development. Therefore, Organisational Learning is linked to the knowledge acquired 

collectively and to the ability of the organisation to improve by utilising this knowledge. Based 

on the above, Lopez defined Organisational Learning as “a dynamic process of creation, 

acquisition and integration of knowledge aimed at the development of resources and 

capabilities that contribute to better organisational performance” (Lopez et al., 2005, p.228). 

This process is conscious and critical for reflection to produce new perceptions, goals, and/or 

behavioural strategies (Lipshitz et al.,2007). Any new behaviour encouraged by the 

organisation can be proactive and not reactive (Lopez et al., 2005). 

 

Further, as with the concepts of Learning and Individual Learning, there are various definitions 

of Organisational Learning, the most important of which have been tabulated by Bontis et al. 

(2002) as shown in Table TL1. 

 

2.3.2 The concept of Organisational Learning 

Looking the concept in the literature on Organisational Learning, the general perception is that 

it is a complex concept viewed through many disciplinary perspectives (Easterby-Smith,1997) 

and a dynamic process of activities within the organisation that facilitates knowledge moving 

from the individual to the group and then to the organisational levels (Crossan et al., 1999), in 

order to continuously improve the organisation. When transferring knowledge under certain 

conditions that avoid any existing barriers of learning, double and triple loop learning occurs 

and if these barriers do exist, Individual Learning will not lead to Organisational Learning 

(Elkjaer, 2001). The transition from individual learning to group learning and finally to 

organisational learning depends on the individual’s readiness to join shared learning activities. 

The group learning becomes organisational learning when “learning by doing” becomes 

“remembering by doing” and organisational routines are developed (Hendry et al., 1995). 

Organisational Learning has been defined as the process of acquiring, distributing, integrating 

and creating information and knowledge among organisational members (Dixon, 1992). The 

process begins with knowledge acquisition by the individuals and continues with critical 

judgement, exchange and forwarding of this knowledge through the above levels, until an 

aggregate of collective knowledge is stored in the organisation memory (Walsh and Ungson,  
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Table TL1 Definitions of Organisational Learning (source: Bontis et al., 2002) 
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1991) and gradually incorporated in the culture of the organisation (Hedberg, 1981). Knowing 

who is best doing what in the organisation is termed transactive memory and it is very important 

for the performance especially of multinational organisations who need this to coordinate 

human knowledge across different countries and push towards the organisation’s competitive 

advantage (Argote, 2015).   

Because organisational knowledge can weaken over time, knowledge must be used over time 

so that it is retained in the knowledge stock (De Holan and Phillips, 2004). This view suggests 

that a critical aspect of the learning process is not only learning but also forgetting and 

unlearning. 

Thus, Organisational Learning occurs when the individuals act as learning agents for the 

organisation, detect and correct malfunctions and respond to changes in the external and 

internal environments of the organisation (Argyris and Schon, 1997). The role of the 

individuals was similarly emphasised by Kim (1998) as discussed in various sections of this 

report. A common knowledge corpus is created within the organisation by the shared 

knowledge of all the individuals in the organisation.  In this respect, organisations develop 

learning systems that influence their employees and transfer these systems to all employees 

through organisation histories and norms (Martin,1980).  

2.3.3 Individual, Group and Organisational levels  

Learning can be stored and considered as a stock of knowledge residing within the individual, 

group and organisation levels. Through a dynamic process this stock can flow across these 

levels by feedback or feed forwarding knowledge. A group is a number of people who are 

aware of the other group members, interact with one another and perceive themselves as a 

group (Schein, 2009). Basically, a group consists of two or more individuals who have been 

assigned a project or they voluntarily have assumed a joint project for which they together 

accept responsible to complete by using the complementary skills they have (Preda, 2006). 

However, there are different views on groups and teams between theorists. For example, there 

are those who regard teams as just groups (Parks 2018), and those who regard them as a cluster 

of people who interact to meet common objectives (Thomas et al., 2008). The views take 

various classifications such as per the members’ behaviour (Forsyth, 2015), the management 

tools for teamwork and the ways to implement team functioning (Zoltan et al., 2013). Through 

continuous interaction and cooperation of members, teams become the informal environment 

which is best suitable for obtaining and saving tacit knowledge and the framework which 
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promotes overall organisational performance through the exchange of knowledge between 

employees. On the other hand, formal learning also takes place in groups through job rotation, 

and structured training and development programmes. 

Many theories on Organisational Learning are based on learning at the individual learning and 

it is clear that an organisation learns through its individual members and therefore, is either 

directly or indirectly affected by Individual Learning (Kim, 1998). 

Further to the human aspects of Organisational Learning, theorists were concerned with 

Individual Learning and the technical aspects of the organisation, including systems, structures, 

strategy, and what Huber (1991) called the Organisational Memory. This learning has to be 

aligned so that the above technical aspects are aligned to support the organisation in its 

competitive environment. 

2.3.4 Comparative Advantage for Productivity/Performance/Capability  

Because Organisational Learning creates valuable tacit knowledge and thus, obtains 

sustainable advantage (Snell et al., 1996), it is also linked to strategic capability (Grant, 1996; 

Lei et al., 1999). The capacity to learn is considered to be a key for the effectiveness of an 

organisation. Thus, Organisational Learning is a prerequisite for performance and individuals 

must show readiness to be involved in continuous learning efforts so that they can perform 

their duties adequately. This leads to conceptualising Organisational Learning as the capability 

of the organisation to create, transfer and integrate knowledge. Organisational Learning is 

therefore transcribed into the core organisational capability which enables the organisation to 

apply the knowledge on projects effectively and before its competitors can imitate (Davenport 

et al., 1996). 

2.3.5 Knowledge Vs Learning/Unlearning 

The two interrelated concepts of Organisational Learning and Knowledge Management, 

though sometimes used interchangeably, are generally studied separately. This mismatch 

reveals the necessity to have a single management tool that has an impact on the organisation 

and combines knowledge and learning (Du Plessis, 2007). Easterby-Smith and Lyles (2011) 

take the view that knowledge management focuses on the content of the knowledge acquired, 

created and processed within an organization, whereas Organisational Learning focuses more 

on the process. 

Knowledge and knowledge management must be regarded as valuable fixed assets which can 

generate wealth to the organisation. This asset cannot be treated as a limited resource in the 
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sense of the traditional assets of the economists’ land, labour and capital. Prusak and Davenport 

(1998) viewed knowledge as different from data or information considering that through value 

adding processes, facts and figures are translated to messages, and finally to knowledge. When 

knowledge is stored in the minds of the employees, it can be retained to be used accordingly 

and eventually embedded in the products, services and processes of the organisation, 

effectively becoming the organisation’s memory (King et al., 2002). Knowledge is embedded 

not only in documents but in the organisation’s routines, processes, practices and norms (Gray, 

1989). In the 21st century and the age of knowledge, it is highly regarded as the primary 

resource in modern organisations. 

When an employee’s knowledge is combined with the knowledge of his/her colleagues, new 

knowledge is created and in this way, knowledge sharing reinforces individual learning.  This 

view of knowledge reveals its origin from the personal experience and learning of individual 

employees, its dependence on the individual’s comprehension and interpretation and therefore, 

the fact that it is highly person specific. 

Jerez Gomez and Lorente (2005a) viewed learning as a multidimensional construct because in 

order to achieve the ultimate aim of organisational learning capability, there must be 

simultaneously present several contexts. They viewed learning as a process which has three 

primary contexts. The first one considers the acquisition, integration and dissemination of 

knowledge as a key strategic resource (Grant, 1996) which is the basis of Organisational 

Learning Capability. The second one, considers that to create and disseminate knowledge it is 

required to have internal changes which are at a cognitive level (Fiol and Lyles, 1985). Finally, 

the above internal changes formulate a continuous improvement process that maintains the 

performance of the organisation (Garvin, 1993) and a competitive advantage due to the 

Organisational Learning Capability (Brenneman et al., 1998).  

On a practical level, knowledge is what the employees know about the organisation’s other 

employees, products, processes, customers, as well as its mistakes and successes. Knowledge 

management is the systematic effort to use information and apply knowledge in order to create 

value to the organisation (O’Dell and Hubert, 2011). This “explicit and systematic management 

of vital knowledge” (Skyrme, 2007), is further applied to meet tactical and strategic 

requirements (Frost, 2014). To have a real impact on the organisation, knowledge should be 

either shared to others who may be unknown to the contributor, or transferred to a known 

receiver who purposefully gets notified on the knowledge content. Only then, the shared or 
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transferred knowledge is practically applied into the processes of the organisation and 

effectively results in individual or group learning, collaborative problem solving, and 

innovation (King et al., 2002). 

2.3.6 Organisational Learning Process and Double Loop Learning  

An Organisation learns if the range of its potential behaviour is changed through its processing 

of information (Huber, 1991). The learning processes at organisational level support the 

organisation’s production processes and especially those related to information gathering and 

developing new technologies for its products and services. Argyris and Schon (1997) and 

Hedberg (1981), share this view when stating that the process is not as simple as just adding 

together the individual learning of the organisation’s different members. The meaning of 

“learning” remains basically the same, but at the organisational level, the learning process 

changes radically as issues like motivation and reward which are constituent parts of human 

learning, become very complicated within organisations (Kim, 1998). 

As seen already, Organisational Learning has been defined in various ways but a basic 

ingredient to most of these definitions was their reference to some kind of a process. For 

example, Garvin (1993) sees Organisational Learning as a complex multi-dimensional process 

which over time, links the acquisition of knowledge to improved organisational performance.  

Further, Lipshitz et al. (2007) defined organisational learning as “a conscious and critical 

process of reflection intended to produce new perceptions, goals, and/or behavioral strategies'' 

(page 16).    

Jerez-Gomez et al., (2005a) looked at three main aspects of the learning process which are 

basically the acquisition of knowledge, the enabling of change, and the constant improvement. 

The first aspect is the creation or acquisition of the knowledge and its integration and 

dissemination. This is recognised as a key strategic resource for the organisation. The second 

aspect is the occurrence of constant internal changes that happen at a cognitive or behavioural 

level (Fiol and Lyles, 1985). The third aspect is the process of constant improvement as per the 

firm’s learning capabilities, (Garvin, 1993) to achieve a competitive advantage (Brenneman et 

al., 1998). 

In a similar approach, Connelly and Kelloway (2003) saw Organisational Learning as learning 

systems through a number of processes. Their first process is about encoding the organisational 

routines and experiences that influence the behaviour of individuals and the organisation. Their 

second process is about exploration, risk taking, experimentation and innovation. Finally, their 
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third process is about exploitation, which is the efficient implementation and refinement of 

actions taken. 

Flores et al. (2012) reflecting on the various models of Organisational Learning identified six 

subprocesses, which cover the complete learning cycle in the working environment. They agree 

that Organisational Learning begins with information acquisition which is then distributed 

across the organisation (Huber, 1991). Then there is integration and interpretation of this 

information (Crossan et al.,1999). Finally, the information is captured in the organisational 

memory and eventually institutionalised (Crossan et al., 1999; Huber, 1991). The above 

sequence of the process is typically followed but there may be exemptions occurring due to the 

feedback loops between the different subprocesses. Each of the above subprocesses deals with 

specific learning related activities. It is noted though, that some of these are closely related 

processes such as for example interpretation and integration with a very fine separating line: 

interpretation deals with the change in individual’s understanding whereas integration deals 

with organisation’s collective understanding and adoption (Crossan et al., 1999). 

An example of practical application of organisational learning processes is DeGeus's (1988) 

experience in Shell. His approach in Shell was to assume that learning will only occur when 

managers experiment with new scenarios. A further example is Stata's (1989) experiences at 

Analog Devices which demonstrate that learning can be enhanced when minimising the 

response time of processes to external stimuli by using specific learning tools. Noting the size 

of Shell and Analog Devices, the literature on Organisational Learning reveals that learning 

processes in big organisations are affected by various factors such as culture and social power 

and politics (Hotho et al., 2015).  

In another perspective, Learning is basically a process of detecting and correcting error 

(Argyris, 1977). When something goes wrong, the first reaction is to seek another strategy 

within the same given variables and constraints, what Argyris and Shon (1974) called single-

loop learning. Alternatively, one can question the governing variables and conditions 

themselves and apply critical evaluation, what Argyris and Shon (1974) called double-loop 

learning.  

The corrective action taken in single-loop learning is like when a thermostat turns the heat on 

or off, as per the received information on the actual temperature of the surroundings. This 

happens when the norms, policies and objectives of the organisation are taken for granted and 

assumed that they cannot be changed. On the contrary, double-loop learning is when the 
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detection of error is corrected by modifying the organisations’ underlying norms, policies and 

objectives themselves. In conclusion, the emphasis on the single-loop learning is on efficient 

techniques whereas on double-loop learning is on learning systems which support the 

organisation’s strategies. This resembles Aristotle’s distinction of technical and practical 

thought where the first routines in a preset plan whereas the latter involves more fundamental 

reflections on what is good and how it is improved (Argyris, 1982). Argyris suggests when 

there are complex or uncertain situations, double-loop learning is necessary to make informed 

decisions and much of his work aimed to investigate how organisations can use double-loop 

learning more effectively. 

2.3.7 Organisational Learning related to other Concepts  

Organisational Learning has been linked to many other concepts. The following are not 

conclusive of the wide literature on the studies of Organisational Learning in relation to other 

concepts and serve only as indicative work of researchers. For example, Organisational 

Learning was related to Innovation (Gunsel et al., 2011; Hussein et al., 2014; Salim and 

Sulaiman, 2011; Uğurlu and Kurt, 2016), Leadership (Singh, 2008), Empowerment (Mishra 

and Bhaskar, 2010), Job Satisfaction (Egan et al., 2004; Gil and Matavel 2017; Pradhan et al,, 

2017), Commitment (Wahyuningsih et al., 2013), Work Engagement (Park et al., 2014), 

Employee motivation (Egan et al., 2004), Customer Satisfaction (Pantouvakis and Bouranta, 

2013), Happiness at work and organisational citizenship behavior (Salas‐Vallina et al., 2017),  

Organisational Success (Weldy and Gillis, 2010), Financial Performance (Ellinger et al., 

2002), Organisational Performance (Jain and Moreno, 2015), Performance Outcomes 

(Wahyuningsih  et al., 2013; Hotho et al., 2015), and Intellectual Capital (Park et al., 2014; 

Miralles-Armenteros et al., 2021). 

2.3.8 Organisational Learning in different Sectors of the Economy 

Research on Organisational Learning was conducted in different type of undertakings and 

economic activity. In literature one can see research investigating organisational learning 

concentrating on a sectoral approach, such as for example the banking sector (Harris, 2002); 

Singh, 2008; Thakur and Chaudhuri, 2015), the manufacturing sector (Awasthy and Gupta, 

2011; Ugurlu and Kurt, 2016), the tourism sector (Jones et al.,2016); Khoshkhoo and 

Nadalipour, 2016); Molodchik and Jardon, 2015), retail sector (Wilson and Beard, 2014), 

multinationals (Song et al., 2009), associations (Milton, 2003),  nursing (Estrada, 2009), 

health care (Pradhan et al., 2017), education sector (Voolaid and Ehrlich, 2017; Kools and 

Stoll, 2016; Hussein et al. (2014); rtenblad and Koris, 2014; Nazari and Phie, 2012), the 
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military (Sidani and Reese, 2018), the public sector (Maria, 2003), and the government 

(Anggara et al., 2018). 

2.3.9 Organisational Learning Studies in different Countries  

The research on Organisational Learning has been done in almost every country. The following 

serve only as indicative work of researchers and are presented in a random order. For example, 

research work on Organisational Learning was done in Colombia where Revelo and 

Hernández (2003) studied the national accreditation system and sought different aspects of tacit 

knowledge. In Turkey, Ugurlu and Kurt (2016) investigated the effect of Organisational 

Learning Capability of manufacturing organisations on the product innovation performance, 

and Aksu and Ozdemir (2005) investigated the elements that make a hotel a Learning 

Organisation. In Taiwan, Lien et al. (2007) investigated how the employees in highly 

technological organisations transform the information they collect into organisational memory. 

In Israel, Amitay et al. (2005) studied healthcare organisations in Israel and how they are 

affected by leadership and organisational learning. In Malaysia, Hussein et al. (2017) 

investigated the level of work engagement among employees and its relation to learning 

organisation. Kumar (2005) studied how economic growth is linked to organisational learning 

and its impact on performance improvement. Similarly, Maria (2003) investigated the 

relationship between organisational learning and innovation. In Australia, Dymock, (2003) 

investigated the culture of learning and its relationship to the power of various relationships 

within the Learning Organisation.  In Europe, Kidd and Teramoto, (1995) undertook 

interviews with top management of Japanese companies operating in Europe to investigate 

whether they are Learning Organisations, and in Ireland, Birdthistle and Fleming (2005), 

investigated family firms as to whether they show the characteristics of a Learning 

Organisation.  

Researchers have studied the effects of Organisational Learning on many other countries such 

as Finland (Moilanen, 2005), Spain (Jerez-Gomez et al. 2005b), Estonia (Voolaid and 

Ehrlich, 2017) Russia (Molodchik and Jardon, 2015), China (Zhou et al., 2015), Korea (Kim 

and Marsick, 2013), Lebanon (Dirani and Kuchinke, 2011); Jamali and Sidani (2008); Jamali 

et al. (2009), Jordan  (Abu Khadra  et al. 2006), East Africa (Mbugua, 2016), Rwanda 

(Mbassana, 2014), Sri Lanka (Dhananjaya Dahanayake and Gamlath, 2013), Pakistan (Abbas 

et al., 2011), India (Thakur and Chaudhuri, 2015); Awasthy and Gupta (2012); Singh (2008), 

Bevan et al. (2012), Indonesia (Anggara et al., 2018), and Iran (Nazari and Phie 2012); 

Sharifirad (2011). 
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2.4 Learning Organisations 

2.4.1 Conceptual Introduction 

According to the literature, in order to perform their duties adequately, the individuals must be 

willing to learn and be able to keep up their professional development on a continuous basis 

through learning processes (Anggara et al., 2019). As a consequence of this necessity, their 

organisation integrates learning into works that reinforce lifelong learning and becomes a 

Learning Organisation (Swanson and Chermack, 2013). A Learning Organisation facilitates 

individuals to transfer knowledge between them by being organised in a way so that it can scan 

the environment for information and produce relevant information by itself (Aggestam, 2006). 

When the organisation identifies, shares and uses the knowledge and practices internally, it 

gets an advantage over other organisations of having the ability to leverage this knowledge and 

become competitive (O’Dell et al., 1998). In differentiating organisations, the Learning 

Organisation stands out between rivals and develops as per a customer-responsive culture (Park 

et al., 2014). 

The concept of the Learning Organisation arose in the 1920s (Jones and Hendry, 1992) but 

became popular in the 1990s due to the impact of the influential books of The Fifth Discipline 

(Senge, 2006) and The Learning Company (Pedler et al., 1996). Since the publication of these 

books, much has been written on how the Learning Organisation is defined, what its 

characteristics are, what are its diagnostic tools, what is the ideal model of it and what are its 

criticisms. During the years, many scholars indicated the ambiguity existing in their circles in 

really understanding the concept (Garvin, 1993; Ulrich et al., 1993; Burgoyne, 1995; 

Örtenblad, 2004). Many agree that they can not define precisely the Learning Organisation 

because every organisation is unique and develops its own unique version (Pedler et al., 1991, 

Marquardt and Reynolds, 1994, p. 109; Senge et al., 1994). As a consequence, it is difficult to 

identify Learning Organisations (Lipshitzet al.,1996). 

The development of a Learning Organisation does not happen by chance but it is done by a 

deliberate intervention of its leaders who seek to ensure the existence of all the conditions for 

the organisation to operate in a learning mode (Goh and Richards, 1997). This presupposes that 

there is an organisational archetype of a successful Learning Organisation on which the 

organisation is benchmarked and serves as a model. This is supported by Finger and Burgin 

Brand (1999) who argue that the Learning Organisation is an “ideal”. Marsick and Watkins 

(1999) said that the term is not a destination but a journey at the end of which the term may not 
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survive and along which the use of learning is inspired to build the long-term sustainability of 

organisations.    

Garratt (1999) refers to many requests he had from organisations who ask how to become a 

Learning Organisation quickly. His answer is that the Learning Organisation is not just a 

product but it is an aspiration for a continuous process which stimulates individuals for very 

long periods of time. Thus, the Learning Organisation is a vision that motivates the organisation 

and in the long run, it leverages it to an ideal organisation. Although this target is never reached, 

the progressive organisation never stops trying to achieve it. 

Many scholars seem to indicate that the whole idea of becoming a Learning Organisation is to 

increase effectiveness (Örtenblad, 2004). In fact, Örtenblad (2015) suggests two reasons why 

all organisations should become Learning Organisations: the first to gain organisational 

effectiveness (Pettinger, 2002), and the second to excel in the future (Senge, 2006). It is of vital 

importance for organisations to realise that the Learning Organisation is one of the most 

important factors in the organisational work. Organisations are more competitive when they 

can learn faster than their competitors (Pedler, 1998). It was Charles Darwin who said that the 

species who survive are not the strongest or the most intelligent but those who are most 

responsive to change (Darwin, 2010).     

Learning Organisations do have a competitive advantage because they are capable for quick 

learning. As per Senge (2006) the capability of organisations to learn is linked to the capacity 

for continuous improvement. Drucker (1999) indicates that the resource of knowledge is the 

only meaningful resource in the contemporary period. In today’s economy, knowledge is not 

the same or equal to any other resource because it is the true organ to see, not the eyes. 

Whatever must be done, there is a way to do it, a best way to manage people, to organise and 

perform the tasks. The best way is either known or knowable. To know the real needs, the 

organisation must have the necessary structures to create an environment that can stimulate 

knowledge which leads to successful financial performance. Vice versa, organisations with 

these structures have a greater capacity to learn.  

2.4.2 Definitions  

Swanson and Chermack (2013) saw Learning Organisation as an organisation that has 

developed ways to promote continuous learning as a part of its unique culture. As Gephart et 

al. (1996) put it, though all organisations can learn, not always for the better, the Learning 

Organisation is the one which has an increased capacity to learn and adapt. Taking it a step 
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further, they say that the Learning Organisation is one in which the learning processes get to 

be aligned with its goals and to that respect, these processes are analysed, developed and 

monitored to succeed. In such organisations, the employees continually develop themselves to 

reach the performance levels they desire, by learning to learn together and using new patterns 

of thinking and collective aspirations (Senge, 2006). In a Learning organisation there is also a 

strong orientation toward action while at the same time there are discussion groups on specific 

subjects that inspire proactive innovative management actions which are linked to learning 

(Goh, 2003). 

Many approaches to define the concept have emerged over the years. Most known are the 

Systems Thinking perspective (Senge, 2006), the Strategic perspective (Garvin, 1993), the 

Integrative perspective (Watkins and Marsick,1993), and the Learning perspective (Pedler et 

al., 1996). The Thinking perspective of Senge (2006) indicates the five disciplines that should 

be present for the Learning Organisation to exist: System thinking (looking at interrelationships 

and not only remote cause and effects), team learning (emphasising on group learning), shared 

visions (seeing the future as a commitment and not only as a compliance requirement), mental 

models (on the behaviour of the universe), and personal mastery (continually sharpening 

individual vision and looking at reality). The Strategic perspective of Garvin (1993) indicates 

that there are some strategic issues that act as prerequisites for qualifying as a Learning 

Organisation, which are described as building blocks and serve as practical guidelines for the 

management. The Integrative perspective of Watkins and Marsick (1993) integrates people and 

structure, the two constituent parts of an organisation that interact for organisational change 

and development. They specified seven distinct but interrelated dimensions of the Learning 

Organisation as the inquiry and dialogue, the empowerment, the team learning, the continuous 

learning, the system connection, the embedded system, and the strategic leadership. The 

Learning perspective of Pedler et al. (1996) refer to comprehensive aspects of learning at the 

three organisational levels of learning (individual, group and organisational) which are 

supported by the traditional elements of management and eleven areas through which this can 

happen: learning climate, a learning approach to strategy, intercompany learning, self-

development for everyone, participative policymaking, informating, formative accounting and 

control, internal exchange, reward flexibility, boundary workers as environmental scanners, 

and enabling structures. 

Abbas et al. (2011) indicate that there is no consensus on what constitutes the Learning 

Organisation because some researchers focus on its qualities related to strategy and continuous 
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learning environment, whereas others focus on its leadership and performance. Levine (2001, 

p.19) described Learning Organisation as one in which: 

• The organisation remembers and learns. 

• Public recording is unobtrusive and useful in the execution of work processes and 

decision-making. 

• Principles and concepts may refer to a group, an organisational unit(s), or a community, 

suggesting notions of scalability and tailoring. 

• The notion of learning is different from the additive sum of individual contributions (the 

whole is more than the sum of its parts). 

• Learning is applied to produce or modify individual dispositions, policies, processes, and 

procedures. 

Moilanen (1999) linked learning to the organisation's vision, goals and structure. He considered 

a Learning Organisation as one which includes learning as a vital component not only of its 

routine operations but also of its values and goals, which enables structures for assessing its 

learning and development. Some organisations survive because they learn better than others 

while those organisations that fail to learn will sooner or later disappear (Gould, 2009). McGill 

and Slocum (1993) believe that there are certain core behaviours that characterise the Learning 

Organisation which appear as a consequence of various conditions such as the organisation’s 

structure, culture, strategy, information technology, staffing and leadership. They specified 

these behaviours as the personal efficacy and empathy, openness, creativity and systemic 

thinking. Jamali and Sidani (2008) gave a list of the identified characteristics by author and the 

most frequently mentioned characteristics of Learning Organisations, in Table TL2. 

A frequent question therefore asked is what a Learning Organisation is and for this reason, to 

answer this question, we need a definition (Goh, 1998). A popular definition is the one given 

by Garvin (1993) who defines Learning Orgnisation as an organisation skilled at creating, 

acquiring and transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behaviour to reflect new knowledge 

and insights.  Garvin (1993) also indicated the following five principles for the Learning 

Organisation to exist: learning from the organisation's own experience, learning from the 

experiences of others, experimentation with new approaches, quick transfer of knowledge, and 

systematic problem solving. 
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Table TL2 Characteristics of Learning Organisations (Source: Jamali and Sidani, 2008, p.62) 

 

As one would expect, many scholars defined Learning Organisation in different sorts of ways. 

Jamali and Sidani (2008) gave a list of the most known definitions of Learning Organisations 

as shown in Table TL3. 
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Table TL3 Definitions of Learning Organisations (Source: Jamali and Simani, 2008, p.60)  

 

 

2.4.3 Learning Organisation Vs Organisational Learning 

There is some confusion among people on what they understand with the terms Learning 

Organisation and Organisational Learning and even scholars sometimes use the terms 

interchangeably.  

However, Learning Organisation and Organisational Learning are distinct concepts (Easterby-

Smith et al.,1999) and though obviously related, the terms should not be used interchangeably 

(Marquardt, 1996). Thomsen and Hoest (2001) saw Learning Organisation and Organisational 

Learning as the two sides of the same coin. Jones and Hendry (1994) made a distinction 
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between the two terms, by linking Human Resource Management and training to Learning 

Organisation, and the organisational capability and tacit learning to Organisational Learning. 

Yeo (2005) linked Learning Organisation to the type of the organisation and the process of 

learning to Organisational Learning. It seems that the distinction is between what an 

organisation is and what an organisation is becoming. In particular, the Learning Organisation 

is one that has the ability to change itself continuously through its employees’ involvement and 

development, whereas Organisational Learning refers to the promotion of learning with the 

involvement of all employees in the organisation in a systematic approach. Conceptually, the 

Learning Organisation is the arena of the practitioner focusing on how organisation’s behaviour 

affects learning, whereas Organisational Learning is the arena of the academic focusing on the 

learning processes (Ortenbland, 2001).  

2.4.4 Learning Organisations related to Culture and Leadership  

To have the above advantages, an organisation must have in addition to the above structures, 

the right culture and leadership. A Learning Organisation has a culture that encourages learning 

by being open to new experiences, encouraging risk-taking and tolerating failures by allowing 

learning from them. The development of learning culture will help employees to remain 

dynamic whereas if there is no learning culture the employees and the organisations will simply 

repeat old practices without change. Organisational leadership is needed to inspire employees 

a culture of openness and trust which is needed to establish Organisational Learning. 

Leadership is very important because it is at the crossroads from where the organisation may 

proceed to success or failure and should be in the first order when a change effort begins to 

turn an organisation into a Learning Organisation. The organisation cannot change without 

learning nor can learn without changing (Weick and Westley, 1999) and therefore, a Learning 

Organisation must be continuously changing by implementing new initiatives. For the new 

initiatives to be implemented, the Learning Organisation must be oriented to proactive action 

in implementing innovative management processes, allow room for discussions or research and 

promote actions related to Learning (Goh, 2003).   

2.4.5 Models and Diagnostic Tools  

Further to the various definitions there were also various attempts to describe the Learning 

Organisation model. Most of them originate from the basic work of Senge (2006) and Garvin 

(1993) as well as Argyris and Schon (1997) who took a more holistic approach to this concept 
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but are too broad for precise analysis and did not provide a practical measurement instrument. 

The following is a short description of some of these models. 

Deshpande and Pendse (n.d.) combined the five aspects of Senge (2006) and the four aspects 

of Garvin (1993) and prepared a long 69 item questionnaire. Another less lengthy questionnaire 

was also used by Moilanen (2005) who used a 40-item questionnaire. Otala’s (1996) shorter 

questionnaire was considered to be easy but it did not reveal a clear image of the Learning 

Organisation. Tannenbaum (1997) suggested the Learning Environment Survey, which 

focused on the learning environment with attention to opportunities for learning and openness 

to new ideas. Pearn et al. (1995) proposed the Learning Audit which examines the role of the 

organisation as a whole, in encouraging and leading learning and consists of five parts. Mayo 

and Lank (1994) proposed the Complete Learning Organisation Benchmark, a comprehensive 

tool which refers to nine dimensions described by a very long questionnaire of 187 questions.  

Sarala and Sarala (1996) proposed the Recognising Your Organisation, a tool which seeks to 

identify processes and structures, values and philosophy of an organisation, in organising work 

and decision making and finally training and development. Redding and Catalanello (1997) 

suggested the Learning Organisation Capability Assessment which defines the traditional type 

of organisation, the continuously improving organisation and the Learning Organisations but 

as criticised by Moilanem (2001), this tool does not help in understanding the Learning 

Organisation capabilities. Pareek and Purohit (2009) proposed Organisational Learning 

Diagnostics which focused on learning orientations. Finally, Love et al. (2000) adopting the 

western conceptualisation of Japanese management practices and in particular the Total Quality 

Management (TQM) principles, set up a model based on Deming’s cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act) 

and TQM. 

There is an issue of the applicability and immediate impact of the work of most of the above 

models, as they are more used in consulting work rather than as a tool in research. However, 

continuing the above list of known models, three more models are of the most well-known. 

These models are the work of Watkins and Marsick (1997), Goh and Richards (1997) and 

Pedler et al. (1989).   

Watkins and Marsick (1997) developed the Learning Organisation Questionnaire (DLOQ), 

which measured the status of the organisation at a particular point in time by gauging 

employees’ perceptions on seven dimensions. The model assumes that it can help human 

resource and organisational development to set up a learning climate and culture, in ways that 
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suit their specific work style, and business environment. The DLOQ was criticised as too 

extensive, was originally lengthy and later reduced to a shorter but reliable version which was 

revised many times and tested for validity and reliability (Yang,2003) and applied in many 

countries (Hernandez and Watkins, 2003). 

Goh and Richards (1997) analysed previous literature review and identified some key 

management practices that should be present before learning could occur in an organisation. 

These management practices form the characteristics and the prescriptive conditions of the 

Learning Organisation. Goh and Richards (1997) identified the five certain characteristics as 

Clarity of Purpose and Mission, Leadership Commitment and Empowerment, Experimentation 

and Rewards, Transfer of Knowledge and Teamwork, and Group Problem Solving. In fact, 

various other instruments were used as diagnostic tools for identifying the Learning 

Organisation, the most important of which are mentioned next. 

Pedler et al. (1989) studied a number of learning organisations to find the conditions required 

in order for the Learning Company as they called it, to have a competitive advantage. Pedler et 

al. (1991) have developed a diagnostic tool known as the “Eleven characteristics of Learning 

Organisations. They indicate eleven conditions or characteristics of the Learning Organisation, 

often referred to as the blueprint, which include the culture and management style within the 

organisation that encourages learning from success and failures and experimentation. In 

particular they considered participative policy making, learning approach to strategy, internal 

exchange, information for understanding, reward flexibility, enabling structures, boundary 

workers as environmental scanners, formative accounting control, self-development for all, 

inter-company learning, and finally learning climate. Note that included is the information 

systems of the Learning Company that enable the lookout of operations, of individuals and 

groups, to find information for learning. Thomsen and Hoest (2001) used the blueprint in their 

work on investigating employees’ perception on Learning Organisation because it is coherent 

and practically oriented. Pedler et al. (1991) questionnaire remains as one of the basic 

diagnostic tools for Learning Organisations. The underlying concept behind this work is that 

leading learning is not considered to be of vital importance and the focus is on the role of the 

individual within the context of the whole organisation (Moilanen, 2001).  

The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) is a resource for more diagnostic 

tools for Learning Organisations which describes their content and how they are used, and 

provides regular comparisons (Gephart et al., 1996). 
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2.4.6 Types and Examples of Learning Organisations  

Örtenblad (2004) classified organisations into four types, according to the emphasis they give 

on specific aspects of the business. He claims that for a true Learning Organisation there must 

be a combination of all four aspects of the organisation. The four aspects are: Learning at work, 

Organisational Learning, Developing a learning climate, and Creating Structures. Örtenblad 

(2004) argues that these aspects must all be present and combined rather than treated as 

separate, so that a true Learning Organisation can be identified. Otherwise, the organisation is 

only a “partial learning organisation” and not a Learning Organisation. If organisations are to 

learn effectively, it is required to have information systems for timely reporting and structures 

that are flexible, as well as a reward system for creativity and experimentation.  

Goh (1998) gave examples of Learning Organisations, which include General Electrics, Shell, 

British Petroleum (BP), Xerox, Sony, Honda, Harley Davidson, Kodak, and 3M. Motorolla is 

an excellent example of a Learning Organisation who adopted a six-sigma error rate in its 

products (Gephart et al.,1996). Mc Donald’s is a successful and visible organisation which 

demonstrates high efficiency and excellent customer service (McGill and Slocum, 1993). Tan 

(1999) refers to Levi Strauss and Co as an example of good practice. The Rover Group, a 

classic case examined by Harrison (1993) indicates that such organisations tend to relate the 

personal development and training of employees to the organisation’s vision, mission and 

strategy. During turbulent times these organisations being examples of best practice have 

encouraged the development of people, while during good times, they had reached good 

competitive positions in the market. The above examples of Learning Organisations are from 

big organisations who offer known products or services, but there is nothing about the 

characteristics of the Learning Organisation that makes it a phenomenon of the big 

organisations. In fact, the Learning Organisation can be created in small organisations, even in 

our own home (McGill and Slocum, 1993) and the learning behaviour can be extended to a 

sustainable society. Some authors such as Smith and Sharicz (2011) and Jamali (2006) have 

discussed the impact of Organisational Learning to enable sustainability (Pourdehnad and 

Smith, 2012), though only few others like Fenwick (2007) indicate any practical issues.  

2.4.7 The Small Learning Organisation 

However, it must be noted that the bigger organisations may have learning processes and needs 

that differ from the ones the smaller organisations have. It is true that much of what is 

mentioned on Learning Organisations appear to have implications related to big organisations 

and that small organisations differ qualitatively and quantitively in ways that constrain their 
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development. One of the main reasons for this is the owner-manager relationship in the case of 

the small organisation. It is widely accepted that in order to provide opportunities for 

development there must be strong commitment by the top management of an organisation. In 

the case of the small organisation the top management is of course the owner-manager who 

may not want to upgrade key employees to top management positions from where they can 

criticise him or question his knowledge and capability.   

Further, the key employees in the small organisation may be less experienced, less capable or 

less committed than the key employees in bigger organisations and the opportunities for 

learning on the job may be more difficult in the small organisation because of limited space for 

debate, review and apply relevant double‐loop learning (Argyris and Schon, 1974). Also, in 

the context of small organisations there is no room for many mistakes as the owner-manager 

will not tolerate financial or time costs and the threat of possible punishment may act as a 

deterrent to any initiatives and experimentations. Small organisations are further constrained 

to sustainable development because of difficulties in relating to their external environment 

(Gibb, 1983) and as a consequence, they will not be continuously updated on latest technology, 

which the Learning Organisation has and utilised effectively. 

Reflecting on the above, it can be concluded that in order for the small organisation to become 

a Learning Organisation, it needs to avoid many constraints that originate from their owner-

manager structure and culture context and as a consequence, the small organisation has 

characteristics that make the application of the ideal Learning Organisation concept be limited 

in its context.  

2.5 From Learning Organisations to Learning Cities 

2.5.1 The Learning Environment  

The learning environment plays an important role for learning to occur. This is because the 

learner is more motivated to learn but also to transfer his own knowledge to others through a 

diffusion process, when the environment is more appropriate to do so. The effectiveness of the 

learning process is therefore, affected by the environment in which people live in. 

The link of the learning concept to a location was originated by Plato about 2.500 years ago in 

ancient Greece where learning was happening in the agora, mainly out in the streets. In ancient 

Athens, learning was still happening in the streets even after the Academy and the Lyceum 

were established. Aristotle’s Lyceum was known as the peripatetic school where learning 
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philosophy was occurring out in the open and the Stoic Philosophy was practiced in the Agora 

of Athens, again out in the open.  

People usually understand the learning environment as the physical environment where 

learning takes place, however there is no universal agreement on what is meant by learning 

environment. For example, Fraser (2012) refers to it, as the interaction of learners in the 

environment which is linked to the contexts in which learning occurs and affects their 

achievements and attitudes. These contexts were classified by Fraser (2012) as the pedagogical, 

psychological, and social contexts. 

Over the years from ancient times to the modern world, the understanding of the learning 

environment moved from the inside of academic establishments to a broader place and its 

interpretation can be extended from a learning society to cover the environment of a whole city 

and especially the Smart City. A smart learning environment uses the Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICT) to focus on individualised learning, according to learners’ 

own preferences on learning time, learning style, learning pace, and learning space. Kay (2008) 

argued that by analysing learning behaviour in real time, a smart learning environment can 

propose very specific learning interactions and learning activities that suit the above 

characteristics. Therefore, the traditional learning environment boundaries are gradually 

broken and the smart learning environment enables real-time and made-to-measure learning 

scenarios that suit the individual's own preferences, leading to more interesting and effective 

learning experiences. In conclusion, citizens can have more effective lifelong learning 

propensity when this is supported by smart learning facilities in the learning environment of a 

smart city (Zhuang et al., 2017). 

2.5.2 Socio-Spatial Learning  

Learning regions and learning cities, learning organisations and learning economy became 

popular areas of research when during the economic development in this century, knowledge 

economy dominated discussions on intellectual policy making. This increased the need for 

policy makers and researchers, to identify and strengthen the factors of a successful learning 

economy (Benner, 2003). A new era of knowledge creation and lifelong learning began when 

knowledge capitalism gradually replaced the era of Ford’s mass production systems and 

Taylor’s scientific management, when the emphasis was not on intellectual capital but on 

labour productivity. During the knowledge-intensive capitalism era, the human mind became 

the main source of economic growth (Florida, 1995). Different views of researchers on 

knowledge economy led to the challenge to further examine the relational mechanism that 
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connects human activity to a location. For example, Knoben and Oerlemans (2012) examined 

the role of knowledge in economic development on learning and space. Malecki (2012) 

examined the socio-spatial context of learning, which considers that individuals are much 

closer to their workplace where they can interact with not just their colleagues, but also with 

relatives and friends.  

The socio-spatial context of learning considers that a form of social capital is formed when 

individuals interact socially and economically with other spatially situated individuals 

(Boshuizen et al, 2009). 

This interaction was described by Malecki (2012) as being at the same time, both a lubricant 

(when facilitating trust and reciprocity of actions) and a glue (when binding people to shared 

values and norms. The resulting activity becomes in this way dependent to a large extent on 

space. The concept declares that learning can be reached through a process of social interaction 

among people in a defined location not only through a structured procedural interaction of 

people within or between firms. As a consequence, new concerns were raised, such as the 

relevant policy formulation and the need for shared planning that should be integrated in a 

socio-spatial learning framework. The learning region was accordingly defined as the region 

where people engage in some kind of cooperation for mutual benefit, which leads to a process 

of regional learning. To enhance information flow in the region among individuals, a good 

physical communication infrastructure is required. To have a flourishing knowledge-intensive 

economic region, a human infrastructure is additionally needed, so that life-long learning can 

be facilitated. 

However, the concept of learning region was prevented from becoming fully developed as a 

complete theoretical field in regional studies because of some weaknesses such as the 

overlapping with similar concepts and the resulting fussiness (Hassink, 2007). Even though the 

concept of regional learning can be taken as a distinct separate part of economic geography, it 

is confusing because of its strong similarities with concepts like learning communities and 

learning cities. This makes intra-regional networks not being considered as main instruments 

for regional learning (Rutten and Boekema, 2012). The “Myopia of Learning”concept of 

Levinthal and March (1993), implies that the learning imperfections cannot abandon attempts 

to increase organisational and therefore, regional learning capability. A new concept appeared 

as a result, which is slightly different from the learning region and is called the “the learning 

cluster” which keeps the strengths of its proximity to policy makers and alleviates the learning 
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region’s weakness of interpersonal learning, by geographical scope and tie characteristics.  It 

was found that because it is the individuals who do the actual learning, it may be more 

beneficial to look for interpersonal relations and not only inter-organisational linkages (Nonaka 

and Von Krogh, 2009). It is concluded that the principal agents of learning are the individuals 

and not the organisations, the communities, the regions or the cities (Rutten and Boekema, 

2012). 

2.5.3 Learning in the wider context of the Society  

Cities can be considered as a large organisation of individuals and therefore learning plays an 

important role in influencing people to formulate urban life policies (Papageorgiou and 

Demetriou, 2019). As an interactive process, learning is affected by various environmental 

variables which can be related to the organisations’ culture. Smart cities offer better facilities 

for education and cultural activities that affect many aspects of life, such as air quality, 

transportation, road safety, health, wellbeing, and accessible green places. According to the 

UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, these are very important for sustainable development 

in the future. Active mobility is for example, an important emerging aspect of life that 

represents a smart city solution for a sustainable urban environment. Physical activity raises 

great interest now as it is related to health and wellbeing issues such as anxiety, heart problems, 

diabetes and other public health issues, all caused by the lack of physical activity. Learning 

plays an important role in changing people’s mindset to accept and adopt the aspects of active 

mobility and sustainable urban development. 

The concept of learning can be viewed within the wider context of the society and especially 

in the spirit of urban development and smart cities. Learning has been defined in many ways, 

for example, in relation to behavioural change (Argyris and Schon, 1978), potential 

transformation (McFarlane, 2011), taking of effective action (Kim, 1998), and the observation 

and imitation of other people’s behaviour Bandura (1997). Learning is not only a process that 

relates to the individual but a process which at three different levels, the individual, group and 

organisation levels (Watkins and Marsick, 2003) that formulate the framework for the Learning 

Organisation.  Learning was also related also to mental concepts that are created from the 

individuals’ own experiences. When knowledge is shared among these individual mental 

models, Organisational Learning is achieved (Kim and Senge, 1994). The integration of 

experience into existing mental concepts is key to learning (Piaget, 2015) and the interaction 

of shared mental models with individual mental models creates the vision of the organisation 

(Senge, 2006). Observing and imitating other people’s behaviour is the basis of social learning 
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theory Bandura (1997) which was followed by socio-cultural learning approach (Fox, 2000). 

Therefore, individuals learn through active participation in their team, organisation, city and 

society, by constant changes of social practice. The knowledge obtained in this social 

interaction among individuals, is linked to organisational knowledge and Organisational 

Learning. Grant (1996) pointed out that individual knowledge becomes the primary source for 

organisational learning and a true Learning Organisation occurs when this knowledge is shared 

among all members of an organisation. It is in this respect, that by sharing knowledge among 

citizens and changing their mindsets, a true Learning City can be achieved. 

In conclusion, the three level Organisational Learning of Watkins and Marsick (2003) can 

therefore be extended to the city level where learning gets very critical, especially  when 

municipal organisations formulate strategies for participative sustainable development. For 

example, learning is essential in the case of a strategy to change individuals’ mindset towards 

increased walkability within the city (organisation). In formulating and implementing city 

planning policies, people can be asked to change their mindset to create for example an active 

mobility within the city.  

2.5.4 Learning applicable to Cities  

Research has shown that cities like organisations, face similar dilemmas including competition 

issues among them (Bradford, 2003; Campel, 2008) and has proven that Organisational 

learning theories are applicable to cities (Seymoar et al., 2009). Cities, like organisations, use 

various management systems to govern their operation and become part of networks that 

interact towards that end. With the use of technology, these management systems can promote 

urban sustainable development and eventually create what are now widely known as smart 

cities. Out of the many city networks, those networks concerned with knowledge, act as a 

strategic framework within and among local governments, for the promotion of formal and 

informal learning and the adoption of sustainable practices (Seymoar et al., 2009). Through 

this framework the cities learn proactively and reactively and eventually acquire the 

characteristics of a Learning Organisation. As such, the Learning Cities look out and get and 

interpret new information, utilise this information effectively, and eventually their citizens 

evaluate it and establish the learning culture of the city. The interaction among citizens plays 

an important role in this respect and especially in learning new habits where a change of 

mindset is necessary. However, when cities, like organisations, do not have mechanisms for 

instant feedback from their members, the effectiveness of learning is not easily calculated, as 

often happens in the case of informal learning methods that involve social learning practices.  
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For this reason, many organisations nowadays are designed around an open office blueprint so 

that there is social interaction among employees that facilitates learning and immediate 

feedback. In a similar pattern, cities could be organised in an open theater fashion where social 

interaction is facilitated and learning is supported. Another way to promote social interaction 

among citizens is to design open spaces with pedestrian infrastructure in safe facilities that 

promotes walkability and physical activity. A learning process that results in a change of 

mindset towards becoming an enthusiast in walking, can be assisted with ICT in the form of 

smartphone applications and lead to a learning mechanism for a sustainable environment. This 

coincides with the concept of Smart Cities and sustainable urban development. Conticelli et al. 

(2018) suggest that Smart Cities should be evaluated by whether they value social capital, aim 

to achieve social inclusion and consider their citizens' views raised through cooperation with 

them and through ICT. Cities are motivated to learn when their citizens are themselves 

motivated by competitive inspirational goals 

Today, there is high motivation to become a Smart City that promotes learning and creativity 

and there is a competitive environment among cities who strive to gain various awards. 

Through proper networking, learning in cities as in organisations, may happen without regards 

to their size, by sharing information formally and informally. Thus, by testing already applied 

solutions in their own situation, cities can learn from each other. 

The dynamics of learning within communities and the different knowledge types within the 

context of spatial planning, were examined for lessons on knowledge production in a case study 

on the English city of Northamptonshire, (Natarajan (2017). The case study concluded that 

local knowledge of communities has a strong influence on spatial planning. 

The social system in a smart sustainable urban environment, demands the adoption of new 

ideas, behaviours and knowledge to assist the change of people’s mindset. The socio-spatial 

context of learning implies that people are tightly connected to the place they work and live 

and therefore their activity is connected to the place it is accomplished (Malecki, 2012). Great 

interest was raised on the role of learning and space in the context of economic development, 

which was based on the above concepts (Knoben and Oerlemans, 2012). 

2.5.5 Learning and Smart Cities  

Many studies researched ICT applications for smart cities development, but very little was in 

relation to people and the change of their mindsets so that the cities become smarter. The 

significance of the learning dimension in the context of smart cities was revealed by Hall et al. 
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(2000) which was studied in relation to the key dimensions of governance policy and people’s 

education (Nam, T. and Pardo, 2011). Huang (2012) referred to Engaged, Easy and Effective 

Learning (the “3E’s” of Learning) which are enhanced by the learning environment of the smart 

city where learning can happen at any pace, in any way, anytime and anywhere (Huang et al., 

2017). Thus, people now can learn not only at educational establishments in a formal way, but 

in their workplace, in their community, in museums and in fact, everywhere (Cambridge, 

2008).  Further, cities can be seen as organisations (Campbel, 2008), where the learning 

theories can be applied (Seymoar et al., 2009). 

A framework of people’s learning is developed by the networks emerging in the city 

environment through social interaction, as per Social Learning theory of (Bandura, 1977). 

2.5.6 Governance Learning  

Organisational Learning has been also related to Governance Learning as it is a basic 

requirement of city governance (Wolfram et al., 2019). The basic requirements for city 

governance have been specified by Lange et al. (2013) as the policy, politics and polity modes 

of governance. Learning is important for policy makers as it equips them with the new forms 

of policy decision making tools needed to govern urban changes and climate change (Harman 

et al., 2015). Thus, learning can be used as a governance mechanism that affects the dynamics 

of societal change and the concept of Organisational Learning becomes important not only for 

the organisations and their members but generally for cities and the society, in general.  

2.5.7 Mental Models and Mindsets  

Argyris (1990) argued that internalised behavioural routines affect individual actions. 

Therefore, Individual Learning Capability becomes a precondition for the development of 

Organisational Learning which happens by sharing knowledge (Kim and Senge, 1994). When 

sharing knowledge, individual mental models interact with shared mental models and form the 

vision of the organisation (Senge, 2006). As per Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005a), learning becomes 

effective when all these create the Organisational Learning Capability. 

By recognising that a learning environment increases the intrinsic motivation to learn, 

Reynolds (2006) proposes the concentration on people’s thinking mindset on the learning-

centered learning. People’s mindsets must concentrate on the effects of the learning process on 

the environment (Barr and Tagg, 1995). The attempts to change people’s mindsets can be 

greatly enhanced by smartphones and other ICT applications. To understand how communities 

of people interact with ICT systems in a smart city environment, it is useful to investigate the 

use of learning and diffusion theories and study how people’s mindsets change gradually 
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towards new habits and practices through learning. It is concluded from the above that Learning 

can serve as a catalyst in the development of smart cities and the development of new people’s 

mindset towards different forms of learning activities, physical activities and active mobility 

within the smart cities. 

2.5.8 Learning Cities-Diffusion theory and Systems Dynamics  

Very relevant to socio-spatial learning is the concept of Diffusion Theory of Bass (1969) which 

describes the spread of learning among people and should be considered for the successful 

implementation of any policies aiming the achievement of effective changes. The Diffusion 

Theory makes an effort to show how a new idea, method or habit is accepted by the social 

system and adopted by its people. Prominent researchers, Bass (1969) and Rogers (2010), 

developed models to describe how new habits or concepts are adopted by people and how ideas 

are spread in a society. Rogers (2010) proposed a widely accepted model for the advancement 

of diffusion, consisting of the stages of knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and 

confirmation. 

However, although learning and diffusion have been extensively studied separately, not many 

studies have investigated their integrated effects, especially in the context of the urban 

environment and sustainable activity in smart cities. It is very important to consider the 

preferences and attitudes of individuals in their behaviour and how they interact in their local 

environment, being their organisation and workplace or their neighbourhood or city, but more 

importantly to consider how these can be changed and develop their learning propensity. 

System Dynamics (SD) methodology (Forrester, 1972) could be used to develop a quantitative 

model by integrating learning and diffusion theories, to test plausible strategies for change.  

Adopting new ideas is analogous to changing mindsets, which means that individuals adjust 

their behaviour according to the environmental influences they receive directly or indirectly. 

Individuals who adopt the new ideas early, have different characteristics from those who adopt 

these later. The early adopters are classified as Innovators and are those who want to first try 

the new idea (Bass, 1969). Early Adopters are those who quickly adopt the new idea (not just 

wanting to try it) and act as opinion leaders. The Early Majority people are those who adopt 

the new idea before the average person, and the Late Majority people are those who are 

skeptical of the new idea and adopt it only after most people do it. The Laggards are finally 

those who are skeptical to the new idea and are the hardest to be convinced to adopt it.  
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Rogers’s five stages for the diffusion process begins with the Knowledge stage, during which 

the individuals are not familiar with the new idea and are not motivated to know anything about 

it. During the Persuasion stage that comes next, the individuals begin to be interested and want 

to learn more about the new idea.  During the next stage, the Decision stage, the individuals 

consider the opportunities and obstacles related to the new idea and take the decision to either 

adopt or reject it. During the Implementation stage that comes next, the individuals adopt the 

new idea but continue to evaluate its usefulness.  Finally, during the Confirmation stage, the 

individuals decide to continue the use of the new idea and promote it to others. Thus, the 

concepts of Learning, Diffusion and System Dynamics are all linked in the attempt to study the 

effects of learning in the Socio-spatial and Smart Cities context. 

Social Learning Theory and Diffusion Theory can be incorporated into an integrated SD model 

(Forrester, 1970) which goes through all Rogers’ stages to illustrate the spread of a new idea 

among the individual learners in a society or an organisation and demonstrate the change in the 

mindset of people.  

2.6 Individual Learning Capability  

2.6.1 Definition 

According to Goldman and Scott (2016), the term competency is widely attributed to 

McClelland (1973) who diverted attention from academic aptitude, to abilities in skills and 

knowledge put into practice and used as predictors of performance. A competency was defined 

as a capability, or ability (Boyadjis, 2008) and can be regarded as a set of different but related 

sets of behaviours describing the intentions of an  individual.  

Many scholars thereafter defined competency. Salleh (2012) defined competency as a 

combination of skills, knowledge and behaviour, which sets better individual performance. 

Similarly, the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), say that 

competency refers to the combination of knowledge, skills and behaviour that are practiced for 

self-improvement (Gardelliano, 2002). Human resource management’s view of competency is 

very simply the ability of the individuals to finish off satisfactorily the jobs assigned to them. 

To this end, Human resource management is interested to apply model systems that evaluate 

competency of employees to perform their jobs.  

 2.6.2 Theory of Competency 

What type of employee does an organisation want to employ? An organisation is believed to 

need more employees who are more capable to learn even though they do not know much at 
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any moment, rather than employees who already have the knowledge but are not so capable to 

learn (McGill and Slocum, 1993). It is therefore important to study the learning competency 

theory. Although this theory originated by Broadwell (1969) it became better known to a wider 

audience, following a statement by former US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld which 

then became known as the Rumsfeld principle. What Rumsfeld implied in his statement, was 

the importance of realising that, although there are things we know we know (‘known knowns’) 

and things we know we do not know (‘known unknowns’), there are also the things we do not 

know that we do not know (‘unknown unknowns) and these may lead to legitimate decisions 

and actions. In fact, Rumsfeld’s logic in 2002 that he could attack Iraq on the basis that they 

were up to something he did not know about was accepted, by many people (Secretary 

Rumsfeld and General Myers, 2002). The four stages of competence became known also as the 

four stages of learning and the theory built up was based on the premise that just before learning 

begins, the learners are unaware of what they know and as they follow the learning stages, they 

eventually reach a state when they can do their job as a second nature without deep 

concentration as they do it unconsciously. 

The learning theory showed the importance of unconscious competence and the four stages of 

learning which can be applied in any subject (Launer, 2010). First, there is a time when in front 

of us we have many ‘unknown unknowns’ and we are in a state of ‘unconscious incompetence’. 

Following this we begin to realise our own ignorance and incompetence and we enter the state 

of ‘conscious incompetence’. Gradually we then begin to understand the situations and obtain 

some elements of ‘conscious competence’. Eventually, when doing and feeling this many times 

over time, we master the situation, work through intuition and our decisions become automatic. 

This state of mind is called ‘unconscious competence’. In practice, the most dangerous situation 

is the unconscious-incompetent combination which is related to a malady the neuroscientist 

call anosognosia (lack of awareness in Greek). This is the inability to understand the realities 

of one’s own condition. Kruger and Dunning (1999) argued that incompetence, like 

anosognosia, not only causes low achievement but also the inability to realise that this 

achievement is low. The difficulty of dealing with unknown unknowns can be overcome 

methodically with random case analysis of feedback, self-examination, continuous exchange 

of views with colleagues and mutual consultations by peers on complex cases (Launer, 2010). 

This shows the importance of having feedback systems. Similarly, the extremely competent 

persons fail to realise that their capability is not necessarily perceived and accepted by their 

colleagues.  
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2.6.3 Self-Efficacy 

How well an individual can perform actions which are necessary to face the situations he is 

likely to encounter, has been termed by Bandura (1982) as “Self-efficacy”. What you believe 

about your self-efficacy determines how you feel, think, motivate yourself and behave. 

Perceived self-efficacy was defined as the people’s belief about their capability to produce 

specified performance levels which influence events that affect their lives (Bandura, 1994). 

Self-efficacy influences every area of human activity. The belief on their power to influence 

these situations, determines the choices the individual makes and the competency to deal with 

them. The individual’s tasks, goals and challenges are affected by what an individual perceives 

about his self-efficacy. Bandura (1974) defined perceived self-efficacy as people’s beliefs 

about their capabilities to affect their output and described four procedures for sourcing: 

performance accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and emotional arousal. 

The above procedures or sources can have a mediated effect on behaviour as they directly affect 

self-efficacy and they enable individuals to accomplish their goals.  

Performance accomplishments are simply the individuals’ experience which are very important 

in determining their future behaviour. The achievement of mastery through experience is 

important in determining an individual's self-efficacy because failure lowers self-efficacy and 

success raises it.  

The second source, vicarious experience is specifically the individuals’ experiences by 

observing other people’s activities on the basis of which they can make predictions and draw 

conclusions. This modeling experience leads to positive thinking when an individual sees the 

success of somebody and he believes he can do it. Of course, this can also work the other way, 

when the individual sees others failing and his self-efficacy decreases. 

Verbal persuasion comes from feedback and teachings from other people’s activities, sources 

which are weak but have an effect because they are additionally to other feedback from self-

instruction or texts. This can act as social persuasion which directs either encouragement or 

discouragement to the individual. Encouragement though, is not so effective at increasing self-

efficacy as discouragement is at decreasing an individual’s self-efficacy.   

The fourth source is an even weaker one and refers to the experiences from physiological 

arousal that affect self-efficacy expectations; Fatigue for example, or fear or pain are stressful 

situations which cause distress to individuals. Self-efficacy can be altered according to 

individuals’ responses to these situations. 
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The impact of self-efficacy is further influenced by magnitude, generality and strength 

(Bandura, 1977). Magnitude describes the situation when individuals engage in activities they 

find easy, according to their level of self-efficacy, but need to be motivated to engage in more 

challenging activities.  

The dimension of strength refers to the obstacles and the period of effort exercised by the 

individual to overcome them. It is logically deduced that when there is a weak expectation of 

strength, self-efficacy will be negatively affected.  

The dimension of generality influences self-efficacy of individuals according to the width of 

their experience and whether this experience is general or specific. Some experiences create 

specific behaviour rather than the generally expected behaviour. Thus, self-efficacy may be 

affected by the feelings of some individuals and not by others, driving us to the conclusion that 

self-efficacy is very situation-specific. Although for complex jobs the relation between self-

efficacy to work performance is weaker than for the case of easier jobs, generally the relation 

between self-efficacy and work performance is strong and positive.  

2.6.4 Emotional Intelligence 

Self-efficacy was linked to emotional intelligence and both concepts became constituent parts 

of psychological capital. The concept of emotional intelligence began with Salovey and Mayer 

(1990) who described it as information processing on evaluation of emotions and their adaptive 

regulation. However, it was Goleman (1995) who made the concept widely known by attracting 

academic and public attention when he claimed that emotional intelligence could be used as an 

equal or even better tool than IQ, to predict the chances of succeeding in life. Goleman (1995) 

marked the beginning of a new era in both the academic and business emotional intelligence 

contexts, which was followed by literature focusing mainly on competency management 

(Capaldo et al., 2006).  

Basically, emotional intelligence exists when individuals recognise and regulate emotions for 

themselves or others. There are different definitions of emotional intelligence leading to a 

confusion as to what exactly it is. Goleman (1998) defined emotional intelligence as learned 

capability which results in outstanding performance at work. Extending this definition, the 

emotional intelligence competency is the ability to recognise, understand and use information 

about an individual’s emotions which cause better performance. Mayer et al. (2008) referred 

to emotional intelligence as the ability to exercise reasoning on emotions and the use of these 

emotions together with emotional knowledge to enhance thinking. Goleman (1995) 
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distinguished emotional intelligence to internal elements (awareness, decisiveness and capacity 

of self-actualisation) and external elements (compassion, affiliation and being responsible for 

self and others).  

Practioners and academicians pointed out the importance of intelligence and its contribution to 

organisational development (Besharat, 2005; Pradhan and Jena, 2016) and in particular the 

wider significance emotional intelligence has on ascertaining productivity. Studies proved that 

emotional intelligence would increase adaptive performance and that psychological capital 

helps organisational commitment (Sahoo and Sia, 2015), it increases mental health and the 

individuals’ ability to adapt to different situations while reducing barriers between people 

(Jahanian, 2010) and that emotional intelligence enables individuals to seek solutions and not 

complain on failures (Besharat, 2005). 

It might be deceptive to describe one's overall emotional intelligence as traditionally described 

“intelligence” or as “g” more scientifically described by psychologists (Davies et al., 1998). 

This is because this approach will confuse emotional and social intelligence and may lead to 

the conclusion that it is simply an element of cognitive ability. The differences of Outstanding 

performance from average performance can be grouped into three categories: Cognitive 

competencies, Emotional intelligence competencies and Social intelligence competencies 

(Boyatzis, 2008; Goleman et al., 2001).  Cognitive competencies include system thinking, 

Emotional intelligence competencies include self-management and control competencies and 

Social intelligence competencies include teamwork and social awareness (Boyatzis and 

Boyatzis, 2009).  In particular, Emotional intelligence competencies is about recognising one’s 

emotions and their effects and consist of self-awareness (preferences, intuitions, resources), 

self-management (emotional self-control, adaptability to change, achievement orientation and 

positive outlook).  

Learning strategies were empirically linked to competencies and Robbins et al., 2004) proved 

that self-efficacy and motivation for competency had the strongest effects on individuals. In 

particular to organisational learning, researchers sought to ascertain the link between emotional 

intelligence and organisational learning (Anari, 2012), and it was claimed that a higher 

emotional intelligence leads to effective organisational learning (Scott-Ladd and Chan, 2004). 

However, research has not yet studied in more detail the possible influence of emotional 

intelligence on the composite dimensions of organisational learning (Pradhan et al., 2017).  
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The growth of mind passes through different stages and not only distinguishes humans from 

other living organisms but differentiates between them as well, according to their mental 

abilities. One of these abilities is intelligence, the mental energy for understanding. Intelligence 

was used as a term to describe high level mental abilities of gifted individuals such as in 

creativity, problem solving and decision making, and the ability to learn. 

Practitioners and cognitive style researchers indicated that people receive information from 

various sources such as the environment and other people, and process this information in 

different ways. Salovey and Mayer (1990) introduced the concept of emotional intelligence for 

the first time, describing it as a kind of information processing which includes the evaluation 

of emotions. Goleman (1995) popularised the concept and separated it into two forms. The first 

form being the internal, which includes decisiveness and capacity of self-actualisation. The 

second form being the external, which includes compassion, interpersonal affiliation. Goleman 

(1998) states that the level of emotional intelligence is generally not fixed.  Emotional 

intelligence is not developed in early childhood but it can be largely learned and developed 

throughout the whole of our lives from our experiences.  

At the most general level, emotional intelligence is the ability to recognise and regulate 

emotions in ourselves and others (Goleman, 2001), and the ability to monitor the emotions, to 

discriminate between them and to make good use of them in guiding their actions and thinking 

(Salovey and Mayer, 1990). Many researchers defined emotional intelligence in different ways. 

Weisinger (2000) defined it as “intelligent use of emotions” indicating that people with high 

emotional intelligence can adapt to change easier. Gardner (2000) defined it as a 

biopsychological potential to process information to solve problems or create products. 

Zeidner et al. (2004) argue that emotional intelligence depends on learning and other contextual factors 

and can have positive or negative relationship with performance. Emotional intelligence was positively 

related to self-efficacy and shown to strengthen organisational commitment (Sahoo and Sia, 2015), thus 

indicating that committed employees would have a better adaptive performance (Pradhan et al., 2017). 

The many theories that tried to explain human intelligence including the important Gardner’s 

theory of multiple intelligence are still not so accurate in measuring individual intelligence.   

The origins of emotional intelligence can be found back to Thorndike’s (1920) social science 

concept, which was related to the ability of understanding and managing people and 

harmonising human reactions. Its more recent roots can be found in Gardner’s (1983) views on 

multiple intelligences and specifically on interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligence. 
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Interpersonal intelligence is the individual’s capacity to understand the desires and intentions 

of other people and cooperate with others (Gardner, 1999). Intrapersonal intelligence on the 

contrary, is the capacity of an individual to understand his own capacity, fears and desires and 

regulate his life. 

Gardner’s theory changed the traditional view that there is one single type of intelligence, 

known as “g” (for general intelligence), which focuses only on cognitive abilities. The view of 

intelligence as a single g-factor which indicates a person’s general intelligence across multiple 

abilities was introduced by Spearman (1904). The concept of g-factor came up after noticing 

that individuals who were good in an area of intelligence, for example music, were also good 

in other areas, such as mathematics.  Thus, Spearman attributed the strong correlation of 

performing well in some intelligence areas to a single factor of general intelligence (g). He then 

continued to introduce a second factor “s” to indicate a person’s specific ability in a specific 

area. The g-factor was faced with skepticism as it was believed that the intellectual capability 

of humans was too complex to be determined solely by a single factor (Thurstone, 1938). 

The theory of multiple intelligences proposed by Gardner (1983) broadened the definition of 

intelligence and outlined specific types of intellectual competencies that may all exist on an 

individual, however because any individual is not born with the intelligence that he will ever 

have, his exact profile may differ from others and will be based on his past experience and 

genetics. Gardner specified eight types of intelligence: Logical/Mathematical, Musical, 

Naturalist, Spatial, Bodily-Kinesthetic, Linguistic, Intrapersonal and Interpersonal. Out of 

these Gardner admits that society and academia value logical-mathematical and linguistic 

intelligences and believes that there may be additional types such as spiritual and moral 

intelligences (Gardner, 2011). The benefit of identifying these intelligences on people is that 

they would know which professions would be more suited to them. For example, people with 

more logical-mathematical intelligence would be more capable in a career linked to 

mathematicians, statisticians, accountants, computer analysts, and scientists. On the contrary, 

people having more linguistic intelligence, would be more capable in a career linked to 

journalists, lawyers, authors or speakers/tv presenters. Similarly, people with spatial 

intelligence could dominate in careers related to pilots, architects, graphic designers and 

interior decorators. Bodily kinesthetic intelligence people could better work as dancers, 

athletes, carpenters, and mechanics. People with musical intelligence may become better 

singers, musicians and composers. Good interpersonal intelligence leads to careers as 

psychologists, teachers, salespersons and managers, whereas good intrapersonal intelligence 
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leads to counselors, clergy and therapists. Finally, those with naturalistic intelligence may 

thrive as biologists, botanists, astronomers, geologists and meteorologists. 

Sternberg (1985) identified components which were not considered in Gardner’s theory. Based 

on the definition of intelligence as the ability to perform well per personal standards in a 

sociocultural context, he proposed a triarchic theory, according to which intelligence has three 

aspects, the practical, the creative and the analytical. Practical intelligence is the intelligence 

used to solve daily life problems considering the demands of the environment. Creative 

intelligence is the intelligence used in innovative imagination and problem solving. Analytical 

intelligence is the intelligence used in decision making, when analysing problems. A set of 

standardised tests measures this intelligence and gives the intelligence quotient (IQ) score. Aki 

(2006) mentions that only 2% of people have an IQ level of 130 or above and that merely 0.2% 

score above 140. However, despite this evidence we cannot draw the conclusion that 

individuals with high IQ will be successful and there were even cases of clear failures. As per 

Terman (1916), when successful high IQ scorers, they may not be successful in all fields. 

Following the above evaluation of IQ test results, it was claimed by Goleman (1995) that 

success can better be indicated by emotional intelligence. This is because although IQ gives 

the mental capacity and the ability to comprehend, emotional intelligence gives the individual’s 

capacity to develop a better understanding of his/her own self and to establish links with the 

environment, thus creating a very good base for success. Thus, EQ (emotional quotient) came 

to be the key to success in social and business life.  Emotional intelligence relationship with 

learning is not new. It was linked to learning by the Greek philosopher Plato in his axiom that 

all learning has an emotional base (Aki, 2006). 

2.6.5 Mental Intelligence 

The strategic objective of the survival of organisations and their acquisition of a competitive 

advantage can be achieved by promoting organisational learning. This competitive advantage 

is based on intellectual asset management. Ting (2012) defined intellectual capital as the ability 

to use knowledge, organisational structures, customer relationships and special techniques. 

Intellectual capital is also defined as the capability to produce products or services including 

intelligent properties and the implicit research and development abilities (Edvisson and 

Malone, 1997). 

Intellectual capital is widely recognised as a factor for the success not only of knowledge-

intensive organisations but also for most other types of organisations. Tests of the role of 
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organisational learning on intellectual capital revealed that organisational learning has a 

positive impact on human capital. As per Amiri et al. (2010) the heart of organisational 

capabilities is the intellectual capital. Intellectual capital is used to initiate and develop the 

orgnanisational value and performance of organisations (Khalique et al.,2011). 

Throughout the years the human capital has been conditioned to see things in static images that 

lead to linear explanations of systemic phenomena. Senge (2006) gave an example of an arms 

race where each party believes that the others are the cause of problems and react to every new 

action as an isolated event and not as part of a process. These parties are in this way trapped 

into the situation where they see snapshots of events and fail to see existing interrelationships 

between them. 

Humans see and sense observations as conditioned by their cognitive frames (Fiske and Taylor, 

1991) which potentially can vary over time. By cognitive frames or mental frames or models 

we mean what different scholars described in various similar terms, for example “schemas” 

(Fiske and Taylor 1991), routines (Argyris 1990), “internalised maps” (Bostrom et al. 1992), 

“scripts” (Schank and Abelson 2013), and “beliefs” (Pennington and Hastie 1991).   It is when 

these mental frames do change, that the learning process occurs as double-loop learning 

(Argyris and Schon, 1978).  Kim and Senge (1994) declared that individual mental models are 

frequently affected by shared mental models and occasionally face pressure to conform. 

Ratner (1997) described two situations the humans learn, either alone with their minds based 

on their innate abilities or through their mind, body, and emotions. In the latter case, people 

learn in “predictable sequences” from simple parts to complex wholes. For this reason, Gino 

and Staats (2015) advise to ensure employees take time to reflect while working or after leaving 

work, because in this way they develop a learning mindset, develop themselves and become 

more aware of opportunities. 

Dweck (2008) proposed two basic mindsets people approach in their lives, the fixed mindset 

and the growth mindset. Those having a fixed mindset believe that either you have or you have 

not intelligence, that is it is a matter of genetics. They limit their ability to learn because they 

aim to avoid failure and focus on excellent performance. On the contrary, people with a growth 

mindset believe they can improve no matter how good they are. Through effort and practice, 

they seek learning opportunities and are willing to take risks. Through social learning people 

adopt this mindset and live with it for the whole of their working life and beyond. 
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Mindfulness may also have an effect on learning performance by reinforcing attention and 

inquiry which improve learning capability (Docksai, 2013).  The state of consciousness of mind 

termed as mindfulness, is when people focus on the present while at the same time, they are 

open to novelty and are aware of alternative perspectives (Langer, 1993). Mindfulness may 

also have an impact on dedication and absorption (Schaufeli and Bakker, 2003) as well as on 

compassion (Lim et al., 2015). Mindfulness has been positively related to academic 

performance (Lin and Mai, 2018; McCloskey, 2015) because as it has been shown, it increases 

attention and memory (Lin and Mai, 2018) and reduces anxiety and stress (McCloskey, 2015) 

leading to positive emotions which allow more creative cognitive processing (Fredrickson, 

2004). 

Since modern societies continuously produce and make available more and more information, 

more opportunities occur for learning and some of the emerging important tasks needed at the 

modern place of work and school, include now the tasks of how to cope with change, deal with 

novelty, and grasp quick information. In life and at work, people now have to respond to this 

new environment which underscores the importance of Spearman’s (1923) principles of 

cognition which are the learning of relations, the learning of correlates and the apprehension 

of experience. As a consequence, the boundaries of social, occupational, and educational 

territories are becoming fluid and abstract. Social scientists will be able to explain the aspects 

of life that grasp the interests and the opportunities people encounter in modern cultures, only 

to the extent they embrace cognitive abilities for modeling important human behaviours and 

outcomes. 

Although our minds can think at the speed of light, this does not mean that we can also learn 

at the same speed, because we often rush to jump to conclusions and generalisations without 

having time to test the initial information. These generalisations are then wrongly treated as 

observable facts on which the generalisations are based and therefore, as reliable data rather 

than just as an initial observation. This leads to the assumption that our learning based on our 

quick mind observations is correct, when actually what happens is that the observable data are 

confused with our quick generalisations. Learning occurs delayed after second thoughts when 

you evaluate the initial information captured by our minds. To illustrate this situation, Senge 

(2004) gives the example of a sales manager who wrongly concludes that the customers do not 

care about quality and only care about the price, because he received three consecutive claims 

by large customers to have big discounts. If the sales manager learned how to generalise from 

the initial observable data, he would investigate the reason for the customers’ reaction and 
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possibly find out that the company had long delays in delivering their products and only 

because of this, the customers would not place any orders unless they got big discounts to 

counterbalance the delays. 

The state of mind which was termed by Freud as unconscious mind is responsible for 

unconscious learning. Unconscious learning is when changes in outputs and learning ability 

occur without individuals realising it. It is viewed as a process and as an outcome and it is 

possible to have an unconscious process with unconscious outcomes but also an unconscious 

process with conscious outcomes. Unconscious learning, as an unconscious process, involves 

automatic processing which is unintentional, uncontrollable and outside awareness, requiring 

minimal attention. The unconscious mind refers therefore to mental processes of which 

individuals make themselves unaware. Freud (1977) stressed the significance of the 

unconscious mind, and a main assumption of his Freudian theory is that the unconscious mind 

governs individuals’ behaviour to a great degree. Because unconscious learning usually occurs 

through repetitive imitation modeling, there is no change of perspective, there is no innovation, 

such learning limits future development potential (Swieringa and Wierdsma, 1992). In this 

respect, Garcia-Morales et al. (2006) propose that unconscious learning generates lower 

organisational performance than conscious learning. 

Mental intelligence can be represented by the two thirds of Stenberg’s triarchic theory which 

categorises intelligence into three aspects, the practical, the creative, and the analytical 

(Sternberg, 1985). The last two, creative and analytical, have the common characteristic of 

using mind power for problem solving, the first by innovative imagination the second by 

analysing the situation.   

2.6.6 Task (Practical) Intelligence 

One of the intelligences of Sternberg’s (1985) triarchic theory, is the practical intelligence 

which is basically the ability of people to solve daily life problems. As widely defined, practical 

intelligence was approached from different bases as for example, the practical know-how or 

the practical planning. Practical know-how is when dealing with tasks without given 

appropriate information such as technical manuals or formal training. Practical planning is 

when people adjust their activities and reorganise when things go wrong. For example, when 

it is needed to adapt every morning’s routine of getting up out of the bed when the alarm clock 

fails and there is a choice for different strategies to react.  
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Stenberg indicated the need to balance analytic intelligence on one side, and creative and 

specifically practical experience, on the other side. This distinction has also been shown by 

Neisser (1976). Neisser et al. (1996) gave some characteristics of the practical problems the 

people may face, as poorly defined, requiring search for information, having many acceptable 

answers, that they must be formulated and that they require personal involvement, motivation, 

and prior experience. 

It has also been demonstrated that practical intelligence is independent of performance at 

school. For example, all women when shopping are very good in comparing prices and values 

in the market, but cannot do the same calculations in written tests at school (Lave, 1988) and 

similarly, the children in the streets in Brazil are very capable on doing the arithmetic for their 

sales but they fail at school (Carraher et al., 1985). Thus, practical intelligence is not taught at 

schools but it is based on personal experiences and on the way the output result, is achieved by 

sorting out and mixing the information available, without an outward effort. People are not 

born with practical intelligence as it is not inherited to children from their mother and it is 

acquired through learning from prior experiences and especially from their own or others’ 

mistakes (Sternberg, 1985).  

Practical intelligence is based on tacit knowledge, a term introduced by Polanyi (1958) also 

known as know-how knowledge, tribal knowledge and experiential knowledge, that refers to 

skills, knowledge and abilities gained through experience that cannot easily be verbalised or 

communicated. Formal definitions of tacit knowledge are given by Sternberg et al. (1995) as 

knowledge which is action-oriented and acquired without direct help from others, and Chugh 

(2015) as skills, ideas and experiences which are not codified and are not easily expressed. 

Tacit knowledge is diffused within the members of a network when an individual who has tacit 

knowledge joins the same network (Goffin and Koners, 2011). As a consequence of this, to 

have a successful transfer of tacit knowledge, it is required to have frequent interaction of 

individuals (Schmidt and Hunter, 1993).  

Argyris (1990) argues that our internalised behavioural routines can formulate the actions 

individuals take. To get practical intelligence, one has to be actively involved by trying 

different ways of doing tasks, identifying one's own weaknesses and strengths and practicing 

on what works or does not work. Sternberg (1985) indicates that having experience is not 

enough, because the aim is to learn from the experience obtained on performing your tasks. 

The engagement on performing these tasks presupposes the willingness to concentrate on 
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learning a specific task in a particular learning situation. This task engagement makes the 

processing of relevant information under the cognitive control the learner is used to 

(Curry,1990).  

Further on with regards to work performance, literature review reveals two important 

dimensions, the task performance and the contextual performance (Anggara et al., 2019). Task 

performance is also referred to as technical proficiency, in-role performance and job-specific 

task proficiency (Campbell and Wiernik, 2015; Koopmans et al., 2014). Contextual 

performance refers to performance not related to task performance and consists of voluntary 

work on environment (social or organisational) including helping others to upgrade their 

personal competencies. It is also referred to as interpersonal relations, organisational 

citizenship behaviour, and extra-role performance (Koopmans et al., 2014). 

Garvin (2003) argues that performance is one of the three stages of organisational learning that 

form the bridge between theory and practice, the first one being the stage of learning new 

concepts (cognition stage), the second being the acquisition of new abilities (behaviour stage), 

and the third being the stage of actually finishing off a task (performance stage). In relation to 

practical intelligence, studies were concerned with its relation to competing-task performance. 

In particular, studies investigated the effect of increasing task complexity by introducing a 

secondary or competing task which was performed simultaneously with the original task. 

Hick’s law was concerned with competing-task performance, when a secondary task 

information context was kept constant (Hick, 1952) and later studies predicted that the more 

complex the task is the greater correlation between intelligence and task performance exists 

(Roberts et al., 1988).  

Wong and Law (2002) studied the effects of intelligence on performance and investigated how 

to perform the job well by observing how much of the work time is spent on interacting with 

colleagues and customers, and whether an other view was taken from the position of others. 

They further declared that this relationship of intelligence and performance will be stronger for 

tasks requiring a high level of emotional labour. For example, the tasks of social workers that 

require great emotional labour, will cause the social workers not to be satisfied with their tasks 

if they have low emotional intelligence because they would hardly be successful in doing their 

tasks well. On the contrary, for the cases of jobs requiring less emotional intelligence like 

mechanics, they would be reasonably satisfied with their job even though they may have lower 

emotional intelligence. 
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2.6.7 Competency Models 

Mansfield (1996) referred to competency models as a description of the skills needed to be 

effective in a job. Nowadays, competency models are used to identify and manage talents in 

organisations, in recruitment, selection, performance appraisal, development and succession 

planning (Stone et al., 2013). They are also used by professional bodies to establish 

accreditation procedures for educational qualifications (Marsh and Bishop, 2014).  

Any new skill is generally believed to be learnt progressively, beginning with being completely 

unaware that this skill or any new knowledge is required (unconsciously incompetent) and 

continuing through the stages of consciously incompetent, consciously competent, when the 

status of complete mastery is reached, it is concluded with unconsciously competent (Lynch, 

2017). This is when the skills and knowledge are used so frequently in practice that one does 

not need to reflect about what is the next step in the job, as this is stored in the subconscious 

and unconscious part of the brain. The stages through this competence cycle are not followed 

only once. The process is recurring continually throughout the learning life of individuals 

whenever it comes to their attention something they do not already know; they recognise their 

ignorance and decide to proceed with learning. 

By understanding the learning theory of competence, the trainers can focus the learning 

objectives of individuals according to their identified learning needs, based on where they stand 

in the four stages described above. Having in mind this theory, a trainer will understand better 

the emotional condition of a learner in the unconscious incompetence stage, who will respond 

differently to learning from a learner in the condition of conscious incompetence. Similarly, if 

someone is in conscious competence, the trainer may not provide further training and just focus 

on continuing practice. 

It is important to know at which stage of both the competency cycle and the learning curve the 

learner is, because the choice of appropriate methods of their development depends on these. 

When the learners move up the learning curve, they become more competent and therefore, the 

methods of learning change. Jackie Clifford and Sara Thorpe in Cattell (2007) describe a range 

of learning methods which can be applied on the job and they illustrate the above issue by the 

example of learning how to make presentations at the consciously incompetent stage. In this 

case, the learners want simply a training course on the techniques. When however, the learner 

becomes consciously competent, the learning can be done via coaching methods and practice. 

The time to achieve the required standard of competency depends on the effectiveness of the 
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learning process, and the learners’ experience, aptitude, interest, motivation and prior 

knowledge (Cattel, 2007). 

2.7 Organisational Learning Capability 

2.7.1 Conceptual Introduction 

Over the years, Organisational Learning has gained significant attention by researchers who 

analysed it from different views. The analysis of the Organisational Learning concept using 

different approaches lead to the concept of Learning Organisation, as the transformation of an 

organisation to respond to changes. For example, some researchers focused on Organisational 

Learning using the Organisational Theory approach (Senge, 2006; Huber, 1991), others took 

the sociological approach (Levitt and March, 1988), or the psychological view (Daft and 

Weick, 1984), or a strategic perspective which investigated the organisation’s competitive 

position (Lei et al., 1999).  

Beyond Organisational Learning and Learning Organisations the researchers developed the 

concept of Organisational Learning Capability which they studied at both the individual level 

and organisational level. The concept of Organisational Learning Capability was differentiated 

from Organisational Learning, Learning Organisation and other concepts such as Total Quality 

Management (TQM) and Re-engineering. Ulrich et al. (1993) described Learning Capability 

in terms of its capacity to generalise the ideas its managers can generate. Organisational 

Learning Capability was defined by Jerez-Gomez et al. (2005a) as the ability to make 

Organisational Learning effective. In more detail, Alegre and Chiva (2008) defined 

Organisational Learning Capability as a bundle of skills or resources which the organisation 

uses to gain a competitive advantage. They further indicated that participative decision making, 

dialogue, experimentation and risk taking are the factors that facilitate this capability. 

However, it must be noted that it does not mean that facilitating individual learning will 

necessarily lead to the Learning Organisation status, because for this to be achieved, additional 

ingredients are needed such as mentoring, communication and socialising, emotional 

intelligence and a supportive environment. These dimensions identified within Organisational 

Learning Capability affect the human resource policies of the organisation. Thus, 

Organisational Learning Capability is related to the organisation’s human resources (Kamoche 

and Mueller, 1998). Further, Sutanto (2017) indicates that Organisational Learning Capability 

is a driving force leading to Organisational Innovation, because when new knowledge is 
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achieved from the current Organisational Learning, organisational innovation is stimulated 

(Martín‐de Castro et al., 2011). 

The concepts of Organisational Learning and Organisational Learning Capability are 

differently considered as the first is related to the efforts to apply management practices that 

generate organisational knowledge (Calantone et al., 2002), whereas the second refers to the 

organisation’s ability to apply management practices in line with procedures and structures that 

facilitate and support learning (Goh,2003). Competence is when one is well qualified to 

perform a task or function successfully and when the acquired knowledge and skills improve 

the organisation’s performance. The organisation’s core competencies make it difficult to 

compete or imitate and create a value which is much appreciated from its customers and 

associates. When Organisational Learning Capability is eventually achieved, then the learning 

process becomes effective (Jerez-Gomez et al., 2005a). 

Literature review reveals that the development of Organisational Learning Capability is based 

on three basic prerequisites; First is the existence of commitment to learning (Stata, 1989; 

Garvin, 1993); Second is the existence of a collective conscience which makes the organisation 

to be considered as a system of which all constituent parts contribute to the organisation’s 

output (De Geus, 1988; Senge, 2006); Third is the individually acquired knowledge which is 

transferred to the organisation and integrated within the organisation via the development of 

organisational knowledge (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). 

Organisational Learning Capability can be viewed from the perspective of exploitation and 

exploration (March, 1991). Through exploitation Organisational Learning Capability is seen as 

experience and accumulation of knowledge. In this perspective, the primary capabilities of the 

organisation are the detection of failure and its correction (Argyris and Schön, 1996) and the 

organisational routines and memory (Prieto and Revilla, 2006; Walsh and Ungs, 1991). 

Through exploration, Organisational Learning Capability is seen as the primary force for 

flexibility, change and innovation (Prieto and Revilla, 2006). In this perspective, the primary 

capabilities of the organisation are the organisational renewal (Senge, 2006), the variety of 

ideas (Van de Ven and Polley, 1992) and problem solving (Simon, 2000). 

The concept of Organisational Learning Capability relates to the importance of creating 

organisational knowledge which is further managed to integrate individual knowledge to the 

organisational level (Jerez‐Gómez et al., 2005b). It is an important concept because of the 

importance to treat knowledge-based assets with care in developing a comprehensive model 
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for Organisational Learning Capability which is heavily influenced by the risk policies and the 

leadership style of the organisation.  

The concept of Organisational Learning Capability was linked to other important concepts like 

leadership and job satisfaction. For example, Pablo et al. (2007) suggest that leadership and 

trust are critical for developing a new knowledge source creation and a climate for continual 

learning. Leslie et al. (1998) indicate that learning increases job satisfaction and profitability 

and Rose et al. (2009) indicated the relation between Organisational Learning and job 

satisfaction. How job satisfaction is affected by Organisational Learning Capability, was 

evidenced by Chiva and Alegre (2009). Rowden and Conine (2005) showed that learning at 

the workplace has an important influence on job satisfaction and more recently, Pantouvakis 

and Pogiatzidis (2013) showed the link of job satisfaction with Organisational Learning 

Capability. 

2.7.2 Definitions 

Organisations with poor learning capabilities cannot benefit from their capabilities in the 

environmental field (Bahadori et al., 2012). Organisational Learning Capability relates to 

patterns of action to generate new knowledge to store it for later use when needed. Some 

researchers view Organisational Learning Capability as the ability to develop new knowledge 

which could potentially affect the organisation’s operation. For example, Hsu and Fang (2009) 

define Oranisational Learning Capability as the ability to adopt and transfer new knowledge 

which is used in the product development process. Taking another view, Goh and Richards 

(1997) and Svetlik et al. (2007) defined Organisational Learning Capability as the factors that 

allow an organisation to learn and facilitate the Organisational Learning process. 

Contrary to the view from a behavioural or cultural perspective, Organisational Learning 

Capability may be considered from a routines, procedures or systems perspective.  The five 

characteristics of Organisational Learning defined by Chiva et al. (2007), participative decision 

making, dialogue, experimentation, risk taking and interaction with the environment, are on 

the one hand, the basic enablers of the Organisational Learning process promoted by 

management and on the other hand these characteristics represent Organisational Learning 

Capability. This indicates that the concept of Organisational Learning Capability emerged from 

the literature on Organisational Learning and Learning Organisation and it was related to the 

perspective of organisational capabilities (Lages et al., 2009) and the integration of the 

organisation’s specific resources following the Resources Based View (RBV). Tippins and 
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Sohi (2003) moreover, suggest that the development and application of Organisational 

Learning Capability over time makes the above five characteristics embedded in the 

organisation’s structure and provides a source of competitive advantage. This advantage 

appears because the organisations that are more oriented to learning from others, including 

their competitors, suppliers and customers, have greater chances to perform better than their 

competitors (Wu and Fang, 2010).  

The process where employees can use their new knowledge and past experience to affect the 

organisation’s development of behaviours and capabilities defines Organisational Learning 

(Senge, 2006; Slater and Narver, 1995). Based on this process, Imamoglu et al. (2015) defined 

Organisational Learning Capability as a parallel process for acquiring, sharing, distributing and 

using knowledge.  

Following the above, Organisational Learning Capability is defined as the ability of the 

organisation to apply management practices, procedures and structures that enhance learning 

(Garvin, 1993; Goh,1998). The more often these practices are seen in an organisation, the more 

vigorous is the Organisational Learning Capability of the organisation. Furthermore, the 

progress in the application of these management practices can be measured periodically and 

recorded so that the improvements in learning capability can be appreciated. This can be 

combined with a suitable strategy for change so that the organisation improves over time its 

learning capability. 

2.7.3 Innovation and Knowledge Management  

The concept of Organisational Learning Capability looks at organisational knowledge which 

develops the significance of handling knowledge-based assets in the attempts to integrate 

individual knowledge to the organisational level. When more people get to be involved in the 

system, more learning occurs fast. Handling knowledge-based assets delicately is important in 

the search for developing a holistic model for Organisational Learning Capability. 

Organisational Learning Capability was found to be a leading factor for Organisational 

Innovation (Sutanto, 2017) and that has a significant influence on the organisations’ innovation 

(Tohidi et al., 2012). As Nooteboom (2006) put it, the Learning Organisation is an innovative 

organisation and Ho (2011) indicated that for high Organisational Learning Capability it is 

required that the organisation should have high innovation. 

With knowledge management focusing on the content of the knowledge acquired by the 

organisation and Organisational Learning focusing on the process the organisation creates this 
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knowledge (Easterby-Smith and Lyles, 2011), organisations need to confront the fact that they 

should be innovative (Calantone et al.,2002). It has been noted that the greater the innovative 

achievements of organisations, the greater is the learning change requirements of the 

organisations. The new knowledge obtained from existing organisational learning, stimulates 

organisational innovation (Martín‐de Castro et al., 2011). 

Organisational Learning is therefore, acting as a link between the organised knowledge and the 

innovative processes of the organisation. Thus, organisations performing Organisational 

Learning Capability appreciate the significance of new information, absorb it across all 

hierarchical levels and use it towards ongoing development efforts. Further, aiming to achieve 

innovative goals and acting as a cycle model, Knowledge Management begins with new 

knowledge and continues to process it to organisational level, while Organisational Learning 

Capability acts as a top-up on Knowledge Management (King et al., 2002). It is therefore 

concluded that Organisational Learning Capability and generally organisational performance 

have a significant role to play with in the concept of innovation and knowledge management.  

2.7.4 Organisational performance 

Another internal condition which is important to look at, is the organisational performance. In 

order to catch all key dimensions of performance which relate to stakeholders’ interests, 

performance should be interpreted and understood using a wider meaning (Wholey, 2007). The 

overall organisational performance must be aligned with individual performance and the 

factors determining the level of performance should be used to improve the level of 

performance, whereas performance indicators can be used to monitor performance. Although 

it is difficult to specify the best indicators for effectiveness, organisational effectiveness can be 

viewed as a problem-driven construct, rather than a theory-driven construct (Cameron, 1986).  

Jyothibabu et al. (2010) argued that individual and organisational level learning relate to 

organisational performance whereas group level learning mediates between individual and 

organisational level learning. Bontis et al. (2002) observe that organisational level learning 

affects more organisational performance than either individual or group level learning. 

2.7.5 Strategies for Improving Organisational Learning Capability 

It is possible to improve the learning capabilities of the organisation, by improving the 

processes for each of the learning cycle stages (acquisition, dissemination, utilisation). To this 

end, the organisation may decide to focus on improving on learning orientations, or improve 

on facilitating factors or do both, improve facilitating factors, and learning orientations.  The 
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last alternative would be preferable when a large-scale change seems to be required and when 

changing only some variables will only be partially successful. Otherwise, perhaps it would be 

adequate to improve the structures and systems of the facilitating factors, assuming that by 

doing so would increase the organisation’s learning capabilitie, or change its learning 

orientations.  

Gould (2009) offers three guidelines for developing and implementing a strategy for improving 

Organisational Learning Capability. The first guideline is to design a strategy by studying and 

evaluating where the organisation stands on management, organisation and learning, before 

deciding on any changes to be made. This is because it is difficult to realise what needs to be 

improved on what is currently done. The second guideline is to apply strategy approaches that 

intend to perform change on Organisational Learning Capability from different bases or 

timings, aiming modestly to utilise employees’ learning curve on specific experiences. To this 

end, many initiatives require to be introduced in a well-designed sequence. The third guideline 

refers to the appreciation that strategy should consider cultural factors on specific attitudes. For 

example, by considering that, in some societies, the development of employees focuses on 

individual skills (like United Kingdom and United States) rather than on group skills (like 

Japan or Korea), it is wiser to implement a strategy for improving on the existing learning 

orientation, rather than moving from individual skills orientation to group skills orientation. 

2.7.6 Measurement Tools and Models 

The escalating significance of learning capability stimulated researchers to develop tools for 

assessing Organisational Learning Capability.  

For example, Goh and Richards (1997) conducted research on key learning conditions which 

they indicated are linked to Organisational Learning Capability. One of these conditions they 

studied was the transfer of knowledge. Thus, evaluating the transfer of knowledge is a key step 

in assessing the Organisational Learning Capability. In the experience of Brinkerhoff and 

Dressler (2015), many organisations just set an objective to evaluate training because this 

seems to help them in getting approval of training budgets, but this happens pathetically 

without reference to a set strategy against which a comparison can be made. A traditional way 

of measuring learning was the use of “experience learning curves” (Boston Consulting Group, 

1970) and “learning curves” (Lieberman, 1987). Garvin (1993) described them as incomplete 

measuring tools because they focus on learning by doing and short-term efficiency. Other 

variables used to empirically measure learning, is the Research and Development (R&D) 
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expenditure, and the number of patents obtained, which give an indication of the learning level 

during the attempts to develop innovations. In this context, a well-known training evaluation 

model was introduced by Kirkpatrick (1977) and remained for years the main tool for 

evaluation of training in the business environment. Kirkpatrick (1977) suggested four levels of 

evaluation: reaction to training, learning from training, transfer of new skills to the job, the 

impact of training on organisational results. A fifth level was later added by Phillips and 

Phillips (2016) to include the return of investment (ROI) on training. 

Most of the above evaluation tools were based on process outputs, however organisational 

learning involves many sub-processes and therefore an organisation should score high for every 

sub-process in order to indicate a high level of Organisational Learning Capability.  

We can assess Organisational Learning Capability if we can measure the impact of internal 

organisational conditions that enhance learning and use this information to guide leadership to 

specific actions that improve learning (Goh and Richards, 1997) and organisational 

performance. For example, as a consequence of studying organisational conditions, some 

researchers found greater Organisational Learning Capability was linked to bigger 

organisations (Tsang, 1997; Lei et al., 1999).  

As Garvin (1993) indicates, you cannot manage if you cannot measure, and Thomsen and Hoest 

(2001) assume in their investigation on employees’ perception of the Learning Organisation, 

that Learning can be measured. Furthermore, many studies revealed learning capability 

variables which can be viewed only from a theoretical point of view (Senge, 2006; Watkins 

and Marsick,1993) and only few studies developed an assessment tool. Some of the more 

known models are outlined below: 

• Senge (2006) declared that what distinguishes learning from traditional organisations is the 

adoption of five basic “disciplines” that converge to innovative learning organisations. The 

five disciplines are systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models and team learning. 

• Watkins and Marsick (1993) built their model around seven “dimensions” or initiatives that 

constitute a Learning Organisation. These dimensions are the creation of continuous 

learning, the promotion of inquiry and dialogue, the encouragement of team learning and 

collaboration, the creation of systems that capture and share learning, the empowerment of 

people to follow a collective vision, the connection of the organisation to its environment, 

and the provision of strategic leadership for learning. 
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• Goh and Richards (1997) who indicated in addition to the transfer of knowledge mentioned 

already, four more dimensions for measuring learning capability: clarity of purpose and 

mission, the commitment of management, the openness and experimentation, the transfer 

of knowledge, and group problem solving. All in total, these dimensions constitute the 

characteristics of a Learning Organisation and the basic elements for an organisational 

learning model. 

• Hult (1998) adopted a four-dimensional construct for learning capability which consisted 

of four dimensions which they described as “orientations”: the team orientation, the 

systems orientation, learning orientation, and memory orientation. 

• Bontis et al. (2002) defined ten indicators: the diverse views, rethinking decisions, right 

people, understanding point of view, conflict resolution, adaptable group, common 

understanding, share successes, share failures, and idea generation. 

• Garcia-Morales et al. (2007) indicated four dimensions: the firm is a Learning 

Organisation, the new knowledge entering the firm over the last three years, the critical 

capacities and skills acquired that provide competitive advantage over the last three years 

and the new and relevant knowledge acquired over the last three years. 

• Chiva et al. (2007) defined five conceptual dimensions of Organisational Learning 

Capability: experimentation, risk taking, interaction with the external environment, 

dialogue and participative decision making. 

• Gould (2009) introduced the diagnostic tool “Organisational Learning Inventory” to help 

organisations identify their learning capabilities, by producing learning profiles that guide 

managers to their decisions for increasing learning capability. 

• Jyothibabu et al. (2010) provided ten indicators: clear cut vision mission and strategy for 

the future, organisational structure supporting its strategic dimension, innovative 

organisational culture, organisational structure allowing people to work effectively, the 

organisation has built a culture of trust among people, operational procedures guide 

organisation’s activities and help employees and groups to work efficiently, up to date 

database of organisation’s knowledge inventory, systems to nurture knowledge 

management, assessment of the impact of each function or activity in the context of its 

effect on the entire organisation and the skills of existing staff are developed in line with 

business objectives. 
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2.8 Learning Implications on the Human Resource in the Hotel Industry  

As this study used primary source data related to the human resource of the hotel industry in 

Cyprus, this section attempts to outline the basic characteristics of the sector. Most employees 

in the hotel industry of Cyprus have direct contact with the customers, in order to deliver not 

only their product and service, but also the history and culture of the island. Human resources 

in this way represent the key success factor for giving organisations in the hotel industry a 

competitive edge. In order to create a competitive edge, it is necessary to have effective human 

resource management practices. These practices include recruitment, selection, training, 

evaluation and motivation of human resources. Despite strong evidence from many studies 

around the world, most organisations in the hotel industry in Cyprus do not have adequate 

procedures and activities. This is evident from several studies carried out in Cyprus such as the 

one by Papageorgiou and Efstathiades (2016).  

 

The importance of the tourism sector for the Cyprus economy is clear and it is documented in 

the reports of the Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus, which in 2020 reported the 

following:  

 

● Employees in the hotel industry: The number of employees are about 9% of the labour 

force (Cyprus in Figures 2020, p.16) which in actual numbers is estimated to be 37.560 

persons.  

 

● Tourists’ arrivals: Between years 2016 to 2019, Cyprus attracted between about 3 to 4 

million tourists per year (Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus Tourism Key 

Figures) as shown in Table TD1, although the situation is drastically different in 2020 and 

2021 due to Covid-19 pandemic.  According to the Cyprus Statistical Service, tourists’ 

arrivals in August 2020 were 104.261, compared to 553.845 in August 2019, which is a 

decrease of 81,2%. 

 

Table TD1 Arrivals of tourists in Cyprus 

Source: (Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus Tourism Key Figures, 2020) 

2016 2017 2018 2019 

3.186.500 3.652.100 3.938.600 3.976.800 
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● Hotels in Cyprus: Following a decreasing trend between the years 2006 to 2011, an 

increasing trend after 2012 reached 814 hotel enterprises in Cyprus in 2019, as seen in 

Figure FD1. 

   

Figure FD1 The number of hotels in Cyprus over the years 2006-2019 

(Source: "Cyprus hotel numbers 2006-2019 | Statista", 2022) 

 

● Revenues in the hotel industry: The size of the market in terms of Revenue is quite 

considerable. For the last few years, the recorded Revenue in €mn is shown in Table TD2:  

 

Table TD2 Revenue from Tourism in Cyprus (€mn)  

Source: (Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus Tourism Key Figures, 2020) 

2016 2017 2018 2019 

2.363 2.639 2.711 2.683 

 

Figure FD2 shows in one histogram the above two important statistics of Tourist arrivals and 

the Revenue from Tourism over the years 2000 to 2019. 
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Figure FD2 Arrivals of tourists and revenue over the years 2000 to 2019 

Source: (Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus Tourism Key Figures, 2020) 

 

The current situation as also described by the Cyprus Sustainable Tourism Initiative (CSTI) is 

that there are not adequate official procedures to be followed for the selection of personnel to 

work in the tourism industry and the main criterion for selection is simply the remuneration 

cost of the employee and not his/her capability. Some hotels examine the background of a 

potential employee by evaluating experience gained through the years and the knowledge and 

skills developed from previous jobs. Even though hotels enjoy the privilege of developing 

training programmes tailored to the needs of their employees with the financial support from 

the Human Resource Development Authority of Cyprus (HRDA), very few manage to do this 

effectively. This is because most hotels do not follow specific criteria for their employees’ 

performance, barely basing their evaluation on questionnaires filled in by customers and other 

informal methods. In spite of this presumption, for many years the hospitality organisations 

have on top of their concerns the relationship between business performance and Human 

Resource Management (HRM), and seek to deploy state of the art methods. In the literature the 

focus is on what is called a "resource-based view", which is used by organisations to create a 

competitive advantage and consequently a superior value. Snell et al. (1999) attempted to 

integrate the resource-based view with the concept of OL which is one of the basic areas 

examined in this study. 

In most annual reports or other publications of organisations in the tourism industry there is 

frequent mention of the importance of the human resource (HR) as the most precious asset. 

However, despite this observation many organisational decisions and actions show that, in 
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practice, human resource development is given a low priority and weight in the Business Action 

Plan (Barney and Wright, 1998). This was particularly dramatic during the recent economic 

crisis in Cyprus where hotels looked for cost reduction in wages, training, and number of 

personnel. Paradoxically, recent work by Efstathiades and Papageorgiou (2016) shows that 

management practices such as these are in fact, counterproductive for the creation of a 

competitive advantage. Barney and Wright (1998) suggest that sustainable competitive 

advantage stems from holistic HR systems and therefore the challenge for HR is to develop 

systems of HR practices that create synergistic effect rather than develop a set of independent 

best practices of HR. A holistic HR system should contain training and development of the 

workforce, where the ILC and of course the OLC is of vital importance. 

Hotels, like all other organisations aiming to get a competitive advantage, strive to decide 

between two main strategic decisions: 1. overall cost leadership, and 2. Differentiation (Cheng, 

2013). Hotels in Cyprus ignore the potential of differentiation and concentrate on low cost by 

hiring temporary foreign workers that are prepared to work with low salaries. This creates 

problems in the adequate training and development of human resources in hotels. As a result, 

the national character is negatively tainted, the quality of service is reduced, and employee 

turnover increases (Papageorgiou and Efstathiades, 2016). Clearly this situation calls for new 

methods for selection and human resource development and learning. Literature on tourism, 

for example Edgell (2013), identified changes at the workplace together with their influencers 

and drivers which play their role in the shift of skills and training requirements on the workforce 

necessitated in the tourism industry. Baum (2015) tabulates the impact of changes in tourism 

on work and the workplace in Table TD3 as follows:  

 

Table TD3 Changes in tourism and their implications on work (Source: Baum, 2015) 

Influencers/drivers of change in tourism  Implications on work 

The nature of the tourism industry itself, with 

changing patterns of travel with respect to both 

originating and destination markets 

 

New skills and service demands for example social 

media-based marketing and the need for a wider 

portfolio of language and cultural skills 

 

The growing maturity of tourists as independent 

travelers, with less dependence on pre-packaged 

programmes and tours (Babu, 2014) 

More bespoke/individualised service delivery 

 

Fluctuating economic conditions resulting in 

efforts to drive down costs from key sectors in 

Elimination of key work areas, especially in 

tourism intermediaries such as travel agents 
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tourism, notably air transport (CAPA, 2013), the 

emergence of retrenchment strategies such as the 

‘staycation’, a clear luxury e budget polarization 

and an increasing focus on dynamic packaging 

 

The impact of social media on customers and their 

decision making  

(Xiang, Magnini, and Fesenmaier, 2015) 

Pressure on workforce to adopt new 

communications strategies 

 

Changing tourism distribution systems, primarily 

through evolving technologies  

(Mistilis, Buhalis, and Gretzel, 2014) 

Altering or eliminating existing skills, creating new 

skills and new jobs 

 

Growing awareness of environmental concerns 

within tourism 

Emergence of a demand for new range of ‘green’ 

skills from those working in the sector  

  

A capable and well-trained workforce will provide organisations in the tourism sector and any 

other organisations with a sustainable competitive advantage. Especially the areas of the 

tourism sector where the services must keep clients happy, rely to a large degree on how well 

the service is delivered by the employees. Investing in talented employees is proven to be an 

effective strategy and arguments in support of this have been promoted in the literature (Berisha 

and Kutllovci, 2015). Identifying talent is a highly challenging task for human resource 

management. Finally, findings of recent advancements in brain research under the field of 

neuroscience as explained in section 2.1.6, are gradually being incorporated in human resource 

management, in addition to talent identification. 

 

2.9 Synopsis 

The above literature review highlights the confusion and the gaps that exist regarding the 

organisational learning processes. The confusion arises mainly due to the many different 

interpretations of the related concepts of Individual Learning, Organisational Learning, 

Learning Organisation, Individual Learning Capability, and Organisational Learning 

Capability. Many researchers have investigated the general benefits of the Learning 

Organisation, but few concentrated on the implementation of a Learning Organisation model 

that demonstrates Organisational Learning Capability, including the factors that affect it and 

provide a practical business solution. More specifically, very few research studies concentrated 

on studying the interrelationships of Individual and Organisational Learning and their effect on 

Organisational Learning Capability. Further, little has been done to investigate how Individual 
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Learning Propensity can affect Individual Learning Capability and how this in turn affects 

Organisational Learning Capability.  

In particular, the Literature Review identified the gap in an area that was not explored enough, 

the Individual Learning Capability in the context of Organisational Learning and not in the 

context of learning disabilities in a school environment. These gaps are evident in the hotel 

industry where there are very few studies dealing with the topic of Organisational Learning. 

The Hotel Industry of Cyprus is a labour-intensive industry with big economic impact on the 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The contribution of travel and tourism to GDP for Cyprus was 

22.7 % in 2019 ("Cyprus Contribution of travel and tourism to GDP (% of GDP), 1995-2019 - 

knoema.com", 2022). 

Thus, the purpose of this research arising from the above Literature Review is to fill in the 

above gaps, by examining the effects of the Learning Propensity on Individual Learning 

Capability and the effects of Individual Learning Capability on Organisational Learning 

Capability. As explained in the following sections, this purpose was fulfilled by developing a 

Structural Equation Model, by considering data collected through a survey among employees 

of the Hotel Industry in Cyprus.  
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“For the things we have to learn before we can do them,                                         

we learn by doing them.” 

 

Aristotle 
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY AND MODEL 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1 Introduction 

There are many methods for research as seen in the huge literature on research methodology, 

which refers to the appropriateness of methods, depending on the different research objectives 

and their advantages and disadvantages. It is noted that the research methodology is 

differentiated from research methods which are seen more as procedures. In Rajasekar, et al. 

(2013) Research Methodology is referred to as a systematic way to solve a problem and 

Research Methods as the various procedures used in the research which is broadly classified 

into two main classes:  Fundamental or Basic research and Applied research. In the first class, 

the Basic or Fundamental research, the research is theoretical and the researcher investigates 

basic principles and reasons of occurrence of a particular phenomenon (event or process) and 

seeks its generalisation. In the second class, the Applied research, the researcher solves certain 

problems by applying well known or accepted theories and principles without having the 

objective of generalisation. As per Rajasekar, et al. (2013) the Basic and Applied researches 

can be Quantitative or Qualitative or even both. Quantitative research as the name implies, is 

based on the measurement of quantity (amounts) and investigates the what, where and when of 

decision making, whereas Qualitative research is concerned with qualitative phenomena and 

investigates the why and how of decision making. 

Sale, et al. (2002) compared the two basic approaches to research, the Quantitative approach 

versus the Qualitative approach. They associate the Quantitative approach with empirical 

research which studies phenomena with empirical indicators that represent the only one truth, 

whereas the Qualitative approach takes the view that reality has multiple truths which are 

constantly changing. Sale, et al. (2002) explain more that in the Quantitative approach, the 

investigator and what is investigated are independent entities with the goal to investigate the 

causal relationship among variables, whereas in the Qualitative approach the investigator and 

the object of study are interactively linked. Damgaard, et al. (2001) emphasised that the choice 

and use of a qualitative method must be consistent with the problem and this will have crucial 

consequences for the direction and conclusion of a study.  

To a great extent, the research approach chosen in this particular study and specifically the 

choice of quantitative method and the choice of measurement tools, was a consequence of the 

purpose of the study, which is discussed next. 
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3.2 Purpose  

The purpose of this research study was to use the learning capability concept to define the 

relationship among Individual Learning Propensity, Individual Learning Capability and 

Organisational Learning Capability, within a wide sample of hotel employees, using a survey 

instrument based partly on own designed questionnaire and partly on the established work of 

other researchers. The research addressed: 1) the relationships among measures of the 

individual learning capability constructs of Practical Intelligence, Self-efficacy, and Mental 

Intelligence, 2) the relationship among measures of the Organisational Learning Culture 

constructs of Participative Environmental Experimentation, Dialogue, and 

Productivity/Profitability, 3) the relationship among measures of the Learning Styles constructs 

of  Pragmatist Style and Theorist Style, 4) the relationship among measures of the Learning 

Source constructs of External Source and Internal Source. 

Further, the study aims to identify specific Individual Learning Capability (ILC) characteristics 

of employees and predict how the ILC can affect the Organisational Learning Capability (OLC) 

of organisations that employ them. As a consequence of the above the study aims to assess the 

development of the Learning Organisation (LO) concept through the examination of various 

dimensions of the concept of learning in specified occupational categories of the workforce.  

3.3 Research Approach  

In the chosen research method for this study of quantitative approach, measurement is 

important for managers’ efforts to diagnose their organisations and provide a concrete 

framework for action. For some time, the available literature on LO has generally accorded 

more attention to defining and describing rather than to measurement (Jamali & Sidani, 2008). 

Yang et al. (2004) claimed that the concept of the LO has received increasing attention in the 

field of organisational studies, even though little is known about how to measure it and, 

Awasthy & Gupta (2012) suggest that there is now an abundance of tools for measuring and 

diagnosing LOs, similar to the variety of the definitions encountered on LO.  

Both Quantitative and Qualitative researchers may study the same phenomena, but by defining 

and approaching them differently. Certain phenomena are better attached to Quantitative as 

opposed to Qualitative inquiry and vice versa. Qualitative research is used when we do not 

know what to expect and therefore, it is explanatory, used to define a problem and then dig 

deeper into the areas, we want to concentrate on. On the contrary, quantitative research is used 

when we seek to confirm a relationship between two variables which, we suspect, exists 
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between them and therefore, confirm a hypothesis, and ends with conclusions based on 

scientifically projected results.  

The quantitative approach was chosen for this study for the following specific reasons: First, 

to contribute more to the empirical evidence on the area of Learning Capability rather than to 

the already abundant literature on conceptual issues most of which is prescriptive, without 

referring to specific research designs (Gardiner et al., 2001; Jacobs, 1985); Second, because in 

this study it was possible to access a sample of many subjects whose opinions could be 

generalised, the quantitative method would be more effective in generalising their opinions 

through objective techniques (Swanson, 1997); Lastly, the quantitative approach followed in 

this study, gives more specific and objective measurements which are preferred by senior 

managers of larger organisations to base their strategic plans upon, in a more structured and 

meaningful manner (Kaplan and Norton, 1996).  

The high degree of objectivity in this method as compared to the qualitative method was 

considered important for this study, as the data collected were analysed by statistical methods 

without the effects of subjective judgements of learners, learning providers, and other actors’ 

interactions. Based on the above, and considering the purpose of this specific study, the 

quantitative method was chosen as a more structured measurement approach through which 

fast and objective answers can be aimed on the specifically defined questions of the research 

study, predictions can be made that can be generalised widely and a theory can be constructed 

to explain the occurring phenomena.  

3.4 The Conceptual Model and Research Design 

Based on the theory described in the literature review in Chapter 2, the assumed hypothetical 

conceptual model of this study states that ILP affects ILC and ILC in turn affects OLC. This is 

simply shown diagrammatically in Figure FM1.  

In more detail, the Conceptual Model showing both the first and the second order constructs is 

depicted in Figure FM2 where it is shown that ILP comprises of the learning preferences in 

Learning Style (the Pragmatist Learning Style and/or the Theorist Learning Style) and in 

Learning Source (the Internal Learning Source and/or the External Leaning Source). ILC 

comprises Self-efficacy, Mental Intelligence and Task Intelligence. OLC comprises 

Participative Environmental Experimentation, Dialogue, and Productivity/Profitability. 
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Index: 

The letters in the circles refer to the latent variables (constructs) as indexed below: 

ILP= Individual Learning 

Propensity 

ILC=Individual Learning 

Capapability 

OLC= Organisational Learning 

Capability 
 

Figure FM1 The Conceptual Model (Source: own work) 

 

The conceptual model describes the relationships of all constructs under this study. Supported 

by literature review, the proposed model was developed and tested empirically using SPSS and 

AMOS. The basic approach taken in the methodology adopted is as follows: 

● a quantitative research design was employed,  

● a questionnaire was used as a data collecting tool,  

● the structural equation modeling (SEM) was applied to test the proposed conceptual 

model by analysing the data through Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) using the statistical software of IBM SPSS and 

AMOS.  
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Index: 

The letters in the circles refer to the latent variables (constructs) as indexed below: 

FIRST ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

ILP=INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 

PROPENSITY 

ILC=INDIVIDUAL 

LEARNING CAPABILITY 

OLC=ORGANISATIONAL 

LEARNING CAPABILITY 

SECOND ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

PS=Pragmatist Learning Style SE=Self-efficacy PPE=Participative Environmental 

Experimentation 

TS=Theorist Learning Style MI=Mental Intelligence Di=Dialogue 

IS=Internal Learning Source TI=Task Intelligence PP=Productivity/Profitability 

ES=External Learning Source   
 

Figure FM2 The Conceptual Model with First and Second Order Constructs (Source: own work) 
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The above approach is explained in detail in the following sections. The conceptual model 

depicted in Figure FM1, consists of smaller models who depict the variables of each construct 

as shown in Figure FM2. The core constructs in the model are based on well-established 

theories. In particular, the Learning Styles are based on Honey and Mumford (1992) model, 

the ILC is based on Self-efficacy theory of Bandura (1982), and the OLC model to consider in 

the model is based on that of Chiva et al. 2007. The model depicted in Figure FM2 examines 

firstly the effect of ILP as the independent variable on ILC as the dependent variable, 

considering the effects of the relation of the learning styles (theorist learning style and 

pragmatist learning style), and the source of learning (internal source of learning and external 

source of learning) and consequently, the effect of ILC as the independent variable on OLC as 

the dependent variable is examined, considering the effects of the mental intelligence, task 

intelligence and self-efficacy, and their interrelations with participative environmental 

experimentation, dialogue (collective enquiry into the business process) and 

productivity/profitability.  The model indirectly examines the concept of double-loop learning 

through the link of the experimentation dimension of OLC with the task intelligence dimension 

of ILC.  

The above relations within the model are examined by the use of a survey and structure 

equation model analysis. The questionnaire used in the study is shown in Appendix AM1 (in 

English language) and Appendix AM2 (in Greek language). A total of 59 item survey covers 

the basic relation of ILC (9 items) with OLC (14 items), the effects on the relation of ILP 

learning styles (16 items) and learning source (6 items), with additional 4 items describing the 

demographic characteristics of individual employees (age, years of experience, education level 

and hierarchy position) which were checked as moderators of the basic relationship tested.  

A pilot study was conducted first as explained in section 3.7, to indicate possible areas for 

clarifications and improvement and on completion of 247 questiononaires by the hotel 

employees, these were analysed using Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) through  IBM 

SPSS/AMOS.   

Following the use of SEM for estimating and testing the causal relations described in the 

diagram of Figure FM1, the study further considered the impact of the timing effects of the 

simultaneous variation of key elements of the constructs of SEM through Systems Dynamics 

(SD) modelling (Forrester, 1972). SD, which can be used as a methodology and mathematical 

modelling technique for framing and understanding complex relations, is thus used to explore 
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and verify the results of SEM. SD begins with describing the relations of the situation with 

causal loop diagram (CLD), and continues with defining the stocks (the construct that 

accumulates) and the flows (input and output rates of inflows into the stock and outflows from 

the stock). SD further continues with drawing the stock and flow diagram (SFD), defining the 

equations that determine the flows, estimating all parameters and setting a simulation model to 

analyse the results. Proper software such as Stella, iThink, or Vensim can facilitate the analysis 

but for the purposes of this study, AnyLogic Personal Learning Edition was actually used.   

3.5 Instruments per construct and choice of measurement tools 

Moilanen (2001) has reviewed some tools for diagnosing LO including the ones by well-known 

researchers such as Argyris and Schon (1978), Senge (2006), and Pedler et al. (1996). Mayo 

and Lank (1994) have developed a comprehensive tool to diagnose the actions that are most 

important for achieving the LO status, which consists of nine dimensions and 187 questions 

but Small and Irvine (2006) point out that most of these tools do not in fact, show where OL 

has taken place or prove that the LO status has been achieved. Particularly, what is of concern 

to the researchers is the fact that these tools may show the stage an organisation has reached, 

but do not show how the organisation went to the stage of LO, thus Moilanen (2001) concludes 

that these tools can be used more for consultancy rather than scientific work. Having recorded 

down many diagnostic tools developed by various authors, Jamali and Sidani (2008) claim that 

the most important tools for measuring LO, come from Watkins and Marsick (1993), Pedler et 

al. (1996) and Awasthy and Gupta (2012). Jamali and Sidani (2008) finally concluded, that the 

DLOQ of Watkins ans Marsick (1993) is most appropriate for their study of LO, because of its 

grounding in practice and its integrative perspective (Yang et al., 2004) and because it has been 

proved as a well-validated instrument in measuring the aspects of LO. 

To give some idea of what items these tools consider for measurement, the Watkins and 

Marsick (1993) tool examines seven dimensions, four at people level and three at structure 

level. The people level which is more of our interest in this proposal refers to: continuous 

learning opportunities, dialogue and inquiry, team learning and empowerment. The structure 

level refers to: the link of organisation to environment, the embedded systems to capture and 

to shared learning. The Pedler et al. (1996)’s tool considers five broad categories of factors: 

strategy, structures, learning opportunities, looking in, and looking out; these categories are 

subdivided into eleven dimensions: learning approach to strategy, participative decision 

making, enabling structures, learning climate, self-development opportunities, workers as 

environmental scanners, inter-company learning, informating, accounting and control, internal 
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exchange and reward. Other writers such as Griego et al. (2000), Armstrong and Foley (2003), 

and Limwichitr et al. (2015) have produced variations of these core dimensions.  In particular, 

Griego et al. (2000) emphasise the importance of considering learning systems at the 

individual level, in addition to what others consider for the team and organisational levels. 

Further, Limwichitr et al. (2015) characterised a university library as a LO, because it satisfied 

15 dimensions: shared vision; participatory management; training opportunities; learning 

attitudes; team working; trust and togetherness; open communication; experimental and 

forgiving climate; employee empowerment; knowledge management infrastructure; 

leadership; fun and rewarding work; customer relationships; adaptability; and non-bureaucratic 

structure. 

Other authors such as Gomez et al. (2005), Ulrich et al. (1993), Goh and Richards (1997), 

Alegre and Chiva (2008) and Chiva et al. (2007) have focused on dimensions which relate to 

the learning capability of the organisation and worked more around the concept of OLC. For 

example, Goh and Richards (1997) specified five dimensions: clarity of purpose and mission, 

leadership commitment and empowerment, transfer of knowledge and teamwork and group 

problem solving. Chiva et al. (2007) grouped the facilitating factors for organisational learning 

into the following five factors: experimentation, risk taking, dialogue and participative decision 

making. 

Having considered all the above tools, and having the research objective in mind, a 

combination of tools was chosen to use for the purpose of this study, which includes the already 

approved tool of Chiva et al. (2007) to test OLC as the dependent variable, and an own designed 

tool to test ILC as the independent variable. Own designed tools were also used supplementary 

to Honey and Mumford (1992) to test the learning source and learning style for their effect on 

ILC and consequently on OLC. The own designed questions were chosen so that they refer to 

situations practically applicable to the Cypriot economy and the small-scale organisations 

(sme’s) prevailing in this environment. 

The OLC is considered in terms of how much the organisation is involved in experimentation, 

risk taking, communicating with the external environment and participative decision making. 

The ILC is considered in terms of three aspects, the Self-efficacy of Bandura (1982), the mental 

intelligence and the task intelligence aspects of the individual. The task intelligence 

consideration contains, in actual fact, the extent of double-loop learning implementation which 

can be materialised through the experimentation dimension of OLC. The individual’s learning 

style considered and specifically the theorist and the pragmatist styles. The learning sources 
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aspect is considered in terms of two sources of learning: the internal learning source and the 

external learning source.  

More analytically, internal sources for individual learning are examined, to reveal the 

individual’s best performing option for the acquisition of learning, considering the alternatives 

of in-house training programmes organised by the individual’s employer organisation, or 

alternatively through discussions during staff meetings, or even through the cooperation with 

the individual’s supervisor. Similarly, external sources for individual learning are examined, 

to reveal the best performing option among the alternatives of open seminars provided by 

training institutions, reading professional journals or websites, or alternatively asking external 

associates such as suppliers. The learning style of the individual is looked through the model 

of Honey and Mumford (1992) which followed Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning concept, 

learning cycle and learning styles.  

3.6 Target Population, Sample and Data Collection 

3.6.1 Target population and sampling framework 

The population of interest for this study was the employees working in the hotel industry in the 

free zone of Cyprus. Targeting a national level research avoids the possibility of having 

regional bias and thus increases the research’s reliability and validity. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to access employees in the hotels in the occupied by the Turkish troops part of Cyprus, 

where there are 48 hotels owned by Cypriots (some of them not currently in operation) and a 

number of hotels built by Turkish or Turkish Cypriots after the Turkish invasion in 1974. The 

hotels in Cyprus are recorded by pertinent organisations such as the newly formed Deputy 

Ministry of Tourism (previously under the status of semi-governmental organisation and 

named as Cyprus Tourism Organisation), the Cyprus Hotel Association and the Association of 

Cyprus Tourist Enterprises. The number of hotels in Cyprus in 2019 was 814 hotels (Cyprus 

in figures 2020). This number continually changes especially after the pandemic of the 

coronavirus (Covid-19) effects on the global economy.  

A probability random sample was chosen which was aimed to include hotels established in free 

Cyprus, been in existence for more than a year, classified at more than three stars rating and 

employing more than 10 employees, thus aiming to exclude micro entereprises but including 

the small and medium enterprises (SMEs). These hotels are chosen because they are expected 

to be more aware of the concept of Learning Organisation and therefore provide a supportive 

workplace learning environment (Kim, 2011) and would therefore, have the substratum 
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required to qualify as a Learning Organisations and prove their Organisational Learning 

Capability. Further, it was found that the organisational size determines to a great extent the 

training and development activities of the organisation (Gutteridge et al., 1985). Small 

organisations usually have on-the job-training and informal learning activities whereas larger 

organisations appreciate the value of learning opportunities (Van Eynde et al., 1997) and invest 

more in formal learning programmes (Hewitt, 2006). The size of the organisation is here taken 

to be in terms of its number of employees and not as per the European Commission definition 

for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) which considers also the turnover and share 

capital of the organisation. The European Commission user guide to the SME definition and 

specifically Extract of Article 2 of the annex to Recommendation 2003/361/EC states that “The 

category of SMEs is made up of enterprises which employ fewer than 250 persons and which 

have an annual turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million, and/or an annual balance sheet total 

not exceeding EUR 43 million.” (Guide, 2016) p.41 .  

The research aims to explore the Individual Learning Propensity and Individual Learning 

Capability of the 3800 employees (Cyprus Figures, 2020) working in hotels in Cyprus, before 

studying their effect on the Organisational Learning Capability. This includes full-time, part-

time and seasonal staff at all levels. In each organisation it was aimed to have at least three 

employees participating in the survey. This was aimed in order to avoid relying on a single 

participant, as this was criticised in Baldwin and Danielson (2002). This approach is believed 

to contribute to the consideration of multiple opinions, however still, the approach must be 

viewed with caution as the participants in the survey may not provide adequate statistical 

representation. Further, it was aimed to have participants at any level of the organisational 

structure as it is believed that learning concerns every employee from top managers to laymen. 

Employees in this sample include operational staff, supervisory staff, department heads, and 

top administrators/managers. The department heads represent the middle management which 

denotes the layer between the top management on the one side and the first line supervisors 

and operational staff on the other side (Dopson et al., 1992). 

Having set the target population for this research as the employees in the hotel industry in 

Cyprus as specified before, the sampling frame is further set as the employees working in hotels 

that are members of the Cyprus Hotels Association and satisfy the characteristics of being at 

least a 3-star hotel of at least 1 year in existence. This sampling frame was chosen because it 

can be logically assumed that these hotels are adequately organised and would be more likely 

to be interested in the scope of this research and therefore devote time for the completion of 
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the questionnaires. Relevant literature suggests that these hotels’ managers are better educated 

so that they will clearly understand the questionnaire thus, increasing validity, they hold the 

bulk of the usual data requested and they are interested in the outcomes of the research and 

thus the response rate would be expected to be higher and the missing data would be reducing 

(Braunsberger et al., 2005; Coviello and Jones, 2004). 

Concluding on this issue, the basic stimulus for this research is the formation of the 

comprehensive sampling frame (Spaeth and O’Rourke, 1994). As per Bartlett (2001), when 

multiple organisations are involved in research as is the case of this study, a fundamental issue 

is the development of the exact sample out of the sampling frame. The establishment of the 

exact sample is dealt with in the next section.  

3.6.2 Sampling method 

The choice of sampling method should be based on the purpose of the research but because its 

effectiveness depends on many interacting factors, the actual technique to be used is not clearly 

obvious. Taherdoost (2016) states the two broad categories of sampling methods as: a) the 

probability or random sampling and b) the non-probability or non-random sampling. Between 

the two broad sampling methods in existence, the first one was used for this study. This is 

because the non-probability or non-random sampling is better suited with qualitative research 

or case studies where small samples are adequate to study a real-life phenomenon and there is 

no need to make statistical inferences for a wider population (Yin, 2003). In the case of a 

qualitative approach, there is no need for the sample of participants to be random or 

representative as long as there is a clear reason why the participants are chosen. Based on the 

above, none of the techniques used in non-probability sampling such as convenience sampling, 

judgement sampling, snowball sampling, and quota sampling can be used. 

In this study, probability (random) sampling is used, because it allows an accurate 

representation of the real-life population of interest and the creation of large freedom from bias, 

as every item in the population has an equal chance to be included in the sample. Because of 

this, the statistical conclusions made are ensured to be valid. The technique has a drawback 

though, because it may require more energy and time for a given level of sampling error 

(Brown, 1947). Taherdoost (2016) states the five basic techniques in probability or random 

sampling method, as the simple random, multi stage, systematic, stratified and cluster 

sampling. Among these probability or random sampling techniques, the simple random 

sampling technique is chosen because of its simplicity and the fact that the results are 
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projectable. The basic disadvantage in relation to other techniques is that it is more difficult to 

construct the sampling frame, thus it has lower precision as the standard error of estimates may 

be high (Ghauri et al., 2020).  

Out of the population of 841 hotels recorded in Cyprus in 2019 where it is estimated to have 

3800 employees (Cyprus in figures, 2020), the sampling framework was the 165 hotels that are 

members of the Cyprus Hotel Association (Appendix AM3). Out of the 165 hotels the ones 

with less than 3 stars rating were taken out of the list and the remainder hotels were checked to 

be in existence for more than 1year and employing more than 10 employees, using the database 

of Human Resource Development Authority of Cyprus (AnAD). Thus, the hotels in the list 

remained, were at least the 3-star hotels, employing more than 10 employees and were in 

existence for more than a year (Appendix AM4). Out of these hotels, 27 hotels were randomly 

selected for the survey as explained in the next section.  

3.6.3 Data Collection 

For this research study various data collection methods were available to choose from, such as 

observations, interviews, focus groups, and questionnaires. Any method could give high 

quality results, but the choice of the data collection method depends on the concept to be 

measured, the research objectives, and the population under study (De Leeuw, 2008). The 

questionnaire survey type was eventually chosen, because in targeting the hotel industry 

employees, it proved to be practical, fast and economical. This method is preferred when 

adopting a deductive approach in business research which is based on the generalisation of a 

selected sample onto the whole population and seeks to develop a rational argument which will 

evolve from a wide frame of reference into a specific context (McDaniel and Gates, 2018). In 

particular, the supporters of the survey research say that it has the benefits of being versatile, 

reliable, cost-effective and generalisable. On the other hand, the opponents say that the survey 

research weaknesses include the inflexibility and has issues with validity. 

The 27 targeted hotels which were randomly selected as already explained to give a 

representative sample, were at least rating as 3-star hotels, were employing more than 10 

employees and were in existence for more than a year (Appendix AM5). The employees to be 

surveyed were taken out of the employees of these 27 targeted hotels. The questionnaires were 

given by hand to contact persons in these hotels, who were the General Manager, the Human 

Resource Manager, or any other key personnel. Each hotel was asked to aim to get 15 

completed questionnaires, therefore 405 questionnaires were given out (27 hotels X 15 

questionnaires per hotel), however 278 employees actually responded (a response rate of 68%) 
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of which 274 questionnaires were fully completed. In this way, 274 employees were surveyed, 

a sample size shown to be adequate to perform effective statistical analysis and give reliable 

findings.  

The survey questionnaire shown in Appendix AM1 (the Greek version in Appendix AM2), 

consists of demographic information in Part A and 59 questions in Part B which were Likert-

type items, scoring 1-5 (lowest agreed to fully agreed). The questionnaire was delivered by 

hand in paper form to contact persons of the 27 selected hotels. The questionnaire was 

deliberately not circulated by e-mail, nor through internet software such as Google Forms or 

Survey Monkey, because not every employee had access to a computer at their workplace, 

whereas it was difficult to use mobile smart phones to complete the questionnaire at work for 

about 15 continuous minutes, the estimated time to complete it. During summer time of 2019, 

four hotels were approached each week, therefore it took seven weeks to complete the survey. 

The contact persons in the hotels were given 15 questionnaires and were kindly asked to submit 

them to employees at the four hierarchical levels of 1. Basic/Operational staff, 2. Entry level-

Supervisory staff, 3. Mid-level Department heads, and 4. Upper level (Top Administrator). 

Great effort was made to ensure a return from at least 3 respondents and a maximum of 10 

respondents from each hotel within two days following the day they were given and the efforts 

to collect the questionnaires ceased at the end of the following week. Recognising that personal 

contacts were of vital importance to achieve successful completion of the questionnaires, the 

key members of professional bodies were consulted to persuade the hotel managers to 

participate in the survey and enhance the data collection process. To this end, great impact was 

affected by the Cyprus Human Resource Managers Association (CyHRMA) and the Cyprus 

Sustainable Tourism Initiative (CSTI), as well as the Human Resource Development Authority 

of Cyprus. Therefore, through direct and indirect personal contacts, most of the employees 

asked to complete the questionnaire did in fact complete it within the required timeframe. In 

this way 278 questionnaires were successfully received at the end of the survey which was 

concluded by the end of Summer 2019.  

3.6.4 Sample size  

Two hundred and seventy-four (274) employees were surveyed, a sample size that is enough 

in order to assume that there is a relationship between constructs (Ary et al., 2002) and is large 

enough for avoiding confounding effects and perform effective statistical analysis (Zikmund 

et al, 2013). There are different views on what is the right sample size. Empirically a rule of 

thumb prevailing in practice says that a sample of 10 questionnaires per measured variable is a 
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sufficient sample (Westland, 2010), but there are other views suggesting that just 5 

questionnaires per variable are sufficient. The first time to refer to the rule of 10 was by 

Nunnally (1978) who suggested the rule but did not provide supportive evidence. Since then 

there are many citations in the literature referring to the rule of 10, such as Barclay, et al. 

(1995), Chin (1998), and Kahai and Cooper 2003). Further to the ones suggesting the rule of 

thumb, on the lower side, there are the ones who state that 100 to 150 questionnaires are the 

minimum satisfactory sample size (Ding et al., 1995) and on the higher side there are the ones 

who suggest many more samples, such as Boomsma (2000) who recommended 400 and Hu 

and Bentler (1999) who indicated in some cases that 5000 questionnaires are needed to be 

sufficient. Further on, Costello and Osborne (2005) confirm in their Monte Carlo study that a 

sample of 20 subjects per variable is recommended and Schumacker and Lomax (2012) found 

that many articles used from 250 to 500 subjects.  

To avoid the decision on which of the above approaches to choose, the sample size calculator 

(Soper, 2022) was used, just as an indicator of what the sample size might be for the purposes 

of this study. The actual calculations and the process are described in the relevant section on 

the Report of findings and Results in Chapter 4. 

3.7 Pilot study 

A pilot distribution was conducted first, testing the first 10 questionnaires filled in by 2 

employees of different education levels in 5 hotels. The pilot was conducted over one week 

and indicated only minor changes which were made mainly to clarify questions and increase 

the validity and reliability of the questionnaire. After confirming the reliability and validity of 

the questionnaire in the Cypriot environment, the survey was completed on its total scale. 

Based on the representative sample chosen as described before, the data collected gave 

information on a widespread coverage of hotels and employees in various departments and 

position levels (senior/middle management or non-management/technical), education levels 

(university or non-university), and different age and years of experience in the hotel.  

One should be cautious when using employee surveys, because as Argyris (1994) points out, 

these can produce valuable information about routine issues like cafeteria service but cannot 

get people to reflect on their work and behaviour. Adopting the combined 59-item survey of 

Appendices AM1 and AM2 still needed to confirm that the questions were clear to Cypriot 

employees. Because many employees in the hotel industry are foreigners, the questionnaire has 

been prepared in two languages, English and Greek and employees chose the language they 
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prefer. Careful consideration was given, to confirm the questions did not need interpretation 

especially by foreign employees, considering the Cyprus environment. Specifically, it was 

needed to confirm:   

• the questionnaire was understandable by all participants, there were no confusing or 

ambiguous questions and it was suitable for people of all levels of literacy,  

• the questions included were absolutely necessary to give a picture of the level of 

Learning Organisation,   

• the time needed to complete the questionnaire by the participants was not too long, to 

avoid respondents filling it in recklessly and thus leading to misleading conclusions. In 

this case the time to complete the questionnaire was estimated to be 10-15 minutes.   

The participants were given a clear statement of the purpose of the study on the face of the 

questionnaire and gave an informed consent to participate. They had the option to deny 

participation, as the intended intervention of the human resource managers or any other 

person’s to impose on them the completion of the questionnaires, was not taken to the extent 

to make it compulsory. There was anonymity of the participants and confidentiality applied as 

clearly declared on the questionnaire. The questions and the possible answers were designed 

in a way to avoid the identification of either the responded or his employer organisation. There 

was no way to know the respondents, although the hotel they worked for could be identified 

only if so wished because no special measures were taken against this; in practice this was not 

desired and no track was recorded on collecting the completed questionnaires, because this 

information was not of any interest for the purpose of this study. The recent regulations of the 

European Union on personal data privacy, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 

was also considered and the period of retention of the data and a proper declaration was stated 

on the questionnaire.  

All questions were checked against ethical considerations within the context of the Cypriot 

mentality. In this particular case, there were no obvious vulnerable subjects to breach ethical 

codes because the employees were not economically or educationally disadvantaged, nor of 

any other category to attract special attention and care.  

On completion of the questionnaires by the hotel employees, these were analysed using IBM 

SPSS and AMOS software through which a picture of the situation was painted, showing the 

strong and weak dimensions of the hotels in Cyprus participating in the survey and indicating 

the relationships between the constructs studied.  
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3.8 Research variables  

The questionnaire designed for the research was used to measure the constituent parts of the 

Individual Learning Propensity on learning style and learning source, the Individual Learning 

Capability which were assumed to be the self-efficacy and specific types of intelligence namely 

the mental and practical (task) intelligence, and the Organisational Learning Capability of 

participative environmental experimentation, dialogue and productivity/profitability. The 

measurement was taken through the answers of the 274 respondents and specifically through 

the 59 items of the questionnaire that represent the observed variables. The survey 

questionnaire in the Appendices is structured in a way that the observed variables B1 to B59 

give a measure for their corresponding latent variables as follows: 

B1-B3   >>>   mental intelligence 

B4-B6  >>>   social intelligence 

B7-B9   >>>   practical intelligence 

B10-B13 >>>  reflector learning style   

B14-B17 >>>  activist learning style   

B18-B21 >>>  theorist learning style 

B22-B25 >>>  pragmatist learning style 

B26-B28 >>>  internal learning style 

B29-B31 >>>  external learning style 

B32-B33 >>>  experimentation 

B34-B35 >>>  risk taking 

B36-B38 >>>  external environmental  

B39-B42 >>>  dialogue 

B43-B45 >>>  participative decision making 

B46-B47 >>>  job satisfaction/motivation 

B48-B51 >>>  productivity/profitability 

B52-B59 >>>  self-efficacy 
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The measurement of the Organisational Learning Capability construct is based on the proven 

model of Chiva et al. (2007). Part of the model to measure Individual Learning Capability is 

based on Bandura’s self-efficacy theory and selected concepts from the literature on 

intelligence. The whole learning style model is based on Honey and Mumford (1992) chosen 

because of its relevance to the working environment rather than the classroom situation. The 

learning source model and parts of Individual Learning Capability and Organisational Learning 

Capability models are independently designed on the basis of logical assumptions derived from 

the literature review described in the relevant section of this report.   

The survey questionnaire also gathered demographic information on the age, gender, 

educational level, salary earnings, participation to training programmes, the years of experience 

and the hierarchical level of the respondents’ position at work (questions A1 to A8). 

3.9 Reliability and validity 

The extent up to which the real meaning of the concept under consideration (Learning 

Capability) is reflected by the empirical measurement taken in this research, is generally 

referred to as validity (Holton and Burnett, 1997). The construct validity in particular, refers to 

the concept under study and the proper deduction of hypotheses from the relevant theory. Ford 

(1997) stated that construct validity requires that the research premises must be based on 

underlying theory. As explained in the previous section, part of the model is based on the works 

of Honey and Mumford (2007), Bandura (1997) and Chiva et al. (2007). Content validity is the 

extent to which an instrument like the survey questionnaire used in this study is a representative 

sample of the content being measured (Leedy and Ormrod, 2005). Content validity must be 

aimed to achieve a meaningful study and contribute to the understanding of how the Learning 

Organisation dimensions act and interact to create learning capability. The content validity can 

be maintained by using extensively used instruments. Thus, some of the content of the research 

instrument, the survey questionnaire, was selected from prior research and some of the 

questions are related to the well-known Watkins and Marsick (1993) Dimensions of the 

Learning Organisation Questionnaire (DLOQ) for the Learning Organisation which in the case 

of Yang (2003), it was proven to have a validity and reliability coefficient of 0.90. Recalling 

the seven dimensions of DLOQ as explained in the literature review section of this report, we 

see that specifically two of the dimensions related to dialogue and the environment, are 

embedded in Chiva et al. (2007) model for the Organisational Learning Capability which in 

turn is embedded in this study’s questionnaire. In a similar way some of the questions in the 
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survey questionnaire used for this study, are based on the questions used by Honey and 

Mumford, Bandura and Chiva.  

Respondent’s and data collector’s characteristics could cause serious threats to internal validity 

because they could create bias; these threats were not really anticipated in this study. However, 

because the persons participating in the survey were not identified, there was no way or 

motivation to skew their responses negatively or favourably for them. During this study, the 

hotel industry was experiencing severe financial problems, due to the pandemic of Covid-19, 

this had a consequent effect on their staff, the employees were very skeptical about their career 

future and gave thoughtful answers regarding their learning capability, as this was 

unconsciously related to their survival in the industry. Thus, the respondents were given valid 

reasons and means to respond appropriately to the survey. Further, the responses were equally 

subject to possible distortion, which could be balanced out from a relatively big number of 

responses.  

Additionally, reliability analysis was performed to ensure statistical coherence of the items 

within the instrument, that is being grouped correctly together within the same variable. 

Kerlinger (1986) referred to reliability as instrument dependability, predictability and stability 

that describes the degree of consistency and accuracy with which it measures whatever it 

measures (Ary et al., 2002). 

Vogt (1999) refers to Cronbach’s alpha as a reliability coefficient that measures internal 

reliability, but Fraenkel et al. (1993) state that there are many methods to measure reliability, 

such as observer agreement and test/retest. Cronbach’s alpha is a reliability index associated 

with the variation attributed to the true score of the underlying construct (Santos, 1999) and 

ranges from 1.0 (indicating perfect internal reliability), to 0 (indicating no internal reliability) 

and scores above .70 indicate the indexed item is indeed measuring the same concept (Gable 

and Wolf, 2012). 

Reliability in the case of this study refers to the consistency of the measure of learning 

capability. As per Babbie (2001) when the research entails survey questionnaires, it is 

important to ask participants for information they are likely to know the answer, by asking 

relevant and clear questions and this was attempted to be ensured in this study. Because of the 

many years of experience in the industry of the researcher in the area of human resource 

training and development, there exists a confident awareness of how the participants would 

interpret the questions in the survey. The pilot test of the survey confirmed this confidence. 
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Further, some parts of the questionnaire were tested successfully by previous studies like the 

parts related to the popular DLOQ of Watkins and Marsick (1993) which was frequently 

examined for internal reliability, as for example Yang et al. (2004) and Ellinger et al. (2002). 

3.10 Data analysis strategies 

This research used data obtained from the survey questionnaire for examination and statistical 

analysis. The study used Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to analyse the data, and 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to confirm the hypothetical model. The data analysis was 

done by using the IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) for windows -release 

27. The Structure Equation Model (SEM) modeling strategy was the model confirmation and 

to this end, the study used an SPSS add-on graphics module, the Analysis of Moment Structures 

(AMOS)-release 27. Factor analysis was used to reduce observed correlated variables (items 

in the survey questionnaire) to a smaller number of unobserved or latent, underlying variables 

(factors). CFA as an extension of factor analysis was conducted to measure the goodness of 

model fit and to assess the validity of the questionnaire used (whether it could measure 

correctly what was intended to measure) and the reliability (consistency or stability) of the 

constructs in the proposed model (how well the indicators could represent the latent variables). 

SEM made allowances for measurement errors in the model (Peyrot, 1996), because 

measurement errors can diminish the relationship between variables. In addition, SEM could 

also generate solutions for models where the constructs (unobserved or latent variables) are 

measured by multiple indicators (Mason-Hawkes and Holm, 1989).  

The analysis of the demographic information was done by using one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) and considering the respondents’ selected demographic information as the 

independent variable and their responses on the questions of the survey questionnaire as the 

dependent variable. Thus, by using ANOVA the relationship between two variables was 

examined, as for example the degree to which the respondents’ perceptions differ, based on 

gender, education level, position in the hierarchy and years of experience.   

Descriptive statistics were used to better understand the extent to which selected Learning 

Organisation dimensions and attributes are perceived by the respondents of the survey sample. 

The simple statistics of means, standard deviations and frequencies were used to show the range 

of responses with regard to selected learning dimensions. Since these dimensions are expressed 

as a compilation of survey items, the Cronbach Coefficient Alpha was used as a reliability test 

to ensure consistency of the survey questionnaire in measuring results for this research.  
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For a canonical correlation, the minimum alpha level acceptable for interpretation is the 0.05 

level, the generally considered level for a statistically significant correlation coefficient (Hair 

et al., 1998) which gives a confidence level of 95. Therefore, for the purpose of this study the 

alpha is set at 0.05 and the statistical power is set at 90% (Ary et al., 1996) to indicate the 

measure of interrelationship of survey items among themselves. 

The findings of the study are reported in the next section in narrative form and summary results 

from the statistical analysis are shown in tables, graphs and charts. The categorisation of 

employees and other descriptive statistics, including ranges, means and standard deviations are 

also shown.
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“Change is the end result of all true learning.” 

 

Professor Leo Buscaglia, University of Southern California
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CHAPTER 4 - FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This section provides the results of the survey obtained through the answers given by the 

respondents to the questionnaire. These results are then analysed and discussed. First the basic 

characteristics of the respondents’ profile are recorded and analysed under the heading 

Demographics. Then the data aimed to measure the different constructs of the hypothesised 

model are recorded and analysed under the heading Measurement model. The analysis includes 

the important issues of reliability and validity which were discussed already in the previous 

section. This leads in effect to the next step of Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) which 

reduced the number of constructs to be included in the theoretical model and finally, to the 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) which confirms that the refined hypothesised model is in 

fact validated as it satisfies the fitness requirements through appropriate Goodness of Fit 

indices. The section begins with the descriptive statistics (demographics) in relation to the 

participation of respondents in the research and presents further analysis of results.  

4.2 Demographics 

Demographic information is intended to provide a clear description of the sample, without 

revealing the identities of the respondents. A breakdown of how employees in the hotel industry 

were categorised and presented before descriptive statistics including ranges, means and 

standard deviations are shown. The descriptive statistics provide information about their 

gender, age, position in the hierarchy of their organisation, their educational background, years 

of experience, monthly salary and their participation in training programmes. The demographic 

characteristics were collected through the answers to Part A of the questionnaires and in 

particular questions A1 to A8 and were analysed through SPSS. The SPSS outputs on 

demographic analysis are shown in Appendices AR1 to AR8. The respondents were 45.8% 

males and 54.2% females (Appendix AR1). As illustrated in Appendix AR2 most of the 

respondents were young employees aged between 21 and 30 years old (59.3% of the 

respondents) and only 5.5% of them were over 50 years old, whereas 14.7% were aged between 

31 to 40 years, 9.2% were aged between 41 to 50 years old and the very young ones aged below 

20 years old were 11.4% of the total number of respondents. 
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As illustrated in Appendix AR3,   51.8% of the respondents were operational staff, 15.5% were 

supervisory staff, 22.3% were departmental heads and 10.4% were top administrators in their 

hotel organisations. This shows that just more than 50% of all the employees who answered 

the questionnaire were working at the operational level. In particular, in Appendix AR4 it is 

shown that 27.1% of the respondents were working in Food and Beverage Divisions, 21.8% in 

Front Office positions, 17.6% in Marketing and Sales, 5.7% in Housekeeping, and 14.1% in 

the administration of their hotel organisations. Most of them (72.4%) had less than 4 years of 

service in the organisation they were working at the time of the completion of the 

questionnaires (Appendix AR5) and in particular, 37.5% of the respondents had less than 1 

year of service and 34.9% had between 2 and 4 years of service, whereas only 27.1% of the 

respondents had more than 5 years of service. The remuneration of the respondents varied as 

illustrated in Appendix AR6 which shows that the majority of 53.6% of them had a monthly 

salary of less than €1.000, 36.3% had a salary between €1.000 and €2.000, 6% had a salary 

between €2.001 and €3.000, 0.7% had a salary between €3.001 and €4.000, and 3.4% of the 

respondents had a salary of more than €4.000. 

The educational background of the respondents varied from the postgraduate level 

(Masters/Doctorate) of 11.8%, to the lowest level of primary school or gymnasium of 1.5%. 

Most of them hold a first university Bachelor degree and were 58.3% of the total respondents, 

14.4% were college graduates, whereas 11.8% of the respondents graduated from lyceum and 

2.2% declared other qualifications (Appendix AR7). Their interest in continuous professional 

development was illustrated in Appendix AR8 by their participation in training programmes  

(seminars) during the last 12 months. In particular, the majority of the respondents (58.1%) 

participated in at least one training programme during the last 12 months, 22.8% participated 

in 2 training programmes and finally, the 19.1% of the respondents participated to 3 or more 

training programmes, during the last 12 months prior to the completion of the survey. 

4.3 Measurement Model 

The Measurement Model was developed from the Conceptual Model described in Chapter 3 

and depicted in Figures FM1 and FM2. As already mentioned, there were 59 questions in the 

survey which aimed to collect the values for each item and measure the observed variables. 

Part B of the questionnaire used in the survey, provided the values of the observed variables 

(items) which according to the theory describe the constructs that constitute the hypothesised 

model.  
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Based on relevant theory on Learning Capability (Bandura and Chiva) and Learning styles 

(Honey and Mumford), it was initially assumed that there were 17 constructs involved in the  

 

Index: 

● The numbers B1 to B59 in the rectangle boxes refer to the observed variables (items) and the 

numbers in the smaller circles refer to the error terms associated with the corresponding items. 

● The letters in the bigger circles refer to the initial 17 latent variables (constructs) as indexed below: 

AS=Activist Learning Style SE=Self-efficacy Di=Dialogue 

TS=Theorist Learning Style MI=Mental Intelligence Ex=Experimentation 

RS=Reflector Learning Style SI=Social Intelligence RT= Risk Taking 

PS= Pragmatist Learning Style TI=Task Intelligence PP=Productivity/Profitability 

IS=Internal Learning Source SM=Satisfaction Motivation EEI=External Environment 

Interaction 

ES=External Learning Source  PDM=Participative Decision 

Making 
 

Figure FR1 The hypothetical Measurement Model (Source: own work) 
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concept and the 59 items were allocated to measure these constructs. The initial model 

proposed for this study of 17 constructs (latent variables) is shown in Figure FR1. 

4.4 Adequacy of survey instrument 

As already explained, the survey was completed by employees in the hotel industry of Cyprus. 

On the completion of the survey, 278 respondents gave their values to the 59 items, but 4 

questionnaires were not adequately completed (almost empty) and were therefore, withdrawn 

from the analysis. After the abandonment of the 4 questionnaires, another issue emerged 

concerning the missing values which were observed in some questionnaires. Because the 

number of these missing values was very small in each affected questionnaire (2-3) and in very 

few questionnaires in total (18), their treatment was to insert the mid-value of the Likert scale 

(3) so that there was no distortion of the respondents’ answer.  

Another concern was the adequacy of the survey instrument. First, the reliability of the survey 

instrument was tested by calculating Cronbach’s alpha (α) of the 59 questionnaire items taken 

all together as a whole. This was found to be 0.941 as seen in Appendix AR9 a value which is 

very satisfactory as it is well above the threshold of 0.6 (Gable, 1986; Vogt,1999).  

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) gives a measure of how the 

data collected are suited for Factor Analysis and measures the sampling adequacy for each 

variable (item) and for all 59 items as a whole. In other words, KMO gives a measure of the 

proportion of variance among variances that might be common variance. 

KMO was calculated to be to 0.894 as seen in Appendix AR10 which means that for our 

purpose, the 274 respondents who completed the questionnaires were an adequate sample in 

terms of its size and sampling adequacy.  

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity for this instrument was X2 (1711, N = 274) = 9069.196, p = .000 

as shown in Appendix AR10 and it checks the redundancy between the variables that can be 

summarized with a few number of factors. This means that at least two out of the 59 items are 

correlated, so there is a scope for the Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to reduce the number 

of items in the model. The Null hypothesis is that the variables are not correlated, that is they 

are orthogonal and the alternative hypothesis is that the variables are correlated that is they are 

not orthogonal. 
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Further, as indicated by SPSS in Appendix AR10 an initial EFA was carried out to validate the 

hypothetical constructs of the questionnaires, explained with only 14 items, 69.84% of the total 

variance in the variables’ values, and this is an adequate result. 

The initially assumed 17 constructs with their corresponding items presented together as a 

comprehensive Measurement Model graphic in Figure FR1.  

The 59 items representing the questions in the questionnaire used in the survey which represent 

the initially assumed constructs and observed variables of the Measurement Model are listed 

in Table TR1. 

Table TR1 The initially assumed constructs and observed variables (Source: own work) 

  Observed Variable (item) Construct  Observed Variable (item) Construct 

1  B24 PS 31 B38 EEI 

2  B25 PS 32 B43 PDM 

3  B22 PS 33 B44 PDM 

4  B23 PS 34 B45 PDM 

5  B21 TS 35 B35 RT 

6  B20 TS 36 B34 RT 

7  B19 TS 37 B33 Ex 

8  B18 TS 38 B32 Ex 

9  B27 IS 39 B39 Di 

10  B28 IS 40 B40 Di 

11  B26 IS 41 B41 Di 

12  B29 ES 42 B42 Di 

13  B30 ES 43 B50 PP 

14  B31 ES 44 B49 PP 

15  B3 MI 45 B48 PP 

16  B1 MI 46 B51 PP 

17  B2 MI 47 B14 AS 

18  B7 TI 48 B15 AS 

19  B8 TI 49 B16 AS 

20  B9 TI 50 B17 AS 

21  B56 SE 51 B10 RS 

22  B55 SE 52 B11 RS 

23  B58 SE 53 B12 RS 

24  B59 SE 54 B13 RS 

25  B57 SE 55 B4 SI 

26  B52 SE 56 B5 SI 

27  B53 SE 57 B6 SI 

28  B54 SE 58 B46 SM 

29  B36 EEI 59 B47 SM 

30  B37 EEI    
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The items taken all together as a comprehensive measurement model seems to be acceptable 

as shown above but each construct needs to be tested as well, to ensure its reliability and 

validity. If these constructs are individually reliable and valid, then a Structural Equation Model 

can be made which shows the interrelationships between the constructs and the strength of 

these relationships. Finally, by using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), these relationships 

are verified, proving that the basic hypothetical model which was based on theory, can be 

accepted as valid. Therefore, before proceeding with any further factor analysis, the constructs 

were examined to see if they are independently valid as Measurement Models and whether 

basic assumptions are justified. The assumptions for Structural Equation Modeling refer to the 

existence of multivariate normality, adequate sample size and positive definiteness.  

4.6 Multivariate normality 

It would be very extraordinary to have for example more than 98% of the answers on certain 

items to have values between 1 and 2, and just few answers to give an extreme value of 5, 

indicating the possibility of wrong or careless answers, even though they could be proper 

answers. If these extremely high values are within the normal distribution, they should be kept 

in the analysis but if they are indeed too extreme it is safe to deselect them as outliers. 

Multivariate normality relates to the possibility of having outliers in the data. To check 

multivariate normality, we calculate the Mahalanobis distance from the overall mean of the 

data (the centroid), to find the outliers which are the unusual values of combinations of 

variables.  

SPSS revealed that the Mahalanobis distance of all the 59 items lies between minimum 8.805 

and 182.594, has a mean value of 58.775 and a standard deviation of 24.767, as seen in the 

extract of the SPSS output report in Appendix AR12 (Table entitled “Residual Statistics”). 

After sorting the Mahalanobis values in descending order, and calculating the probability of 

having Mahalanobis values, the records with probability of less than 0.01 are identified, 

showing that the critical value is 99.1366. Note that the usual alpha level of probability 0.05 is 

not used in this case as the objective is to find the real outliers and not just the extreme cases 

that still lie within the normal distribution, therefore the probability level of 0.01 is chosen. As 

can be seen in Appendix AR13 there are 19 records with probability less than 0.01 and these 

should be considered as the outliers. These are the records with Mahalanobis values higher than 

99.1366.  
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Therefore, on the basis of Mahalanobis Distance Test (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2013), the data 

were assessed for multivariate outliers and the 19 multivariate outliers identified, were 

deselected as shown in the SPSS Data View of Appendix AR13 and not further considered in 

the study. 

4.7 Collinearity  

Collinearity (also known as multicollinearity) is when an item (independent variable or 

predictor) can be predicted from the other items. When these items of the same model are 

correlated, they cannot independently predict the value of the dependent variable. Moderate 

collinearity may not be a problem but substantial collinearity is a problem because it may 

increase drastically the variance of the coefficient estimates even with minor changes in the 

model and make them so unstable that it becomes difficult to interpret the behaviour of the 

model.  

The collinearity assumption was tested by calculating the Tolerance and the Variance Inflation 

Factor (VIF) statistics. Tolerance shows the effect of the presence of other predictors in the 

model as it measures how much beta coefficients are affected with smaller values denoting 

higher multicollinearity levels. VIF measures the impact of collinearity among the variables 

and is the reciprocal of Tolerance with values greater or equal to 1. The results prove that the 

collinearity assumption is not violated because they satisfy the critical values: all values of 

Tolerance in this table are bigger than 0.01 and all values of VIF in the table are less than 10. 

These are shown in the Table entitled “Coefficients'' of the relevant SPSS output report in 

Appendix AR14. 

4.8 Variances 

The next check performed is to confirm that the variance of any item is not more than 10 times 

of the variance of any other item. Using SPSS, the variances of every item is calculated and 

listed so that these can be compared. As shown in the relevant SPSS output report in Appendix 

AR15, the variance of any observed variable (items B1 to B59) is less than 10 times the 

variance of any other item and therefore this assumption is also validly accepted. 

4.5 Positive Definiteness  

For Positive Definiteness, the “Determinant of the correlation matrix” cannot equal to zero 

and the calculation of this determinant is left to SPSS when the Exploratory Factor Analysis 

(EFA) is conducted. As it is mentioned under the relevant section of the dissertation, the 

Determinant can be close to zero, but not equal to zero. As shown in the extract from the SPSS 
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output report in Appendix AR11 the “Determinant of the correlation matrix” is 1.443E-13 

which is close to zero but not equal to zero and therefore it proves that the assumption of 

positive definiteness is not violated.  

4.9 Sample Size 

Following the arguments on the required size of the sample as discussed in section 3.6.3 the 

sample size calculator (Soper, 2022) was used. The initial model proposed for this study had 

59 items (observed variables) for 17 constructs (latent variables). By putting these numbers in 

Soper’s sample size formula and assuming anticipated effect size of 0.3 (the medium level set 

by convention), desired statistical power level of 0.8 (should be equal or greater to 0.8 by 

convention), and probability level 0.05 (the usual alpha level), the recommended minimum 

sample size is 218. In this respect, the achieved sample size of 274 valid responses (278 less 4 

eliminated due to incompleteness) is acceptable, because it is bigger than the minimum sample 

size recommended by Soper (2022). This is valid even after the deselection of the Mahalanobis 

records calculated above, because 274 of the initial sample less the19 outliers, the remaining 

251 are still more than the recommended minimum sample size of 218 respondents. 

4.10 Cronbach’s α-Validity-KMO-Bartlett's significance & Fitness Tests  

The initial model proposed for this study of 17 constructs (latent variables) is the one already 

referred to in Figure FR1. The next step taken was to test the constructs whether each one 

separately and alone can be accepted as a measurement model. Thus, the values of the Kaiser-

Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO), the Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

(significance of the possibility of correlated items), the percentage of Total Variance Explained 

(TVE), the Cronbach’s α, the Composite Reliability (CR) and the Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE) were calculated by the use of SPSS. The values of CR and AVE were calculated using 

the Standardised Regression Weights of the items obtained from AMOS when running each 

independent measurement model alone, and inserting them in the specific formulae in excel, 

obtained from https://www.analysisinn.com/post/how-to-calculate-average-variance-

extracted-and-composite-reliability/ . 

The relative regression weights on the items of each measurement model were also taken from 

AMOS and were accepted if these were above 0.50. Since we ran each measurement model 

independently on AMOS to get the above two types of regression weights, in the output report 

we had also available the goodness of fit indices for each measurement model. Even though it 

was not absolutely necessary, these goodness of fit indices were also considered in the 

evaluation of each measurement model. This gave us the picture of Parsinomious Fit, the 

https://www.analysisinn.com/post/how-to-calculate-average-variance-extracted-and-composite-reliability/
https://www.analysisinn.com/post/how-to-calculate-average-variance-extracted-and-composite-reliability/
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Incremental Fit and the Absolute Fit of each construct separately and alone as a Measurement 

Model. For the Parsinomious Fit, the ratio of Discrepancy (CMIN) over the Degrees of 

Freedom (DF) was used as our indicator (CMIN/DF), whereas Normed Fit Index (NFI) and 

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) were used as indicators for the Incremental Fit, and the Comparative 

Fit Index (CFI) and Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) were used for the 

Absolute Fit. These indices and other Model Fit issues are discussed in more detail under the 

section of Structural Model and Confirmatory Factor Analysis where these have a much more 

important role for the evaluation of the Structural Model than in the Measurement Model 

examined now. 

The individual reports for each Measurement Model are shown in Appendices AR16-AR33 

and a synopsis of all values for all measurement models is shown in Table TR2.  

Table TR2 Evaluation indices for the initial Measurement Model before EFA (Source: own work) 

 

Judging each measurement model independently by looking its overall picture through all the 

above indicators, it is decided that some measurement models are dropped and their 

corresponding items not further considered in the analysis.  These are the measurement models 

of Activist Learning Style (AS) [Appendix AR17], Reflector Learning Style (RS) [Appendix 

AR19], Social Intelligence (SI) [Appendix AR23] and Satisfaction Motivation (SM) 

[Appendix AR26]. In addition, based on Appendices AR27 and AR28, the model of Ex is 

merged with that of RT, forming ExRT (Appendix AR29). 

The reasoning behind the decision to drop the Activist Learning Style (AS), the Reflector 

Learning Style (RS) and the Social Intelligence (SI) from further analysis is that their reliability 

(Cronbach’s α) is lower than the critical value of 0.7, the Total Variance Explained is low (less 

or near 50%) and the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is less than the threshold of 0.5. 

Further, the Activist Learning Style (AS) does not satisfy the Absolute Fit index of the Root 
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Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). The reasoning behind the decision to drop 

the Satisfaction Motivation (SM) is that Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 

(KMO) is low and many of the rest of the above indicators could not be provided by the 

software used due to the small number of items in the construct. 

4.11 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

By dropping the above 4 constructs the remaining out of the initial 17 factors to be further 

considered in the analysis are now only 13 factors. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was 

then conducted to reveal the possible existence of any other factors and determine the actual 

number of factors within this concept. The first run of EFA was taken using the Principal 

Components Method with extracts based on EigenValues bigger than 1 and with no 

particular method of rotation. The data used were the observed variables for the items for the 

13 constructs listed in Table TR3. 

Table TR3 The observed variables and constructs at the beginning of EFA (Ssource: own work) 
 Observed Variable (item) Construct  Observed Variable (item) Construct 

1 B24 PS 24 B59 SE 

2 B25 PS 25 B57 SE 

3 B22 PS 26 B52 SE 

4 B23 PS 27 B53 SE 

5 B21 TS 28 B54 SE 

6 B20 TS 29 B36 EE 

7 B19 TS 30 B37 EE 

8 B18 TS 31 B38 EE 

9 B27 IS 32 B43 PDM 

10 B28 IS 33 B44 PDM 

11 B26 IS 34 B45 PDM 

12 B29 ES 35 B35 RT 

13 B30 ES 36 B34 RT 

14 B31 ES 37 B33 Ex 

15 B3 MI 38 B32 Ex 

16 B1 MI 39 B39 Di 

17 B2 MI 40 B40 Di 

18 B7 TI 41 B41 Di 

19 B8 TI 42 B42 Di 

20 B9 TI 43 B50 PP 

21 B56 SE 44 B49 PP 

22 B55 SE 45 B48 PP 

23 B58 SE 46 B51 PP 
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The Component Matrix Table seen in the SPSS output report of this first run of the 

Measurement Model in Appendix AR34 which is extracted as Table TR4 below, indicates that 

there are only10 components with Eigenvalue bigger than 1. 

Table TR4 EFA1 Component Matrix with components with Eigenvalue >1  

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MI1 .621       -.413   

MI2 .591       -.461 .326  

MI3 .572 -.356      -.301   

TI7 .660          

TI8 .639   -.329       

TI9 .572     .370     

TS18 .636          

TS19 .452         -.550 

TS20 .559  .368        

TS21 .568          

PS22 .515          

PS23 .522       .322   

PS24 .574    .340   .308  .305 

PS25 .650          

IS26 .373   .457   .359  -.320  

IS27 .380   .552   .359    

IS28 .578   .327       

ES29 .334 .303 .505        

ES30 .389  .420  -.409      

ES31 .320  .428  -.416 .363     

Ex32 .523 .399         

Ex33 .535 .473         

RT34 .396 .625         

RT35  .676         

EE36 .406 .532         
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EE37 .461 .508         

EE38 .449 .304        -.312 

Di39 .588  -.426        

Di40 .636  -.418    -.305    

Di41 .411 .321 -.457   .314     

Di42 .497  -.418        

PD43 .315 .676         

PD44  .750         

PD45  .762         

PP48 .496      .451    

PP49 .652          

PP50 .574  -.319    .366    

PP51 .545          

SE52 .675          

SE53 .694          

SE54 .715          

SE55 .765    -.323      

SE56 .712          

SE57 .698 -.303         

SE58 .712          

SE59 .773          

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.a                                         a. 10 components extracted.  

 

Knowing now that the new factors are 10, the EFA is repeated by setting in SPSS the Fixed 

number of factors to extract equal to 10. This second run of EFA is completed using the Direct 

Oblimin Method of rotation with the purpose to see if there is any significant interrelationship 

between the new factors. The coefficient display format was set to suppress small coefficients 

of absolute value less than 0.3. The result on the correlations is shown in the “Component 

Correlation Matrix” table of SPSS output report extract of which is shown in Appendix AR35 

and is extracted in Table TR5 where it is shown that the new factors are not strongly 

interrelated.  
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Table TR5 EFA2 with Direct Oblimim method- Component Correlation Matrix 
Component Correlation Matrix 

Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 1.000 0.028 -0.300 0.199 0.319 0.202 0.419 -0.456 -0.265 -0.269 

2 0.028 1.000 -0.208 0.132 0.001 0.203 0.051 0.030 -0.227 -0.101 

3 -0.300 -0.208 1.000 -0.157 -0.140 -0.084 -0.318 0.253 0.175 0.121 

4 0.199 0.132 -0.157 1.000 0.097 0.148 0.130 -0.185 -0.113 -0.116 

5 0.319 0.001 -0.140 0.097 1.000 0.184 0.200 -0.297 -0.199 -0.262 

6 0.202 0.203 -0.084 0.148 0.184 1.000 0.084 -0.150 -0.214 -0.229 

7 0.419 0.051 -0.318 0.130 0.200 0.084 1.000 -0.323 -0.196 -0.174 

8 -0.456 0.030 0.253 -0.185 -0.297 -0.150 -0.323 1.000 0.202 0.251 

9 -0.265 -0.227 0.175 -0.113 -0.199 -0.214 -0.196 0.202 1.000 0.175 

10 -0.269 -0.101 0.121 -0.116 -0.262 -0.229 -0.174 0.251 0.175 1.000 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   

Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.     

           

Because the new factors are not highly interrelated, the Varimax Method of rotation is used. 

Therefore, a third run of EFA is conducted, this time with Varimax Method of rotation. The 

“Rotated Component Matrix” found in the output of this run of EFA in Appendix AR36 shows 

how the items lie up on each of the 10 components. This is extracted in Table TR6. 

Table TR6 EFA3 with Varimax method-Rotated Component Matrix 
Rotated Component Matrixa 

 

Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MI1 .390      .756    

MI2       .791    

MI3       .707    

TI7 .484    .409  .315    

TI8     .682      

TI9     .630      

TS18    .331 .327  .303    

TS19          .786 

TS20    .392      .474 

TS21    .389 .391     .359 

PS22    .576      .312 

PS23 .334   .581       

PS24    .770       

PS25 .389   .636       

IS26         .749  

IS27         .724  

IS28         .381 .418 
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ES29        .806   

ES30        .775   

ES31        .799   

Ex32  .459   .562      

Ex33  .579   .521      

RT34  .700   .357      

RT35  .705         

EE36  .623         

EE37  .614         

EE38  .354 .339        

Di39   .720        

Di40 .339  .770        

Di41   .738        

Di42   .662        

PD43  .745 .331        

PD44  .821         

PD45  .818         

PP48      .722     

PP49 .364     .557     

PP50 .335     .790     

PP51      .678     

SE52 .586          

SE53 .690          

SE54 .745          

SE55 .783          

SE56 .779          

SE57 .738          

SE58 .738          

SE59 .728          

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.a 

a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations. 
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The 10 components in the Rotated Component Matrix are identified as shown in Appendix 

AR37 by working in excel and are summarized in Table TR7.   

 

Table TR7 Identification of new factors after the completion of EFA  

 

 

It is noted that because during EFA some items were split in different proportions in different 

components, it was decided to be allocated to only one component, the one with the highest 

proportion, which in some cases was not the originally assumed one. Therefore, the items used 

in EFA shown in Table TR7 are slightly differently allocated to the observed variables from 

the original hypothesis. Further, the slightly different constructs from the original hypothesis 

are renamed so that they better represent the corresponding observed variables which are 

allocated to them. It can be seen that most of the items lie up on the factors as initially assumed 

and that a new factor needs to be addressed which relates to the items that were assumed to 

give the factors of PDM (Participative Decision Making), EEI (External Environment 

Interaction) and ExRT (Experimentation and Risk Taking). This new factor is named PEE 

(Participative Environmental Experimentation). 

Following the above, the 10 factors as per the Rotated Component Matrix of EFA and their 

corresponding items are shown in Figure FR2.  
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Index: 

● The numbers B1 to B59 in the rectangle boxes refer to the observed variables (items). 

● The letters in the smaller circles refer to the error items associated with the corresponding items 

and the bigger circles refer to the 10 latent variables (constructs) after EFA as indexed below: 

PS= Pragmatist Learning Style SE=Self-efficacy PPE= Participative Environmental 

Experimentation 

TS=Theorist Learning Style MI=Mental Intelligence Di=Dialogue 

IS=Internal Learning Source TI=Task Intelligence PP=Productivity/Profitability 

ES=External Learning Source   
 

Figure FR2 The Measurement Model reformed after EFA 

 

It is noted that in the SPSS output for the third run of EFA using the Varimax method, the 

Determinant shown at the bottom of the Factor analysis table is 1.44E-013 which, as already 

noted before under the heading Positive Definiteness, is close to zero, but not equal to zero 
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(Appendix AR11) therefore this proves that the assumption of positive definiteness is not 

violated.  

At this point after the completion of EFA3, the observed variables for the items of the 10 new 

factors (constructs) to be considered in the subsequent analysis are listed in Table TR8. 

Table TR8 The observed variables and constructs after EFA 

 Observed Variable (item) Construct  Observed Variable (item) Construct 

1 B24 PS 23 B59 SE 

2 B25 PS 24 B57 SE 

3 B22 PS 25 B53 SE 

4 B23 PS 26 B54 SE 

5 B21 TS 27 B36 PEE 

6 B20 TS 28 B37 PEE 

7 B19 TS 29 B38 PEE 

8 B27 IS 30 B43 PEE 

9 B28 IS 31 B44 PEE 

10 B26 IS 32 B45 PEE 

11 B29 ES 33 B35 PEE 

12 B30 ES 34 B34 PEE 

13 B31 ES 35 B33 PEE 

14 B3 MI 36 B32 PEE 

15 B1 MI 37 B39 Di 

16 B2 MI 38 B40 Di 

17 B7 TI 39 B41 Di 

18 B8 TI 40 B42 Di 

19 B9 TI 41 B50 PP 

20 B56 SE 42 B49 PP 

21 B55 SE 43 B48 PP 

22 B58 SE 44 B51 PP 

 

The reliability Chronbach’s α of these observed variables as shown in the SPSS output report 

is 0.935 (Appendix AR38 ) and KMO is 0.907, Barlett’s  test of sphericity at 0.000 is and Total 

Variance Explained (TVE) is 67.236 (Appendix AR39).  

To see an indication of the goodness of fit of the overall measurement model with the 10 new 

factors shown in Figure FR2, it was necessary to co-vary the factors as shown in the graphic 

of Figure FR3 and run this on AMOS.  
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Figure FR3 The Measurement Covarianced Model after EFA3 

 

The AMOS output report in Appendix AR40 shows acceptable goodness of fitness with the 

indices for Absolute Fit CFI=0.824 (very near the threshold of 0.9) and RMSEA=0.069 (less 

than the threshold of 0.07), CMIN/DF=2.99 for Parsinomious Fit which is below the threshold 

of 3. This panoramic picture is depicted in Table TR9.   

 

Table TR9 Indices used for the initial evaluation of the overall Measurement Model 

KMO Barlett's Sig TVE Cronbach's Alpha CMIN/DF CFI RMSEA 

0.907 0.000 67.236 0.935 2.299 0.824 0.069 

 

The above indicated that the new Measurement Model with the 10 factors can be accepted for 

further analysis. Because of the slight change in the initial allocation of items to the constructs, 
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the reliability and validity of the resulting measurement model is checked again for each of the 

separate measurement models of the 10 constructs. All the results for the new individual 

measurement models as independently examined if separated from the others, against the same 

criteria used before, are tabulated in Table TR10. 

Table TR10 Evaluation indices for the new Measurement Model after EFA 

 

In this table there are 11 indices, which as previously done, they serve as the criteria for 

acceptance of each model for further analysis: KMO, Barlett’s test of sphericity, Total Variance 

Extracted (TVE), Cronbach’s alpha, Composite reliability (CR), Average Variance Extracted 

(AVE), CMIN/DF, NFI, TLI, CFI and RMSEA. Considering each construct separately, out of 

the 11 indices used as the criteria of acceptance for further analysis, there are up to maximum 

two criteria which are below the critical values (red colour). It is noted that seven constructs 

satisfy completely all the fitness criteria and are therefore, accepted. The remaining three 

constructs have some fitness indices very near the critical values (yellow colour) or below the 

critical values (red colour). Therefore, because most of the criteria for these three constructs 

are satisfied, it has been decided to accept them with caution and watch closely their behaviour 

during further analysis.  

Evaluating the results in Table TR10 it is concluded that the new Measurement Model can be 

accepted for further analysis through Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), so that the 

interrelations between the factors assumed on the basis of the relevant theory can be confirmed. 

4.12 Structural Equation Model (SEM) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

(CFA) 

The Structural Model is constructed on the basis of the relevant theory and the hypothesis that 

taking all constructs related to learning preferences, Learning Style Preferences (Honey and 

Mumford) and Learning Source Preferences, they form a secondary order construct named 

Individual Learning Propensity (ILP). Further, the constructs related to learning capability, 

Self-efficacy (Bandura), Mind Intelligence and Task Intelligence, together form a secondary 
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order construct named Individual Learning Capability (ILC). Finally, based on Chiva, the 

constructs related to learning capability, Participative Environmental Experimentation (PEE), 

Dialogue (Di) and Productivity/Profitability (PP), together they form a secondary order 

construct named Organisational Learning Capability (OLC).  

The full Structural Model is depicted in the AMOS graphic in Fig FR4. This figure is basically 

the same figure as Figure FR2, containing the same 10 constructs, but now interconnected with 

the arrows (path estimates) that describe their relationship according to the theory.  

 

 

Index: 

The letters in the circles refer to the latent variables (constructs) as indexed below: 

FIRST ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

ILP=INDIVIDUAL  

LEARNING PROPENSITY 

ILC=INDIVIDUAL 

LEARNING 

CAPABILITY 

OLC=ORGANISATIONAL 

LEARNING CAPABILITY 
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SECOND ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

PS= Pragmatist Learning Style SE=Self-efficacy PPE= Participative Environmental 

Experimentation 

TS=Theorist Learning Style MI=Mental Intelligence Di=Dialogue 

IS=Internal Learning Source TI=Task Intelligence PP=Productivity/Profitability 

ES=External Learning Source   
 

Figure FR4 The initial Structural Equation Model (SEM) 

 

At this stage, this Structural Equation Model (SEM) has the 44 observed variables as shown in 

Table TR11. 

Table TR11 The observed variables and constructs on beginning CFA 

 Observed 

Variable (Item) 

First Order 

Construct 

Second Order 

Construct 

 Observed 

Variable (Item) 

First Order 

Construct 

Second Order 

Construct 

1 B24 PS ILP 23 B59 SE ILC 

2 B25 PS ILP 24 B57 SE ILC 

3 B22 PS ILP 25 B53 SE ILC 

4 B23 PS ILP 26 B54 SE ILC 

5 B21 TS ILP 27 B37 PEE OLC 

6 B20 TS ILP 28 B38 PEE OLC 

7 B19 TS ILP 29 B43 PEE OLC 

8 B27 IS ILP 30 B44 PEE OLC 

9 B28 IS ILP 31 B45 PEE OLC 

10 B26 IS ILP 32 B35 PEE OLC 

11 B29 ES ILP 33 B34 PEE OLC 

12 B30 ES ILP 34 B33 PEE OLC 

13 B31 ES ILP 35 B32 PEE OLC 

14 B3 MI ILC 36 B36 PEE OLC 

15 B1 MI ILC 37 B39 Di OLC 

16 B2 MI ILC 38 B40 Di OLC 

17 B7 TI ILC 39 B41 Di OLC 

18 B8 TI ILC 40 B42 Di OLC 

19 B9 TI ILC 41 B50 PP OLC 

20 B56 SE ILC 42 B49 PP OLC 

21 B55 SE ILC 43 B48 PP OLC 

22 B58 SE ILC 44 B51 PP OLC 

 

4.13 Second-order SEM 

Theron and Spangenberg (2005) defined second-order factor structures as broader, general 

constructs that do not necessarily explain all the variances between the first-order variables, 
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but should be treated as an abstract common theme shared by other abstract common themes 

in a number of bundles of behaviour. The second-order CFA is testing the assumption that the 

correlations between a set of first-order factors is accounted for as a second order factor by 

regarding the models as nested models (Brown, 2006).  

In the model under study, the formation for example of ILC as the second-order model of the 

bundle of the first-order constructs of Mental Intelligence (MI), Task Intelligence (TS) and 

Self-Efficacy (SE), is based on their in-between correlations. These are the actual correlations 

extracted from the AMOS output report, when running the model shown in Figure FR3. In 

particular, the AMOS output report in Appendix AR39 shows the correlations among all the 

combinations of variables. Choosing the ones related to the assumption that first-order 

constructs of MI, TI and SE can form the second-order construct ILC, the actual estimates of 

the correlations which are extracted from the AMOS output report in Table TR12 do justify 

this. 

Table TR12 Correlations between first-order constructs forming second-order construct ILC 

Correlation 

between 
Estimate 

Correlation 

between 
Estimate 

Correlation 

between 
Estimate 

TI MI .531 TI SE .676 SE MI .664 

 

The first-order constructs are now considered as indicators of the second-order constructs and 

all the considerations apply to second-order factors as they apply to first-order factors. One 

such important consideration is the construct validity which must apply to second-order 

constructs because of the possible confounding effects that may be applying. Equally important 

is not to expect to have a set of related constructs to affect some other construct(s) positively, 

while others would affect it negatively. And most importantly, the same or even better 

explanation of the first-order model must exist for the second-order model as well (Marsh and 

Jackson, 1999).  

Hair et al. (2006) conclude by suggesting three conditions for justifying the use of higher order 

models. Firstly, the higher-order factor model must be adequately fit, secondly the higher-order 

constructs must predict adequately other constructs which are conceptually related, and thirdly 

the higher-order model must have the same or better predictive validity when compared to first-

order models. All the above conditions are demonstrated to be applied and therefore, the 

second-order factor modeling is further considered in the analysis in the next steps. 
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When the SEM is run on AMOS, the output reveals the strength of their relationship by the 

regression weights on the items, which are shown on the connecting arrows that show the 

interrelationships (Arbuckle, 2014). Checking the AMOS output report of this structural model 

in Appendix AR41, it can be seen that the regression weights of all items load fairly well on 

the constructs with all regressions above 0.50 and most of them above 0.75 and this gives the 

first sign that the model is probably valid. Further to these acceptable regression weights on all 

items, it is noted that the test results already obtained for the suitability of the measurement 

models, reinforce the good fitness of the Structural Model, since the KMO, the Barlett’s test of 

sphericity, the Cronbach’s α, the Composite Reliability (CR) and the Average Variance 

Extracted (AVE), all remain unaltered from their previously checked status. The Model Fit is 

further examined by the use of more specified indices obtained after running the SEM on 

AMOS. These additional tests simply mentioned here are the CFI and RMSEA for the Absolute 

Fit, the NFI and TLI for the Incremental Fit and Chi Square/Degrees of Freedom. These are 

shown in the output report of Appendix AR42 and are summarized in Table TR13. 

Table TR13 The Goodness of Fit Indices of the Model after EFA and on beginning CFA 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT 

ABSOLUTE 

 FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

RESULT: 2.332 0.715 0.802 0.813 0.070 

 

The above goodness of fit indices are discussed in detail in the next sections.  

4.14 Goodness of Fit tests 

When the theory on which a Model is used to estimate certain parameters, the researcher must 

check the Model Fit by comparing the theory to the actual results obtained by the survey data. 

If the theory assumed by the researcher is perfect, then the estimated covariance of the data 

should be the same with the actual observed covariance of the data and this comparison gives 

us the Model Fit. The hypothesised model is tested whether it characterises appropriately the 

collective relationships among its variables, by assessing the fitness between the model and the 

sample data that represent reality. Model Fit is therefore a way to confirm the previously 

discussed issues of internal and external validity as well as the efficacy of the Structural 

Equation Model (SEM), by quantifying certain indices.  
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This goodness of fit process is debatable because the interpretation of the estimates of fitness 

has many faces. Many indices or rules of thumb based on statistical rules are used for evaluating 

the goodness of fit of a SEM. Some researchers use cut-point criteria and specific indices that 

deviate to various degrees from those of Hu and Bentler (1999) which are more on the strict 

side of the range. For this reason, often researchers use multiple fit indices which sometimes 

do not demonstrate uniform evidence of good fit and therefore, describe their models based on 

their personal judgement as “close”, “good” or “acceptable”. As a consequence of the above, 

there is continuous research and development on these issues such as the recent advancement 

in model fit assessment by Marcoulides and Yuan (2017) who advocate that in addition to the 

traditional fit indices being examined, researchers should also examine the values obtained 

from an “equivalence testing approach”. Yuan et al. (2016) indicate that through this method, 

the obtained values enable the researchers to make a valid claim on the goodness of fit of an 

examined SEM, with a specified degree of confidence. As Hair et al. (2006 ) indicate, perhaps 

no other SEM topic is so debatable than what constitutes an adequate good fit and Bollen and 

Long (1993) conclude, although the fit indices can be helpful, they cannot substitute the 

substantive expertise and the sound judgement of the researcher. 

The conventional fit indices are classified in 3 categories as Absolute Fit indices, Incremental 

Fit and Parsimonious Fit. Absolute Fit indices are the most basic indicators of how well the 

researcher’s theory fits the sample data that represent the reality. They evaluate each model 

independently of other possible models and do not compare the specified model to any other 

model. Incremental Fit indices are different from Absolute Fit indices in that they examine the 

model fit relative to an alternative baseline model, the null model, that assumes that all 

observed variables are uncorrelated. Most SEM software provide comparative fit indices as 

standard output. Parsimonious Fit indices attempt to provide information about the model fit 

in relation to competing models relative to its complexity and therefore, they are useful in 

complex models where there is more than a single model. Their use remains somewhat 

controversial as some researchers indicate that the Incremental Fit indices provide similar 

evidence and should not be relied upon alone. 

The widely used indices for Absolute Fit are considered to be the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 

and Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA) with acceptable values bigger than 

0.9 for CFI and between 0.05-0.08 for RMSEA (Browne and Cudeck, 1992). The widely used 

indices for Incremental Fit are the Normed Fit Index (NFI) and Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) 

which are considered to be acceptable if they are bigger than 0.9 (Hair et al., 2006). Finally, 
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the widely used indices for Parsinomious Fit is χ2/DF (Chi-Square over Degrees of Freedom 

which is considered to be acceptable if it is lower than 3 (Hair et al., 2006).    

Hair et al. (2006) admit that there is no simple rule for distinguishing good Model Fit by using 

index values and they suggest the use of multiple indices of differing types, which include one 

Incremental and one Absolute index in addition to Chi-Square and the associated degrees of 

Freedom and the adjustment of the cut-off of critical values on the basis of model 

characteristics. This adjustment depends on the number of observed variables and the number 

of observations and Hair et al. (2006) provide the Table 10-2 Characteristics of Different Fit 

Indices Demonstrating Goodness of Fit Across Different Model Situations, which gives the 

recommended critical values for the basic indices. According to this table, and considering that 

in the proposed SEM of this study there were 45 observed variables on which observations 

were obtained from 274 respondents, CFI and TLI should be bigger than 0.9 and RMSEA 

should be lower than 0.7. 

The above serve as guidelines to distinguish bad models from good models and to determine 

the acceptability of a specific SEM and were therefore adopted in the evaluation of the SEM 

in the CFA that followed EFA in this study. 

4.15 Evaluation of the SEM Goodness of Fit 

The output results of the first run of the SEM on AMOS, after the completion of EFA, were 

shown in Appendix AR42. The Goodness of Fit indices obtained out of this report, were 

summarised in Table TR13. In Table TR14, further to the criteria for each one of the indices 

discussed in the previous section, the consequent decision taken on the basis of the specified 

critical values is additionally shown, concluding the status of the model and its initial 

acceptance. 

It can be seen that based on the critical values specified in the previous section, there are two 

model fit indices that are above the acceptable level (χ2/DF and RMSEA) which are 

characterised as ACCEPTABLE. Two other model fit indices are just below the acceptable 

level (TLI and CFI) and are characterised as CLOSE. Finally, just one fit index (NFI) is lower 

than the critical value and it is characterised as LOW. Further to the goodness of fit evaluation, 

the researcher must proceed to some diagnostics in order to improve the model. Hair et al. 

(2006) suggest three ways of doing so. The first is through the path estimates, the second is 

through the Modification Indices, and the third is through the Standardised Residuals. 
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Table TR14 The Model Fit status on beginning CFA 

 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS FIT INCREMENTAL FIT 

ABSOLUTE 

FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

CRITERION: <3 >0.900 >0.900 >0.900 <0.07 

RESULT: 2.332 0.715 0.802 0.813 0.070 

DECISION: ACCEPT LOW CLOSE CLOSE ACCEPT 

 

4.16 The Path Estimates (Regression Weights) 

The path estimates refer to the regression weights on the items which are depicted by the arrows 

on the graphic diagram shown in Fig FR5. The regression weights were already discussed when 

mentioning that they seem to load up well on all items as most of them have values bigger than 

0.8. As already applied in the evaluation of the Measurement Model, when any path estimate 

was less than 0.5 it was treated as unreliable and eliminated from the model. During the 

subsequent diagnostics for the Structural Model the same technique of eliminating path 

estimates less than 0.5 was applied.  

4.17 Modification Indices (MI) 

The Modification Indices is the second diagnostic method for the evaluation of the Structural 

Model. The method is applied if the option of Modification Indices is requested before running 

the AMOS which then includes in the output report a list of Modification Indices for every 

fixed parameter. In addition, the output report includes the “expected change” of each 

parameter if it were freed. In this way AMOS gives a recommendation on how to improve 

model fit but it is up to the researcher to decide if it makes sense and is in line with the theory. 

By ranking these Modification Indices from largest to lowest, the process begins by co-varying 

first the error terms of the parameter that has the largest Modification Index, proceeding then 

to the next large amount and so forth. By applying this method on the SEM under study, the 

model is modified as shown in Figure FR5. 
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Index: 

The letters in the circles refer to the latent variables (constructs) as indexed below: 

FIRST ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

ILP=INDIVIDUAL  

LEARNING PROPENSITY 

ILC=INDIVIDUAL 

LEARNING 

CAPABILITY 

OLC=ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING 

CAPABILITY 

SECOND ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

PS= Pragmatist Learning Style SE=Self-efficacy PPE=Participative Environmental 

Experimentation 

TS=Theorist Learning Style MI=Mental Intelligence Di=Dialogue 

IS=Internal Learning Source TI=Task Intelligence PP=Productivity/Profitability 

ES=External Learning Source   
 

Figure FR5 The Structural Equation Model after Modification Indices advice is applied 

 

The indices for the Model Fit taken from the AMOS output report shown in Appendix AR43 

are summarized in Table TR15. 
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Table TR15 The Model Fit Indices of SEM after Modification Indices advice is applied 

 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS FIT INCREMENTAL FIT 

ABSOLUTE  

FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

CRITERION: <3 >0.900 >0.900 >0.900 <0.07 

RESULT AFTER MI:  

1.883 0.775 0.868 0.879 0.057 

DECISION: ACCEPT LOW CLOSE CLOSE ACCEPT 

 

It can be seen that through Modification Indices (MI) there is an improvement on the values of 

the Model Fit as shown in Table TR16.  

Table TR16 Model Fit Indices improvement from initial SEM to SEM after MI is applied 

 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS FIT INCREMENTAL FIT 

ABSOLUTE  

FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

CRITERION: <3 >0.900 >0.900 >0.900 <0.07 

INITIAL RESULT:  

2.332 0.715 0.802 0.813 0.070 

RESULT AFTER MI  

1.883 0.775 0.868 0.879 0.057 

DECISION: ACCEPT LOW CLOSE CLOSE ACCEPT 

 

4.18 Standardised Residual Covariances (SRC) 

The third diagnostic method for the evaluation of the Structural Model is the Standardised 

Residuals. The method is also applied with the help of AMOS output report which produces a 

list of residual terms for every covariance and variance term in the observed covariance matrix. 

The benchmark value for the Standardised Residual Covariance that may indicate a problem 

with one of the measures is 4.00. Values between 2.50 and 4.00 may also cause problems 

especially if other diagnostics indicate possible problems.  

Applying this method on the SEM after the completion of the Minority Indices diagnostic 

process, the Structural Model is run for a third round. The table of the Standardised Residual 

Covariances (SRC)is taken from the AMOS output report of the model shown in Figure FR4. 

SRC are ranked from largest to lowest. The items having a value of SRC bigger than 4.00 are 

eliminated beginning with the highest value first and resulting in the SEM of Figure FR6. 
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Index: 

The letters in the circles refer to the latent variables (constructs) as indexed below: 

FIRST ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

ILP=INDIVIDUAL  

LEARNING PROPENSITY 

ILC=INDIVIDUAL 

LEARNING CAPABILITY 

OLC=ORGANISATIONAL 

LEARNING CAPABILITY 

SECOND ORDER CONSTRUCTS  (LATENT VARIABLES) 

PS= Pragmatist Learning Style SE=Self-efficacy PPE=Participative Environmental 

Experimentation 

TS=Theorist Learning Style MI=Mental Intelligence Di=Dialogue 

IS=Internal Learning Source TI=Task Intelligence  

ES=External Learning Source   
 

Figure FR6 The final Structural Equation Model after SRC advice is applied 

 

The Model Fit indices taken from the output report of the third run of SEM on AMOS which 

is shown in Appendix AR44, are summarized in Table TR17. 
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Table TR17 Model Fit Indices after SRC is applied 

 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS  

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

 FIT 

ABSOLUTE  

FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

CRITERION: <3 >0.900 >0.900 >0.900 <0.07 

RESULT: 1.857 0.830 0.902 0.913 0.056 

DECISION: ACCEPT CLOSE ACCEPT ACCEPT ACCEPT 

 

It can be seen that through the use of SRC there is a further improvement on the values of the 

Model Fit as shown in Table TR18. 

  

Table TR18 Model Fit Indices improvement from initial SEM to SEM after SRC is applied 

 

 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS FIT INCREMENTAL FIT 

ABSOLUTE  

FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

CRITERION: <3 >0.900 >0.900 >0.900 <0.07 

INITIAL RESULT:  

2.332 0.715 0.802 0.813 0.070 

RESULT AFTER MI  

1.883 0.775 0.868 0.879 0.057 

RESULT AFTER SRC  

1.857 0.830 0.902 0.913 0.056 

DECISION: ACCEPT CLOSE ACCEPT ACCEPT ACCEPT 

 

4.19 Acceptance of the Structural Equation Model 

The Structural Equation Model (SEM) was initially formed as a Conceptual Model based on 

the literature recorded in the previous sections. Building up on this Conceptual Model, the first 

and second order factors were constructed on the hypothesis that Individual Learning 

Propensity (ILP) in Learning styles and Learning sources, is affecting the Individual Learning 

Capability (ILC), and this in turn affects the Organisational Learning Capability (OLC).  

Individual Learning Propensity (ILP) on Learning styles was based on the literature review of 

Honey and Mumford (1992), who suggested four Learning styles, the Practioner style (PS), the 

Theorist style (TS), the Activist style (AS) and the Reflector style (RS) and the Learning 

sources which consisted of Internal sources (IS) such as in-house training programmes and 

External sources (ES) such as institutional seminars as all described in section 2.2 of the 

Literature review. The Individual Learning Capability (ILC), was based on the literature on 
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Self-Efficacy (SE) of Bandura (1982), the Mental Intelligence (MI) and the Task Intelligence 

(TI) as all described in section 2.5 of Literature review. ILC in turn affects the Organisational 

Learning Capability (OLC) of Chiva and Alegre (2009), which initially was considered to be 

consisted of the Participative Decision Making (PDM), the External Environment Interaction 

(EEI), the Dialogue (Di), Experimentation (Ex), Risk Taking (RT) and 

Productivity/Profitability (PP) as all described in section 2.7 of the Literature review. This 

hypothesis was introduced under the section on the Conceptual Model and Research Design of 

chapter 3 on Methodology and simply depicted in Figure FM1 and Figure FM2. 

Following the development of the Conceptual Model which is depicted in Figure FM2, the 

Measurement Models of all constructs were examined first individually and then taken together 

in total as a comprehensive Measurement Model. The model was then passed through 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to find out whether the constructs considered were indeed 

those assumed, or whether any other constructs were needed to describe the hypothesis. The 

SEM was then constructed showing the interrelations between the constructs as per the 

hypothesis, based on Literature. Finally, through Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), the 

basic theoretical Conceptual Model is confirmed, after slight modifications on the constituent 

constructs of the secondary order factors, by utilising Modification Indices and Standardised 

Residual Covariances in AMOS, thus verifying the hypothesis is true. The above steps were 

analysed in the previous chapters in detail and the different stages of the models are depicted 

in Figures FM1, FM2 and FR1 to FR6. The basic figures are condensed for easy reference in a 

single figure, Figure FD3 which shows the four basic models: 

1. the Conceptual Model,  

2. the Conceptual Model with First and Second order Constructs,  

3. the Measurement Model after Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and  

4. the Structural Equation Model after Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). 
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Figure FD3 The Conceptual Models, the Measurement Models and the final Structural Model 

 

The evaluation of the SEM, going through all the analysis in the previous steps, reveals the 

final Model Fit indices shown in Table TD4, on the basis of which the decision whether to 

accept the model as fit is taken. As already mentioned, Hair et al. (2006) argue that there is no 

simple rule for distinguishing good Model Fit by using index values. However, they suggest 

the use of multiple indices of differing types, which must include one Incremental and one 

Absolute index in addition to Chi-Square and the associated degrees of Freedom.  

As can be seen in this analysis, five fit indices were used within three differing types of indices, 

namely the Absolute Fit, the Incremental Fit and the Parsinomious Fit. Overcovering the Hair 

et al. (2006) requirement of considering one Incremental index and one Absolute fit index, in 

this analysis two indices were used for each, namely NFI and TLI for the Incremental fit and 

CFI and RMSEA for the Absolute fit. 
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Table TD4 Final Model Fit Indices and acceptance of SEM 

 

 

 

FIT INDEX: 

PARSINOMIOUS FIT 

 

INCREMENTAL  

FIT 

ABSOLUTE  

FIT 

 

χ2/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

CRITERION: <3 >0.900 >0.900 >0.900 <0.07 

MODEL RESULT:  1.857 0.830 0.902 0.913 0.056 

DECISION: ACCEPT CLOSE ACCEPT ACCEPT ACCEPT 

 

Out of the above five goodness of fit indices, the four are satisfying the recommended critical 

values and are fully acceptable. These are the CFI and RMSEA for the Absolute fit, the TLI 

for the Incremental fit and χ2/DF for the Parsinomious fit. Only one index is not fully satisfying, 

the NFI of the Incremental fit, which is nevertheless very close to the required minimum value 

of 0.9. In fact, TLI is 0.830, very close to 0.9.  

It is on these quantified criteria that the model depicted in Figure FR6 is considered to be proper 

fit and acceptable and, on this basis, it is therefore concluded that the initial hypothetical model 

is confirmed to be true.
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“If knowledge is a power, then learning is a superpower.” 

 

Jim Kwik 

(Brain Coach well known for his speed-reading and memory techniques)
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CHAPTER 5 - DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM DYNAMICS 

MODEL FOR ORGANISATIONAL LEARNING 

 

5.1 Conceptual Introduction 

The SEM verified with SPSS/AMOS as discussed in the previous sections, proves the static 

relation among ILP, ILC and OLC. This has the disadvantage of not showing the relevant 

changes in the key elements of the above constructs over time. For this reason, a new model 

was found to be needed as a supplement to the SEM, to show the impact of the timing effects 

of the diffusion of learning through the organisation on the above construct. As discussed in 

Literature review (section 2.5), Learning and especially Socio-Spatial Learning may be viewed 

in a wider context within the society and related to Smart Cities. In this perspective, the concept 

of Diffusion Theory of Bass (1969) which describes the spread of learning among people, 

should be considered for the successful implementation of any policies aiming the achievement 

of effective changes (Governance Learning). On the basis of Diffusion Theory, Bass (1969) 

and Rogers (2010) developed models to describe how new habits or concepts are adopted by 

people and how ideas are spread in a society. Rogers (2010) proposed a widely accepted model 

for the process of diffusion, consisting of the stages of knowledge, persuasion, decision, 

implementation, and confirmation. 

Rogers’s five stages for the diffusion process begins with the Knowledge stage, during which 

the individuals are not familiar with the new idea and are not motivated to know anything about 

it. During the Persuasion stage that comes next, the individuals begin to be interested and want 

to learn more about the new idea.  During the next stage, the Decision stage, the individuals 

consider the opportunities and obstacles related to the new idea and take the decision to either 

adopt or reject it. During the Implementation stage that comes next, the individuals adopt the 

new idea but continue to evaluate its usefulness.  Finally, during the Confirmation stage, the 

individuals decide to continue the use of the new idea and promote it to others. Thus, the 

concepts of Learning, Diffusion and System Dynamics are all linked in the attempt to study the 

effects of learning in the Socio-spatial and Smart Cities context. 

The above concepts can be incorporated into an integrated System Dynamics (SD) model 

(Forrester, 1970) which goes through all Rogers’ stages to illustrate the spread of a new idea 

among the individual learners in a society or an organisation and demonstrate the learning 
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change in the mindset of people. The concept of System Dynamics was introduced by Jay W. 

Forrester, an electrical engineer at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the late 

1950s and his book Industrial Dynamics (Forrester, 1961) is the classic book in the field. Over 

the years that followed, System Dynamics was developed as a separate field in management 

science. It uses simulation modeling based on feedback theory and systems thinking and may 

be used as a computer-based approach for policy design and strategy. Therefore, it can be used 

to study complex dynamic problems in economics, environmental studies and many other areas 

such as in theory-building in social science. For the above reasons this study attempted its use 

in relation to the diffusion of learning in the Smart City. 

The whole world and all human activities are defined by Senge (1997) as a system which 

consists of elements bound together by what he called “invisible fabrics”. As Senge (1997) 

observes, if you are an element of a system, it is hard to have the overall view of the system. 

System thinking and especially System Dynamics is a useful instrument to help us have a 

helicopter view of the big picture of a situation. A minor change at the beginning of any 

complicated system, will not necessarily create a minor change at the end of the system. This 

is because systems do not work this way as suggested in the 1960s by the MIT meteorology 

professor Edward Lorenz. Lorenz’s question in systemic thinking on whether the flap of a 

butterfly's wings in Brazil set off a tornado in Texas, was the beginning of the development of 

what was popularly known as the “Butterfly effect” and scientifically as the “sensitive 

dependence on initial conditions” (Ambika, 2015). The interdependent cause and effect 

relationships of complex systems such as the weather forecast are too complicated to resolve. 

Chaos is created because the outcomes of these sensitive complex systems are highly 

unpredictable. Chaos theory tried to explain why systems have this Butterfly effect and deals 

with complex systems that are highly sensitive to minor changes in the variables in the system 

by finding order into the chaos (Ruelle, 2014).  

The characteristics of the dynamic problems are that they contain values or qualities that 

change over time and the feedback from these changes are happening in real time, making it 

difficult to analyse a situation. Sterman (2000) stated that it is an art to be able to recognise the 

relations of feedback processes and the time delays in a system. Because some effects occur by 

simultaneous consequences of different constituent parts of a system, it is needed to break down 

the system into smaller parts and study the dynamic relationships among them. System 

Dynamics can predict the behaviour of these systems and the interaction of their components. 
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More specifically, the relations among segments of the system can be depicted by causal loop 

diagrams (CLD) which show the system model. In these diagrams, “stocks” represent the state 

of the system, which changes according to the changes in the flow rates of a variable (increase 

or decrease). Stock and flow diagrams of these models are used to analyse the system by the 

use of quantitative simulation models. When implementing different policies, the data changes 

in the system are represented in stocks and flows which show the status of the system and 

through computer simulation the behaviour of the system is viewed under different situations. 

In order to evaluate the different situations, a variety of policy decisions are tested by running 

the model and comparing the output with the baseline. The validity of this dynamic system is 

determined when the outputs of the system are compared with the observed real behaviour of 

the system.   

There are many software packages for modelling in System Dynamics that support the 

simulation of systems. Some of these software tools are: AnyLogic, Stella, Vensim, NetLogo, 

Dynamo, iThink and Analytica. In this study, AnyLogic was used which offers the benefits of 

the object-oriented approach and has the advantages of cloud model execution with 

sophisticated animation. Figure FS1 was created with AnyLogic and represents the diffusion 

(flow) of Learning among learners in an organisation through stock and flow diagrams. 

 

5.2 Developing a System Dynamics Model of the flow of Learning through 

the organisation 

This section consolidates the knowledge from the Literature review and presents a System 

Dynamics model representing the impact of the timing effects of the flow of Learning among 

employees. The model depicted in Figure FS1 incorporates various factors that influence 

individuals’ learning capability, as well as the spreading of a learning culture in the 

organisation. This diffusion of learning in the model takes into consideration the effects of 

Individual Learning Propensity (ILP), Individual Learning Capability (ILC) and Organisational 

Learning Capability (OLC) on the learning rate. The model is based on the Bass Diffusion 

Model (Bass, 1969), which investigated the growth of new products, epidemics and innovation 

diffusion. Further Rogers (2005) diffusion stages of Knowledge, Persuasion, Decision, 

Implementation and Confirmation, explain the social behaviour and practice in adopting new 

learning, as a new innovative idea.  
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In the case of this study, the growth of learning and the diffusion of a learning culture within 

the organisation are endorsed in the model and is depicted in Figure FS1. Initially there is a 

stock of NonLearningMindsests, who are in fact part of the workforce in an organisation or 

industry and are the employees who are not inclined to learning and therefore, have no desire 

to learn and hence have no Learning Propensity. Through the Knowledge stage, the initial 

diffusion of learning turns some of the NonLearningMindsets to be possibly interested in 

learning and at least not rejecting the idea, thus forming a stock of PotentialLearners. Further 

diffusion of learning, leads through the stage of Persuasion to a stock of InterestedLearners 

who in effect begin to learn, thus igniting ILP. Some of these InterestedLearners however, may 

change their mind at this stage and lose their initial ILP and return back to the PotentialLearners 

status through a regression path as shown in Figure FS1.  

 

 

Figure FS1 System Dynamics Model of the flow of Learning among learners (Source: own source) 

 

Through the Decision stage the InterestedLearners who do not change their minds, begin to 

actively learn in their organisations thus, gradually developing their ILP and forming a stock 

of ActiveLearners. During the Implementation stage when the diffusion of learning continues 

within the organisation, some of the ActiveLearners become so much affected, that learning is 

unconsciously embedded in their lives and thus, they form a stock of LearningMindsets. When 

diffusion of learning continues, the LearningMindsets not only have learning in their minds as 

an important aspect of their lives, but through the last stage of Confirmation, they become 
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LearningEnthusiasts and in fact orchestrate the diffusion of a learning culture to change things 

for organisational improvement. 

According to the Diffusion theory, the diffusion of learning is controlled by the flow-valves as 

shown in Figure FS1. These valves control the rate of flow of learning and are themselves 

affected by external and internal factors. Thus, the valve controlling the Knowledge rate 

depends on the AwarenessImpact which is a measure of the impact of the effectiveness of the 

promotional activities of the organisation to cultivate the need of employees to learn and the 

amount of expenditure on this campaign. The valve controlling the Persuasion rate depends on 

ContactsToInfluence and InfluenceFraction which is a measure of the proportion of employees 

who are influenced by learning. Further, the valve controlling the Decision rate depends on 

InterestedLearners and ILP. As seen in the Structrural Equation Model, ILP is affected by the 

parameters of Pragmatist Learning Style (PS), Theorist Learning Style (TS), Internal Learning 

Source (IS), and External Learning Source (ES). The valve controlling the Implementation rate 

depends on the number of ActiveLearners, the TrainingTime of employees and ILC. As seen 

in the Structrural Equation Model, ILC is affected by the parameters of Mental Intelligence 

(MI), Task Intelligence (TI), and Self-Efficacy (SE). Finally, the valve controlling the 

Confirmation rate depends on the number of LearningMindsets and the ExperienceTime of 

employees. Both the TrainingTime and the ExperienceTime are affected by or affect OLC. As 

suggested by Chiva et al. (2007), OLC is constructed by five parameters. These parameters are 

the degree to which new ideas are endorsed in the organisation (Experimentation), the tolerance 

of uncertainty in the organisation (Risk taking), the Interaction with the external environment, 

the collective inquiry into the business process (Dialogue) and the existence of Participative 

Decision Making. In the case of this study, these parameters were confined by the Structural 

Equation Model to Participative Environmental Experimentation (EEP) and Dialogue (Di). 

During the flow of learning at the Persuasion stage a reinforcing (R) loop is created, known as 

the Word-of-Mouth feedback loop as shown in Figure FS1, which accelerates the diffusion. By 

increasing the flow of learning when the LearningMindsets increase due to word of mouth and 

the learning prevalence increases as a repercussion of positive thinking, there is a reinforcing 

effect on Persuasion rate. This has a chain reaction on the diffusion, by reinforcing the 

Decision, Implementation and Confirmation rates of the flow of learning. There is also a 

balancing (B) loop in the model, known as the Learning saturation feedback loop as shown in 

Figure FS1, which retards the flow of Learning when the Persuasion rate is reduced because of 

the regression feedback. 
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It can be seen from the above that the SD model uses the constructs of the AMOS model: ILP, 

ILC and OLC. To make the SD model more realistic, the actual data obtained from the survey 

and used in the AMOS model are transferred to the SD model. Thus, the SD model shows the 

empirical values of ILP, ILC and OLC as obtained from the survey in the Cypriot Hotel 

Industry. For this reason, the corresponding items of the variables comprising ILP, ILC and 

OLC constructs are also endorsed in Figure FS1. In particular, the construct of ILP is shown to 

be comprised of the first order constructs of Pragmatist Learning Style (PS) with items B22-

B25, Theorist Learning Style (TS) with items B19-B21, Internal Learning Source (IS) with 

items B26-B28 and External Learning Style (ES) with items B29-B31. Similarly, the construct 

of ILC is shown to be comprised of the first order constructs of Self-Efficacy (SE) with items 

B52-B59, Mental Intelligence (MI) with items B1-B3 and Task Intelligence (TI) with items 

B7-B9. Finally, the construct of OLC is shown to be comprised of the first order constructs of 

Participative Environmental Experimentation (PEE) with items B36, B43, B44 and Dialogue 

(Di) with items B39, B40 and B42. Following the above, the values of the items transferred 

from the survey SPSS analysis and run on the SD model give the actual situation prevailing in 

the Hotel Industry of Cyprus as indicated by the Summer 2021 survey.     

The model shows in particular that after a while, when the diffusion of organisational learning 

culture is initiated and continued, real changes gradually occur in the organisation as a result 

of the continued extra effort of the LearningMindsets and the LearningEnthusiasts. The number 

of employees a LearningMindset comes into contact annually is very important because this 

has a multiple effect on the end result. The LearningPrevalence is also important because it 

gives a measure of the proportion of learning at a specific time. By varying the values of the 

key parameters, through the proposed model, we can investigate the relationships between its 

components and study particularly their effects on the capability for learning via a scenario 

plan. By running a variety of experiments based on these scenarios, the desired optimum 

conditions can be determined. 

       

5.3 Application of System Dynamics Model  

The developed System Dynamics (SD) model shown in Figure FS1 was run on AnyLogic PLE 

software (version 8.7.6). The initial values of parameters are set in the model and a simulation 

run gave us initial output results. The key parameters of monthly expenditure on promoting 

training in the hotel industry, the total employees in the hotel industry, the Learning 
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Infrastructure, eLearning and the items constituting ILP, ILC and OLC constructs are set from 

the empirical data obtained from the survey, the Statistical Department of Cyprus Government 

and the Human Resource Development Authority of Cyprus. On running the model for 

subsequent times, some of the parameters’s values are changed so that the new output results 

can be compared with the previous and conclusions are drawn.  

5.4 Results on running the System Dynamics Model 

On experimenting with the model, we can develop strategies and see their effects prior to 

implementation and choose to implement the most promising strategy. The experimentation is 

done by changing some of the parameters’s values and comparing the new output results with 

the previous so that conclusions are drawn. As an example, four (4) strategic scenarios are 

examined: 

1. We consider the empirical data obtained from the survey and SPSS/AMOS analysis which 

defined specific values for ILP, ILC and OLC in the Cyprus Hotel Industry, and set 

moderate below average values for the Learning Infrastructure  and e-Learning parameters. 

2. Still with the empirical data for ILP, ILC and OLC as they exist in the Cyprus Hotel 

Industry and moderate below average value for the e-Learning parameter, but improving 

the Learning Infrastructure to above average. 

3. Still with the empirical data for ILP, ILC and OLC as they exist in the Cyprus Hotel 

Industry but with both the e-Learning and Learning Infrastructure parameters to be above 

average. 

4. Both the e-Learning and Learning Infrastructure parameters to be above average but 

considering about 15% increase on the values obtained from the questionnaire responses in 

the survey, so that ILP, ILC and OLC are also increased. 

For each of the above scenarios the System Dynamics model was run on simulation for 10 

years and the effects on the number of employees becoming Potential Learners, Active 

Learners, Learning Mindsets and Learning Enthusiasts is recorded. The ultimate output of 

Learning Enthusiasts at the end of 10 years is recorded and compared for each scenario. In the 

above scenarios the remaining parameters remain fixed to a value which is either estimated and 

set or taken from the survey empirical values after the SPSS/AMOS analysis. Thus, the 

parameter of TotalPopulation was set at 37560 employees in the Cyprus Hotel Industry as 

estimated by the Cyprus Statistical Service, the monthly expenditure is set to €1100 and the 

contact rate is set to 100 persons per day. 
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5.4.1 Scenario 1- ILP, ILC and OLC as per empirical data and both Learning Infrastructure and 

e-Learning considered to be below average 

On running the model, the final results are shown in Figure FS3. The main results are as 

follows: 

ILP= 9.21 

ILC=25.09 

OLC=10.17 

LearningInfrustructure =0.4 (below average) 

eLearning = 0.4 (below average) 

LearningEnthousiasts=23179 employees. 

 

  

Figure FS2 Scenario 1 ILP, ILC and OLC on empirical values, Learning Infrastructure and e-Learning 

considered to be below average 
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5.4.2 Scenario 2- ILP, ILC and OLC as per empirical data, Learning Infrastructure considered to 

be above average and e-Learning considered to be below average 

On running the model, the final results are shown in Figure FS3. The main results are as 

follows: 

ILP= 9.21 

ILC=25.09 

OLC=10.17 

LearningInfrustructure =0.8 (above average) 

eLearning = 0.4 (below average) 

LearningEnthousiasts=24039 employees. 

 

 

Figure FS3 Scenario 2 ILP, ILC and OLC on empirical values, Learning Infrastructure to be above 

average but e-Learning considered to be below average 
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It is concluded by running this scenario, that by increasing the Learning Infrastructure to a 

value above average, then the ultimate output of employees becoming Learning Enthusiasts 

increases by 860 employees (24039-23179) which is an increase of 3.7%.  

5.4.3 Scenario 3- ILP, ILC and OLC as per empirical data, Learning Infrastructure and e-Learning 

considered to be above average  

On running the model, the final results are shown in Figure FS4. The main results are as 

follows: 

ILP= 9.21 

ILC=32.26 

OLC=25.33 

LearningInfrustructure =0.8 (above average) 

eLearning = 0.8 (above average) 

LearningEnthousiasts=24082 employees. 

 

Figure FS4 Scenario 3 ILP, ILC and OLC on empirical values, Learning Infrastructure and e-Learning 

considered to be above average 
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It is concluded by running this scenario, that by increasing both the Learning Infrastructure and 

eLearning parameters to a value above average, then the ultimate output of employees 

becoming Learning Enthusiasts increases by further 44 employees (24082-24038) which is a 

slight increase of 0. 2%. However, if we consider the change from the initial conditions of the 

base scenario 1, the increase is 3.89% with 903 employees (24082-23179). In this scenario we 

also have an increase of ILC by 7.17 units (32.26-25.09) which corresponds to an increase of 

28.58% and an increase of OLC by 15.17 units (25.33-10.17) which is a big increase of 149%. 

It is noted that the increase on ILC and OLC (with no increase in ILP), is due to the multiplier 

effect of the increase of the parameters of Learning Infrastructure and e-Learning. 

5.4.4 Scenario 4- ILP, ILC and OLC are slightly increase, while Learning Infrastructure and e-

Learning considered to be above average  

On running the model, the final results are shown in Figure FS5.  

 
Figure FS5 Scenario 4 ILP, ILC and OLC on increased empirical values, both Learning Infrastructure and 

e-Learning considered to be above average 
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In this scenario, both the e-Learning and Learning Infrastructure parameters were kept to values 

above average but we consider about 15% increase on the values obtained from the 

questionnaire responses in the survey, which effectively increase also ILP, ILC and OLC.  

The main results are as follows: 

ILP=10.96 

ILC=41.50 

OLC=31.99 

LearningInfrustructure =0.8 (above average) 

eLearning = 0.8 (above average) 

LearningEnthousiasts=24182 employees. 

We can observe in this scenario that an increase of the empirical values obtained in the survey 

questionnaires by about 15%, resulted to an ultimate output of LearningEnthousiasts increased 

by 100 employees, which is a small percentage increase of less than 0.5% from the last scenario 

and only 4.33% increase from the base scenario 1.  

5.4.5 Comparatives of the scenario results and conclusions 

In the above scenarios we changed progressively some parameters while keeping all other 

parameters constant and investigated the effect of the change on the ultimate desired output of 

LearningEnthousiasts.   

It can be seen that by applying and improving important parameters such as the Learning 

infrastructure and e-Learning, the Learning Culture in the Cyprus Hotel Industry can be 

promoted. The comparative results of the scenarios are tabulated in Table TS1. 

Table TS1 Comparative of the scenario results  

SCENARIO 1 

B items as taken from 

survey  

 

LearningInfrustructure  

=below average (0.4) 

 

eLearning =below 

average (0.4) 

 

SCENARIO 2 

B items as taken from 

survey  

 

LearningInfrustructure 

= above average (0.8) 

 

eLearning =below 

average (0.4) 

 

SCENARIO 3 

B items as taken from 

survey  

 

LearningInfrustructure 

= above average (0.8) 

 

eLearning= above 

average (0.8) 

 

SCENARIO 4 

B items increased by 

about 15% 

 

LearningInfrustructure 

=above average (0.8) 

 

eLearning= above 

average (0.8) 

 

ILP= 9.21 

ILC=25.09 

OLC=10.17 

 
LearningEnthousiasts=23179 

 

ILP= 9.21 

ILC=25.09 

OLC=10.17 
 

LearningEnthousiasts=24039 

ILP= 9.21 

ILC=32.26 

OLC=25.33 
 

LearningEnthousiasts=24083 

ILP=10.96 

ILC=41.50 

OLC=31.99 
 

LearningEnthousiasts=24182 
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5.5 Implications and Limitations of the System Dynamics Model  

The System Dynamics model developed in this study considers the interrelationships amomng 

variables such as learning adoption, learning rate, influencing rate, adoption fraction, Learning 

infrastructure, e-learning and contact rate, which were discussed in the previous section. The 

variables in the model can all be taken together for analysis in a holistic manner and the effects 

of these variables on OLC can be studied over time. The developed System Dynamics model 

can be used to redesign structures and policies in organisations, but this implies that if the focus 

is more on the design phase rather than the implementation phase, the result may not lead to 

sustainable policy changes (Petrovic, 2010). The practical implication arising out of this is that 

the model can be used to analyse collectively learning and management issues related to ILC 

and OLC over time. However, it must be understood, that the omission of important social 

variables such as collaboration and competitiveness may influence learning, which are not 

currently considered in the model. Further, not only the individual employees but additional 

stakeholders such as management and leadership, play an important role in building OLC. 

A further implication is that the System Dynamics model can predict the future behaviour of 

the system, as the Systems Dynamics methodology continuously targets the implementation 

phase, by applying the concepts of feedback information and control functions of the learning 

process, as described diagrammatically in our model. Managers should intervene when they 

see that there are discrepancies revealed by feedback information, between the desired and the 

actual state of the system, in order to correct them. The implication arising is that when there 

are delays in the feedback loops, managers wrongly continue to intervene after sufficient 

corrective actions have been taken. The delay between the time of taking a decision and the 

time the effects of the decision are realised, can create such problems in practice. Research 

convinces us, that often people ignore these time delays even if they know their cause and 
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existence, and this leads to instability of the system (Sterman, 2001). By considering that the 

concepts of feedback information and control functions of the learning process as described 

diagrammatically in this model, we can avoid these false decisions by managers. Further, 

scenario planning can still be employed, by applying sensitivity analysis and considering what-

if questions on using the model.   

In spite of the many examples of successful cases of the use of System Dynamics modeling in 

organisational development, the model has limitations, such as the cause errors or imprecisions, 

which arise due to the quantification of the variables used.  In fact, most of the limitations of 

the model are related to its quantitative nature of rates and levels, which are the accumulated 

difference between inflows and outflows (Forrester, 1972), and which are changeable values 

over time. In addition, the diagrammatic presentation of the model may have deficiencies if the 

wrong polarity of the flow is given, when there is no clear distinction between stocks and flows 

and when there is lack of precision (Lane, 2008). This happens when there is no sufficient 

amount of data collected, thus causing the model to be imprecise and therefore only partially 

useful to decision makers. Currie et al. (2018) tabulated the main limitations and challenges 

associated with the System Dynamics modeling and specifically outline the interpretation bias, 

which may influence the behavior of subjective variables included in the model (Mahamoud et 

al., 2013). It is obvious though that there is no point of inclusion of all possible variables in the 

model to make the model complete, because the very notion of a model, is the aim for 

simplification and abstraction.  

Further, Zlatanović (2012) refers to the gap between the “modeled problem” and the “problem 

model”, which is created because of the lack of integrated procedures for acquiring and 

analysing qualitative information such as in the model of this study, the satisfaction of 

employees or the quality of their learning. These problems related to the quantification of the 

qualitative variables, have led Dhawan et al. (2011) to suggest the “Qualitative System 

Dynamics” and Coyle (2000) to suggest the use of Causal Loop Diagrammes (CLD) as just 

qualitative tools, without any quantification. As Luna-Reyes and Andersen (2003) point out, 

qualitative data are important and are present not only at the design stage; they are present at 

every stage of the modelling process. Zlatanović (2012) concludes that to ensure effective 

learning, individual employees have to become themselves modelers causing increased 

organisational commitment and making the implementation easier. Compared this to the model 

of this study, the participant individuals gradually develop from learners to change agents, 

helping other colleagues to learn by their influence, reaching of course in due time the point 
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where, all potential learners become change agents or influencing learners. The significant 

commitment and time investment needed by participants is a serious deficiency (Stave, 2002) 

which was among the main limitations and challenges associated with the System Dynamics 

modeling, tabulated by Currie et al. (2018).  

Problems are expected to appear in practice when the model is applied, and mistakes in defining 

its purpose can happen in the process. Such problems may be encountered when the model 

purpose is not used as a communication and unification tool, it does not reveal policies to 

improve the system behaviour, and does not enable system understanding, (Albin, 1997). 

Additional key problems in model’s further development, is the model availability and 

accessibility, and even the difficulty in understanding it. To tackle the above deficiencies of 

System Dynamics, the combined use of alternative systems methodologies may be used, such 

as the Organisational Cybernetics (Schwaninger and Ríos, 2008) or the Soft System 

Methodology (Coyle and Alexander, 1997). However, the combined systems methodology 

approach deserves further research effort, which should concentrate on additional 

requirements. Brennan et al. (2015) conclude, the model may confuse users in understanding 

the details and may build up the perception, that the model is complex and very difficult to 

tackle. 

Despite the criticism, the proposed model proves to be very beneficial for formulating 

strategies to promote a learning mindset in an organisation. It can be used to test potential 

strategies for accelerating the diffusion process and reaching exponential growth in learner 

mindsets as soon as possible and creating a Learning Culture in the organisation.  

In conclusion, the proposed model is dynamic, contrary to other models of organisational 

learning that tend to be static in nature. The model incorporates variables such as self-efficacy, 

task intelligence, mental intelligence, dialogue, experimentation, contact rate, and learning 

adoption, learning infrastructure and e-learning. Through this model, learning capability can 

be simulated under different case scenarios, thereby plausible strategies for developing an 

organisational learning culture can be formulated and tested, aiming to increase the rate of 

developing a learner’s mindset and the number of learning enthusiasts. In this way, capability 

for organisational change and learning culture can be greatly enhanced.
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“Where my reason, imagination or interest were not engaged,                           

I would not or could not learn.”  

 

Sir Winston Churchill
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CHAPTER 6 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1 Criticism on Learning Styles 

One of the basic findings of the Structural Equation Model (SEM) in this study was that there 

is a positive effect of the Learning styles on the ILC of employees. There are researchers 

however who decline this and criticise the whole concept, taking the view that learning styles-

based instruction was theoretically promoted without satisfying enough scientific evidence. 

Although this research proved that learning propensity and especially learning preferences 

(learning style and learning source) affect the ILC of employees, this section aims to show the 

opposite view. 

Although many authors still advocate for planning instruction on the basis of learning styles 

(Lynch, 2015), some literature says that there is no evidence that supports learning styles-based 

instruction (Woolfolk, 2014). Rogowsky et al. (2020) take the point that learning styles-based 

instruction was theoretically accepted without proper scientific evidence. Further, some 

research studies argue that there is evidence that actually contradicts the learning styles 

hypothesis (Massa & Mayer, 2006). In fact, any argument, however logical it may be, cannot 

be considered as supporting a theory, if it does not emphasise an active engagement with the 

nature of a theory. Pashler et al. (2008) argue that there is a striking and disturbing contrast 

between the great popularity of learning styles-based instruction and the lack of scientific 

evidence for its utility. Popescu (2009) suggests that because learning styles as a solid cognitive 

factor does not remain stable over time or different situations and tasks, it is difficult to isolate 

any effects and the results in an experiment cannot safely be attributable to a specific cause.  

More specifically, Garner (2000) argues that although Kolb’s theories on learning styles 

initially give the impression that learning is based on good evidence or reasons, on closer study, 

there are no elements of thoroughness or authoritarianism and Kolb’s work cannot be used to 

describe an individual’s learning style, because its theory lacks coherent foundations, 

theoretical robustness, and clear links to psychology. This potentially demonstrates a poor 

measurement tool for learning styles and although this does not necessarily mean that Kolb’s 

theory is wrong, according to Garner (2000) it should be used with caution till the theoretical 

foundations are established. Pashler et al (2009) referred to the “meshing hypothesis” as the 

situation of enhanced learning taught in their preferred learning style, which lacks the evidence 

to support it. Krätzig and Arbuthnott (2006) argued that learners using their preferred learning 
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style (visual, auditory or kinaesthetic) did not learn any better from others who were not using 

their preferred style.  

More recently, Nancekivell et al. (2020) sought to ascertain the belief that tailored learning 

according to learners’ style, makes learners learn better, is simply a myth. Further, Lethaby and 

Harries (2017) referred to “Neuromyths” in demonstrating that some generally accepted 

perceptions on learning styles are not in fact supported by science. For example, they decline 

the myth that individuals learn better when they are instructed in their preferred learning style. 

Howard-Jones et al. (2009) said this is perhaps the most popular and influential myth and Hattie 

& Yates (2013) that this has achieved a legendary status in educational psychology. 

Popescu (2009) summarises the most frequent criticisms of learning styles as the following: 

There are many concepts about learning styles and terms about them so that sometimes these 

overlap.  Also, there are many learning styles and models out of which none is unanimously 

accepted. Further, there is no agreed taxonomy or even mapping of the different models. 

Finally, some of the measurement tools for learning styles could not prove the construct 

validity, the test reliability, and the internal consistency.  

Contrary to the above criticism, the SEM of this study confirmed that there is a positive impact 

of Learning styles on the Individual Learning Capability of employees. This confirmation is 

further extended to prove an enlarged model that links the Individual Learning Propensity of 

employees to their Individual Learning Capabilities and in turn to the Organisational Learning 

Capability.  

6.2 Interpretation of the models 

The final SEM model after performing EFA and CFA and after confining it by using 

Modification Indices and Standardised Residual Covariances, is shown in Figure FR6 in 

Chapter 4. According to the data collected through the survey in the Cyprus Tourism Industry 

performed during summer 2019, the model shows that there is a positive influence of Individual 

Learning Propensity (ILP) on Individual Learning Capability (ILC) with a regression weight 

of 0.91. The model also shows that ILC affects Organisational Learning Capability (OLC) with 

a regression weight of 0.87. Both loadings are high, indicating a strong impact of one construct 

on the other. 

Propensity is defined as the natural tendency or inclination to behave in a particular way and 

therefore ILP refers to the preposition an individual learner takes to show his desire to learn. 
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The four learning styles of the Honey and Mumford model which was explained in Chapter 2, 

have been reduced through EFA and CFA to the Pragmatist Learning Style (PS) and the 

Theorist Learning Style (TS). The perfect learner should score high on both styles which means 

that the learner should be practical but at the same time he should not ignore theory. 

Furthermore, to fulfil his desire to learn, the learner should utilise both Internal Learning 

Sources (IS) and External Learning Sources (ES), so that he exploits the benefits of all possibly 

available resources. It is concluded that for a high value of ILP, the individual learner should 

score high on all constituent parts of ILP to have the maximum desire to learn, which means to 

be as much as practical and theoretical, and use as much internal as external resources for 

learning. As no one is perfect to score the highest scores for all four variables, in practice some 

learners are more pragmatists than theorists and others are the other way round, preferring to 

be more theorists and less pragmatists. Similarly, some learners prefer to utilise internal sources 

of learning at a high degree and utilise external sources to a lesser degree. For maximum desire 

for learning, the learners’ combinations of preferences in all four variables should be strong, 

giving as much as possible high value of Propensity and indicating a strong desire to learn. 

According to the data collected during the above-mentioned survey, the Pragmatist and 

Theorist Learning styles of employees in the Hotel Industry of Cyprus strongly affect ILP (with 

loadings 0.91 and 1.00 respectively). Similarly, the data showed that learning by using Internal 

Sources affects more ILP than External Sources (loadings 0.91 and 0.51 respectively). 

ILC refers to the Individual Learning Capability which, as already said is impacted by ILP, but 

also by individual employees’ Self-Efficacy (SE), Mental Intelligence (MI) and Task 

Intelligence (TI). For ILC to have a high value, all these variables should also have high values. 

But, as no one is perfect to score the highest scores for all four variables, in practice some 

learners are more capable in practical situations, others have more mental abilities and others 

have an overall Self-Efficacy (SE) in learning and performing their jobs. Thus, it is desired to 

get the optimum combination of values of these variables so that the employees get the highest 

possible value of ILC. In the particular case of Cyprus Hotel Industry, the survey showed that 

the employees’ ILP, SE, MI and TI strongly affect ILC (loadings 0.91, 1.00, 0.93 and 0.93 

respectively, as seen in Figure FR6 in Chapter 4).   

Finally, OLC in the model refers to Organisational Learning Capability which is impacted by 

ILP and ILC. Participative Environmental Experimentation (PEE) and Dialogue (Di) are the 

constituent measures of OLC which should have high values for OLC to be also high. 

According to the data collected during the survey in Cyprus Hotel Industry, Dialogue (among 
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employees, associates and management), strongly affects OLC (loading 1.00) but hotels’ PEE 

does affect OLC but not so much (loading of 0.51).  

Through the Structural Equation Model, the relationships between observed and latent 

variables are tested and confirmed. The regression weights of these relationships (loadings) in 

the Structural Equation Model of this study generally show a strong relation. Further, the 

appropriate model fit tests showed that their interrelationships are valid and the model was 

accepted as described throughout Chapter 4 and especially section 4.19. It was recognised that 

there is a need to see the dynamic effect of ILC and OLC on learners over time, by indicating 

how specific parameters affect the learners as time goes by. This need can be satisfied by the 

use of System Dynamics Modeling.  As shown in Figure FS1 in Chapter 5, learning is diffused 

among employees through the five stages of Rogers and transforming a stock of 

NonLearningMindsets, first to PotentialLearners, then to InterestedLearners, then to 

ActiveLearners and finally to LearningEnthusiasts. This transformation of learners over time, 

from NonLearningMindsets to LearningEnthusiasts is influenced by some parameters which 

were not considered in the Structural Equation Model. These additional parameters include the 

amount invested in learning awareness (monthly expenditure), its effectiveness and impact, the 

number and the contact rate of learners who can influence others, the learning prevalence and 

the influence fraction, the training time and experience time and finally the learning 

infrastructure and especially e-learning application. To the extend it was possible, some of 

these parameters were taken from actual data obtained from external sources such as the 

Human Resource Development Authority of Cyprus (HRDA) and the Cyprus Statistical 

Service. These parameters include the actual expenditure on learning in the hotel industry 

which is € 4756122 (1/1/18 - 23/11/2021) as per HRDA and the number of employees in the 

hotel industry in Cyprus which according to the Statistical Service of the Cyprus Government 

is 37560 employees (2020).  

The constructs of ILC and OLC of the Structural Equational Model are superimposed on the 

System Dynamics Model, in an attempt to consider in addition to the System Dynamics Model 

parameters described above, the factors studied in the Structural Equation Model.  The items 

in the questionnaire of this survey describe the variables that constitute ILP, ILC and OLC and 

they were valued by the respondents. The System Dynamics Model considers the actual values 

of these variables as indicated by the employees of the hotel industry in Cyprus, therefore the 

values of ILP, ILC and OLC in the System Dynamics Model are based on empirical data, thus 

giving more realistic results.  
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6.3 Limitations of the research 

The approach taken in the Structural Equation Model (SEM) of this study lies within the 

Integrative perspective of Watkins and Marsick (1993) rather than the Strategic perspective of 

Garvin (2000) or the Learning perspective of Pedler et al. (1991), all of which have been 

discussed in the relevant Literature review in section 2.4 (Learning Organisations). In practice 

though, any approach is actually blended with other perspectives, particularly when they are 

integrated with common assumptions. For example, Chiva and Alegre (2005) studied the 

integration of the Integrative perspective with the Social-process perspective which viewed 

learning as the achievement of a community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991) and not as 

merely the acquisition of knowledge.  As Gherardi (1999) pointed out, Learning is a way of 

“being in the world” and not the traditional “knowing the world”. Building on this, Grant 

(1996) suggests that the aim of an organisation is to apply knowledge to the goods and services 

it produces and not the acquisition or even the creation of knowledge. 

The survey used in this study in building up the model, gave an insight of what was the 

participant hotel employees’ perception on all items of the questionnaire, and the chosen 

sample attempted to give a representative picture of the real situation. However, the employees’ 

perception may give a distorted perception of their organisation as the views of top 

management may differ from those of first line employees. The need to use questions and their 

answers as employees’ perceptions rather than actual hard data that would have been more 

accurate, became a necessity due to the fact that it was felt that the employees did not have 

much time, or even if they had, they would not be prepared to allow it for the purpose of this 

study. This is an inherent weakness of any survey method in research as it gives the perception 

of respondents on the issues raised and not necessarily the picture of reality.  

As described in detail in the Methodology chapter (section 3.6.3 on Data collection), there are 

drawbacks on using questionnaires. In the particular case of this study, the data collected were 

restricted to hotel organisations and therefore the results may not be applicable across all 

organisations, with the consequence that they may not be widely generalised. Thus, the sample 

used for this study allows for a moderate generalisation of the model, while there exists an 

underlying concern when one attempts to generalise findings from one study into another 

setting (Creswell, 1994). This is because of the different understanding of the implementation 

of a Learning Organisation due to the inherent differences in organisations’ size and age 

(organisation life cycle), as well as the different values and missions they have. Although these 
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differences are in a way addressed in this research, their examination in depth is outside the 

scope of this study. 

Further, there is an issue with regards to the fact that the whole research was conducted during 

the summer period of 2019, which is regarded as a single time period before the Covid-19 era 

which changed the whole scenery in the labour market, especially in the hotel sector which was 

very much affected. There is a danger with regards to surveys conducted during a single time 

period, because they are vulnerable to the possible impact of unknown unusual and unexpected 

events which may be happening simultaneously with the survey (like Covid-19 pandemic) and 

influence the respondents to the effect that their answers become biased (Fowler, 2002). 

Longitudinal studies are for this reason used to avoid this possible problem, because multiple 

periods of study may reveal abnormalities within patterns which may be caused due to business 

conditions and disturbances in the economic environment. Again, a longitudinal study with 

more organisations within the same hotel sector, or even other sectors of the economy, was 

outside the scope of this study. To avoid this possible problem, some items in the survey 

questionnaire were aimed to reveal any such critical events that could possibly affect the 

organisation during the single period of conducting the survey. This was specifically expected 

by the respondents’ perceptions, expressed in their answers in the survey (e.g. questions on 

profitability and productivity of their organisation).  

The employees in the hotel industry are usually from different nationalities as younger 

employees like travelling in different countries to gain experience and older employees may 

have immigrated from other countries to Cyprus. This aspect was not examined in this study 

and the measures used in the research could cause inaccuracies due to cross-cultural differences 

among the employees. Therefore, it would be interesting for future research to examine this 

parameter, to see any possible effects in employees’ mindsets. 

In this study, the concepts of Individual and Organisational Learning were put into a simplified 

framework which was expressed in terms of the specific constructs shown in Figure FM2 in 

section 3.4, including the latent variables of learning styles and learning sources. Since this 

learning capability framework could be formed in various forms, the conceptualisation of 

learning capability could be studied in many different ways and lead to different findings.  This 

implies further survey research limitations.  

The survey items used in the questionnaire were aimed to depict the value of the specific 

constructs of the model, however these may have a degree of impreciseness that can lead to 
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erroneous conclusions. This could possibly happen when respondents misinterpret the intended 

meaning of the questions with the effect of skewing the answers. The answers may not be fully 

objective as they are not based on actual facts but are just the perceptions of the respondents 

which may differ from their colleagues’ in other departments of the same or other hotels and 

from colleagues working at different levels of the hierarchy in the hotel. In fact, the study did 

not consider the effect of the different departments of the hotel on the Organisational Learning 

Capability or on the Individual Learning Capability of its employees, this implying another 

limitation of the study.  

Finally, the proposed SEM and SD models underpin an inherent assumption that ILP is 

enhancing the learning process between the learners increasing ILC and OLC, but in fact it 

only tests the relationship between the constructs and not the process itself. This assumption 

was implied in similar research as shown by Prieto and Revilla (2006) and the SEM of this 

study was formulated in the first place on the basis of this assumption. Because the model does 

not actually test the learning process, but in fact it tests the relation between the constructs, this 

is another limitation simmering beneath the understanding of the research results of this study.  

6.4 Future research  

The arguments discussed in the previous sections (mainly 6.3 and 3.6-3.10) can be the target 

of further research. First of all, to increase the validity and reliability of the survey method and 

ensuring the required budget exists, additional research methods such as interviews and 

observations could be used as mentioned in the Methodology section. Interviewing key 

personnel along the hierarchy of the hotels would give the assurance that the questions and 

answers are correctly understood and if not, the interviewees and the interviewer can 

immediately ask for clarifications. By on-the-spot observations and subsequent discussions 

with employees at their workplace in the hotels, answers or comments that could be omitted 

accidentally or on purpose in the questionnaires, can be included in the study considerations.  

Secondly, to avoid the effects of Covid-19 pandemic or any other unusual event, a longitudinal 

study could be made. The benefits of a longitudinal study that extend beyond a single time 

period, include the ability of the researcher to detect any changes in the key factors studied 

over time and compare developments related to the hotel employees at both the hotel (group) 

and the individual level.  
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Thirdly, the study was concentrated on small and medium hotel enterprises for the reasons 

discussed in section 3.6.1 (Target population and sampling framework). Future research could 

study the bigger hotels as well, in an attempt to compare the learning culture and climate in 

both cases. 

The cross-culture effect of the individual workers in the hotel industry could also be 

investigated since in this particular industry there are employees from different European or 

third countries who bring with them different mentalities and customs in learning and 

development.  

In doing further research work and assuming no financial or other constraints, the study should 

not be limited to the hotel industry but could be focused on any other sector of the economy 

and make comparisons of the findings in the different sectors. 

By considering additional learning facilitating factors in the models of this study, such as the 

employees’ motivation for learning, their job satisfaction, the quality of their work, the 

organisation’s productivity and its profitability, any future research will cover more areas of 

interest in relation to their effects on the key constructs under study of ILP, ILC and OLC.  

Although the number of respondents was justified in section 3.6.4 (Sample size) to be adequate 

for the purposes of this research (274 employees) any future studies should aim to increase the 

number of participants in the research so that the results will lead to a better generalisation of 

the findings. 

Further, a future study could analyse the impact of the moderator variables of age, years in 

employment, organisational position and level of education of the individual employees on the 

strength of the relation between ILP, ILC and OLC.  

6.5 Recommendations to Hotel Owners and Management 

As mentioned in the interpretation of the models, for a strong value of OLC it is necessary to 

have strong values of all variables and constructs that affect it. Based on the results of the 

survey and their analysis, and focussing on OLC as the final output of the described models, 

the following actions are recommended to the owners and management of hotels in Cyprus. 

To increase dialogue among the employees, the staff should be encouraged to communicate 

within their workgroup. In practice, management can facilitate this dialogue by applying cross-

functional teamwork assignments. Thus, employees from different departments cooperating on 
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joint projects are obliged to listen other people’s points and understand their problems while at 

the same time, they still have their chance to express their own views.  

To increase the interaction of the hotel industry with the external environment, all staff should 

collect and report information about relevant activities in the environment outside hotels. To 

this end, proper systems and procedures should be established to facilitate receiving 

information from outside the hotels. The employees should be encouraged to interact with the 

environment and stay in contact with customers, competitors, suppliers, municipalities and 

other authorities, and even training centers and universities in the country.  

As seen from the System Dynamics analysis, it is important to consider the improvement of 

Learning Infrastructure and apply eLearning in order to increase the number of employees who 

change their mindset and promote the Learning Culture in the Cyprus Hotel Industry.  

Further, employees should feel that they are involved in the main hotel management decisions 

that may directly or even indirectly affect them. To increase participative decision making in 

the hotel industry, hotel managers should involve employees in important decisions frequently, 

as the policies determined significantly influence employees’ attitudes and increase their 

learning propensity. 

6.6 Implications and conclusions  

This study focused on ILP, ILC and OLC but it has an implication on Learning Organisation 

(LO). Jimenez-Jimenez et al. (2008) and Lin (2007) suggest that ILC and OLC combined with 

market orientation, can lead to improvement in the overall performance of the organisation and 

their studies suggest that there is a positive relationship between LO performance and OLC. 

Whether LO is indeed capable and effective, is what made this concept so appealing (Senge, 

2006) and although practitioners and academicians admit that there are benefits from 

identifying OLC, in practice the question remains as to its sustainability and its strength over 

time. 

Because of demographic changes and technological developments, the need for training and 

development in the LO is of vital importance (Torraco and Swanson,1995). In the European 

Union, the number of employees over 55 years old is predicted to increase by 60% (Carone 

and Costello, 2006) and more employees now work over their retirement age (Noone et al., 

2010), when at the same time there are fewer younger employees entering the workplace 

(Dychtwald et al., 2006). Consequently, the older employees will increasingly become 

candidates for learning in their organisation. Therefore, it is of vital importance to investigate 
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their ILC, how this can be affected by ILP and how ILC can in turn affect OLC. It is for this 

reason the study was initiated, aiming to contribute to new knowledge in this area. 

In particular, this research aimed to assess the above effects by considering the reactions of 

employees in the tourism sector in Cyprus against the various dimensions of the concept of 

learning and more specifically the learning capability. The results obtained from this research 

reinforce the perception that Learning is a precious commodity which is transferred among 

employees at the individual level and is transformed into Organisational Learning (OL). The 

findings of this research also led to the conclusion that under conditions that enhance OLC, the 

organisation qualifies as a LO and gains a competitive advantage against its competitors in the 

Cypriot economy.  

The models proposed in this study are important not only for academic research but can also 

be useful in practice, when the practitioners set their organisational objectives. In management 

planning the strategic decisions of investing in learning infrastructure and e-learning for 

example, as well as the policy decisions of promoting participative environmental 

experimentation and dialogue can all be guided by the results of the sensitivity 

analysis/experimentation that can be made by the use of these models.   

In addition to management planning, the model will be useful for audit work as well, when 

practitioners are assessing the achievement of their organisation’s performance. In both cases 

of planning and auditing work, the practitioners will consider firstly the learning capability of 

individual workers as a key factor in setting realistic objectives and secondly the organisation 

learning capability in assessing the implementation of these objectives. The audit work will 

identify the weakness of the organisation suggesting ways to improve them, and the strengths 

of the organisation aiming to increase them. The measurement scale for OLC in the proposed 

model can be used as an audit tool through which OL issues can be unveiled as strong or weak 

and thus provide guidance for a successful knowledge sharing strategy and organisational 

improvement. The model will also reveal the need for sharing employee experiences as they 

help one another during their working time. Further, the audit work will give suggestions for 

improvements and advice on risk avoidance.  

Goh et al. (2012) conclude after their empirical studies, the existence of benefits accruing to an 

organisation that develops a learning capability. These benefits include the innovation capacity, 

the competitiveness and job satisfaction of employees. According to them, an important 

implication is that organisations can benchmark their learning capability and identify 
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managerial practices that can be implemented to build up stronger learning capability and give 

feedback that can be used to improve the organisation.  If benchmarking is not possible, any 

conclusions drawn will be based on logical assumptions for better economic performance and 

the leaders of the hotels must apply change management, to build up on their good 

characteristics and improve on the weak ones. However, a comparison may easily be made 

between the hotels with respect to each other, by gauging their score to the median score of the 

LO characteristics tested.  

Finally, managers can use the models described in this study to get useful feedback to improve 

employee self-efficacy of existing staff and proactively establish procedures for recruiting and 

selecting new employees who show evidence of having high cognitive aptitude. In conclusion, 

this research’s final outcome may optimistically be extended to give useful guidelines for the 

selection and training of human resource in the hotel industry, by minimising the negative 

effects of ILC on employees and consequently optimising OLC in the hotel businesses in 

Cyprus. 
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END OF WRITING 

 

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty.” 

 

Henry Ford 
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Appendix AM1 The questionnaire used in the survey (in English) 

 

 

 

 
 

This research aims to study the effect of the employees’ preferences and choices of the way they are 

trained, on their individual learning capability and on the organisation learning capability of the 

organisation they work for.  

 

We endorse and apply all requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). All data 

you give us remain confidential and will be kept only for the period needed for the conduct of the 

research, which is expected to take about 1 year from the completion of the questionnaire.  

 

The questionnaire and the statements that follow refer to very easy and interesting questions and 

issues and can be answered by all employed in the enterprise/organisation at any position.  

Instructions: 

 

It is not necessary to declare your name.  

 

There are no right or wrong answers.   

 

What is important is that you respond to each question/statement honestly.   

 

Your responses are confidential and your privacy is assured.   

 

 

We thank you for your contribution to this research.  

 

IDENTITY OF ORGANISATION PROMOTING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name:  

Main business activity:  

Department:   

Email address:                                                              Phone:  
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Α.  DESCRIPTION OF THE EMPLOYEE WHO ANSWERS THE QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

Please tick  √ next to what represents yourself in the statements below: 

 

 

Α.1. Gender: 

Male 1  

Female 2  

 

Α.2. Age:   

below 20 years 1  

Between 21 – 30 years 2  

between 31 - 40 years 3  

between 41 - 50 years 4  

over 50 years 5  

 

Α.3. Position at work: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……… 

Basic/Operational staff  1  

Entry level - Supervisory staff 2  

Mid-level – Department heads 3  

Upper level  (Top Administrator) 4  

Α.4. Educational background:  

Primary School or Gymnasium 1  

Lyceum 2  

College 3  

University-Bachelor degree 

Bsc,BA, etc 

4  

University=Master  or Phd degree 5  

Other -

specify:…………………………… 

6  

Α.5. Years of service in the organisation you now work for: 

below 1 year 1  

between 2 and 4 years 2  

more than 5 years 3  
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Α.6. Monthly Salary: 

below €1000 1  

between €1000 and €2000 2  

between €2001 and €3000 3  

between €3001 and €4000 4  

over €4000 5  

Α.7. Department/Division you currently work in: 

Upper Management – Top 

Administrator 

1  

Food and Beverage Division 

(Culinary Operations, Restaurant 

Operations, Beverage, Stewarding, 

Catering) 

2  

Housekeeping 3  

Front Office 4  

Marketing and Sales Division 5  

Other (please specify below): 

________________________ 

 

6  

Α.8. Participation to training programmes (seminars) during the last 12 months  

participated in one training 

programme 

1  

participated in two training 

programmes 

2  

participated in three or more 

training programmes 

3  
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PART B.  EMPLOYEE’S ANSWERS  

Please grade the following statements by noting the degree of your agreement with the statements, 

between 1 to 5, considering that grade 1 is given if you least agree and grade 5 is given when 

mostly (fully) agreed.  

  1 = Least agree (1) 

      5 = Fully agree (5) 

 Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

1 I understand fully a written passage I read.       

2 I write down quickly and clearly my thoughts.       

3 I compare without difficulty the relative size of numbers  

eg I distinguish which number is bigger 125 or 215. 

     

4 I understand easily the main issue in a discussion.       

5 I can participate in long discussions and express my own views.       

        1 = Least agree (1) 

      5 = Fully agree (5) 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 I can easily follow a joke or a story told from other people. 

 

     

7 I know all the procedures related to the execution of my duties.       

8 I find opportunities to give solutions to serious problems that 

appear in my work. 

     

9 I suggest ways to improve the procedures in my work even though 

there are no serious problems.  

     

10 I think very carefully before I do something instead of doing it at 

once and adjust my actions accordingly later.  

     

11 I believe that the decisions taken after careful thought are better 

than those taken based on intuition.  

     

12 When I write a passage, I usually make many drafts before I reach 

the final one.  

     

13 In discussions I prefer to adopt a "low profile" rather than do 

most of the talking and I always listen first to other people’s 

points before I tell my own view. 

     

14 I react immediately to situations as they occur rather than plan 

how to face them if they happen in the future. 

     

15 I act without thinking the possible repercussions because I believe 

it is better to act immediately. 

     

16 I believe that rules can broken sometimes in order to achieve 

certain things rather than repeating routine tasks.  

     

17 I enjoy doing new things, rather than repeating routine tasks.      

18 I prefer to put things in their place and organise things, rather 

than react to situations. 

     

19  I prefer the meetings that stick to the set agenda and are 

conducted methodically. 

     

20 I prefer to solve problems by taking a step-by-step approach.      

21 I tend to be a perfectionist. 
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22 In discussions I like to get straight to the point, rather than 

introduce it with relevant or irrelevant points. 

     

23 I like people who approach things realistically rather than 

theoretically. 

     

24 I am keen to try things out to see if they work in practice. 

 

     

25 Ι believe that what matters most is whether something works in 

practice. 

     

26 I prefer to participate in an in-house training programme which is 

organised by my employer rather than participating in open 

seminars which are offered by training institutions (open 

seminars). 

     

27 I prefer to learn while working under the guidance of a 

colleague.  

     

28 I learn through discussions at work or during business meetings.       

        1 = Least agree (1) 

      5 = Fully agree (5) 

  1 2 3 4 5 

29 I learn through the participation in open seminars which are 

offered by training institutions rather than through the 

participation in in-house training programmes which are 

organised by my employer. 

     

30 I learn through the questions I ask external business associates 

and suppliers.  

     

31 I learn by reading professional journals or professional websites 

in the internet.  

     

32 There is support and encouragement when I put forward a 

suggestion to my superiors.  

     

33 There is encouragement to my superiors for submitting new ideas 

to top management.  

     

34 There is encouragement by the superiors in taking risks, since 

there is an understanding that there is an acceptable chance to fail. 

     

35 My colleagues develop activities in new unknown areas where 

our organisation was never before involved. 

     

36 It is part of the job of all colleagues to collect and report any 

information on what is happening outside our organisation 

relevant to our business 

     

37 There are systems and procedures in our organisation for 

receiving and utilising the information received from the external 

environment of our organisation.  

     

38 The staff is encouraged to communicate with clients, suppliers, 

competitors, technology centers, colleges/universities etc.  

     

39 Ι can communicate with the members of my colleagues’ teams.       

40 The staff is encouraged to communicate between themselves.      

41 The managers facilitate the communication with the staff.       

42 The members of different operational teams cooperate between 

themselves.  

     

43 The managers of the organisation often involve staff in taking 

important decisions.  

     

44 The policies of the organisation are significantly affected by the 

staff’s opinions.  
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45 The staff feels that it participates in the major decisions taken by 

the organisation.  

     

46 The staff feels happy and satisfied at work.      

47 The staff is motivated to do their duties.      

48 I have the impression that the organisation I work for has many 

sales and has a big share in the market.  

     

49 I have the impression that the organisation I work for is in good 

financial condition and pays on time all its responsibilities.   

     

50 I have the impression that the organisation I work for is profitable.      

        1 = Least agree (1) 

      5 = Fully agree (5) 

  1 2 3 4 5 

51 I believe that personnel training contributes to the productivity 

and profitability of the enterprise/organisation. 

     

52 I believe I will receive an excellent grade in appraising my learning 

ability at work. 

 

     

53 I am certain I can understand the most difficult material 

presented to me during my work. 
     

54 I am confident I can learn the basic concepts taught during my work. 

 
     

55 I am confident I can understand the most complex material 

presented by my superiors and colleagues during my work. 
     

56 I am confident I can do an excellent job on the assignments 

and challenges I face during my work. 
     

57 I expect to do well in my work.      

58 I am certain I can master the skills being taught during my work.      

59 Considering the difficulty of the work, my instructors, 

and my skills, I think I will do well in my work. 
     

 

 

 

 

We thank you again for your contribution to this interesting research. 
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Appendix AM2 The questionnaire used in the survey (in Greek) 

  

 

 

 
Η παρούσα έρευνα γίνεται με σκοπό την μελέτη της επίδρασης που έχουν οι προτιμήσεις και οι επιλογές 

των εργοδοτουμένων στο τρόπο που καταρτίζονται, στην ατομική ικανότητα μάθησης τους και στην 

ικανότητα μάθησης του οργανισμού που τους εργοδοτεί. 

 

Εφαρμόζουμε όλες τις απαιτήσεις του Γενικού Κανονισμού για την Προστασία Προσωπικών 

Δεδομένων (ΓΚΠΔ). Όλα τα δεδομένα που μας δίδετε παραμένουν εμπιστευτικά και θα κρατηθούν 

μόνο για την περίοδο που χρειάζεται για την διεξαγωγή της έρευνας, η οποία αναμένεται να διαρκέσει 

περίπου 1 χρόνο μετά την συμπλήρωση του ερωτηματολογίου.   

 

Το ερωτηματολόγιο και οι δηλώσεις που ακολουθούν αναφέρονται σε πολύ εύκολα και 

ενδιαφέροντα ερωτήματα και θέματα  και μπορεί να απαντηθεί από άτομα που εργοδοτούνται 

στην επιχείρηση/οργανισμό σε οποιαδήποτε θέση. 

Οδηγίες: 

Δεν χρειάζεται να δηλώσετε το όνομα σας.   

 

Δεν υπάρχουν ορθές ή εσφαλμένες απαντήσεις.  

 

Είναι σημαντικό να απαντήσετε σε κάθε ερώτηση/δήλωση με ειλικρίνεια.   

 

Οι απαντήσεις σας είναι εμπιστευτικές και η ανωνυμία σας εξασφαλισμένη.   

 

Σας ευχαριστούμε για την συνεισφορά σας για αυτή την έρευνα.  

 

ΣΤΟΙΧΕΙΑ ΟΡΓΑΝΙΣΜΟΥ / ΑΤΟΜΟΥ ΥΠΕΥΘΥΝΟΥ ΠΡΟΩΘΗΣΗΣ ΕΡΩΤΗΜΑΤΟΛΟΓΙΟΥ 

Επωνυμία:    

Κυριότερη Δραστηριότητα:  

Τμήμα:    

Ηλεκτρονική Διεύθυνση:                                      Τηλέφωνο:  
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Α. ΣΤΟΙΧΕΙΑ ΤΟΥ ΑΤΟΜΟΥ ΠΟΥ ΑΠΑΝΤΗΣΕ ΤΟ ΕΡΩΤΗΜΑΤΟΛΟΓΙΟ  

 

Παρακαλώ σημειώστε με  √ ότι σαν αντιπροσωπεύει στις πιο κάτω δηλώσεις: 

 

 

Α.1. Φύλο: 

Άνδρας 1  

Γυναίκα 2  

Α.2. Ηλικία:   

Κάτω των 20 ετών 1  

Μεταξύ 21 – 30 ετών 2  

Μεταξύ 31 - 40 ετών 3  

Μεταξύ 41 - 50 ετών 4  

Μεγαλύτερη των 50 ετών 5  

Α.3. Θέση στην εργασία: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Βασικό επίπεδο/Λειτουργικό 

προσωπικό  

1  

Εποπτικό προσωπικό 2  

Μέσο επίπεδο/Υπεύθυνοι Τμήματος  3  

Ανώτερο επίπεδο  (Διευθυντικό 

προσωπικό) 

4  

Α.4. Εκπαίδευση:  

Δημοτικό ή Γυμνάσιο  1  

Λύκειο 2  

Κολλέγιο 3  

Πανεπιστήμιο-πτυχίο 4  

Πανεπιστήμιο –μεταπτυχιακό(ά) 5  

Άλλη εκπαίδευση-

Δήλωση:……….…………………………… 

6  

Α.5. Έτη υπηρεσίας στον οργανισμό που τώρα εργάζομαι: 

Κάτω από 1 έτος 1  

Μεταξύ 2 and 4 έτη 2  

Περισσότερο από 5 έτη 3  
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Α.6. Μηνιαίος μισθός: 

Κάτω από €1000 1  

Μεταξύ €1000 και €2000 2  

Μεταξύ €2001 και €3000 3  

Μεταξύ €3001 and €4000 4  

Περισσότερο από €4000 5  

Α.7. Τμήμα που τώρα εργάζομαι: 

Ανώτερη Διεύθυνση/Διοίκηση 1  

Τμήμα Τροφοδοσίας (Εστιατόρια, 

Beverage, Stewarding, Catering) 

2  

Οροφοκομία (Housekeeping) 3  

Υποδοχή (Front Office) 4  

Προώθηση και Πωλήσεις 5  

Άλλο Τμήμα (συμπληρώστε πιο 

κάτω): 

________________________ 

 

6  

Α.8. Συμμετοχή σε προγράμματα κατάρτισης (σεμινάρια) κατά τους τελευταίους 12 μήνες  

Συμμετείχα σε ένα πρόγραμμα 

κατάρτισης 

1  

Συμμετείχα σε δύο προγράμματα 

κατάρτισης 

2  

Συμμετείχα σε τρία ή περισσότερα 

προγράμματα κατάρτισης 

3  

 

 

ΜΕΡΟΣ B.  ΑΠΑΝΤΗΣΕΙΣ ΕΡΓΟΔΟΤΟΥΜΕΝΩΝ 

Παρακαλώ αξιολογείστε τις πιο κάτω δηλώσεις σημειώνοντας το βαθμό που συμφωνείτε με την δήλωση, 

από 1 μέχρι 5, λαμβάνοντας υπόψη ότι ο βαθμός 1 δίδεται εάν ελάχιστα σας βρίσκει σύμφωνους και ο 

βαθμός 5 δίδεται όταν σας βρίσκει πλήρως σύμφωνους. 

 

  1 = Συμφωνώ ελάχιστα (1) 

5 = Συμφωνώ πολύ (5) 

 Δηλώσεις 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Κατανοώ πλήρως ένα κείμενο που διαβάζω.      

2 Γράφω γρήγορα και καθαρά τις σκέψεις μου.       

3 Συγκρίνω χωρίς δυσκολία τα σχετικά μεγέθη των αριθμών  

πχ ξεχωρίζω ποίος αριθμός είναι μεγαλύτερος ο 125 ή ο 215. 

     

4 Αντιλαμβάνομαι εύκολα το κύριο θέμα μιας συζήτησης.      

5 Μπορώ να συμμετέχω σε παρατεταμένες συζητήσεις και να 

εκφράζω απόψεις.  
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  1 = Συμφωνώ ελάχιστα (1) 

5 = Συμφωνώ πολύ (5) 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 Μπορώ να παρακολουθώ ένα αστείο ή μια εξιστόρηση ενός 

συμβάντος. 

     

7 Γνωρίζω όλες τις διαδικασίες που αφορούν στην εκτέλεση των 

καθηκόντων στην εργασία μου. 

     

8 Στην εργασία μου βρίσκω ευκαιρίες να δίδω λύσεις σε σοβαρά 

προβλήματα που εμφανίζονται.  

     

9 Εισηγούμαι τρόπους βελτίωσης των διαδικασιών διεκπεραίωσης 

της εργασίας μου, ακόμη και όταν δεν παρουσιάζονται σοβαρά 

προβλήματα. 

     

10 Σκέφτομαι πολύ προσεκτικά προτού κάνω κάτι αντί να κάνω κάτι 

άμεσα και να αναπροσαρμόζω τις πράξεις μου ανάλογα μετά. 

     

11 Πιστεύω ότι οι αποφάσεις που λαμβάνονται μετά από σχολαστική 

σου σκέψη είναι καλύτερες από αυτές που λαμβάνονται με βάση τη 

διαίσθηση σου. 

     

12 Όταν γράφω ένα κείμενο, συνήθως κάνω πολλά προσχέδια προτού 

καταλήξω στην τελική του μορφή. 

     

13 Στις συζητήσεις προτιμώ να κρατώ "χαμηλό προφίλ" αντί να μιλώ 

πολύ και πάντοτε ακούω τα σημεία όλων προτού προβάλω τις 

δικές μου. 

     

14 Αντιδρώ άμεσα στα γεγονότα παρά να προγραμματίζω πώς να τα 

αντιμετωπίσω στο μέλλον. 

     

15 Κάνω κάτι χωρίς να σκέφτομαι τις πιθανές επιπτώσεις επειδή είναι 

καλύτερα να δρας άμεσα. 

     

16 Πιστεύω ότι οι κανόνες μπορεί να σπάζουν κάποιες φορές για να 

είναι δυνατό να γίνουν κάποια πράγματα. 

     

17 Απολαμβάνω να κάνω νέες δραστηριότητες.      

18  Προτιμώ να βάζω τα πράγματα στη θέση τους και να οργανώνω 

την κατάσταση. 

     

19 Προτιμώ τις συναντήσεις που μένουν στην προγραμματισμένη 

ατζέντα και πραγματοποιούνται μεθοδικά, παρά να είναι σε 

χαλαρό κλίμα με ανοικτή ατζέντα. 

     

20 Προτιμώ να λύνω προβλήματα με μεθοδικό τρόπο βήμα προς 

βήμα. 

     

21 Προτιμώ να επιδιώκω την τελειότητα.        

22 Στις συζητήσεις μου αρέσει να πηγαίνω κατευθείαν στο θέμα παρά 

να περιστρέφομαι σε συναφή ή άσχετα σημεία.  

     

23 Μου αρέσουν οι άνθρωποι που προσεγγίζουν τα πράγματα 

ρεαλιστικά παρά θεωρητικά.   

     

24 Μου αρέσει να επιδιώκω να δοκιμάζω κάτι αν δουλεύει στην 

πράξη  

     

25 Πιστεύω ότι το πιο σημαντικό είναι αυτό που θέλουμε είναι να 

δουλεύει στην πράξη (να είναι πρακτικά εφαρμόσιμο).  

     

26 Προτιμώ να συμμετέχω σε ενδοεπιχειρησιακό πρόγραμμα 

κατάρτισης που οργανώνεται από τον εργοδότη μου, παρά σε 

ανοικτά προγράμματα που προσφέρονται από ιδρύματα κατάρτισης 

(σεμινάρια). 

     

27 Προτιμώ να μανθάνω κατά τη διάρκεια της εργασίας υπό την 

καθοδήγηση συναδέλφου. 
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  1 = Συμφωνώ ελάχιστα (1) 

5 = Συμφωνώ πολύ (5) 

  1 2 3 4 5 

28 Μανθαίνω μέσω συζητήσεων στην εργασία ή κατά τη διάρκεια 

συνεδριάσεων.  

     

29 Μανθαίνω μέσω της παρακολούθησης ανοικτών προγραμμάτων 

που προσφέρονται από ιδρύματα κατάρτισης (σεμινάρια). 

     

30 Μανθαίνω μέσω των ερωτήσεων που υποβάλω σε εξωτερικούς 

συνεργάτες και προμηθευτές.  

     

31 Μανθαίνω με την ανάγνωση επαγγελματικών περιοδικών εκδόσεων 

ή σελίδων στο διαδίκτυο. 

     

32 Υπάρχει υποστήριξη και ενθάρρυνση όταν υποβάλλω μια εισήγηση 

στους προϊσταμένους μου.  

     

33 Η ανάπτυξη πρωτοβουλιών έχει θετική ανταπόκριση και έτσι 

υπάρχει ενθάρρυνση στην υποβολή νέων ιδεών από τους 

προϊσταμένους μου.  

     

34 Υπάρχει ενθάρρυνση από τους προϊσταμένους στην ανάληψη 

ρίσκου εφόσον είναι αποδεκτό ότι υπάρχει η πιθανότητα αποτυχίας. 

     

35 Συνάδελφοι μου αναπτύσσουν δραστηριότητες σε νέα άγνωστα 

πεδία που δεν ασχολήθηκε προηγούμενα η επιχείρηση/οργανισμός. 

     

36 Είναι μέρος της δουλειάς όλων των συναδέλφων να συλλέγει και να 

αναφέρει πληροφόρηση για το τι γίνεται έξω από την 

επιχείρηση/οργανισμό τους που είναι σχετικό με την 

επιχειρηματική μας δραστηριότητα. 

     

37 Υπάρχουν συστήματα και διαδικασίες στην επιχείρηση/οργανισμό 

μας για την παραλαβή και αξιοποίηση της πληροφόρησης που 

λαμβάνεται από εξωτερικά της επιχείρησης/οργανισμού. 

     

38 Το προσωπικό ενθαρρύνεται να επικοινωνεί με πελάτες, 

προμηθευτές, ανταγωνιστές, τεχνολογικά κέντρα, 

κολλέγια/πανεπιστήμια κλπ. 

     

39 Μπορώ να επικοινωνώ με τα μέλη της ομάδας συναδέλφων μου.       

40 Το προσωπικό ενθαρρύνεται να επικοινωνεί μεταξύ του.      

41 Οι διευθυντές διευκολύνουν την επικοινωνία τους με το προσωπικό.      

42 Τα μέλη που ανήκουν σε διαφορετικές λειτουργικές ομάδες, 

συνεργάζονται μεταξύ τους.  

     

43 Οι διευθυντές της επιχείρησης/οργανισμού συχνά αναμιγνύουν το 

προσωπικό στην λήψη σημαντικών αποφάσεων.  

     

44 Οι πολιτικές της επιχείρησης/οργανισμού επηρεάζονται σημαντικά 

από τις απόψεις του προσωπικού. 

     

45 Το προσωπικό νοιώθει ότι συμμετέχει στις κύριες αποφάσεις της 

επιχείρησης/οργανισμού. 

     

46 Το προσωπικό του οργανισμού μου νοιώθει ευχαριστημένο και 

ικανοποιημένο στην εργασία του.  

     

47 Το προσωπικό του οργανισμού μου έχει κίνητρα για να εκτελεί τα 

καθήκοντα του.  

     

48 Έχω την εντύπωση ότι ο οργανισμός μου έχει αρκετές πωλήσεις και 

μεγάλο μερίδιο στην αγορά.  
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  1 = Συμφωνώ ελάχιστα (1) 

5 = Συμφωνώ πολύ (5) 

  1 2 3 4 5 

49 Έχω την εντύπωση ότι ο οργανισμός μου είναι σε καλή οικονομική 

κατάσταση και πληρώνει έγκαιρα όλες τις υποχρεώσεις του.  

     

50 Έχω την εντύπωση ότι ο οργανισμός μου είναι επικερδής.       

51 Πιστεύω ότι η κατάρτιση του προσωπικού συμβάλλει στην 

παραγωγικότητα και επικερδότητα της επιχείρησης/οργανισμού. 

     

52 Πιστεύω ότι θα αξιολογηθώ ως εξαίρετος για την ικανότητα μου 

να μαθαίνω στην εργασία μου. 

     

53 Είμαι σίγουρος ότι μπορώ να αντιληφθώ ότι δύσκολο μου 

παρουσιάζεται στην εργασία μου. 

     

54 Είμαι βέβαιος ότι μπορώ να μαθαίνω τις βασικές ιδέες που μου 

διδάσκονται κατά τη διάρκεια της εργασίας μου. 

     

55 Είμαι βέβαιος ότι μπορώ να αντιληφθώ ότι περίπλοκο μου 

παρουσιάζουν οι ανώτεροι μου και οι συνάδελφοι μου κατά τη 

διάρκεια της εργασίας μου. 

     

56 Είμαι βέβαιος ότι μπορώ να κάνω εξαιρετική εργασία στα 

καθήκοντα μου και στις προσκλήσεις που αντιμετωπίζω όταν 

εργάζομαι. 

     

57 Αναμένω ότι θα κάνω καλά την εργασία μου.      

58 Είμαι σίγουρος ότι μπορώ να αποκτήσω τις δεξιότητες που 

μαθαίνω κατά τη διάρκεια της εργασίας μου. 

     

59 Λαμβάνοντας υπόψη την δυσκολία της εργασίας μου, τους 

καθοδηγητές μου και τις δεξιότητες μου, νομίζω ότι θα κάνω καλά 

την εργασία μου. 

     

 

 

 

Ευχαριστούμε και πάλι για την συνεισφορά σας σε αυτή την ενδιαφέρουσα έρευνα. 
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Appendix AM3 The hotels in the sampling framework 

 

 HOTELS CAT. BEDS PHONE FAX E-MAIL 

1 The Landmark 

Nicosia Hotel 

5* 588 22377777 22377788 info@thelandmarknicosia.com 

2 Cleopatra Hotel 4* 170 22844000 22844222 info@cleopatra.com.cy 

3 Hilton Nicosia 

Hotel 
4* 388 22695111 22351918 Hilton.Nicosia@hilton.com 

4 Centrum Hotel 3* 94 22456444 22873560 info@centrumhotel.net 

5 Classic Hotel 3* 114 22664006 22670072 resclassic@gapgroup.com 

6 Map Boutique 

Hotel 
3* 60 22444999 - welcome@maphotel.com.cy 

7 Asty Hotel 2* 90 22773030 22773311 asty.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

8 Royiatiko Hotel 2* 64 22445445 22660016 manager@royiatikohotel.com.cy 

9 City of Dreams 

Mediterranean 

Hotel 

5* 500 25088000 25260607 - 

10 GrandResort 5* 510 25634333 25636945 grand@grandresort.com.cy 

11 Royal Apollonia 

Beach Hotel 

5* 408 25508800 25321683 info@theroyalapollonia.com 

12 Atlantica Bay 

Hotel 
4* 402 25634070 25634171 manager_bay@atlanticahotels.com 

13 Atlantica 

Miramare Beach 

Hotel 

4* 528 25888100 25888200 admin_miramare@atlanticahotels.com 

14 Curium Palace 

Hotel 
4* 106 25891100 25891350 info@curiumpalacehotel.com.cy 

15 Poseidonia Beach 

Hotel 

4* 276 25321000 25327040 enquiries@poseidonia-beachhotel.com 

16 Alasia Hotel 3* 120 25332000 25335425 alasia@alasiahotel.com.cy 

17 Atlantica Oasis 

Hotel 
3* 530 25883500 25319240 reservations_oasis@atlanticahotels.com 

18 Kapetanios 

Limassol 

Hotel 

3* 142 25586266 25591032 limassolhotel@kapetaniosgroup.com 

19 Kapetanios 

Odysseia 

Hotel 

3* 318 25591111 25591112 odysseiahotel@kapetaniosgroup.com 

20 Moniatis Hotel 3* 60 25325777 25431508 moniatishotel@cytanet.com.cy 

21 Park Beach Hotel 3* 209 25321301 25323755 parkbeach@parkbeach.cy.net 

22 Tsanotel 3* 192 25322667 25321897 manager@tsanotel.com 

23 Pefkos Hotel 2* 184 25660066 25577083 info@pefkoshotel.com 

24 The Caravel 

Beach 

Hotel 

2* 210 25812121 - hotelcaravel@cytanet.com.cy 

25 Hotel Indigo 

Larnaca 
4* 80 24660700 24660701 info@larnacaindigo.com 

26 Radisson Beach 

Hotel 
4* 404 24663333 24651787 

info.larnaca@radisson.com 

info@sunnyseekerhotels.com 

27 Sentido Sandy 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 410 24646333 24646900 info@sandybeachhotel.com.cy 

28 Flamingo Beach 

Hotel 
3* 122 24828208 24656732 flamingohotel@cytanet.com.cy 

29 Hotel-E Cyprus 

Hotel 
3* 140 24747000 24747070 info@hotel-e.com 
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30 Radisson Blu 

Hotel 

Larnaca 

3* 212 24505800 24505815 info.larnaca@radissonblu.com 

31 Sveltos Hotel 3* 87 24824900 24824901 info@sveltoshotel.com 

32 Achilleos City 

Hotel 
2* 62 24624150 24624376 info@achilleoshotel.com 

33 Amorgos Hotel 2* 92 24621900 24626397 manager@amorgoshotel.com 

34 Cactus Hotel 2* 112 24627400 24626966 cactushotel@cytanet.com.cy 

35 Elysso Hotel 2* 70 24635900 24635903 elyssohotel@cytanet.com.cy 

36 Les Palmiers 

Hotel 
2* 70 24627200 24627204 lespalmiershotel@cytanet.com.cy 

37 Livadhiotis Hotel 2* 130 24626222 24626406 info@livadhiotis.com 

38 Mikes Kanarium 

City 

Hotel 

2* 52 24624500 24624501 info@mikeskanariumhotel.com 

39 Qbic City Hotel 2* 35 24209300 24209310 info@qbichotel.com.cy 

40 Opera Hotel 1* 26 24400112 24400113 info@operahotelcyprus.com 

41 Adams Beach 

Hotel 
5* 440 23840000 23721274 adams@adams.com.cy 

42 Atlantica Aeneas 

Hotel 

5* 828 23724000 23723677 aeneas@atlanticahotels.com 

43 Atlantica Mare 

Hotel 
5* 338 23721401 23721429 marevillage@atlanticahotels.com 

44 Chrysomare 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 588 23848000 23722312 chrysomare@tsokkos.com 

45 Grecian Bay 

Hotel 
5* 542 23842000 23721307 grecian@grecian.com.cy 

46 Grecian Park 

Hotel 
5* 490 23844000 23832870 info@grecianpark.com 

47 Anmaria Beach 

Hotel 
4* 200 23725300 23725310 

anmaria@tsokkos.com      reservations@tsokkos.

com 

48 Asterias Beach 

Hotel 
4* 396 23201000 23722095 info@asteriashotels.com 

49 Atlantica Sancta 

Napa Hotel 

4* 442 23721011 23722711 sanctanapa@atlanticahotels.com 

50 Dome Beach 

Hotel 
4* 410 23721006 23721010 

info@domehotel.com.cy    reservations@tsokkos.

com 

51 Gaia Sun N Blue 

Hotel 

4* 146 23723600 23723601 info@sunnblue.com 

52 Grecian Sands 

Hotel 
4* 328 23721616 23722691 grecian.sands@cytanet.com.cy 

53 Pavlonapa Beach 

Hotel 

4* 289 23722400 23722407 info@pavlonapa.com.cy 

54 Tofinis Hotel 4* 400 23721210 23722083 tofinis@cytanet.com.cy 

55 Amarande Hotel 3* 236 23819900 23721818 info@amarandehotel.com 

56 Anesis   Hotel 3* 212 23721104 23722204 anesis.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

57 Anonymous 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 112 23819200 23819201 info@anonymoushotel.com 

58 Atlantica 

Sungarden 

Beach Hotel 

3* 488 23721000 23721809 sungarden@atlanticahotels.com 

59 Corfu Hotel 3* 118 23722700 23722703 corfuhotel@corfuhotel.com.cy 

60 Eleana Hotel 3* 168 23721640 23723469 info@eleanahotel.com 

61 Limanaki Beach 

Hotel 
3* 133 23721600 23722345 info@limanakibeach.com 
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62 Marina Hotel 3* 192 23721721 23722187 marina.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

63 Napa Mermaid 

Hotel 
3* 259 23721606 23721909 info@napamermaidhotel.com 

64 Napa Plaza Hotel 3* 412 23816555 23816565 info@napaplaza.com 

65 Napa Tsokkos 

Hotel 
3* 80 23721261 23723291 

tsokkosnapa@tsokkos.com      reservations@tsok

kos.com 

66 Nelia Gardens 

Hotel 
3* 154 23722727 23722728 info@neliagardens.com 

67 Nicholas Color 

Hotel 
3* 160 23723988 23724357 

info@nicholascolorhotel.com 

reservations@nicholascolorhotel.com 

68 Nissi Park Hotel 3* 152 23721121 23722196 hotel@nissi-park.com.cy 

69 River Rock Hotel 3* 125 23722722 23722721 info@riverrockhotel.com.cy 

71 Stamatia Hotel 3* 160 23722723 23722724 info@stamatiahotel.com 

72 Tasia Maris 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 237 23722770 23723271 info@tasiamarisbeach.com 

reservations@tasiamarisbeach.com 

72 Tasia Maris 

Sands 

Hotel 

3* 91 23725400 23725401 tasiamaris@cytanet.com.cy 

73 Tasia Maris 

Seasons 

Hotel 

3* 160 23813400 23813483 info@seasonshotel.com.cy 

74 Chrysland Hotel 2* 44 23721311 23721268 chryslandhotel@cytanet.com.cy 

75 Cornelia Hotel 2* 51 23721406 23722409 corneliahotel@cytanet.com.cy 

76 Fedrania Gardens 

Hotel 

2* 101 23724100 23724101 magichotels@cytanet.com.cy 

info@themagichotels.com 

77 Kkaras Hotel 2* 84 23721997 23724267 kkarashotel@live.co.uk 

78 Pambos Napa 

Rocks 

Hotel 

2* 230 23723200 23722108 magichotels@cytanet.com.cy 

info@themagichotels.com 

79 L' Eros Hotel 1* 42 23721126 23721127 leroshotel@hotmail.com 

80 Constantinos The 

Great Beach 

Hotel 

5* 298 23834000 23834001 constantinos@tsokkos.com    reservations@tsokk

os.com 

81 Anastasia Beach 

Hotel 

4* 382 23832633 23832748 anastasia@tsokkos.com    reservations@tsokkos.

com 

82 Atlantica Aqua 

Blue 

Hotel 

4* 474 23724000 - aquablue@atlanticahotels.com 

83 Atlantica Sea 

Breeze 

Hotel 

4* 294 23743500 23743501 seabreeze@atlanticahotels.com 

84 Capo Bay Hotel 4* 450 23831101 23831110 capobay@capobay.com.cy 

85 Crystal Springs 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 250 23826900 23826901 info@crystalspringsbeachhotel.com 

86 Iliada Beach 

Hotel 
4* 210 23833200 23832157 

iliada@tsokkos.com reservations@tsokkos.com 

87 Odessa Hotel 4* 416 23831645 23832146 odessa@tsokkos.com reservations@tsokkos.com 

88 Sunprime 

Protaras 

Beach Hotel 

4* 186 23813500 23813501 management@sunprimeprotaras.com 

89 Sunrise Beach 

Hotel 
4* 470 23831501 23831308 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 

90 Sunrise Jade 

Hotel 
4* 316 23831500 23203090 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 

91 Sunrise Pearl 

Hotel 
4* 292 23831500 23833675 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 
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92 Tsokkos Protaras 

Hotel 

4* 244 23831363 23832146 protaras@tsokkos.com    reservations@tsokkos.c

om 

93 Vangelis Hotel 4* 193 23834060 23834061 info@vangelishotel.com 

94 Vrissiana Beach 

Hotel 
4* 276 23833444 23831221 

vrissiana@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

95 Adelais Hotel 3* 146 23832600 23832601 adelais.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

96 Anais Bay Hotel 3* 114 23831351 23831735 anaisbay@avacom.net 

97 Antigoni   Hotel 
3* 327 23833400 23833401 

antigoni@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

98 At Herbal Hotel 
3* 200 23831880 23831884 

at@atherbalhotel.com    welcome@atherbalhotel.

com 

99 Cavo Maris 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 403 23832043 23832051 cavo@cytanet.com.cy 

100 Harry's   Hotel 3* 72 23834100 23831860 info@harrys.com.cy 

101 Kapetanios Bay 

Hotel 
3* 175 23831170 23831117 kapetanios.hotel@kapetaniosgroup.com 

102 Mimosa Beach 

Hotel 
3* 108 23832797 23832798 mimosa@spidernet.com.cy 

103 Pernera Beach 

Hotel 
3* 460 23831011 23831020 pernera@pernera.com 

104 Silver Sands 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 251 23831590 23831708 silversands@tsokkos.com    reservations@tsokko

s.com 

105 Tsokkos Gardens 

Hotel 

3* 350 23833636 23833637 gardens@tsokkos.com    reservations@tsokkos.c

om 

106 Kokkinos Hotel 2* 142 23831444 23831446 info@kokkinoshotel.com 

107 Almyra Hotel 5* 374 26888700 26942818 almyra@thanoshotels.com 

108 Annabelle Hotel 5* 376 26885000 26945502 annabelle@thanoshotels.com 

109 Aphrodite Hills 

Hotel 
5* 580 26829000 26829612 aphrodite_hills@atlanticahotels.com 

110 King Evelthon 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 768 26930100 26930105 kingevelthon@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

111 Leptos Coral 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 842 26881000 26621742 manager@coral.com.cy 

112 Venus Beach 

Hotel 
5* 432 26949200 26949224 info@venusbeachhotel.com 

113 Aloe Hotel 4* 544 26964000 26964100 aloe@thanoshotels.com 

114 Amphora Hotel 
4* 198 26202500 26202555 

amphora@cytanet.com.cy 

amphora@klrhotels.com 

115 Aquamare Beach 

Hotel 

4* 250 26966000 26966111 info@aquamarehotel.com 

116 Ascos Beach   

Hotel 
4* 406 26621801 26622189 

ascos@tsokkos.com reservations@tsokkos.com 

117 Athena Beach 

Hotel 
4* 835 26884300 26965400 hotel.manager@athena-cbh.com 

118 Athena Royal 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 438 26884600 26884601 manager@athenaroyal-cbh.com 

119 Atlantica Golden 

Beach Hotel 

4* 372 26947777 26945963 goldenbeach@atlanticahotels.com 

120 Atlantica Mare 

Village 

Paphos 

4* 826 26944250 26944260 marevillagepaphos@atlanticahotels.com 

121 Avlida Hotel 4* 386 26946000 26934815 info@avlidahotel.com 
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122 Leonardo Cypria 

Bay 

Hotel 

4* 382 26882688 26882699 info@bay.leonardohotelscyprus.com 

123 Leonardo Plaza 

Cypria Maris 

Beach Hotel 

4* 474 26964111 26964125 info@maris.leonardohotelscyprus.com 

124 Leptos Paphos 

Gardens Hotel 

4* 110 26882000 26882100 vestahol@logos.cy.net 

125 Louis Imperial 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 484 26965415 26964293 imperial.cy@louishotels.com 

126 Louis Ledra 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 522 26964848 26964611 ledrabeach@louishotels.com 

127 Louis Phaethon 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 844 26964600 26964666 phaethon@louishotels.com 

128 Mayfair Hotel 4* 296 26948000 26945708 admin@mayfair.com.cy 

129 Sofianna Hotel 4* 344 26949000 26945682 info@sofianna.com gm@sofianna.com 

130 St. George Hotel 4* 490 26845000 26845800 stgeorge@stgeorge-hotel.com 

131 The Pioneer 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 508 26964500 26964370 manager@pioneer-cbh.com 

132 Agapinor Hotel 3* 139 26933926 26935308 agapinorhotel@cytanet.com.cy 

133 Dionysos Hotel 3* 188 26933414 26933908 dionysos@spidernet.com.cy 

134 Kissos Hotel 3* 274 26936111 26945125 kissos@kissos.com.cy 

135 Paphiessa Hotel 3* 82 26945555 26945261 lnd.paphiessa@cytanet.com.cy 

136 Queen's Bay 

Hotel 
3* 380 26946600 26946777 queens@logos.cy.net 

137 Theo Sunset Bay 

Hotel 

3* 150 26940840 26940845 sunsetbay@cytanet.com.cy 

138 Veronica Hotel 3* 286 26965333 26965767 veronicahotel@logos.cy.net 

139 Thalassa Hotel 4* 202 26881500 26881700 info@thalassa.com.cy 

140 Anassa Hotel 5* 366 26888000 26322900 anassa@thanoshotels.com 

141 Natura Beach 

Hotel 
3* 144 26323111 26322822 natura@cytanet.com.cy 

142 Souli Hotel 2* 98 26321088 26322474 info@soulibeachhotel.com 

143 Tylos Beach 

Hotel 
2* 118 26522348 26522136 tylosbeachhotel@cytanet.com.cy 

144 Ayii Anargyri 

Hotel 
1* 112 26814000 26632021 info@aasparesort.com 

145 Pyrgiana Beach 

Hotel 
1* 78 26522322 26522306 info@pyrgianabeachhotel.com 

146 Pyrgos Bay Hotel 1* 88 26522001 26522618 info@pyrgosbay.com.cy 

147 Jubilee Hotel 
2* 66 25420107 22673991 

info@jubileehotel.com 

ion.markides@cypoil.com.cy 

148 Troodos Hotel 2* 93 25420000 25420020 info@troodoshotel.com 

149 Forest Park Hotel 
4* 280 25421751 25421875 

ngougoutzis@newbyblos.com.cy 

forest@cytanet.com.cy 

150 New Helvetia 

Hotel 
3* 61 25421348 25422148 newhelvetia@cytanet.com.cy 

151 Edelweiss Hotel 2* 42 25421335 25422060 edelweiss@cytanet.com.cy 

152 Petit Palais Hotel 2* 60 25422723 25421065 info@petitpalais.com.cy 

153 Spring Hotel 1* 28 25421330 25421330 springhotelreservations@gmail.com 

154 Ekali Hotel 3* 110 22922501 22922503 info@ekali-hotel.com 
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155 Hellas Hotel 
3* 55 22922450 22922227 

hellas.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

koronideschristakis@gmail.com 

156 Mylos Hotel 3* 27 22922536 22813970 millhotel@yahoo.com 

157 Crystal Hotel 
1* 52 

22922433 

22922701 
22923678 crystalhotel.noni@gmail.com 

158 Minaide's Hotel 1* 82 22922421 22923787 minaideshotel@hotmail.com 

159 Health Habitat 

Hotel 
2* 56 

22952283 

22422787 

22314017 

22952709 
habitatpedoulas@gmail.com; 

160 Christy's Palace 

Hotel 
1* 30 22952655 22953337 anchristys@cytanet.com.cy 

161 Two Flowers 

Hotel 
== 28 22952372 22952235 twoflowershr@gmail.com 

162 Rodon Hotel 3* 308 25521201 25521235 info@rodonhotel.com 

163 Vlachos Hotel 1* 34 25521330 25521890 VlachosHotel@oulook.com 

164 Kastalia Hotel == 16 22952455 22351288 nnikos@cytanet.com.cy 

165 Loutraki Hotel == 12 22952444 22952453 info@casalepanayiotis.com 
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mailto:nnikos@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@casalepanayiotis.com
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Appendix AM4 Hotels in the reduced sampling framework 

 

  
HOTELS CAT. BEDS PHONE FAX E-MAIL 

1 

The 

Landmark 

Nicosia 

Hotel 

5* 588 22377777 22377788 info@thelandmarknicosia.com 

2 

Cleopatra 

Hotel 4* 170 22844000 22844222 info@cleopatra.com.cy 

3 

Hilton 

Nicosia 

Hotel 
4* 388 22695111 22351918 Hilton.Nicosia@hilton.com 

4 

Centrum 

Hotel 3* 94 22456444 22873560 info@centrumhotel.net 

5 

Classic 

Hotel 3* 114 22664006 22670072 resclassic@gapgroup.com 

6 

Map 

Boutique 

Hotel 
3* 60 22444999 - welcome@maphotel.com.cy 

7 

City of 

Dreams 

Mediterrane

an Hotel 

5* 500 25088000 25260607 - 

8 

Grand 

Resort 5* 510 25634333 25636945 grand@grandresort.com.cy 

9 

Royal 

Apollonia 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 408 25508800 25321683 info@theroyalapollonia.com 

10 

Atlantica 

Bay Hotel 4* 402 25634070 25634171 manager_bay@atlanticahotels.com  

11 

Atlantica 

Miramare 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 528 25888100 25888200 admin_miramare@atlanticahotels.com  

12 

Curium 

Palace 

Hotel 
4* 106 25891100 25891350 info@curiumpalacehotel.com.cy  

13 

Poseidonia 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 276 25321000 25327040 enquiries@poseidonia-beachhotel.com 

14 

Alasia 

Hotel 3* 120 25332000 25335425 alasia@alasiahotel.com.cy 

15 

Atlantica 

Oasis Hotel 3* 530 25883500 25319240 reservations_oasis@atlanticahotels.com  

16 

Kapetanios 

Limassol 

Hotel 

3* 142 25586266 25591032 limassolhotel@kapetaniosgroup.com  

17 

Kapetanios 

Odysseia 

Hotel 

3* 318 25591111 25591112 odysseiahotel@kapetaniosgroup.com  

18 

Moniatis 

Hotel 3* 60 25325777 25431508 moniatishotel@cytanet.com.cy 

19 

Park Beach 

Hotel 3* 209 25321301 25323755 parkbeach@parkbeach.cy.net 

20 Tsanotel 3* 192 25322667 25321897 manager@tsanotel.com 

21 

Hotel 

Indigo 

Larnaca 
4* 80 24660700 24660701 info@larnacaindigo.com 

22 

Radisson 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 404 24663333 24651787 

info.larnaca@radisson.com 

info@sunnyseekerhotels.com 

mailto:info@thelandmarknicosia.com
mailto:info@cleopatra.com.cy
mailto:Hilton.Nicosia@hilton.com
mailto:info@centrumhotel.net
mailto:resclassic@gapgroup.com
mailto:welcome@maphotel.com.cy
mailto:grand@grandresort.com.cy
mailto:info@theroyalapollonia.com
mailto:manager_bay@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:admin_miramare@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:info@curiumpalacehotel.com.cy
mailto:enquiries@poseidonia-beachhotel.com
mailto:alasia@alasiahotel.com.cy
mailto:reservations_oasis@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:limassolhotel@kapetaniosgroup.com
mailto:odysseiahotel@kapetaniosgroup.com
mailto:moniatishotel@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:parkbeach@parkbeach.cy.net
mailto:manager@tsanotel.com
mailto:info@larnacaindigo.com
mailto:info.larnaca@radisson.com
mailto:info.larnaca@radisson.com
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23 

Sentido 

Sandy 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 410 24646333 24646900 info@sandybeachhotel.com.cy  

24 

Flamingo 

Beach 

Hotel 
3* 122 24828208 24656732 flamingohotel@cytanet.com.cy 

25 

Hotel-E 

Cyprus 

Hotel 
3* 140 24747000 24747070 info@hotel-e.com 

26 

Radisson 

Blu Hotel 

Larnaca 

3* 212 24505800 24505815 info.larnaca@radissonblu.com 

27 

Sveltos 

Hotel 3* 87 24824900 24824901 info@sveltoshotel.com 

28 

Adams 

Beach 

Hotel 
5* 440 23840000 23721274 adams@adams.com.cy  

29 

Atlantica 

Aeneas 

Hotel 

5* 828 23724000 23723677 aeneas@atlanticahotels.com 

30 

Atlantica 

Mare Hotel 5* 338 23721401 23721429 marevillage@atlanticahotels.com 

31 

Chrysomare 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 588 23848000 23722312 chrysomare@tsokkos.com 

32 

Grecian 

Bay Hotel 5* 542 23842000 23721307 grecian@grecian.com.cy 

33 

Grecian 

Park Hotel 5* 490 23844000 23832870 info@grecianpark.com 

34 

Anmaria 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 200 23725300 23725310 

anmaria@tsokkos.com      reservations@

tsokkos.com 

35 

Asterias 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 396 23201000 23722095 info@asteriashotels.com 

36 

Atlantica 

Sancta 

Napa Hotel 

4* 442 23721011 23722711 sanctanapa@atlanticahotels.com 

37 

Dome 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 410 23721006 23721010 

info@domehotel.com.cy    reservations

@tsokkos.com 

38 

Gaia Sun N 

Blue 

Hotel 

4* 146 23723600 23723601 info@sunnblue.com 

39 

Grecian 

Sands Hotel 4* 328 23721616 23722691 grecian.sands@cytanet.com.cy  

40 

Pavlonapa 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 289 23722400 23722407 info@pavlonapa.com.cy 

41 

Tofinis 

Hotel 4* 400 23721210 23722083 tofinis@cytanet.com.cy 

42 

Amarande 

Hotel 3* 236 23819900 23721818 info@amarandehotel.com 

43 

Anesis   Ho

tel 3* 212 23721104 23722204 anesis.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

44 

Anonymous 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 112 23819200 23819201 info@anonymoushotel.com  

45 

Atlantica 

Sungarden 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 488 23721000 23721809 sungarden@atlanticahotels.com 

46 Corfu Hotel 3* 118 23722700 23722703 corfuhotel@corfuhotel.com.cy  

mailto:info@sandybeachhotel.com.cy
mailto:flamingohotel@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@hotel-e.com
mailto:info.larnaca@radissonblu.com
mailto:info@sveltoshotel.com
mailto:adams@adams.com.cy
mailto:aeneas@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:marevillage@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:chrysomare@tsokkos.com
mailto:grecian@grecian.com.cy
mailto:info@grecianpark.com
mailto:anmaria@tsokkos.com
mailto:anmaria@tsokkos.com
mailto:info@asteriashotels.com
mailto:sanctanapa@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:info@domehotel.com.cy
mailto:info@domehotel.com.cy
mailto:info@sunnblue.com
mailto:grecian.sands@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@pavlonapa.com.cy
mailto:tofinis@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@amarandehotel.com
mailto:anesis.hotel@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@anonymoushotel.com
mailto:sungarden@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:corfuhotel@corfuhotel.com.cy
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47 

Eleana 

Hotel 3* 168 23721640 23723469 info@eleanahotel.com 

48 

Limanaki 

Beach 

Hotel 
3* 133 23721600 23722345 info@limanakibeach.com 

49 

Marina 

Hotel 3* 192 23721721 23722187 marina.hotel@cytanet.com.cy  

50 

Napa 

Mermaid 

Hotel 
3* 259 23721606 23721909 info@napamermaidhotel.com 

51 

Napa Plaza 

Hotel 3* 412 23816555 23816565 info@napaplaza.com 

52 

Napa 

Tsokkos 

Hotel 
3* 80 23721261 23723291 

tsokkosnapa@tsokkos.com      reservatio

ns@tsokkos.com 

53 

Nelia 

Gardens 

Hotel 
3* 154 23722727 23722728 info@neliagardens.com 

54 

Nicholas 

Color Hotel 3* 160 23723988 23724357 info@nicholascolorhotel.com 

reservations@nicholascolorhotel.com  

55 

Nissi Park 

Hotel 3* 152 23721121 23722196 hotel@nissi-park.com.cy 

56 

River Rock 

Hotel 3* 125 23722722 23722721 info@riverrockhotel.com.cy 

57 

Stamatia 

Hotel 3* 160 23722723 23722724 info@stamatiahotel.com 

58 

Tasia Maris 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 237 23722770 23723271 info@tasiamarisbeach.com 

reservations@tasiamarisbeach.com  

59 

Tasia Maris 

Sands 

Hotel 

3* 91 23725400 23725401 tasiamaris@cytanet.com.cy  

60 

Tasia Maris 

Seasons 

Hotel 

3* 160 23813400 23813483 info@seasonshotel.com.cy 

61 

Constantino

s The 

Great 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 298 23834000 23834001 constantinos@tsokkos.com    reservation

s@tsokkos.com 

62 

Anastasia 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 382 23832633 23832748 anastasia@tsokkos.com    reservations@

tsokkos.com 

63 

Atlantica 

Aqua Blue 

Hotel 

4* 474 23724000 - aquablue@atlanticahotels.com 

64 

Atlantica 

Sea Breeze 

Hotel 

4* 294 23743500 23743501 seabreeze@atlanticahotels.com  

65 

Capo Bay 

Hotel 4* 450 23831101 23831110 capobay@capobay.com.cy 

66 

Crystal 

Springs 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 250 23826900 23826901 info@crystalspringsbeachhotel.com  

67 

Iliada 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 210 23833200 23832157 

iliada@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

68 

Odessa 

Hotel 4* 416 23831645 23832146 odessa@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

69 

Sunprime 

Protaras 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 186 23813500 23813501 management@sunprimeprotaras.com  

mailto:info@eleanahotel.com
mailto:info@limanakibeach.com
mailto:marina.hotel@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@napamermaidhotel.com
mailto:info@napaplaza.com
mailto:tsokkosnapa@tsokkos.com
mailto:tsokkosnapa@tsokkos.com
mailto:info@neliagardens.com
mailto:info@nicholascolorhotel.com
mailto:info@nicholascolorhotel.com
mailto:hotel@nissi-park.com.cy
mailto:info@riverrockhotel.com.cy
mailto:info@stamatiahotel.com
mailto:info@tasiamarisbeach.com
mailto:info@tasiamarisbeach.com
mailto:tasiamaris@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@seasonshotel.com.cy
mailto:constantinos@tsokkos.com
mailto:constantinos@tsokkos.com
mailto:anastasia@tsokkos.com
mailto:anastasia@tsokkos.com
mailto:aquablue@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:seabreeze@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:capobay@capobay.com.cy
mailto:info@crystalspringsbeachhotel.com
mailto:iliada@tsokkos.com
mailto:iliada@tsokkos.com
mailto:odessa@tsokkos.com
mailto:odessa@tsokkos.com
mailto:management@sunprimeprotaras.com
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70 

Sunrise 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 470 23831501 23831308 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 

71 

Sunrise 

Jade Hotel 4* 316 23831500 23203090 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 

72 

Sunrise 

Pearl Hotel 4* 292 23831500 23833675 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 

73 

Tsokkos 

Protaras 

Hotel 

4* 244 23831363 23832146 protaras@tsokkos.com    reservations@t

sokkos.com 

74 

Vangelis 

Hotel 4* 193 23834060 23834061 info@vangelishotel.com 

75 

Vrissiana 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 276 23833444 23831221 

vrissiana@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

76 

Adelais 

Hotel 3* 146 23832600 23832601 adelais.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

77 

Anais Bay 

Hotel 3* 114 23831351 23831735 anaisbay@avacom.net 

78 

Antigoni   

Hotel 3* 327 23833400 23833401 antigoni@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

79 

At Herbal 

Hotel 3* 200 23831880 23831884 at@atherbalhotel.com    welcome@ather

balhotel.com 

80 

Cavo Maris 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 403 23832043 23832051 cavo@cytanet.com.cy 

81 

Harry's   Ho

tel 3* 72 23834100 23831860 info@harrys.com.cy 

82 

Kapetanios 

Bay Hotel 3* 175 23831170 23831117 kapetanios.hotel@kapetaniosgroup.com 

83 

Mimosa 

Beach 

Hotel 
3* 108 23832797 23832798 mimosa@spidernet.com.cy 

84 

Pernera 

Beach 

Hotel 
3* 460 23831011 23831020 pernera@pernera.com 

85 

Silver 

Sands 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 251 23831590 23831708 silversands@tsokkos.com    reservations

@tsokkos.com 

86 

Tsokkos 

Gardens 

Hotel 

3* 350 23833636 23833637 gardens@tsokkos.com    reservations@ts

okkos.com 

87 

Almyra 

Hotel 5* 374 26888700 26942818 almyra@thanoshotels.com 

88 

Annabelle 

Hotel 5* 376 26885000 26945502 annabelle@thanoshotels.com 

89 

Aphrodite 

Hills Hotel 5* 580 26829000 26829612 aphrodite_hills@atlanticahotels.com  

90 

King 

Evelthon 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 768 26930100 26930105 kingevelthon@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

91 

Leptos 

Coral 

Beach 

Hotel 

5* 842 26881000 26621742 manager@coral.com.cy  

92 

Venus 

Beach 

Hotel 
5* 432 26949200 26949224 info@venusbeachhotel.com 

93 Aloe Hotel 4* 544 26964000 26964100 aloe@thanoshotels.com 

94 

Amphora 

Hotel 4* 198 26202500 26202555 amphora@cytanet.com.cy 

amphora@klrhotels.com 

mailto:sunrise@sunrise.com.cy
mailto:sunrise@sunrise.com.cy
mailto:sunrise@sunrise.com.cy
mailto:protaras@tsokkos.com
mailto:protaras@tsokkos.com
mailto:info@vangelishotel.com
mailto:vrissiana@tsokkos.com
mailto:vrissiana@tsokkos.com
mailto:adelais.hotel@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:anaisbay@avacom.net
mailto:antigoni@tsokkos.com
mailto:antigoni@tsokkos.com
mailto:at@atherbalhotel.com
mailto:at@atherbalhotel.com
mailto:cavo@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@harrys.com.cy
mailto:kapetanios.hotel@kapetaniosgroup.com
mailto:mimosa@spidernet.com.cy
mailto:pernera@pernera.com
mailto:silversands@tsokkos.com
mailto:silversands@tsokkos.com
mailto:gardens@tsokkos.com
mailto:gardens@tsokkos.com
mailto:almyra@thanoshotels.com
mailto:annabelle@thanoshotels.com
mailto:aphrodite_hills@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:kingevelthon@tsokkos.com
mailto:kingevelthon@tsokkos.com
mailto:manager@coral.com.cy
mailto:info@venusbeachhotel.com
mailto:aloe@thanoshotels.com
mailto:amphora@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:amphora@cytanet.com.cy
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95 

Aquamare 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 250 26966000 26966111 info@aquamarehotel.com 

96 

Ascos 

Beach   Hot

el 
4* 406 26621801 26622189 

ascos@tsokkos.com 

reservations@tsokkos.com 

97 

Athena 

Beach 

Hotel 
4* 835 26884300 26965400 hotel.manager@athena-cbh.com 

98 

Athena 

Royal 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 438 26884600 26884601 manager@athenaroyal-cbh.com 

99 

Atlantica 

Golden 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 372 26947777 26945963 goldenbeach@atlanticahotels.com  

100 

Atlantica 

Mare 

Village 

Paphos 

4* 826 26944250 26944260 marevillagepaphos@atlanticahotels.com  

101 

Avlida 

Hotel 4* 386 26946000 26934815 info@avlidahotel.com 

102 

Leonardo 

Cypria Bay 

Hotel 

4* 382 26882688 26882699 info@bay.leonardohotelscyprus.com  

103 

Leonardo 

Plaza 

Cypria 

Maris 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 474 26964111 26964125 info@maris.leonardohotelscyprus.com  

104 

Leptos 

Paphos 

Gardens 

Hotel 

4* 110 26882000 26882100 vestahol@logos.cy.net 

105 

Louis 

Imperial 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 484 26965415 26964293 imperial.cy@louishotels.com 

106 

Louis Ledra 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 522 26964848 26964611 ledrabeach@louishotels.com 

107 

Louis 

Phaethon 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 844 26964600 26964666 phaethon@louishotels.com 

108 

Mayfair 

Hotel 4* 296 26948000 26945708 admin@mayfair.com.cy 

109 

Sofianna 

Hotel 4* 344 26949000 26945682 info@sofianna.com gm@sofianna.com 

110 

St. George 

Hotel 4* 490 26845000 26845800 stgeorge@stgeorge-hotel.com 

111 

The Pioneer 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 508 26964500 26964370 manager@pioneer-cbh.com 

112 

Agapinor 

Hotel 3* 139 26933926 26935308 agapinorhotel@cytanet.com.cy 

113 

Dionysos 

Hotel 3* 188 26933414 26933908 dionysos@spidernet.com.cy 

114 

Kissos 

Hotel 3* 274 26936111 26945125 kissos@kissos.com.cy 

115 

Paphiessa 

Hotel 3* 82 26945555 26945261 lnd.paphiessa@cytanet.com.cy 

116 

Queen's 

Bay Hotel 3* 380 26946600 26946777 queens@logos.cy.net 

mailto:info@aquamarehotel.com
mailto:ascos@tsokkos.com
mailto:ascos@tsokkos.com
mailto:hotel.manager@athena-cbh.com
mailto:manager@athenaroyal-cbh.com
mailto:goldenbeach@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:marevillagepaphos@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:info@avlidahotel.com
mailto:info@bay.leonardohotelscyprus.com
mailto:info@maris.leonardohotelscyprus.com
mailto:vestahol@logos.cy.net
mailto:imperial.cy@louishotels.com
mailto:ledrabeach@louishotels.com
mailto:phaethon@louishotels.com
mailto:admin@mayfair.com.cy
mailto:info@sofianna.com
mailto:stgeorge@stgeorge-hotel.com
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mailto:kissos@kissos.com.cy
mailto:lnd.paphiessa@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:queens@logos.cy.net
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117 

Theo 

Sunset Bay 

Hotel 

3* 150 26940840 26940845 sunsetbay@cytanet.com.cy 

118 

Veronica 

Hotel 3* 286 26965333 26965767 veronicahotel@logos.cy.net 

119 

Thalassa 

Hotel 4* 202 26881500 26881700 info@thalassa.com.cy  

120 

Anassa 

Hotel 5* 366 26888000 26322900 anassa@thanoshotels.com 

121 

Natura 

Beach 

Hotel 
3* 144 26323111 26322822 natura@cytanet.com.cy 

122 

Forest Park 

Hotel 4* 280 25421751 25421875 ngougoutzis@newbyblos.com.cy 

forest@cytanet.com.cy 

123 

New 

Helvetia 

Hotel 
3* 61 25421348 25422148 newhelvetia@cytanet.com.cy 

124 Ekali Hotel 3* 110 22922501 22922503 info@ekali-hotel.com 

125 

Hellas 

Hotel 3* 55 22922450 22922227 hellas.hotel@cytanet.com.cy 

koronideschristakis@gmail.com 

126 

Mylos 

Hotel 3* 27 22922536 22813970 millhotel@yahoo.com 

127 

Rodon 

Hotel 3* 308 25521201 25521235 info@rodonhotel.com 
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Appendix AM5 The Hotels targeted in the survey 

 

  
HOTELS CAT. BEDS PHONE FAX E-MAIL 

1 

Cleopatra 

Hotel 4* 170 22844000 22844222 info@cleopatra.com.cy 

2 

Grand 

Resort 5* 510 25634333 25636945 grand@grandresort.com.cy 

3 

Atlantica 

Bay Hotel 4* 402 25634070 25634171 manager_bay@atlanticahotels.com  

4 

Annabelle 

Hotel 5* 376 26885000 26945502 annabelle@thanoshotels.com 

5 

Poseidonia 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 276 25321000 25327040 enquiries@poseidonia-beachhotel.com 

6 

Adams 

Beach Hotel 5* 440 23840000 23721274 adams@adams.com.cy  

7 

Atlantica 

Aeneas 

Hotel 

5* 828 23724000 23723677 aeneas@atlanticahotels.com 

8 

Atlantica 

Mare Hotel 5* 338 23721401 23721429 marevillage@atlanticahotels.com 

9 

Asterias 

Beach Hotel 4* 396 23201000 23722095 info@asteriashotels.com 

10 

Tofinis 

Hotel 4* 400 23721210 23722083 tofinis@cytanet.com.cy 

11 

Atlantica 

Miramare 

Beach Hotel 

4* 528 25888100 25888200 miramare@atlanticahotels.com  

12 

Napa Plaza 

Hotel 3* 412 23816555 23816565 info@napaplaza.com 

13 

Capo Bay 

Hotel 4* 450 23831101 23831110 capobay@capobay.com.cy 

14 

Louis 

Phaethon 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 844 26964600 26964666 phaethon@louishotels.comfour 

15 

Sunrise 

Beach Hotel 4* 470 23831501 23831308 sunrise@sunrise.com.cy 

16 

Tsokkos 

Protaras 

Hotel 

4* 244 23831363 23832146 protaras@tsokkos.com    reservations@t

sokkos.com 

17 

Cavo Maris 

Beach 

Hotel 

3* 403 23832043 23832051 cavo@cytanet.com.cy 

18 

Pernera 

Beach Hotel 3* 460 23831011 23831020 pernera@pernera.com 

19 

Almyra 

Hotel 5* 374 26888700 26942818 almyra@thanoshotels.com 

20 

Atlantica 

Golden 

Beach Hotel 

4* 372 26947777 26945963 goldenbeach@atlanticahotels.com  

21 

Louis 

Imperial 

Beach 

Hotel 

4* 484 26965415 26964293 imperial.cy@louishotels.com 

22 

Thalassa 

Hotel 4* 202 26881500 26881700 info@thalassa.com.cy  

23 

Atlantica 

Mare 

Village 

Paphos 

4* 826 26944250 26944260 marevillagepaphos@atlanticahotels.com 
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mailto:grand@grandresort.com.cy
mailto:manager_bay@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:annabelle@thanoshotels.com
mailto:enquiries@poseidonia-beachhotel.com
mailto:adams@adams.com.cy
mailto:aeneas@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:marevillage@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:info@asteriashotels.com
mailto:tofinis@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:info@napaplaza.com
mailto:capobay@capobay.com.cy
mailto:phaethon@louishotels.com
mailto:sunrise@sunrise.com.cy
mailto:protaras@tsokkos.com
mailto:protaras@tsokkos.com
mailto:cavo@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:pernera@pernera.com
mailto:almyra@thanoshotels.com
mailto:goldenbeach@atlanticahotels.com
mailto:imperial.cy@louishotels.com
mailto:info@thalassa.com.cy
mailto:marevillagepaphos@atlanticahotels.com
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24 

Anassa 

Hotel 5* 366 26888000 26322900 anassa@thanoshotels.com 

25 

Natura 

Beach Hotel 3* 144 26323111 26322822 natura@cytanet.com.cy 

26 

Forest Park 

Hotel 4* 280 25421751 25421875 ngougoutzis@newbyblos.com.cy 

forest@cytanet.com.cy 

27 

Rodon 

Hotel 3* 308 25521201 25521235 info@rodonhotel.com 

 

  

mailto:anassa@thanoshotels.com
mailto:natura@cytanet.com.cy
mailto:ngougoutzis@newbyblos.com.cy
mailto:ngougoutzis@newbyblos.com.cy
mailto:info@rodonhotel.com
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Appendix AR1 Demographics-Gender analysis 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A1 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

Frequencies 

Notes 
Output Created 25-APR-2021 00:41:57 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data 28 03 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A1 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=MINIMUM 

MAXIMUM MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:01.74 

Elapsed Time 00:00:18.01 

 

Statistics 
Gender   
N Valid 273 

Missing 1 

Mean 1.54 

Median 2.00 

Minimum 1 

Maximum 2 

Percentiles 25 1.00 

50 2.00 

75 2.00 
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Gender 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Male 125 45.6 45.8 45.8 

Female 148 54.0 54.2 100.0 

Total 273 99.6 100.0  
Missing System 1 .4   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR2 Demographics- Age analysis 

 

GET 

  FILE='C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SPSS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 2020 EFA 1.sav'. 

DATASET NAME DataSet1 WINDOW=FRONT. 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A2 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 13:58:24 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A2 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 
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Resources Processor Time 00:00:01.58 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.74 

 

 

[DataSet1] C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SPSS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 2020 EFA 1.sav 

 

 

 

Statistics 
Age   
N Valid 273 

Missing 1 

Mean 2.38 

Median 2.00 

Std. Deviation .990 

Minimum 1 

Maximum 5 

Percentiles 25 2.00 

50 2.00 

75 3.00 

 

 

Age 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid below 20 years 31 11.3 11.4 11.4 

between 21-30 years 162 59.1 59.3 70.7 

between 31-40 years 40 14.6 14.7 85.3 

between 41-50 years 25 9.1 9.2 94.5 

over 50 years 15 5.5 5.5 100.0 

Total 273 99.6 100.0  
Missing System 1 .4   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR3 Demographics-Position at work analysis 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A3 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 14:11:25 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A3 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.30 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.13 

 

 

Statistics 
Position at work   
N Valid 193 

Missing 81 
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Position at work 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Basic/Operational staff 100 36.5 51.8 51.8 

Entry level/Supervisory staff 30 10.9 15.5 67.4 

Mid-level -Department heads 43 15.7 22.3 89.6 

Upper level (Top 

Administrator) 

20 7.3 10.4 100.0 

Total 193 70.4 100.0  
Missing System 81 29.6   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR4 Demographics-Department currently working analysis 

 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A7 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 14:43:55 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A7 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.13 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.11 

 

 

Statistics 
Dept/Division you currently work in   
N Valid 262 

Missing 12 
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Dept/Division you currently work in 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Upper Management-Top 

Administrator 

37 13.5 14.1 14.1 

Food and Beverage Division 71 25.9 27.1 41.2 

Housekeeping 15 5.5 5.7 46.9 

Front Office 57 20.8 21.8 68.7 

Marketing and Sales Division 46 16.8 17.6 86.3 

Other (please specify) 36 13.1 13.7 100.0 

Total 262 95.6 100.0  
Missing System 12 4.4   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR5 Demographics-Years of service analysis 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A5 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV VARIANCE RANGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 14:31:51 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A5 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV 

VARIANCE RANGE 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

  

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.19 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.12 

 

Statistics 
Years of service in the organisation you now 

work for   
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N Valid 269 

Missing 5 

Mean 1.90 

Median 2.00 

Std. Deviation .809 

Variance .655 

Range 3 

Minimum 1 

Maximum 4 

Percentiles 25 1.00 

50 2.00 

75 3.00 

 

 

Years of service in the organisation you now work for 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid below 1 year 101 36.9 37.5 37.5 

between 2 and 4 years 94 34.3 34.9 72.5 

more than 5 years 73 26.6 27.1 99.6 

4 1 .4 .4 100.0 

Total 269 98.2 100.0  
Missing System 5 1.8   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR6 Demographics-Monthly salary analysis 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A6 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV VARIANCE RANGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 14:39:20 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A6 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV 

VARIANCE RANGE 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.16 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.12 
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Statistics 
Monthly salary   
N Valid 267 

Missing 7 

Mean 1.64 

Median 1.00 

Std. Deviation .896 

Variance .803 

Range 4 

Minimum 1 

Maximum 5 

Percentiles 25 1.00 

50 1.00 

75 2.00 

 

 

Monthly salary 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid below 1000 euro 143 52.2 53.6 53.6 

between 1000 and 2000 euro 97 35.4 36.3 89.9 

between 2000 and 3000 euro 16 5.8 6.0 95.9 

between 3000 and 4000 euro 2 .7 .7 96.6 

over 4000 euro 9 3.3 3.4 100.0 

Total 267 97.4 100.0  
Missing System 7 2.6   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR7 Demographics-Educational background analysis  

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A4 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 14:15:07 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A4 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.19 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.12 

 

 

Statistics 
Educational background   
N Valid 271 

Missing 3 
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Educational background 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Primary School or Gymnasium 4 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Lyceum 32 11.7 11.8 13.3 

College 39 14.2 14.4 27.7 

University Bachelor degree 

(BSc, BA etc) 

158 57.7 58.3 86.0 

University Master or PhD 

degree 

32 11.7 11.8 97.8 

Other (specify) 6 2.2 2.2 100.0 

Total 271 98.9 100.0  
Missing System 3 1.1   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR8 Demographics-Participation to training programmes 

 

FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=A8 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV VARIANCE RANGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

 

 

Frequencies 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 10-APR-2021 14:46:47 

Comments  
Input Data C:\Users\Gregory\OneDrive\SP

SS-AMOS Workings\LO 14 06 

2020 EFA 1.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data. 

Syntax FREQUENCIES 

VARIABLES=A8 

  /NTILES=4 

  /STATISTICS=STDDEV 

VARIANCE RANGE 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

MEAN MEDIAN 

  /HISTOGRAM 

  /ORDER=ANALYSIS. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.13 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.11 
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Statistics 
Participation to training programmes during 

the last 12 months   
N Valid 241 

Missing 33 

Mean 1.61 

Median 1.00 

Std. Deviation .789 

Variance .622 

Range 2 

Minimum 1 

Maximum 3 

Percentiles 25 1.00 

50 1.00 

75 2.00 

 

 

Participation to training programmes during the last 12 months 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid participated in one training 

programme 

140 51.1 58.1 58.1 

participated in two training 

programmes 

55 20.1 22.8 80.9 

participated in three or more 

training programmes 

46 16.8 19.1 100.0 

Total 241 88.0 100.0  
Missing System 33 12.0   
Total 274 100.0   
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Appendix AR9 Reliability of the survey instrument 

 

RELIABILITY 

  /VARIABLES=B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 

B21 B22 B23 B24 

    B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 

B46 B47 B48 B49 

    B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 

  /MODEL=ALPHA 

  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 

 

 

Reliability 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 09-MAY-2021 23:05:16 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data 28 03 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Matrix Input  
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data for all variables 

in the procedure. 

Syntax RELIABILITY 

  /VARIABLES=B1 B2 B3 B4 

B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 

B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 

B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 
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    B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 

B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 

B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 

B49 

    B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 

B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') 

ALL 

  /MODEL=ALPHA 

  

/STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE 

SCALE 

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.02 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.04 

 

 

 

 

Scale: ALL VARIABLES 

 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 245 89.4 

Excludeda 29 10.6 

Total 274 100.0 

 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 

procedure. 

 

 

Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.946 59 

 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

MI1 4.50 .857 245 

MI2 4.30 .914 245 

MI3 4.66 .851 245 

SI4 4.60 .801 245 

SI5 4.41 .833 245 

SI6 4.03 .977 245 
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TI7 4.41 .838 245 

TI8 4.19 .926 245 

TI9 4.15 .982 245 

RS10 4.17 1.030 245 

RS11 4.06 1.028 245 

RS12 3.65 1.170 245 

RS13 3.81 1.173 245 

AS14 3.54 1.199 245 

AS15 2.90 1.362 245 

AS16 3.60 1.136 245 

AS17 4.15 1.043 245 

TS18 4.25 .863 245 

TS19 3.91 1.030 245 

TS20 4.09 .990 245 

TS21 4.16 .951 245 

PS22 4.05 1.025 245 

PS23 4.31 .845 245 

PS24 4.36 .860 245 

PS25 4.39 .811 245 

IS26 3.66 1.185 245 

IS27 3.93 1.050 245 

IS28 4.06 .932 245 

ES29 3.53 1.026 245 

ES30 3.66 .921 245 

ES31 3.47 .990 245 

Ex32 3.75 1.001 245 

Ex33 3.68 1.082 245 

RT34 3.34 1.182 245 

RT35 3.10 1.277 245 

EE36 3.60 1.192 245 

EE37 3.41 1.200 245 

EE38 3.80 1.100 245 

Di39 4.22 .954 245 

Di40 4.21 .963 245 

Di41 3.96 1.093 245 

Di42 3.84 1.032 245 

PD43 3.16 1.259 245 

PD44 3.04 1.310 245 

PD45 2.95 1.345 245 

SM46 3.67 1.021 245 

SM47 3.66 1.085 245 

PP48 3.96 1.013 245 

PP49 4.24 .874 245 

PP50 4.25 .980 245 

PP51 4.28 .903 245 

SE52 4.23 .838 245 

SE53 4.30 .834 245 

SE54 4.46 .770 245 

SE55 4.27 .844 245 

SE56 4.40 .770 245 

SE57 4.59 .705 245 

SE58 4.47 .776 245 

SE59 4.52 .803 245 
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Item-Total Statistics 

 
Scale Mean if 

Item Deleted 

Scale Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-

Total Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item Deleted 

MI1 229.80 827.868 .539 .945 

MI2 230.00 826.889 .523 .945 

MI3 229.64 831.208 .474 .945 

SI4 229.69 828.967 .555 .945 

SI5 229.89 826.085 .594 .944 

SI6 230.27 832.017 .395 .945 

TI7 229.89 827.607 .558 .945 

TI8 230.11 821.861 .612 .944 

TI9 230.15 823.150 .552 .944 

RS10 230.13 822.570 .535 .945 

RS11 230.24 825.936 .477 .945 

RS12 230.65 826.499 .407 .945 

RS13 230.49 837.366 .242 .946 

AS14 230.76 833.784 .289 .946 

AS15 231.40 839.052 .181 .947 

AS16 230.70 836.162 .270 .946 

AS17 230.15 825.568 .476 .945 

TS18 230.05 826.366 .566 .945 

TS19 230.39 828.469 .433 .945 

TS20 230.21 824.422 .524 .945 

TS21 230.14 824.686 .542 .945 

PS22 230.24 823.809 .516 .945 

PS23 229.99 830.959 .483 .945 

PS24 229.94 828.131 .532 .945 

PS25 229.91 827.331 .584 .944 

IS26 230.64 828.577 .370 .946 

IS27 230.36 833.085 .347 .946 

IS28 230.24 825.165 .545 .945 

ES29 230.76 831.173 .388 .945 

ES30 230.64 831.536 .430 .945 

ES31 230.82 833.940 .355 .945 

Ex32 230.55 823.265 .539 .945 

Ex33 230.62 818.286 .578 .944 

RT34 230.96 820.326 .495 .945 

RT35 231.20 823.923 .405 .945 

EE36 230.70 822.130 .463 .945 

EE37 230.89 817.680 .526 .945 

EE38 230.50 826.022 .443 .945 

Di39 230.08 826.359 .509 .945 

Di40 230.09 822.443 .576 .944 

Di41 230.34 828.504 .405 .945 

Di42 230.45 826.487 .466 .945 

PD43 231.14 823.751 .413 .945 

PD44 231.26 829.292 .321 .946 

PD45 231.35 828.924 .316 .946 

SM46 230.63 832.496 .368 .945 

SM47 230.64 828.788 .404 .945 

PP48 230.34 828.636 .438 .945 

PP49 230.06 826.090 .565 .945 
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PP50 230.04 826.322 .496 .945 

PP51 230.02 828.881 .490 .945 

SE52 230.07 823.393 .647 .944 

SE53 230.00 825.209 .612 .944 

SE54 229.84 827.684 .608 .944 

SE55 230.03 822.187 .668 .944 

SE56 229.90 828.305 .593 .944 

SE57 229.71 830.249 .602 .945 

SE58 229.83 827.820 .600 .944 

SE59 229.78 823.336 .678 .944 

 

 

Scale Statistics 
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 

234.30 855.210 29.244 59 
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Appendix AR10 KMO-Barlett’s Test and TVE 

 

FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 

B21 B22 B23 B24 

    B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 

B46 B47 B48 B49 

    B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 

B21 B22 B23 B24 

    B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 

B46 B47 B48 B49 

    B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL KMO EXTRACTION 

  /CRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /ROTATION NOROTATE 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

 

 

 

 

Factor Analysis 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 09-MAY-2021 23:14:58 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data 28 03 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 
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Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-

defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based 

on cases with no missing values 

for any variable used. 

Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B4 

B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 

B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 

B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 

    B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 

B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 

B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 

B49 

    B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 

B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 

B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 

B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 

B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 

    B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 

B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 

B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 B48 

B49 

    B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 

B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL KMO 

EXTRACTION 

  /CRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) 

ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /ROTATION NOROTATE 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.06 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.05 

Maximum Memory Required 391968 (382.781K) bytes 

 

 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .894 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 9069.196 

df 1711 

Sig. .000 

 

 

Communalities 

 Initial Extraction 

MI1 1.000 .799 

MI2 1.000 .766 
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MI3 1.000 .765 

SI4 1.000 .756 

SI5 1.000 .568 

SI6 1.000 .708 

TI7 1.000 .655 

TI8 1.000 .743 

TI9 1.000 .664 

RS10 1.000 .661 

RS11 1.000 .685 

RS12 1.000 .631 

RS13 1.000 .673 

AS14 1.000 .768 

AS15 1.000 .767 

AS16 1.000 .576 

AS17 1.000 .547 

TS18 1.000 .588 

TS19 1.000 .699 

TS20 1.000 .609 

TS21 1.000 .611 

PS22 1.000 .622 

PS23 1.000 .763 

PS24 1.000 .762 

PS25 1.000 .769 

IS26 1.000 .689 

IS27 1.000 .716 

IS28 1.000 .621 

ES29 1.000 .747 

ES30 1.000 .769 

ES31 1.000 .682 

Ex32 1.000 .685 

Ex33 1.000 .796 

RT34 1.000 .697 

RT35 1.000 .647 

EE36 1.000 .610 

EE37 1.000 .674 

EE38 1.000 .521 

Di39 1.000 .689 

Di40 1.000 .790 

Di41 1.000 .682 

Di42 1.000 .634 

PD43 1.000 .707 

PD44 1.000 .763 

PD45 1.000 .778 

SM46 1.000 .735 

SM47 1.000 .757 

PP48 1.000 .691 

PP49 1.000 .678 

PP50 1.000 .791 

PP51 1.000 .660 

SE52 1.000 .634 

SE53 1.000 .672 

SE54 1.000 .731 

SE55 1.000 .804 

SE56 1.000 .742 
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SE57 1.000 .760 

SE58 1.000 .740 

SE59 1.000 .753 

 

Extraction Method: Principal 

Component Analysis. 

 

 

Total Variance Explained 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 

1 16.579 28.101 28.101 16.579 28.101 28.101 

2 5.400 9.152 37.253 5.400 9.152 37.253 

3 3.597 6.096 43.349 3.597 6.096 43.349 

4 2.052 3.477 46.826 2.052 3.477 46.826 

5 1.726 2.926 49.752 1.726 2.926 49.752 

6 1.697 2.876 52.628 1.697 2.876 52.628 

7 1.563 2.650 55.278 1.563 2.650 55.278 

8 1.522 2.579 57.857 1.522 2.579 57.857 

9 1.375 2.331 60.187 1.375 2.331 60.187 

10 1.330 2.255 62.442 1.330 2.255 62.442 

11 1.196 2.027 64.469 1.196 2.027 64.469 

12 1.141 1.934 66.403 1.141 1.934 66.403 

13 1.024 1.735 68.138 1.024 1.735 68.138 

14 1.001 1.697 69.835 1.001 1.697 69.835 

15 .891 1.511 71.346    
16 .858 1.454 72.800    
17 .813 1.379 74.179    
18 .798 1.352 75.530    
19 .759 1.287 76.817    
20 .716 1.214 78.032    
21 .696 1.179 79.210    
22 .681 1.154 80.364    
23 .643 1.090 81.454    
24 .620 1.051 82.505    
25 .570 .967 83.471    
26 .565 .958 84.429    
27 .524 .888 85.317    
28 .501 .849 86.166    
29 .490 .830 86.996    
30 .455 .772 87.767    
31 .447 .758 88.526    
32 .424 .719 89.245    
33 .401 .680 89.925    
34 .391 .662 90.587    
35 .365 .619 91.206    
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36 .354 .601 91.807    
37 .338 .573 92.379    
38 .329 .558 92.937    
39 .325 .552 93.489    
40 .321 .545 94.033    
41 .288 .488 94.521    
42 .272 .461 94.982    
43 .261 .443 95.425    
44 .243 .412 95.837    
45 .237 .401 96.238    
46 .224 .380 96.618    
47 .209 .353 96.972    
48 .201 .340 97.312    
49 .187 .318 97.629    
50 .184 .313 97.942    
51 .171 .289 98.231    
52 .161 .273 98.504    
53 .158 .268 98.772    
54 .147 .249 99.021    
55 .142 .240 99.261    
56 .124 .211 99.472    
57 .116 .197 99.668    
58 .108 .183 99.852    
59 .088 .148 100.000    

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 

 

Component Matrixa 

 
Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

MI

1 

.648 -.338 -.019 .041 -.088 .329 .014 .122 -.068 -.296 .176 -.046 .029 .080 

MI

2 

.602 -.218 -.046 .114 -.138 .351 .080 .047 -.106 -.297 .295 .043 .029 .022 

MI

3 

.582 -.367 -.009 .212 .022 .394 .074 .009 -.087 -.121 .128 -.175 -.091 -.084 

SI4 .652 -.303 -.056 .174 .012 .340 .033 -.031 .006 -.185 .179 -.138 -.040 -.015 

SI5 .670 -.137 .094 -.042 .065 -.027 -.012 -.194 -.033 -.081 .167 -.101 .000 .031 

SI6 .378 .180 .416 .289 -.017 .150 -.006 -.053 .280 -.016 -.105 -.399 -.005 -.029 

TI7 .661 -.271 .049 -.024 -.057 -.033 .066 -.173 -.085 -.113 -.179 -.048 .168 .144 

TI8 .658 -.008 .149 -.141 -.158 -.111 .170 -.210 -.092 -.219 -.236 .121 -.040 -.172 

TI9 .602 -.025 .100 -.147 -.005 -.127 .248 -.289 -.186 -.136 -.061 .020 .210 -.085 

RS

10 

.583 -.033 .212 -.380 .003 .049 -.001 .120 .067 -.205 .020 -.063 .186 .170 
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RS

11 

.501 .040 .181 -.356 -.063 .077 .121 .210 .289 -.221 -.094 -.022 .226 -.108 

RS

12 

.401 .135 .279 -.161 .092 -.200 .385 .016 .189 -.064 .026 .113 .307 .050 

RS

13 

.240 .048 .270 -.171 -.030 .372 .349 .052 .335 .115 -.254 .022 -.156 .181 

AS

14 

.224 .343 .282 .300 -.335 .387 .127 -.043 -.064 .243 .026 .255 .140 -.042 

AS

15 

.091 .454 .395 .325 -.147 .165 .131 .077 -.165 .140 -.122 .349 .180 .059 

AS

16 

.237 .232 .207 .532 .095 -.098 .128 -.078 -.236 .031 .022 .116 .156 .066 

AS

17 

.486 .139 .194 .122 -.193 .027 -.088 -.137 -.019 .162 .090 .022 -.277 .251 

TS1

8 

.642 -.156 .126 -.157 .024 -.087 .059 -.112 -.130 .080 .105 .105 -.178 .096 

TS1

9 

.472 -.029 .202 -.266 .009 -.017 -.076 .348 .206 -.059 -.043 .409 -.140 -.051 

TS2

0 

.570 -.026 .245 -.250 .150 .030 -.125 -.042 .045 .021 .172 .274 -.113 .011 

TS2

1 

.591 -.020 .075 -.250 -.047 .077 -.010 -.190 -.161 .034 .168 .164 -.042 -.255 

PS2

2 

.551 .017 .214 -.248 -.060 .219 -.114 -.158 .201 .150 .034 -.046 -.017 -.233 

PS2

3 

.552 -.144 .098 -.043 .014 .122 -.043 -.071 .038 .315 -.208 -.134 .077 -.486 

PS2

4 

.595 -.118 .159 -.159 .254 .176 -.118 -.163 -.058 .413 .053 -.050 -.028 .163 

PS2

5 

.664 -.188 .105 -.151 .165 .084 -.015 -.126 -.142 .357 -.101 -.113 .144 .132 

IS2

6 

.370 .090 .063 .040 .441 .131 .095 .356 -.303 .014 -.197 .014 .216 .113 

IS2

7 

.383 -.083 -.026 .148 .422 .167 .026 .492 -.028 .070 -.222 -.142 -.119 .049 

IS2

8 

.585 -.016 .079 -.052 .395 -.044 -.109 .132 .053 .068 .012 .181 -.200 -.041 

ES2

9 

.347 .314 .446 .172 .302 -.145 .013 -.191 .186 .070 .320 -.066 .015 .060 

ES3

0 

.397 .260 .442 .318 .235 -.247 .124 .014 .110 -.133 .052 -.242 -.081 -.130 

ES3

1 

.318 .300 .427 .189 .214 -.348 .127 -.127 .108 -.208 .030 .059 -.113 .039 

Ex3

2 

.519 .336 -.026 -.229 .005 -.081 -.006 -.054 -.276 -.209 -.221 -.172 -.204 .025 

Ex3

3 

.535 .442 -.025 -.284 -.064 -.001 -.032 -.130 -.245 .005 -.283 -.189 -.139 .125 

RT

34 

.407 .609 .100 -.056 -.158 .103 -.077 -.102 -.289 -.036 -.036 -.061 -.081 .020 

RT

35 

.303 .654 .128 -.152 .022 -.093 -.040 .166 -.100 -.005 .185 -.050 -.051 -.006 

EE

36 

.400 .506 .140 -.106 .045 -.050 -.237 .129 -.076 .017 .257 -.044 .013 -.108 

EE

37 

.462 .489 .027 .050 -.028 .065 -.212 .228 -.094 -.114 -.019 -.031 -.006 -.305 

EE

38 

.424 .283 -.283 .112 .096 -.035 -.093 .156 -.237 -.150 -.019 .169 -.032 -.130 

Di3

9 

.568 -.066 -.382 .219 .203 .095 -.122 -.169 .089 -.146 -.177 .110 -.043 -.002 

Di4

0 

.624 .006 -.410 .175 .203 .017 -.147 -.243 .087 -.081 -.168 .190 .026 -.029 
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Di4

1 

.387 .282 -.435 .164 .168 .049 .008 -.315 .212 -.131 -.191 .095 -.009 -.013 

Di4

2 

.476 .134 -.446 .010 .204 .157 -.007 -.143 .190 -.036 .014 .210 -.059 .134 

PD

43 

.313 .652 -.283 .090 -.140 .065 -.060 -.032 .229 .072 -.062 -.018 -.041 -.059 

PD

44 

.193 .751 -.244 .046 -.198 .099 .010 .081 .185 .051 .007 -.015 -.028 .078 

PD

45 

.187 .775 -.255 .030 -.146 .020 -.001 .115 .146 -.022 .035 -.106 .069 .058 

SM

46 

.341 .332 -.553 -.175 .104 .012 .069 -.058 .085 .103 .231 -.112 .242 .100 

SM

47 

.379 .325 -.592 -.188 .110 -.038 .138 .015 .003 .102 .190 -.062 .197 .029 

PP4

8 

.486 -.075 -.305 .002 -.004 -.120 .394 .244 -.117 .241 .165 -.003 -.132 -.100 

PP4

9 

.630 -.109 -.315 .103 .051 -.174 .239 .028 -.043 .200 .009 -.064 -.044 -.145 

PP5

0 

.581 -.211 -.288 .088 -.162 -.190 .438 .068 -.017 .132 .024 -.021 -.117 -.164 

PP5

1 

.567 -.191 -.198 .074 -.157 -.087 .368 .077 .082 -.017 .064 .015 -.256 .079 

SE5

2 

.693 .037 -.105 -.017 -.194 -.089 -.133 .066 -.129 -.004 -.015 -.048 -.006 .234 

SE5

3 

.686 -.095 .066 .004 -.318 -.214 -.118 .081 .047 .059 -.045 -.010 -.078 .087 

SE5

4 

.715 -.268 -.059 .150 -.220 -.175 -.080 .108 .040 .077 -.090 -.029 .076 .054 

SE5

5 

.757 -.184 .022 .074 -.251 -.240 -.062 .169 .101 .027 -.092 -.028 .001 .135 

SE5

6 

.699 -.241 -.021 .140 -.130 -.201 -.278 .131 .052 .016 -.015 -.016 .141 -.005 

SE5

7 

.717 -.294 -.038 .105 -.082 -.135 -.254 .058 .018 .087 -.008 -.010 .216 .009 

SE5

8 

.717 -.300 -.020 .101 -.067 -.148 -.247 .018 .133 .087 .063 .026 .090 .000 

SE5

9 

.777 -.244 -.002 .168 -.034 -.072 -.197 .064 .083 .000 -.029 .065 -.002 -.002 

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.a 

a. 14 components extracted. 
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Appendix AR11 The Determinant of the Correlation Matrix 

 

FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION SIG DET KMO EXTRACTION ROTATION FSCORE 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(10) ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

  /ROTATION VARIMAX 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Factor Analysis 
Notes 

Output Created 16-MAY-2021 23:46:54 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-

defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based 

on cases with no missing values 

for any variable used. 

Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 

B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 
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B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 

B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 

B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 

B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 

B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL 

CORRELATION SIG DET 

KMO EXTRACTION 

ROTATION FSCORE 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(10) 

ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

  /ROTATION VARIMAX 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.05 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.05 

Maximum Memory Required 241064 (235.414K) bytes 

 

Correlation Matrixa 

 SE58 SE59 

Correlation MI1 .427 .538 

MI2 .420 .500 

MI3 .377 .520 

TI7 .469 .543 

TI8 .385 .425 

TI9 .336 .373 

TS18 .409 .508 

TS19 .292 .340 

TS20 .369 .425 

TS21 .365 .293 

PS22 .410 .354 

PS23 .398 .399 

PS24 .440 .402 

PS25 .423 .514 

IS26 .164 .271 

IS27 .196 .285 

IS28 .396 .463 

ES29 .208 .207 

ES30 .200 .253 

ES31 .169 .210 

Ex32 .188 .277 

Ex33 .189 .233 

RT34 .088 .147 

RT35 .050 .035 

EE36 .178 .194 

EE37 .187 .286 
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EE38 .226 .266 

Di39 .429 .447 

Di40 .447 .524 

Di41 .219 .261 

Di42 .283 .309 

PD43 .056 .119 

PD44 -.070 -.024 

PD45 -.094 -.020 

PP48 .347 .324 

PP49 .438 .469 

PP50 .438 .424 

PP51 .420 .371 

SE52 .515 .495 

SE53 .530 .608 

SE54 .637 .603 

SE55 .602 .700 

SE56 .679 .720 

SE57 .747 .640 

SE58 1.000 .713 

SE59 .713 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) MI1 .000 .000 

MI2 .000 .000 

MI3 .000 .000 

TI7 .000 .000 

TI8 .000 .000 

TI9 .000 .000 

TS18 .000 .000 

TS19 .000 .000 

TS20 .000 .000 

TS21 .000 .000 

PS22 .000 .000 

PS23 .000 .000 

PS24 .000 .000 

PS25 .000 .000 

IS26 .004 .000 

IS27 .001 .000 

IS28 .000 .000 

ES29 .000 .000 

ES30 .001 .000 

ES31 .003 .000 

Ex32 .001 .000 

Ex33 .001 .000 

RT34 .079 .009 

RT35 .209 .285 

EE36 .002 .001 

EE37 .001 .000 

EE38 .000 .000 

Di39 .000 .000 

Di40 .000 .000 

Di41 .000 .000 

Di42 .000 .000 

PD43 .182 .027 

PD44 .130 .351 

PD45 .065 .372 
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PP48 .000 .000 

PP49 .000 .000 

PD43 .182 .027 

PD44 .130 .351 

PD45 .065 .372 

PP48 .000 .000 

PP49 .000 .000 

PP50 .000 .000 

PP51 .000 .000 

SE52 .000 .000 

SE53 .000 .000 

SE54 .000 .000 

SE55 .000 .000 

SE56 .000 .000 

SE57 .000 .000 

SE58  .000 

SE59 .000  

 

a. Determinant = 1.443E-13 
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Appendix AR12 SPSS output extract showing Mahalanobis Distances 

 

REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Qid 

  /METHOD=ENTER B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 

B20 B21 B22 B23 

    B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 

B45 B46 B47 B48 

    B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /SAVE MAHAL. 

 

 

 

 

Regression 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 11-MAY-2021 20:26:43 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 
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Cases Used Statistics are based on cases 

with no missing values for any 

variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS 

R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) 

POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Qid 

  /METHOD=ENTER B1 B2 

B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 

B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 

B17 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 

B23 

    B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 

B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 

B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 

B42 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 

B48 

    B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /SAVE MAHAL. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.02 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.02 

Memory Required 137744 bytes 

Additional Memory Required 

for Residual Plots 

0 bytes 

Variables Created or Modified MAH_1 Mahalanobis Distance 

 

 

[DataSet1] D:\My Documents\Doctorate Phd\DBA European University Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS Workings\SPSS DATA FILES\Data  with no missing values 11 05 

2021.sav 

 

Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .685a .469 .313 64.166 

 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SE59, PD45, RS13, I believe that rules can be broken 

sometimes in order to achieve certain things rather than repeating routine tasks, 

TS21, IS26, ES29, PP48, When I write a passage, I usually make many drafts 

before I reach the final one, Di41, AS14, TS19, AS17, PS23, EE38, IS27, 

EE36, PP51, Ex32, TI9, SI6, RS11, PS22, MI2, ES31, Di42, TS20, IS28, 

RS10, SM47, TI7, PS24, AS15, PP49, SE52, Di39, TS18, SI4, SI5, RT34, 

SE53, EE37, RT35, SE57, PD43, ES30, TI8, PS25, SE56, MI1, Ex33, SE54, 

PP50, SM46, PD44, MI3, SE58, Di40, SE55 

b. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 

 

 

ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 733445.994 59 12431.288 3.019 .000b 
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Residual 831685.258 202 4117.254   
Total 1565131.252 261    

 

a. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 

b. Predictors: (Constant), SE59, PD45, RS13, I believe that rules can be broken sometimes in order to 

achieve certain things rather than repeating routine tasks, TS21, IS26, ES29, PP48, When I write a passage, 

I usually make many drafts before I reach the final one, Di41, AS14, TS19, AS17, PS23, EE38, IS27, EE36, 

PP51, Ex32, TI9, SI6, RS11, PS22, MI2, ES31, Di42, TS20, IS28, RS10, SM47, TI7, PS24, AS15, PP49, 

SE52, Di39, TS18, SI4, SI5, RT34, SE53, EE37, RT35, SE57, PD43, ES30, TI8, PS25, SE56, MI1, Ex33, 

SE54, PP50, SM46, PD44, MI3, SE58, Di40, SE55 

 

 

 

Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -13.38 296.04 136.95 53.011 262 

Std. Predicted Value -2.836 3.001 .000 1.000 262 

Standard Error of Predicted 

Value 

12.434 53.816 30.044 6.355 262 

Adjusted Predicted Value -29.13 330.94 137.68 56.245 262 

Residual -156.802 208.728 .000 56.449 262 

Std. Residual -2.444 3.253 .000 .880 262 

Stud. Residual -3.078 3.649 -.005 1.027 262 

Deleted Residual -248.800 262.626 -.738 77.483 262 

Stud. Deleted Residual -3.145 3.766 -.003 1.035 262 

Mahal. Distance 8.805 182.594 58.775 24.767 262 

Cook's Distance .000 .093 .007 .013 262 

Centered Leverage Value .034 .700 .225 .095 262 

 

a. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 
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Appendix AR13 Deselection of outliers 
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Appendix AR13 Extract SPSS report showing Reliability of Structural Model 

 

RELIABILITY 

  /VARIABLES=B19 B20 B21 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B1 B2 

B3 B48 B49 B50 

    B51 B7 B8 B9 B22 B23 B24 B25 B39 B40 B41 B42 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B43 B44 

B45 

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 

  /MODEL=ALPHA 

  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 

 

 

 

 

Reliability 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 24-MAY-2021 18:26:57 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Matrix Input  
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data for all variables 

in the procedure. 

Syntax RELIABILITY 
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  /VARIABLES=B19 B20 B21 

B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 

B59 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B1 B2 B3 B48 B49 B50 

    B51 B7 B8 B9 B22 B23 B24 

B25 B39 B40 B41 B42 B32 

B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 

B43 B44 B45 

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') 

ALL 

  /MODEL=ALPHA 

  

/STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE 

SCALE 

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.00 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.01 

 

 

 

Scale: ALL VARIABLES 

 

 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 262 95.6 

Excludeda 12 4.4 

Total 274 100.0 

 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 

procedure. 

 

 

Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.935 44 

 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

TS19 3.91 1.015 262 

TS20 4.09 .998 262 

TS21 4.16 .949 262 

SE53 4.30 .842 262 

SE54 4.45 .760 262 

SE55 4.25 .856 262 
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SE56 4.37 .791 262 

SE57 4.59 .698 262 

SE58 4.46 .771 262 

SE59 4.51 .820 262 

IS26 3.66 1.189 262 

IS27 3.94 1.062 262 

IS28 4.05 .937 262 

ES29 3.52 1.035 262 

ES30 3.65 .935 262 

ES31 3.45 .996 262 

MI1 4.48 .904 262 

MI2 4.29 .926 262 

MI3 4.64 .872 262 

PP48 3.95 1.018 262 

PP49 4.22 .891 262 

PP50 4.25 .974 262 

PP51 4.26 .910 262 

TI7 4.40 .846 262 

TI8 4.19 .912 262 

TI9 4.14 .978 262 

PS22 4.06 1.021 262 

PS23 4.32 .838 262 

PS24 4.37 .842 262 

PS25 4.39 .827 262 

Di39 4.21 .955 262 

Di40 4.18 .967 262 

Di41 3.93 1.103 262 

Di42 3.81 1.043 262 

Ex32 3.74 1.010 262 

Ex33 3.68 1.075 262 

RT34 3.32 1.192 262 

RT35 3.09 1.289 262 

EE36 3.57 1.210 262 

EE37 3.42 1.187 262 

EE38 3.81 1.098 262 

PD43 3.16 1.254 262 

PD44 3.03 1.297 262 

PD45 2.95 1.353 262 

 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

 
Scale Mean if 

Item Deleted 

Scale Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-

Total Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item Deleted 

TS19 171.33 492.788 .409 .935 

TS20 171.15 489.162 .501 .934 

TS21 171.08 489.530 .519 .934 

SE53 170.94 488.763 .612 .933 

SE54 170.79 491.441 .600 .933 

SE55 170.99 486.249 .669 .933 

SE56 170.87 490.461 .604 .933 

SE57 170.65 493.792 .579 .934 

SE58 170.78 491.420 .592 .934 
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SE59 170.73 487.432 .667 .933 

IS26 171.58 491.531 .366 .935 

IS27 171.30 494.279 .357 .935 

IS28 171.19 488.758 .546 .934 

ES29 171.72 494.334 .366 .935 

ES30 171.60 494.081 .416 .935 

ES31 171.79 495.952 .345 .935 

MI1 170.76 490.664 .519 .934 

MI2 170.95 490.722 .504 .934 

MI3 170.60 493.613 .462 .934 

PP48 171.29 491.180 .444 .934 

PP49 171.02 488.187 .591 .933 

PP50 170.99 490.295 .487 .934 

PP51 170.98 492.509 .468 .934 

TI7 170.84 490.917 .550 .934 

TI8 171.05 487.730 .588 .933 

TI9 171.10 488.894 .518 .934 

PS22 171.18 490.066 .468 .934 

PS23 170.92 494.843 .448 .934 

PS24 170.87 492.857 .500 .934 

PS25 170.85 491.422 .550 .934 

Di39 171.03 488.440 .543 .934 

Di40 171.06 485.647 .602 .933 

Di41 171.31 489.764 .436 .935 

Di42 171.43 488.031 .502 .934 

Ex32 171.50 486.573 .553 .934 

Ex33 171.56 483.756 .578 .933 

RT34 171.92 485.611 .480 .934 

RT35 172.15 487.713 .402 .935 

EE36 171.67 485.801 .468 .934 

EE37 171.82 483.305 .528 .934 

EE38 171.43 488.147 .472 .934 

PD43 172.08 487.457 .419 .935 

PD44 172.21 492.552 .313 .936 

PD45 172.29 491.868 .309 .936 

 

 

Scale Statistics 
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 

175.24 512.252 22.633 44 
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Appendix AR14 Collinearity-Tolerance and VIF 

 

REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA COLLIN TOL 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Qid 

  /METHOD=ENTER B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 

B20 B21 B22 B23 

    B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 

B45 B46 B47 B48 

    B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /SAVE MAHAL. 

 

 

 

 

Regression 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 11-MAY-2021 21:26:14 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter MAH_1 < 99.1366 (FILTER) 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

243 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 
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Cases Used Statistics are based on cases 

with no missing values for any 

variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS 

R ANOVA COLLIN TOL 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) 

POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Qid 

  /METHOD=ENTER B1 B2 

B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 

B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 

B17 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 

B23 

    B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 

B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 

B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 

B42 B43 B44 B45 B46 B47 

B48 

    B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /SAVE MAHAL. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.05 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.05 

Memory Required 137872 bytes 

Additional Memory Required 

for Residual Plots 

0 bytes 

Variables Created or Modified MAH_2 Mahalanobis Distance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 SE59, PD44, 

RS13, I believe 

that rules can be 

broken sometimes 

in order to 

achieve certain 

things rather than 

repeating routine 

tasks, IS26, TS21, 

When I write a 

passage, I usually 

make many drafts 

before I reach the 

final one, SI6, 

. Enter 
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Di41, PP48, 

EE38, TS19, 

AS15, PS23, 

AS17, EE36, 

IS27, RS11, TI9, 

PP51, ES31, 

SM47, MI1, 

PS24, PS22, 

Ex32, TS20, 

IS28, Di39, ES29, 

AS14, TS18, SI5, 

Di42, PP49, 

RS10, RT35, 

SE52, TI7, EE37, 

SE57, MI2, SE53, 

RT34, SI4, TI8, 

SE56, Ex33, 

ES30, PS25, 

SM46, PD43, 

PP50, SE54, 

PD45, SE58, 

Di40, MI3, SE55b 

 

a. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 

b. All requested variables entered. 

Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .691a .477 .309 61.524 

 

a. Predictors: (Constant), SE59, PD44, RS13, I believe that rules can be broken 

sometimes in order to achieve certain things rather than repeating routine tasks, 

IS26, TS21, When I write a passage, I usually make many drafts before I reach 

the final one, SI6, Di41, PP48, EE38, TS19, AS15, PS23, AS17, EE36, IS27, 

RS11, TI9, PP51, ES31, SM47, MI1, PS24, PS22, Ex32, TS20, IS28, Di39, 

ES29, AS14, TS18, SI5, Di42, PP49, RS10, RT35, SE52, TI7, EE37, SE57, 

MI2, SE53, RT34, SI4, TI8, SE56, Ex33, ES30, PS25, SM46, PD43, PP50, 

SE54, PD45, SE58, Di40, MI3, SE55 

b. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 

 

ANOVAa 
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 632772.171 59 10724.952 2.833 .000b 

Residual 692703.220 183 3785.263   
Total 1325475.391 242    

 

a. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 

b. Predictors: (Constant), SE59, PD44, RS13, I believe that rules can be broken sometimes in order to 

achieve certain things rather than repeating routine tasks, IS26, TS21, When I write a passage, I usually 

make many drafts before I reach the final one, SI6, Di41, PP48, EE38, TS19, AS15, PS23, AS17, EE36, 

IS27, RS11, TI9, PP51, ES31, SM47, MI1, PS24, PS22, Ex32, TS20, IS28, Di39, ES29, AS14, TS18, SI5, 

Di42, PP49, RS10, RT35, SE52, TI7, EE37, SE57, MI2, SE53, RT34, SI4, TI8, SE56, Ex33, ES30, PS25, 

SM46, PD43, PP50, SE54, PD45, SE58, Di40, MI3, SE55 

 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 
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B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 102.054 40.166  2.541 .012   
MI1 7.764 8.484 .091 .915 .361 .288 3.474 

MI2 5.846 8.044 .069 .727 .468 .313 3.191 

MI3 .341 10.456 .004 .033 .974 .212 4.717 

SI4 -12.534 10.468 -.138 -1.197 .233 .216 4.634 

SI5 17.332 8.259 .185 2.099 .037 .369 2.711 

SI6 -37.816 6.215 -.496 -6.085 .000 .430 2.325 

TI7 8.509 8.513 .092 1.000 .319 .335 2.982 

TI8 -.558 8.001 -.007 -.070 .944 .309 3.238 

TI9 6.697 7.186 .081 .932 .353 .377 2.653 

RS10 2.675 6.643 .034 .403 .688 .392 2.549 

RS11 2.039 6.355 .026 .321 .749 .435 2.300 

When I write a passage, 

I usually make many 

drafts before I reach the 

final one 

-2.358 4.715 -.036 -.500 .618 .536 1.864 

RS13 -4.122 4.582 -.063 -.900 .369 .575 1.738 

AS14 6.376 5.310 .103 1.201 .231 .390 2.566 

AS15 -.410 4.577 -.008 -.090 .929 .391 2.559 

I believe that rules can 

be broken sometimes in 

order to achieve certain 

things rather than 

repeating routine tasks 

-.130 4.586 -.002 -.028 .977 .577 1.734 

AS17 -8.168 5.249 -.117 -1.556 .121 .508 1.970 

PD45 9.385 6.135 .166 1.530 .128 .242 4.135 

SM46 -3.294 7.642 -.044 -.431 .667 .276 3.620 

SM47 13.313 7.111 .189 1.872 .063 .279 3.584 

PP48 3.286 6.188 .044 .531 .596 .425 2.355 

PP49 -3.991 8.150 -.046 -.490 .625 .322 3.109 

PP50 -5.245 8.517 -.064 -.616 .539 .264 3.783 

PP51 -8.400 7.637 -.095 -1.100 .273 .381 2.623 

SE52 1.611 8.822 .017 .183 .855 .321 3.119 

SE53 -4.558 9.276 -.048 -.491 .624 .304 3.295 

SE54 3.168 10.885 .033 .291 .771 .225 4.445 

SE55 4.218 11.152 .046 .378 .706 .196 5.106 

SE56 3.109 10.221 .032 .304 .761 .258 3.883 

SE57 -15.528 11.635 -.144 -1.335 .184 .245 4.087 

SE58 23.063 10.786 .237 2.138 .034 .232 4.312 

SE59 -.662 10.694 -.007 -.062 .951 .236 4.245 

 

a. Dependent Variable: Questionnaire number 
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Appendix AR15 The variances of observed variables  

 

DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES=B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 

B17 B18 B19 B20 B21 

    B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 

B43 B44 B45 B46 

    B47 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /STATISTICS=VARIANCE. 

 

 

Descriptives 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 11-MAY-2021 23:18:50 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter MAH_1 < 99.1366 (FILTER) 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

243 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used All non-missing data are used. 

Syntax DESCRIPTIVES 

VARIABLES=B1 B2 B3 B4 

B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 

B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 

B19 B20 B21 

    B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 

B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 

B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 

B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 

B46 

    B47 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 

B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 

B59 

  /STATISTICS=VARIANCE. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.02 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.01 
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Descriptive Statistics 

 N Variance 

MI1 243 .755 

MI2 243 .771 

MI3 243 .675 

SI4 243 .661 

SI5 243 .622 

SI6 243 .942 

TI7 243 .644 

TI8 243 .791 

TI9 243 .804 

RS10 243 .904 

RS11 243 .891 

When I write a passage, I 

usually make many drafts 

before I reach the final one 

243 1.311 

RS13 243 1.295 

AS14 243 1.424 

AS15 243 1.911 

I believe that rules can be 

broken sometimes in order to 

achieve certain things rather 

than repeating routine tasks 

243 1.290 

AS17 243 1.118 

TS18 243 .713 

TS19 243 .946 

TS20 243 .851 

TS21 243 .835 

PS22 243 1.009 

PS23 243 .718 

PS24 243 .594 

PS25 243 .575 

IS26 243 1.318 

IS27 243 1.072 

IS28 243 .850 

ES29 243 .943 

ES30 243 .825 

ES31 243 .870 

Ex32 243 .921 

Ex33 243 1.077 

RT34 243 1.359 

RT35 243 1.562 

EE36 243 1.383 

EE37 243 1.347 

EE38 243 1.135 

Di39 243 .905 

Di40 243 .857 

Di41 243 1.195 

Di42 243 1.068 

PD43 243 1.548 

PD44 243 1.619 
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PD45 243 1.719 

SM46 243 .969 

SM47 243 1.108 

PP48 243 .962 

PP49 243 .732 

PP50 243 .816 

PP51 243 .703 

SE52 243 .627 

SE53 243 .599 

SE54 243 .587 

SE55 243 .642 

SE56 243 .581 

SE57 243 .472 

SE58 243 .580 

SE59 243 .581 

Valid N (listwise) 243  
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Appendix AR16 Measurement Model for Theorist Learning Style (TS) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILP TS B18-B21 0.743 0.000 54.728 0.722    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILP TS B18 0.793 0.107 7.444 ***    

     B19 0.788 0.105 7.488 ***    

     B20 1.000          

     B21 0.734 0.105 6.992 ***    

             

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

   CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 ILP 0.725 0.400 1.230 0.988 0.993 0.998 0.029  
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Appendix AR17 Measurement Model for Activist Learning Style (AS) 

 

 

   

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILP AS B14-B17 0.627   49.728 0.660    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILP AS B17 0.315 0.08 3.945 ***    

     B16 0.489 0.08 6.13 ***    

     B15 1          

     B14 0.827 0.12 6.914 ***    

             

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

   CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 ILP 0.669 0.360 5.922 0.935 0.833 0.944 0.134  
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Appendix AR18 Measurement Model for Pragmatist Learning Style (PS) 

 

 

   

 
  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILP PS B22-B25 0.716   59.989 0.768    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILP PS B24 1          

     B25 0.963 0.083 11.635 ***    

     B22 0.759 0.097 7.855 ***    

     B23 0.7 0.084 8.345 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

   CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 ILP 0.777 0.476 8.480 0.947 0.857 0.952 0.166  
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Appendix AR19 Measurement Model for Reflector Learning Style (RS) 

 

 

 

   

 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILP RS B10-B13 0.677 0.000 49.214 0.641    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILP RS B10 0.91 0.132 6.871 ***    

     B11 1          

     B13 0.584 0.123 4.756 ***    

     B12 0.7 0.125 5.609 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

   CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 ILP 0.660 0.343 2.073 0.973 0.957 0.986 0.063  
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Appendix AR20 Measurement Model for External Learning Source (ES) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILP ES B29-B31 0.706 0.000 71.755 0.801    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILP ES B29 1          

     B30 0.994 0.098 10.171 ***    

     B31 0.94 0.094 10.022 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

   CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 ILP 0.800 0.572   1.000   1.000 0.555  
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Appendix AR21 Measurement Model for Internal Learning Source (IS) 

 

 

 

   

 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILP IS B26-B28 0.637 0.000 58.420 0.641    

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILP IS B27 1          

     B28 0.595 0.115 5.179 ***    

     B26 0.911 0.175 5.221 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILP CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 IS 0.698 0.371   1.000   1.000 0.360  
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Appendix AR22 Measurement Model for Mental Intelligence (MI) 

 

 

 

 

   

 
 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC MI B1-B3 0.716   77.083 0.851    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE 

Crit. 

Ratio p    

 ILC MI B3 0.802 0.064 12.44 ***    

     B1 1          

     B2 0.984 0.07 14.144 ***    

                 

                  

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 MI 0.856 0.666 0.000 1.000   1.000 <0.674  
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Appendix AR23 Measurement Model for Social Intelligence (SI) 

 

 

 

   

 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC SI B4-B6 0.576   54.690 0.567    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC SI B5 1          

     B4 0.523 0.157 3.329 ***    

     B6 0.507 0.159 3.197 0.001    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 SI 0.706 0.471   1.000   1.000 0.323  
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Appendix AR24 Measurement Model for Task Intelligence (TI) 

 

 

 

   
 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC TI B7-B9 0.671 0.000 70.093 0.788    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC TI B7 0.639 0.073 8.733 ***    

     B8 1          

     B9 0.919 0.095 9.702 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 TI 0.794 0.567   1.000   1.000 0.554  
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Appendix AR25 Measurement Model for Self-Efficacy (SE) 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC SE B52-B59 0.924 0.000 65.801 0.924    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC SE B56 0.895 0.055 16.343 ***    

     B55 1          

     B58 0.865 0.055 15.706 ***    

     B59 0.941 0.057 16.548 ***    

     B57 0.761 0.05 15.158 ***    

     B52 0.75 0.063 11.941 ***    

     B53 0.844 0.061 13.745 ***    

     B54 0.842 0.054 15.645 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 SE 0.926 0.611 4.978 0.933 0.923 0.945 0.121  
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Appendix AR26 Measurement Model for Satisfaction for Motivation (SM) 

 

 

   

 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC SM B46-B47 0.500 0.000 87.314 0.854    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC SM B46 1.000          

     B47 1.000          

                  

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 SM N/A N/A N/A 1.000 N/A 1.000 N/A  
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Appendix AR27 Measurement Model for Experimentation (Ex) 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC Ex B32-B33 0.500 0.000 84.743 0.815    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC Ex B32 1          

     B33 1          

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 Ex 0.627 0.457   1.000   1.000 0.791  
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Appendix AR28 Measurement Model for Risk Taking (RT) 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC RT B34-B35 0.500 0.000 78.003 0.717    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC RT B35 1          

     B34 1          

                  

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 RT 0.545 0.375   1.000   1.000 0.611   
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Appendix AR29 Measurement Model for Experimentation and Risk Taking (ExRT) 

 

 

 

   

 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC ExRT B32-B35 0.752 0.000 65.478 0.816    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC ExRT B32 0.829 0.062 13.274 ***    

     B33 1          

     B34 0.944 0.083 11.331 ***    

     B35 0.809 0.092 8.792 ***    

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 ExRT 0.823 0.543 13.382 0.936 0.820 0.940 0.213  
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Appendix AR30 Measurement Model for Participative Decision Making (PDM) 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC PDM B43-B45 0.739 0.000 80.595 0.879    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC PDM B43 0.873 0.059 14.857 ***    

     B44 0.989 0.062 15.979 ***    

     B45 1          

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 PDM 0.880 0.711   1.000   1.000 0.729  
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Appendix AR31 Measurement Model for Dialogue (Di) 

 

 

   

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

                 

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α   

 ILC Di B39-B42 0.764   66.715 0.829   

                 

         

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS   

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p   

 ILC Di B39 0.88 0.061 14.421 ***   

     B40 1         

     B41 0.849 0.078 10.851 ***   

     B42 0.777 0.075 10.319 ***   

              

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT 

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA 

 Di 0.832 0.559 9.715 0.956 0.879 0.960 0.179 
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Appendix AR32 Measurement Model for External Environment Interaction (EEI) 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 
 

      

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC EE B36-B38 0.585 0.000 60.690 0.672    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC EE B36 1          

     B38 0.584 0.1 5.858 ***    

     B37 1.48 0.295 5.016 ***    

                  

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT 

INCREMENTAL 

FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 EE 0.706 0.471   1.000   1.000 0.428  
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Appendix AR33 Measurement Model for Productivity/Profitability (PP) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

                   

   Construct Items KMO Sig TVE α    

 ILC PP B48-B51 0.784 0.000 64.209 0.812    

                  

          

       REGRESSION WEIGHTS    

   Construct Items Estimate SE Crit. Ratio p    

 ILC PP B50 1          

     B49 0.763 0.067 11.388 ***    

     B51 0.726 0.067 10.876 ***    

     B48 0.773 0.076 10.212 ***    

          

   

CONVERGENT 

VALIDITY 

PARSINOMIOUS 

FIT INCREMENTAL FIT ABSOLUTE FIT  

 ILC CR AVE CMIN/DF NFI TLI CFI RMSEA  

 PP 0.817 0.531 0.641 0.997 1.006 1.000 0.000  
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Appendix AR34 Extract of SPSS output report-EFA1 Component Matrix with components with Eigen 

value >1 

 

FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION SIG DET KMO EXTRACTION 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /ROTATION NOROTATE 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

 

 

Factor Analysis 

Notes 
Output Created 16-MAY-2021 12:45:00 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-

defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based 

on cases with no missing values 

for any variable used. 
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Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 

B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 

B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 

B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 

B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 

B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 

B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL 

CORRELATION SIG DET 

KMO EXTRACTION 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) 

ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /ROTATION NOROTATE 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.03 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.05 

Maximum Memory Required 241064 (235.414K) bytes 

 

 

 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .907 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 7239.009 

df 1035 

Sig. .000 

 

 

Communalities 

 Initial Extraction 

MI1 1.000 .795 

MI2 1.000 .787 

MI3 1.000 .728 

TI7 1.000 .601 

TI8 1.000 .742 

TI9 1.000 .607 

TS18 1.000 .526 

TS19 1.000 .748 

TS20 1.000 .581 

TS21 1.000 .555 

PS22 1.000 .587 

PS23 1.000 .519 

PS24 1.000 .731 

PS25 1.000 .724 

IS26 1.000 .636 
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IS27 1.000 .652 

IS28 1.000 .601 

ES29 1.000 .772 

ES30 1.000 .720 

ES31 1.000 .734 

Ex32 1.000 .619 

Ex33 1.000 .742 

RT34 1.000 .671 

RT35 1.000 .634 

EE36 1.000 .537 

EE37 1.000 .547 

EE38 1.000 .488 

Di39 1.000 .711 

Di40 1.000 .793 

Di41 1.000 .676 

Di42 1.000 .633 

PD43 1.000 .700 

PD44 1.000 .763 

PD45 1.000 .729 

PP48 1.000 .637 

PP49 1.000 .660 

PP50 1.000 .799 

PP51 1.000 .638 

SE52 1.000 .570 

SE53 1.000 .637 

SE54 1.000 .709 

SE55 1.000 .780 

SE56 1.000 .726 

SE57 1.000 .692 

SE58 1.000 .732 

SE59 1.000 .757 

 

Extraction Method: Principal 

Component Analysis. 

 

Total Variance Explained 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 

1 13.899 30.214 30.214 13.899 30.214 30.214 

2 4.822 10.482 40.697 4.822 10.482 40.697 

3 2.598 5.648 46.345 2.598 5.648 46.345 

4 1.672 3.635 49.980 1.672 3.635 49.980 

5 1.597 3.473 53.452 1.597 3.473 53.452 

6 1.418 3.082 56.534 1.418 3.082 56.534 

7 1.376 2.991 59.525 1.376 2.991 59.525 

8 1.295 2.814 62.339 1.295 2.814 62.339 

9 1.187 2.581 64.921 1.187 2.581 64.921 

10 1.065 2.315 67.236 1.065 2.315 67.236 

11 .952 2.070 69.306    
12 .924 2.008 71.314    
13 .811 1.763 73.078    
14 .789 1.716 74.794    
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15 .738 1.605 76.398    
16 .702 1.527 77.925    
17 .647 1.406 79.331    
18 .613 1.333 80.665    
19 .595 1.294 81.959    
20 .567 1.233 83.192    
21 .532 1.156 84.348    
22 .486 1.056 85.404    
23 .474 1.030 86.435    
24 .458 .995 87.430    
25 .447 .971 88.402    
26 .418 .909 89.310    
27 .397 .863 90.173    
28 .359 .781 90.954    
29 .337 .733 91.687    
30 .333 .725 92.412    
31 .320 .696 93.108    
32 .287 .625 93.733    
33 .281 .611 94.344    
34 .266 .577 94.922    
35 .261 .566 95.488    
36 .257 .559 96.047    
37 .243 .528 96.575    
38 .228 .496 97.071    
39 .207 .451 97.521    
40 .198 .430 97.951    
41 .188 .410 98.361    
42 .177 .385 98.746    

 

 

Component Matrixa 

 
Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MI1 .621       -.413   
MI2 .591       -.461 .326  
MI3 .572 -.356      -.301   
TI7 .660          
TI8 .639   -.329       
TI9 .572     .370     
TS18 .636          
TS19 .452         -.550 

TS20 .559  .368        
TS21 .568          
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PS22 .515          
PS23 .522       .322   
PS24 .574    .340   .308  .305 

PS25 .650          
IS26 .373   .457   .359  -.320  
IS27 .380   .552   .359    
IS28 .578   .327       
ES29 .334 .303 .505        
ES30 .389  .420  -.409      
ES31 .320  .428  -.416 .363     
Ex32 .523 .399         
Ex33 .535 .473         
RT34 .396 .625         
RT35  .676         
EE36 .406 .532         
EE37 .461 .508         
EE38 .449 .304        -.312 

Di39 .588  -.426        
Di40 .636  -.418    -.305    
Di41 .411 .321 -.457   .314     
Di42 .497  -.418        
PD43 .315 .676         
PD44  .750         
PD45  .762         
PP48 .496      .451    
PP49 .652          
PP50 .574  -.319    .366    
PP51 .545          
SE52 .675          
SE53 .694          
SE54 .715          
SE55 .765    -.323      
SE56 .712          
SE57 .698 -.303         
SE58 .712          
SE59 .773          

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.a 

a. 10 components extracted. 
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Appendix AR35 Extract of SPSS output report showing Component Correlation Matrix with Direct 

Oblimim method of rotation 

 

FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION SIG DET KMO EXTRACTION ROTATION FSCORE 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(10) ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) DELTA(0) 

  /ROTATION OBLIMIN 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

 

 

Factor Analysis 

 

Notes 
Output Created 16-MAY-2021 23:35:16 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 
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Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-

defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based 

on cases with no missing values 

for any variable used. 

Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 

B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 

B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 

B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 

B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 

B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 

B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL 

CORRELATION SIG DET 

KMO EXTRACTION 

ROTATION FSCORE 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(10) 

ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

DELTA(0) 

  /ROTATION OBLIMIN 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.06 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.05 

Maximum Memory Required 241064 (235.414K) bytes 

 

 PP48 .000 .000 

PP49 .000 .000 

PP50 .000 .000 

PP51 .000 .000 

SE52 .000 .000 

SE53 .000 .000 

SE54 .000 .000 

SE55 .000 .000 

SE56 .000 .000 

SE57 .000 .000 

SE58  .000 

SE59 .000  

 

a. Determinant = 1.443E-13 
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KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .907 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 7239.009 

df 1035 

Sig. .000 

 

 

Total Variance Explained 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Rotation Sums 

of Squared 

Loadingsa 

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total 

1 13.899 30.214 30.214 13.899 30.214 30.214 9.492 

2 4.822 10.482 40.697 4.822 10.482 40.697 4.998 

3 2.598 5.648 46.345 2.598 5.648 46.345 5.485 

4 1.672 3.635 49.980 1.672 3.635 49.980 3.088 

5 1.597 3.473 53.452 1.597 3.473 53.452 5.003 

6 1.418 3.082 56.534 1.418 3.082 56.534 4.184 

7 1.376 2.991 59.525 1.376 2.991 59.525 6.075 

8 1.295 2.814 62.339 1.295 2.814 62.339 6.850 

9 1.187 2.581 64.921 1.187 2.581 64.921 4.862 

10 1.065 2.315 67.236 1.065 2.315 67.236 4.084 

11 .952 2.070 69.306     
12 .924 2.008 71.314     
13 .811 1.763 73.078     
14 .789 1.716 74.794     
15 .738 1.605 76.398     
16 .702 1.527 77.925     
17 .647 1.406 79.331     
18 .613 1.333 80.665     
19 .595 1.294 81.959     
20 .567 1.233 83.192     
21 .532 1.156 84.348     
22 .486 1.056 85.404     
23 .474 1.030 86.435     
24 .458 .995 87.430     
25 .447 .971 88.402     
26 .418 .909 89.310     

Component Correlation Matrix 
Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 1.000 .028 -.300 .199 .319 .202 .419 

2 .028 1.000 -.208 .132 .001 .203 .051 

3 -.300 -.208 1.000 -.157 -.140 -.084 -.318 

4 .199 .132 -.157 1.000 .097 .148 .130 

5 .319 .001 -.140 .097 1.000 .184 .200 

6 .202 .203 -.084 .148 .184 1.000 .084 

7 .419 .051 -.318 .130 .200 .084 1.000 

8 -.456 .030 .253 -.185 -.297 -.150 -.323 
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9 -.265 -.227 .175 -.113 -.199 -.214 -.196 

10 -.269 -.101 .121 -.116 -.262 -.229 -.174 

 

Component Correlation Matrix 
Component 8 9 10 

1 -.456 -.265 -.269 

2 .030 -.227 -.101 

3 .253 .175 .121 

4 -.185 -.113 -.116 

5 -.297 -.199 -.262 

6 -.150 -.214 -.229 

7 -.323 -.196 -.174 

8 1.000 .202 .251 

9 .202 1.000 .175 

10 .251 .175 1.000 

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   

 Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Appendix AR36 Extract of SPSS output report showing Component Correlation Matrix with Varimax 

method of rotation 

 

FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 

B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL CORRELATION SIG DET KMO EXTRACTION ROTATION FSCORE 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(10) ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

  /ROTATION VARIMAX 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

 

Factor Analysis 

Notes 
Output Created 16-MAY-2021 23:46:54 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-

defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used LISTWISE: Statistics are based 

on cases with no missing values 

for any variable used. 
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Syntax FACTOR 

  /VARIABLES B1 B2 B3 B7 

B8 B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 

B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 

B29 B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /ANALYSIS B1 B2 B3 B7 B8 

B9 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22 B23 

B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 

B30 B31 B32 B33 B34 

    B35 B36 B37 B38 B39 B40 

B41 B42 B43 B44 B45 B48 

B49 B50 B51 B52 B53 B54 

B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 

  /PRINT INITIAL 

CORRELATION SIG DET 

KMO EXTRACTION 

ROTATION FSCORE 

  /FORMAT BLANK(.3) 

  /CRITERIA FACTORS(10) 

ITERATE(25) 

  /EXTRACTION PC 

  /CRITERIA ITERATE(25) 

  /ROTATION VARIMAX 

  /METHOD=CORRELATION. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.05 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.05 

Maximum Memory Required 241064 (235.414K) bytes 

 

Rotated Component Matrixa 

 
Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MI1 .390      .756    
MI2       .791    
MI3       .707    
TI7 .484    .409  .315    
TI8     .682      
TI9     .630      
TS18    .331 .327  .303    
TS19          .786 

TS20    .392      .474 

TS21    .389 .391     .359 

PS22    .576      .312 

PS23 .334   .581       
PS24    .770       
PS25 .389   .636       
IS26         .749  
IS27         .724  
IS28         .381 .418 

ES29        .806   
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ES30        .775   
ES31        .799   
Ex32  .459   .562      
Ex33  .579   .521      
RT34  .700   .357      
RT35  .705         
EE36  .623         
EE37  .614         
EE38  .354 .339        
Di39   .720        
Di40 .339  .770        
Di41   .738        
Di42   .662        
PD43  .745 .331        
PD44  .821         
PD45  .818         
PP48      .722     
PP49 .364     .557     
PP50 .335     .790     
PP51      .678     
SE52 .586          
SE53 .690          
SE54 .745          
SE55 .783          
SE56 .779          
SE57 .738          
SE58 .738          
SE59 .728          

 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.a 

a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations. 

 

 

Component Transformation Matrix 
Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 .604 .266 .297 .327 .306 .289 .291 

2 -.318 .869 .116 -.126 .084 -.111 -.223 

3 -.036 -.081 -.588 .338 .173 -.341 -.031 

4 -.125 -.130 .301 -.140 -.432 -.219 .241 

5 -.431 .002 .191 .541 .238 -.287 .198 

6 -.388 -.352 .436 .098 .395 .277 -.210 

7 -.269 .038 -.462 -.129 .217 .605 .091 

8 .051 -.001 .044 .435 -.446 .285 -.668 

9 -.324 .078 .014 .053 -.385 .356 .463 
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10 -.024 .136 -.141 .482 -.276 .082 .233 

 

Component Transformation Matrix 
Component 8 9 10 

1 .182 .189 .196 

2 .208 .020 -.016 

3 .548 .031 .289 

4 .354 .663 .007 

5 -.493 .196 .159 

6 .456 -.136 -.155 

7 -.113 .509 -.058 

8 -.064 .159 .223 

9 .123 -.414 .459 

10 .124 -.108 -.751 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.   

 Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Appendix AR37 Identification of the new factors after the completion of EFA3 
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Appendix AR38 SPSS Output Reliability Cronbach’s Alpha of SM1 

 

RELIABILITY 

  /VARIABLES=B19 B20 B21 B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 B59 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B1 B2 

B3 B48 B49 B50 

    B51 B7 B8 B9 B22 B23 B24 B25 B39 B40 B41 B42 B32 B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 B43 B44 

B45 

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') ALL 

  /MODEL=ALPHA 

  /STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE SCALE 

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 

 

 

 

 

Reliability 

 

 

 

Notes 
Output Created 24-MAY-2021 18:26:57 

Comments  
Input Data D:\My Documents\Doctorate 

Phd\DBA European University 

Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS 

Workings\SPSS DATA 

FILES\Data  with no missing 

values 11 05 2021.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data 

File 

274 

Matrix Input  
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are 

treated as missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on all cases 

with valid data for all variables 

in the procedure. 

Syntax RELIABILITY 
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  /VARIABLES=B19 B20 B21 

B53 B54 B55 B56 B57 B58 

B59 B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 

B31 B1 B2 B3 B48 B49 B50 

    B51 B7 B8 B9 B22 B23 B24 

B25 B39 B40 B41 B42 B32 

B33 B34 B35 B36 B37 B38 

B43 B44 B45 

  /SCALE('ALL VARIABLES') 

ALL 

  /MODEL=ALPHA 

  

/STATISTICS=DESCRIPTIVE 

SCALE 

  /SUMMARY=TOTAL. 

Resources Processor Time 00:00:00.00 

Elapsed Time 00:00:00.01 

 

 

 

Scale: ALL VARIABLES 

 

 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 262 95.6 

Excludeda 12 4.4 

Total 274 100.0 

 

a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the 

procedure. 

 

 

Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.935 44 

 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

TS19 3.91 1.015 262 

TS20 4.09 .998 262 

TS21 4.16 .949 262 

SE53 4.30 .842 262 

SE54 4.45 .760 262 

SE55 4.25 .856 262 
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SE56 4.37 .791 262 

SE57 4.59 .698 262 

SE58 4.46 .771 262 

SE59 4.51 .820 262 

IS26 3.66 1.189 262 

IS27 3.94 1.062 262 

IS28 4.05 .937 262 

ES29 3.52 1.035 262 

ES30 3.65 .935 262 

ES31 3.45 .996 262 

MI1 4.48 .904 262 

MI2 4.29 .926 262 

MI3 4.64 .872 262 

PP48 3.95 1.018 262 

PP49 4.22 .891 262 

PP50 4.25 .974 262 

PP51 4.26 .910 262 

TI7 4.40 .846 262 

TI8 4.19 .912 262 

TI9 4.14 .978 262 

PS22 4.06 1.021 262 

PS23 4.32 .838 262 

PS24 4.37 .842 262 

PS25 4.39 .827 262 

Di39 4.21 .955 262 

Di40 4.18 .967 262 

Di41 3.93 1.103 262 

Di42 3.81 1.043 262 

Ex32 3.74 1.010 262 

Ex33 3.68 1.075 262 

RT34 3.32 1.192 262 

RT35 3.09 1.289 262 

EE36 3.57 1.210 262 

EE37 3.42 1.187 262 

EE38 3.81 1.098 262 

PD43 3.16 1.254 262 

PD44 3.03 1.297 262 

PD45 2.95 1.353 262 

 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

 
Scale Mean if 

Item Deleted 

Scale Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-

Total Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item Deleted 

TS19 171.33 492.788 .409 .935 

TS20 171.15 489.162 .501 .934 

TS21 171.08 489.530 .519 .934 

SE53 170.94 488.763 .612 .933 

SE54 170.79 491.441 .600 .933 

SE55 170.99 486.249 .669 .933 

SE56 170.87 490.461 .604 .933 

SE57 170.65 493.792 .579 .934 

SE58 170.78 491.420 .592 .934 
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SE59 170.73 487.432 .667 .933 

IS26 171.58 491.531 .366 .935 

IS27 171.30 494.279 .357 .935 

IS28 171.19 488.758 .546 .934 

ES29 171.72 494.334 .366 .935 

ES30 171.60 494.081 .416 .935 

ES31 171.79 495.952 .345 .935 

MI1 170.76 490.664 .519 .934 

MI2 170.95 490.722 .504 .934 

MI3 170.60 493.613 .462 .934 

PP48 171.29 491.180 .444 .934 

PP49 171.02 488.187 .591 .933 

PP50 170.99 490.295 .487 .934 

PP51 170.98 492.509 .468 .934 

TI7 170.84 490.917 .550 .934 

TI8 171.05 487.730 .588 .933 

TI9 171.10 488.894 .518 .934 

PS22 171.18 490.066 .468 .934 

PS23 170.92 494.843 .448 .934 

PS24 170.87 492.857 .500 .934 

PS25 170.85 491.422 .550 .934 

Di39 171.03 488.440 .543 .934 

Di40 171.06 485.647 .602 .933 

Di41 171.31 489.764 .436 .935 

Di42 171.43 488.031 .502 .934 

Ex32 171.50 486.573 .553 .934 

Ex33 171.56 483.756 .578 .933 

RT34 171.92 485.611 .480 .934 

RT35 172.15 487.713 .402 .935 

EE36 171.67 485.801 .468 .934 

EE37 171.82 483.305 .528 .934 

EE38 171.43 488.147 .472 .934 

PD43 172.08 487.457 .419 .935 

PD44 172.21 492.552 .313 .936 

PD45 172.29 491.868 .309 .936 

 

 

Scale Statistics 
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 

175.24 512.252 22.633 44 
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Appendix AR39 KMO Barlett and TVE after EFA3 giving 10 Factors 

Appendix AR40 AMOS output of Comprehensive Measurement Covarianced Model showing Fit 

Indices 

 

D:\My Documents\Doctorate Phd\DBA European University Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS Workings\Amos Sem Models\Comprehensive Measurement Covarianced 

Model with 10 constructs after EFA3-26 05 2021.amw 

Analysis Summary 

Date and Time 

Date: Wednesday, 26 May 2021 

Time: 10:41:32 pm 

Title 

Comprehensive measurement covarianced model with 10 constructs after efa3-26 05 2021: 

Wednesday, 26 May 2021 10:41 pm 

Groups 

roup number 1 (Group number 1) 

Notes for Group (Group number 1) 

The model is recursive. 

Sample size = 274 

 

 

Model Fit Summary 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 180 2069.350 900 .000 2.299 

Saturated model 1080 .000 0   

Independence model 90 7632.344 990 .000 7.709 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 
CFI 

Default model .729 .702 .826 .806 .824 

Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 

Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures 

Model PRATIO PNFI PCFI 

Default model .909 .663 .749 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 1.000 .000 .000 

NCP 
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Model NCP LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 1169.350 1040.768 1305.609 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 6642.344 6367.715 6923.542 

FMIN 

Model FMIN F0 LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 7.580 4.283 3.812 4.782 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 27.957 24.331 23.325 25.361 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 

Default model .069 .065 .073 .000 

Independence model .157 .153 .160 .000 

AIC 

Model AIC BCC BIC CAIC 

Default model 2429.350 2502.302   

Saturated model 2160.000 2597.709   

Independence model 7812.344 7848.820   

ECVI 

Model ECVI LO 90 HI 90 MECVI 

Default model 8.899 8.428 9.398 9.166 

Saturated model 7.912 7.912 7.912 9.515 

Independence model 28.617 27.611 29.647 28.750 

HOELTER 

Model 
HOELTER 

.05 

HOELTER 

.01 

Default model 129 133 

Independence model 39 40 

Execution time summary 

Minimization: .085 

Miscellaneous: 1.869 

Bootstrap: .000 

Total: 1.954 
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Appendix AR41 Extract of AMOS output report-Regression Weights of the initial Structural Model 

 

D:\My Documents\Doctorate Phd\DBA European University Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS Workings\Amos Sem Models\SM1 24 05 2021.amw 

Analysis Summary 

Date and Time 

Date: Saturday, 29 May 2021 

Time: 1:31:58 pm 

Title 

Sm1 24 05 2021: Saturday, 29 May 2021 1:31 pm 

Groups 

Group number 1 (Group number 1) 

Notes for Group (Group number 1) 

The model is recursive. 

Sample size = 274 

Variable Summary (Group number 1) 

Your model contains the following variables (Group number 1) 

Observed, endogenous variables 

B21 

B24 

B27 

B28 

B29 

B30 

B31 

B39 

B40 

Regression Weights: (Group number 1 - Default model) 

   Estimate S.E. C.R. P Label 

ILC <--- ILP .900 .103 8.715 *** par_37 

OLC <--- ILC .873 .091 9.643 *** par_40 

IS <--- ILP .875 .117 7.495 *** par_34 

ES <--- ILP .542 .102 5.293 *** par_35 

PS <--- ILP .899 .102 8.831 *** par_36 

TS <--- ILP 1.000     
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MI <--- ILC .883 .084 10.519 *** par_38 

SE <--- ILC 1.000     

TI <--- ILC .899 .085 10.531 *** par_39 

Di <--- OLC .987 .114 8.640 *** par_41 

PEE <--- OLC .625 .125 5.007 *** par_42 

PP <--- OLC 1.000     

B21 <--- TS .828 .104 7.979 *** par_1 

B24 <--- PS .985 .075 13.126 *** par_2 

B27 <--- IS .831 .129 6.435 *** par_3 

B28 <--- IS 1.000     

B29 <--- ES 1.000     

B30 <--- ES .982 .093 10.504 *** par_4 

B31 <--- ES .925 .091 10.133 *** par_5 

B39 <--- Di .888 .058 15.199 *** par_6 

B40 <--- Di 1.000     

B41 <--- Di .826 .075 11.054 *** par_7 

B50 <--- PP 1.000     

B49 <--- PP .877 .071 12.298 *** par_8 

B7 <--- TI .834 .086 9.743 *** par_9 

B8 <--- TI 1.000     

B9 <--- TI .979 .081 12.154 *** par_10 

B56 <--- SE .886 .054 16.307 *** par_11 

B55 <--- SE 1.000     

B3 <--- MI .816 .062 13.185 *** par_12 

B1 <--- MI 1.000     

B2 <--- MI .975 .061 16.101 *** par_13 

B58 <--- SE .856 .054 15.804 *** par_14 

B59 <--- SE .947 .056 16.956 *** par_15 

B57 <--- SE .758 .049 15.342 *** par_16 

B25 <--- PS 1.000     

B20 <--- TS 1.000     

B19 <--- TS .816 .103 7.952 *** par_17 

B26 <--- IS .837 .143 5.847 *** par_18 

B42 <--- Di .776 .072 10.800 *** par_19 

B48 <--- PP .830 .078 10.659 *** par_20 

B22 <--- PS .840 .101 8.313 *** par_21 

B23 <--- PS .752 .081 9.232 *** par_22 

B52 <--- SE .760 .062 12.239 *** par_23 

B53 <--- SE .846 .061 13.909 *** par_24 

B54 <--- SE .840 .053 15.769 *** par_25 

B37 <--- PEE .766 .079 9.690 *** par_26 

B38 <--- PEE .504 .072 7.039 *** par_27 

B43 <--- PEE .896 .078 11.489 *** par_28 

B44 <--- PEE .929 .079 11.713 *** par_29 

B45 <--- PEE 1.000     

B35 <--- PEE .878 .085 10.390 *** par_30 

B34 <--- PEE .886 .081 10.974 *** par_31 
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B33 <--- PEE .737 .074 10.002 *** par_32 

B32 <--- PEE .601 .069 8.678 *** par_33 

B51 <--- PP .785 .070 11.201 *** par_43 

B36 <--- PEE .741 .080 9.275 *** par_44 
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Appendix AR42 Extract of AMOS output report-Goodness of Fit Indices of the initial Structural 

Model 

 

D:\My Documents\Doctorate Phd\DBA European University Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS Workings\Amos Sem Models\SM1 24 05 2021.amw 

Analysis Summary 

Date and Time 

Date: Saturday, 29 May 2021 

Time: 1:31:58 pm 

Title 

Sm1 24 05 2021: Saturday, 29 May 2021 1:31 pm 

Groups 

Group number 1 (Group number 1) 

Notes for Group (Group number 1) 

The model is recursive. 

Sample size = 274 

Variable Summary (Group number 1) 

Your model contains the following variables (Group number 1) 

Observed, endogenous variables 

B21 

B24 

B27 

B28 

B29 

B30 

B31 

B39 

B40 

Model Fit Summary 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 147 2175.292 933 .000 2.332 

Saturated model 1080 .000 0   

Independence model 90 7632.344 990 .000 7.709 
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Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 
CFI 

Default model .715 .698 .815 .802 .813 

Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 

Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures 

Model PRATIO PNFI PCFI 

Default model .942 .674 .766 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 1.000 .000 .000 

NCP 

Model NCP LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 1242.292 1110.097 1382.155 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 6642.344 6367.715 6923.542 

FMIN 

Model FMIN F0 LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 7.968 4.551 4.066 5.063 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 27.957 24.331 23.325 25.361 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 

Default model .070 .066 .074 .000 

Independence model .157 .153 .160 .000 

AIC 

Model AIC BCC BIC CAIC 

Default model 2469.292 2528.869   

Saturated model 2160.000 2597.709   

Independence model 7812.344 7848.820   

ECVI 

Model ECVI LO 90 HI 90 MECVI 

Default model 9.045 8.561 9.557 9.263 

Saturated model 7.912 7.912 7.912 9.515 

Independence model 28.617 27.611 29.647 28.750 

 

HOELTER 

Model 
HOELTER 

.05 

HOELTER 

.01 

Default model 127 131 

Independence model 39 40 
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Execution time summary 

Minimization: .056 

Miscellaneous: 1.102 

Bootstrap: .000 

Total: 1.158 
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Appendix AR43 Extract of AMOS output report- Model Fit Indices of SEM after Modification Indices 

advice is applied 

 

D:\My Documents\Doctorate Phd\DBA European University Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS Workings\Amos Sem Models\SM41-5 Reformed 21 06 2021.amw 

Analysis Summary 

Date and Time 

Date: Monday, 21 June 2021 

Time: 12:55:58 pm 

Title 

Sm41-5 reformed 21 06 2021: Monday, 21 June 2021 12:55 pm 

Groups 

Group number 1 (Group number 1) 

Notes for Group (Group number 1) 

The model is recursive. 

Sample size = 274 

Variable Summary (Group number 1) 

Your model contains the following variables (Group number 1) 

Observed, endogenous variables 

B21 

B24 

B27 

B28 

B29 

B30 

B31 

B39 

B40 

B41 

B50 

B49 

B7 

B8 
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B9 

B56 

Model Fit Summary 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 167 1719.255 913 .000 1.883 

Saturated model 1080 .000 0   

Independence model 90 7632.344 990 .000 7.709 

 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 
CFI 

Default model .775 .756 .880 .868 .879 

Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 

Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

 

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures 

Model PRATIO PNFI PCFI 

Default model .922 .714 .810 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 1.000 .000 .000 

 

NCP 

Model NCP LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 806.255 693.219 927.083 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 6642.344 6367.715 6923.542 

 

FMIN 

Model FMIN F0 LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 6.298 2.953 2.539 3.396 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 27.957 24.331 23.325 25.361 

 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 

Default model .057 .053 .061 .003 

Independence model .157 .153 .160 .000 
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AIC 

Model AIC BCC BIC CAIC 

Default model 2053.255 2120.938   

Saturated model 2160.000 2597.709   

Independence model 7812.344 7848.820   

 

ECVI 

Model ECVI LO 90 HI 90 MECVI 

Default model 7.521 7.107 7.964 7.769 

Saturated model 7.912 7.912 7.912 9.515 

Independence model 28.617 27.611 29.647 28.750 

 

HOELTER 

Model 
HOELTER 

.05 

HOELTER 

.01 

Default model 157 162 

Independence model 39 40 

 

Execution time summary 

Minimization: .073 

Miscellaneous: 3.861 

Bootstrap: .000 

Total: 3.934 
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Appendix AR44 Extract of AMOS output report-Model Fit Indices of SEM after SRC 

 

D:\My Documents\Doctorate Phd\DBA European University Cyprus\DISSERTATION 

WORKINGS\SPSS-AMOS Workings\Amos Sem Models\SM42 Reformed 21 06 2021.amw 

Analysis Summary 

Date and Time 

Date: Monday, 21 June 2021 

Time: 12:24:33 pm 

Title 

Sm42 reformed 21 06 2021: Monday, 21 June 2021 12:24 pm 

Groups 

Group number 1 (Group number 1) 

Notes for Group (Group number 1) 

The model is recursive. 

Sample size = 274 

Variable Summary (Group number 1) 

Your model contains the following variables (Group number 1) 

Observed, endogenous variables 

B21 

B24 

B27 

B28 

B29 

B30 

B31 

B39 

B40 

B7 

B8 

B9 

B56 

B55 

B3 
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B1 

B2 

B58 

B59 

Model Fit Summary 

CMIN 

Model NPAR CMIN DF P CMIN/DF 

Default model 126 868.846 468 .000 1.857 

Saturated model 594 .000 0   

Independence model 66 5124.297 528 .000 9.705 

Baseline Comparisons 

Model 
NFI 

Delta1 

RFI 

rho1 

IFI 

Delta2 

TLI 

rho2 
CFI 

Default model .830 .809 .914 .902 .913 

Saturated model 1.000  1.000  1.000 

Independence model .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

Parsimony-Adjusted Measures 

Model PRATIO PNFI PCFI 

Default model .886 .736 .809 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 1.000 .000 .000 

NCP 

Model NCP LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 400.846 321.835 487.673 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 4596.297 4370.219 4828.884 

FMIN 

Model FMIN F0 LO 90 HI 90 

Default model 3.183 1.468 1.179 1.786 

Saturated model .000 .000 .000 .000 

Independence model 18.770 16.836 16.008 17.688 

RMSEA 

Model RMSEA LO 90 HI 90 PCLOSE 

Default model .056 .050 .062 .045 

Independence model .179 .174 .183 .000 

 

AIC 

Model AIC BCC BIC CAIC 

Default model 1120.846 1156.695   

Saturated model 1188.000 1357.004   

Independence model 5256.297 5275.076   
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ECVI 

Model ECVI LO 90 HI 90 MECVI 

Default model 4.106 3.816 4.424 4.237 

Saturated model 4.352 4.352 4.352 4.971 

Independence model 19.254 18.426 20.106 19.323 

 

HOELTER 

Model 
HOELTER 

.05 

HOELTER 

.01 

Default model 164 171 

Independence model 32 33 

 

Execution time summary 

Minimization: .059 

Miscellaneous: 2.298 

Bootstrap: .000 

Total: 2.357 
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THE END 
 

 

“Learning never exhausts the mind.” 

Leonardo da Vinci 

 


